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Ensuring a high level of human health protection in all Community activities is a central part of our responsibilities. This has been a constant theme throughout the development of the Community. Even before the specific public health article was introduced, health was integrated into other areas of policy such as agriculture and free movement, and the Single European Act stipulated that a high level of health protection should be taken as a basis for completing the internal market.

A great deal has therefore been achieved towards the aim of Health in All Policies (HiAP). Within the Commission we have established coordination mechanisms to ensure that the health dimension is integrated into activities of all Commission services. We have also developed detailed methodologies for health impact assessment (HIA), in particular through projects under the public health programme. Together with work on impact assessment in other specific areas such as the environment, these methodologies have laid the foundations for the integrated approach to HIA now used throughout the Commission. More can still be done; for example, we are working with Member States to develop a specific methodology for assessing the impact of proposals on health systems. Nevertheless, the Commission’s integrated approach to HIA is an important achievement, bringing together consideration of the full range of potential economic, environmental and social impacts in a single mechanism.

Beyond these technical developments there is also growing recognition of the importance of health for the overall objectives of the Community. Health is a key foundation stone of the overall Lisbon strategy of growth, competitiveness and sustainable development. A healthy economy depends on a healthy population.
Without this, employers lose worker productivity and citizens are deprived of potential length and quality of life. This is doubly important as the European population ages in the coming decades. The impact of this demographic ageing will crucially depend on our ability to keep our citizens healthy and active throughout their longer lives. We are adding years to life, but we must also add healthy life to years.

A wide range of policies can help to influence this, ranging from employment and social protection strategies to the food we eat and how much we walk rather than drive. European policies and rules shape many of these areas, and this underlines how vital it is to ensure the integration of health protection into all policies and actions.

This is not just work for the Commission. After all, although we produce the proposals for Community action and the HIA that accompanies them, it is then up to the Parliament and Council to decide on them. Ensuring the integration of health protection into Community policies therefore also depends on the members of the European Parliament and the Member States in the Council.

Moreover, even if all best efforts are taken to integrate the health dimension into Community measures, health is a complex topic, and it is simply not always possible to anticipate all the impacts of new measures. Initial HIAs must therefore be accompanied by constant monitoring and evaluation in practice. At European level, we already have the important overall key indicator of Healthy Life-Years. But more research and statistical work is needed to develop more detailed indicators for particular areas and outcomes to ensure that the integration of health into all policies is not simply a one-off exercise, but a constant activity guiding our actions for the future.

I welcome this publication as part of the Finnish presidency and hope it will lead to greater awareness of the importance of HiAP and to future progress.

Robert Madelin
Director-General
Health and Consumer Protection
European Commission
Brussels
June 2006
Health in All Policies (HiAP) – the main health theme of the Finnish European Union (EU) Presidency in 2006 – is a natural continuation of Finland’s long-term horizontal health policy. While the health sector has gradually increased its cooperation with other government sectors, industry and nongovernmental organizations in the past four decades, other sectors have increasingly taken health and the well-being of citizens into account in their policies. The key factor enabling such a development has been that health and well-being are shared values across the societal sectors.

The Finnish population is now healthier than ever, the health of the elderly is constantly improving, the increased years of life are predominantly healthy years, and we have also been able to prevent major diseases. These outcomes are not only based on advancing preventive and curative health care services, but, in particular, on the creation of and support for healthy living conditions and ways of life. In concrete terms, this has meant increasing the opportunities for healthy choices, not only health education.

Our contribution to the EU public health policy can also be considered as quite consistent. In 1999, during the first Finnish EU Presidency, a Council resolution was adopted “on ensuring health protection in all Community policies and activities” on Finland’s proposal. Now, seven years later, it is very encouraging to see how the EU public health discourse has changed towards what was suggested and how some of the activities anticipated have been implemented – most importantly, the impact assessments of the Commission’s initiatives. Even more positive, however, is to notice that our understanding of the matter itself has improved.
Despite its solid background in science, HiAP is a politically challenging strategy that requires deliberate efforts to be promoted. This is why we persistently want to draw attention to it. Determinants of health, their surveillance and related methodological issues are demanding questions that most naturally, practically and effectively are developed in a European collaboration, not by any single Member State acting alone. The EU Public Health Programme project, of which this book is one of the outputs, is an excellent example of worthwhile and productive collaboration between Member States, strongly supported by the EU Commission and the European Regional Office of the World Health Organization.

Major diseases – both “old” and emerging – are challenges to public health. A systematic response is considerably facilitated by the fact that the risk factors are mainly the same. Instead of seeing major diseases as a challenge to the health sector only, HiAP highlights the fact that the risk factors of major diseases, or the determinants of health, are modified by measures that are often managed by other government sectors as well as by other actors in society. Broader societal health determinants – above all, education, employment and the environment – influence the distribution of risk factors among population groups, thereby resulting in health inequalities. Focusing on HiAP may shift the emphasis slightly from individual lifestyles and single diseases to societal factors and actions that shape our everyday living environments. It does not, however, imply that any other public health approaches, for example health education or disease prevention are undermined or treated as less important.

Effective and systematic action for the improvement of population health, using genuinely all available measures in all policy fields, is an opening for a new phase of public health. As the EU has the unique mandate to act for health across all policy sectors and as we in Europe have all the other necessary means, I would like to see Europe as the world leader in such a modern approach. Whether Europe will achieve this position depends on all of us.

Dr Liisa Hyssälä
Minister of Health and Social Services
Helsinki
Finland
July 2006
The countries of the European Union (EU) have achieved historically unprecedented levels of health and wealth. In recent decades life expectancy has grown substantially. People now live longer and are in better health than 20 years ago. Simultaneously the wealth of the EU countries has grown steadily since 1980. However, wealth and health inequalities between and within countries have largely remained or even grown.

Health and wealth are related. The link is especially strong at lower levels of affluence. It has been shown that better health boosts rates of economic growth, while countries with weak conditions for health have a hard time achieving sustained growth. For high-income countries, gross domestic product and life expectancy correlate less strongly at national levels. However, for high-income countries, it has been demonstrated that good health contributes positively to the economy while poor health can have substantial negative effects. It is noteworthy that greater socioeconomic inequality in society is associated with poorer average health.

Health and well-being are undoubtedly major societal objectives in their own right, and these objectives are not limited to the contribution of health to the economy. In the EU health systems are seen to form a central part of social protection, as well as providing an important contribution to social cohesion and social justice. In the development of their health policies the European countries share the values of universality, access to good care, equity and solidarity. The same values have also been guiding the development of the Health for All Policy of the World Health Organization (WHO). Recently, the Member States of the European Region of WHO endorsed an update of the
European Health for All policy, which places health in the framework of human rights, stressing the common European values of equity, solidarity and participation.7

Because of the solid evidence that health can be influenced by policies of other sectors, and that health has, in turn, important effects on the realization of the goals of other sectors, such as economic wealth, this book proposes Health in All Policies (HiAP) as a strategy to help strengthen this link between health and other policies. Health in All Policies addresses the effects on health across all policies such as agriculture, education, the environment, fiscal policies, housing, and transport. It seeks to improve health and at the same time contribute to the well-being and the wealth of the nations through structures, mechanisms and actions planned and managed mainly by sectors other than health. Thus HiAP is not confined to the health sector and to the public health community, but is a complementary strategy with a high potential towards improving a population’s health, with health determinants as the bridge between policies and health outcomes. Regarding the overall contribution of health both to the social capital and to the economy, it is hoped that Health in All Policies: Prospects and potentials will attract readers from across all societal sectors.

For Europe, it is vital to further strengthen the link between health and other policies. It cannot be taken for granted that the positive developments of the past will last into the future. Through the looming obesity crisis,8 the expected rise in chronic diseases and the cognitive decline associated with ageing, European societies provide examples of the challenges lying before us.

In parallel, concerns regarding the prospects of European economies have been growing in recent years. The European Council has addressed these concerns by agreeing on new strategic goals for the EU to strengthen employment, economic reform and social cohesion as a part of a knowledge-based economy. This strategy, endorsed by the Council in 2000 and better known as the Lisbon Agenda, addresses some of Europe’s economic weaknesses. Among them are the low employment rate characterized by insufficient participation in the labour market by women and older workers, and long-term structural unemployment and marked regional unemployment imbalances that remain endemic in parts of the EU. The Lisbon Agenda is seen as a response to the challenges posed by globalization and the need for European economies to maintain a competitive edge in a rapidly changing globalized world.9

The Lisbon Agenda refers to the need to modernize the European social model, social protection and promoting social inclusion. The essential role of health, however, is not reflected properly in reality although health plays an important role in addressing the challenges highlighted by the Lisbon Agenda,
and this role is even more important regarding demographic development in Europe. The proportion of the population beyond retirement age is growing, so creating a further downturn in the employment rate. The remaining workforce is ageing, and the proportion of older workers is increasing, putting even more emphasis on appropriate and effective strategies to integrate older workers into the labour market. Declining populations and dwindling labour market participation could result in shrinking economies unless there are gains in productivity and income. Again, this could put pressure on the European social model in terms of financial sustainability, undermining social cohesion.

This book is linked to the Lisbon Agenda by assuming that better health and well-being can contribute to a rise in productivity and add productive life-years. Healthier populations will have more years of healthy life expectancy and a reduced number of years suffering from chronic diseases. Improving a population’s health will reduce the foregone national income from sickness. In this regard, better health is one way of addressing the economic challenges of Europe. It may help to support the financial sustainability of the European social model and it may help to strengthen social cohesion. To this end, the contributions in this book are exploring the prospects and potential of HiAP to improve population health.

The wealth and health of Europe have been growing

The wealth of the nations, measured in GDP purchasing power parities per capita, (GDP PPP$ per capita) has grown steadily since 1980 for the EU-15 countries. A similar trend is observable for the ten Member States that joined the EU in 2004.

Both the EU-15 and EU-10 averages show a considerable growth in life expectancy since 1980. Some countries, such as Sweden, have already reached a level above 80 years of age.

Despite these positive trends, inequalities between countries in health and wealth have remained. The gap in the wealth of the nations between the EU-15 and the EU-10 countries has been growing, and the gap between the richest country and the poorest, as depicted in Figure I.1, is enormous. The gap in life expectancy at birth between the EU-15 and the EU-10 countries has also grown as shown in Figure I.2. The difference between Sweden and Latvia, the countries with the highest and the lowest life expectancies at birth, was 9.5 years in 2002.

There are also substantial inequalities in health within countries. Mackenbach (2005) has summarized the available evidence in regard to mortality.\(^{10}\)
Figure I.1 Europe’s growing wealth. Adapted with permission from European Health for All database (HFA-DB) [online database]. Copenhagen, World Health Organization Regional Office for Europe, 2006.

Note: EU-15: EU Member States prior to May 2004; EU-10: new Member States joining the EU in May 2004.

Figure I.2 Europe’s increased health. Adapted with permission from European Health for All database (HFA-DB) [online database]. Copenhagen, World Health Organization Regional Office for Europe, 2006.

Note: EU-15: EU Member States prior to May 2004; EU-10: new Member States joining the EU in May 2004.
• In all countries with available data, rates of premature mortality are higher among those with lower levels of education, occupational class or income.

• Inequalities in mortality exist from the youngest to the oldest and in both genders, but tend to be smaller among women than men.

• Inequalities in mortality can also be found for many specific causes of death including cardiovascular disease, many cancers and injury.

• These inequalities in mortality lead to substantial inequalities in life expectancy at birth (4–6 years among men; 2–4 years among women).

These inequities between and within countries, regarding both the wealth and health of the nations, should be tackled as part of the Lisbon Agenda. Without serious effort there is little hope that these inequities in health and well-being between and within countries will diminish over time.

**Demographic development challenges Europe**

Europe’s population is ageing and simultaneously shrinking. The ageing is a result of the historical decline in the fertility rate below the replacement level and the growth in life expectancy.

Since 1980, the total fertility rate has declined in all EU countries, to below the replacement level. On average, the EU-15 countries already had a low fertility rate in 1980 and the decline since then has been rather moderate. However, as the trend for Ireland shows, it was the EU-15 country with the highest total fertility rate in 1980, and some Member States have experienced a substantial drop. For the EU-10 countries the fertility rate has plummeted.

The averages for the EU-15 and EU-10 countries show a steady increase in the percentage of the population aged 65 or older since the mid 1980s. However, there are marked differences between the countries. The Finnish, Italian and German populations have aged more rapidly than the EU-15 average, while for Ireland the percentage of the population aged 65 or older has remained fairly stable over the last two decades.

As a consequence of low fertility, population projections assume that Europe’s population will be shrinking. According to the world population monitoring of the United Nations, the population of Europe (including the Russian Federation) is predicted to fall by almost 6% from 728.0 million in 2000 to 685.4 million in 2030. In view of the population growth in other regions of the world, Europe’s share of the world population is declining. In fact, the new Member States, with the exception of Cyprus and Malta, all had decreasing populations.
Note: EU-15: EU Member States prior to May 2004; EU-10: new Member States joining the EU in May 2004.

**Figure I.3** Europe’s declining fertility rate. Adapted with permission from European Health for All database (HFA-DB) [online database]. Copenhagen, World Health Organization Regional Office for Europe, 2006.

Note: EU-15: EU Member States prior to May 2004; EU-10: new Member States joining the EU in May 2004.

**Figure I.4** Europe’s ageing population. Adapted with permission from European Health for All database (HFA-DB) [online database]. Copenhagen, World Health Organization Regional Office for Europe, 2006.
Declining labour market participation: shrinking economies?

If demographic trends continue into the future as they are now and no effective countermeasures are taken, labour market participation will dwindle. This can be illustrated by the projected growth of the dependency ratio. The dependency ratio (expressed as a percentage) calculates the part of the population aged 0 to 14 years and over 65 as compared to the population aged between 15 and 64. It therefore expresses the part of the population that is typically not in employment. Projections for the EU state that the demographic dependency ratio will rise from 49% in 2005 to 66% in 2030.\footnote{Note: EU-15: EU Member States prior to May 2004; EU-10: new Member States joining the EU in May 2004.}

Undoubtedly, this will result in a decline in labour market participation. As the population of Europe is unlikely to grow, this will, for most countries, result in a decline in absolute numbers of people in the labour market.

It must be pointed out, however, that the existence of a healthy “grey population” can also have positive impacts on national economies, both through increased consumption of services and through other non-fiscal resources through which the elderly can contribute to society. And the elderly are taxpayers too. In this light, the dependency ratio predictions can only give a limited vision of the future and their significance should not be overemphasized.
Is there additional pressure on health care systems?

A larger number of elderly people may result in more people with chronic diseases. Chronic diseases such as cardiovascular conditions, mental illness, obesity, diabetes, tobacco and alcohol-related conditions already constitute a considerable burden on the economy.\textsuperscript{13} Projections for the year 2015 suggest that forgone national income due to heart disease, stroke and diabetes will increase.\textsuperscript{14}

The ageing of the population is also reflected in the workforce and poses challenges for human resources for health care systems. There are more “older workers” aged 55 to 64 and this proportion will steadily grow.\textsuperscript{12} Countries such as Denmark, Iceland, Norway, Sweden, France and Finland are witnessing a greying of the nursing workforce.\textsuperscript{15, 16} The difficulties in maintaining the nursing workforce and the expected rising demand may result in an increased cross-border mobility of health professionals with a shift from low-income to high-income countries.\textsuperscript{17} This may result in serious staffing problems in some countries and affect service delivery.

Solidarity for health care finance may come under additional pressure too. Current patterns for distributing the financial burden of health and health care between the healthy and the sick, the better off and the poor, the young and the old, the employed and the unemployed may be challenged. As an effect, the universal availability and accessibility of services may be affected. And this will certainly result in a further increase in inequities within countries.

How health can contribute to meeting these challenges

The two preceding headings were formulated as questions, indicating that these are possible and plausible consequences of demographic developments. However, there are strategies that may counterbalance these consequences; one of these strategies is HiAP.

Alternative policy options can be formulated in terms of a virtuous and vicious cycle. Investing in health and maintaining and raising the health status of European populations will contribute not only to increased well-being but also to economic stability and growth. This, in turn, may strengthen the financial sustainability of health care systems. In effect, a productive investment in health is the chance to embark on a virtuous cycle.\textsuperscript{18} However, the danger is to enter into a vicious cycle by which a decline in economic performance and health status put double pressure on health care systems and health, steadily reinforcing each other.

The virtuous cycle is not just an illustrative concept; it can be based on evidence. The work of the Commission on Macroeconomics and Health,
based on empirical evidence from low- and middle-income countries, made a strong case for investing in health. This work has recently been complemented by a report on the contribution of health to the economy in the EU. The report, commissioned by the European Commission, states that:

there is a sound theoretical and empirical basis to the argument that human capital contributes to economic growth. Since human capital matters for economic outcomes and since health is an important component of human capital, health matters for economic outcomes. At the same time, economic outcomes also matter for health. A recurring theme throughout this book is the existence of feedback loops offering the scope for mutually reinforcing improvements in health and wealth.

The report has identified various channels for high-income countries through which health can contribute to the economy. Two of them are essential in the context of this book. First, a healthier workforce is a more productive workforce. Productivity could increase due to enhanced physical and mental activity. More physically and mentally active individuals could make more efficient use of technology, machinery or equipment. Second, good health can result in a higher labour supply. Good health may reduce the number of sick days an individual takes. It may also allow workers to postpone retirement age and extend the number of economically productive life-years in the labour markets.

Health is not the only precondition for enhancing productivity and expanding labour market participation. Especially in regard to older workers, there are many factors that affect employability. However, health is an important prerequisite for extending the number of economically productive life-years. There is plenty of scope for expanding labour market participation for men, and especially for women. In most EU countries, workers retire well before their official retirement ages. The average exit age from the workforce across the EU-25 countries in 2004 was 60.7 years. The average, however, covers large variations between countries and sexes. Poland and Slovakia are the countries in the EU where women leave the workforce earliest at 55.8 and 57 years, respectively. The countries with the earliest exit age for men are France at 58.4 years and Belgium at 59.1 years.*

But is it really possible to extend the number of healthy life-years or will the expansion of life expectancy go hand in hand with a growing number of years in ill health? In epidemiology this issue has been addressed by the compression

of morbidity hypothesis. This states that most illness is chronic and occurs in later life. It postulates that the lifetime burden of illness could be reduced if the onset of chronic illness could be postponed and if this postponement could be greater than increases in life expectancy.\textsuperscript{20} Evidence from the United States, Australia, Canada, France and Japan suggests that increased life expectancy has not been accompanied by an increase in the time spent with severe handicap or severe disability in these countries.\textsuperscript{20, 21} Improvement in the functional capacity of the population has also been reported in Sweden and Finland.\textsuperscript{22, 23} However, contradictory results have also been obtained.\textsuperscript{24}

**Health in All Policies: strengthening the link between health and other policies**

Policies shape the conditions in which we live and work and these conditions may have positive or negative consequences for the health of a given population and individuals. Factors that are found to have the most significant influence on health are called determinants of health. Figure I.6 provides a model of the determinants of health, as conceptualized by Dahlgren and Whitehead (1991).\textsuperscript{25} The model distinguishes between five categories of determinants. Some of the determinants are amenable to change while others are not. There are also important interrelationships between the different determinants. Living and working conditions, or social and community influences, may have effects on individual lifestyle factors such as drinking habits, smoking and physical activity.
Health in All Policies is an encompassing approach which goes beyond the boundaries of the health sector. It addresses all policies such as transport, housing, the environment, education, fiscal policies, tax policies and economic policies. It is based on values and principles similar to those in the WHO’s call for multisectoral action for health, and the concept of building healthy public policies, or the whole government approach.

Policies, determinants and the population’s health are conceptualized as a chain of causation. Health in All Policies starts at the source of this chain and it may help to make policies more consistent overall and therefore contribute to better regulation. A policy with negative consequences for the health of the populations will put an extra burden on the economy and health care systems. Compensating the negative health effects of a policy by health care interventions may turn out to be difficult and costly.

The European Union has a unique mandate for Health in All Policies

Policy-making in European countries occurs in the framework of a multilevel system. Many national policies are co-determined by European policies. Therefore Health in All Policies will often require changes in the policies on various levels.

There is a strong legal basis for HiAP at European level. The Treaty Establishing the European Community (TEC) provides a strong mandate for the European institutions to support HiAP actively. In its current version, Article 152 on Public Health states “[a] high level of human health protection shall be ensured in the definition and implementation of all community policies and activities.” Undoubtedly, on the grounds of the TEC, much has been achieved over recent years. But as several chapters in this book show, there is still a long way to go, and it is a winding road towards better integrating HiAP.

Countries may also benefit from experiences of HiAP across Europe. What has worked in one country may contribute to the implementation of appropriate measures in others.

The structure of this book

This book is divided into five parts. Part 1 – “Health in All Policies: the wider context” – summarizes the theories, concepts and challenges in regard to HiAP and puts HiAP in the European context.
Part 2 – “Sectoral experiences” – introduces concrete examples of how HiAP has been implemented in the fields of heart health promotion, working life, food and agriculture, alcohol policy and the environment.

Part 3 – “Governance” – focuses, in a more concrete way, on the implementation of HiAP and starts with reviewing present mechanisms and challenges of horizontal healthy public policy. The other chapter, based on Finnish experiences, introduces a means of getting other sectors involved with and committed to intersectoral cooperation through the preparation of the national health reports.

Part 4 – “Health impact assessment” – is devoted to health impact assessment (HIA). It considers HIA as a means of realizing the principles of HiAP. The section starts with a more theoretical chapter focusing on the rationale and theory of HIA. The next two chapters present results from a Europe-wide study of the use of HIA. A case study on the role of HIA in implementing a welfare strategy at local level closes the section.

Part 5 – “Conclusions and the way forward” – provides a summary and conclusion, and proposals for the future implementation of HiAP in the EU and Member States.

A note on terminology
In this book we have, in general, used the term European Union (EU) when referring to the EU/EC level policies, but European Community or Communities (EC) when referring to specific EC regulations. However, in everyday use the two terms are used interchangeably. In this book we have been faithful to the original texts and their use of the terms.
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Part 1

Health in All Policies: the wider context
Introduction

The purpose of this chapter is to clarify and contextualize a Health in All Policies (HiAP) approach for further integration of health aspects into European policy-making at all levels. HiAP is a strategy with a solid background in science which aims at influencing health determinants so as to improve, maintain and protect health. An HiAP approach has its analytical and scientific roots in public health sciences, hygiene and epidemiology. It is especially rooted in the broader policy-level interventions on health problems and the focus on population health. The ultimate aim of HiAP is to improve evidence-based policy-making. As health inequalities are prevailing or even increasing both within and between countries, and as health determinants are unevenly distributed within societies, increasing inequalities in health pose a special challenge for HiAP.

This chapter deals with the fact that health is largely constructed in other sectors beyond the health sector. It concludes that changes in policy-making forums have made it increasingly challenging for those aiming at improved population health to integrate health aspects into policy-making. Other policies have other aims and priorities, and integrating health considerations in other policies requires a solid information base, personnel with appropriate public health training and a good knowledge of the policy-making system and structures, as well as negotiating skills. Implementation remains a challenge for HiAP and five aspects of key relevance in the context of implementation are
discussed. The means and mechanisms for implementing HiAP are discussed in more detail in Chapter 8.

This chapter starts by looking at the scientific background and principles of HiAP, stressing the importance of the public health movement in developing the approaches to it, as well as the importance of structural health determinants in the construction of health. It then continues by describing the complexity of the context of the policy-making environment and the specific policy challenge of globalization. This is followed by describing strategies for HiAP, and the need to reconcile the aims and values of the various policies. We then discuss the challenges in the implementation of HiAP. Finally we deal with the aim of decreasing health inequalities and the fact that while addressing inequalities in health is an intrinsic part of HiAP, it needs special emphases and attention, as addressing health determinants does not automatically also address determinants of health inequalities.

**What is a Health in All Policies approach?**

HiAP is a horizontal, complementary policy-related strategy with a high potential for contributing to population health. The core of HiAP is to examine determinants of health (see Box 1.1), which can be influenced to improve health but are mainly controlled by policies of sectors other than health.

The HiAP approach is based on the recognition that population health is not merely a product of health sector activities, but to a large extent determined by living conditions and other societal and economic factors, and therefore often best influenced by policies and actions beyond the health sector. In addition to the recognition that HiAP is about population health and health determinants, it also concerns addressing policies in the context of policy-making at all levels of governance, including European, national, regional and local levels of policies and governance. These two aspects of HiAP are of core relevance as they imply that the focus of this approach extends beyond individual factors and lifestyles to addressing how these are influenced by public policies.

HiAP is closely related to other terms with similar agendas such as “healthy public policies” and “intersectoral action for health” (see Box 1.1) developed under the auspices of the World Health Organization (WHO) as part of the “Health for All” agenda. The terms may have different roots, but they share the core message of the need to integrate health considerations into other policies and sectors beyond the health sector.
Determinants of health refers to factors found to have the most significant influence – for better or worse – on health. Determinants of health include the social and economic environment and the physical environment, as well as the individual's particular characteristics and behaviours. Social and economic conditions – such as poverty, social exclusion, unemployment and poor housing – are strongly correlated with health status. They contribute to inequalities in health, explaining why people living in poverty die sooner and become sick more often than those living in more privileged conditions. Social determinants of health can be understood as the social conditions in which people live and work. These determinants point to specific features of the social context that affect health and to the pathways by which social conditions translate into health impacts.

Health is, according to the official WHO definition, a state of complete physical, mental and social well-being and not merely the absence of disease or infirmity. Within the context of health promotion, health is seen as a resource for everyday life, not the object of living; it is a positive concept emphasizing social and personal resources as well as physical capacities.

Health promotion is the process of enabling individuals and communities to increase control over the determinants of health and therefore improve their health. It represents a strategy within the health and social fields which can be seen on the one hand as a political strategy and on the other hand as an enabling approach to health directed at lifestyles.

Health sector includes government ministries and departments, social security and health insurance schemes, voluntary organizations and private individuals, and groups providing health services.

Health in all policies is a horizontal, complementary policy-related strategy contributing to improved population health. The core of HiAP is to examine determinants of health that can be altered to improve health but are mainly controlled by the policies of sectors other than health.

Intersectoral action for health could be defined as a coordinated action that explicitly aims to improve people's health or influence determinants of health. Intersectoral action for health is seen as central to the achievement of greater equity in health, especially where progress depends upon decisions and actions in other sectors. The term "intersectoral" was originally used to refer to the collaboration of the various public sectors, but more recently it has been used to refer to the collaboration between the public and private sectors. The term "multisectoral action" has been used to refer to health action carried out...
The scientific background and principles of Health in All Policies

The HiAP approach is solidly rooted in the public health sciences and the interaction among and knowledge of health, governance and public policies. Knowledge about factors outside of health care which contribute to health and ill health is well established. The current discussions on health and its determinants in particular have their roots in the approaches and debates since the 1970s on public health and medicine. McKeown highlighted the role of broader policy measures in his critique of the role of medicine and health services in improving health and Geoffrey Rose articulated the relevance of population-based strategies for prevention. The Rose prevention paradox – which deals with the issue of population health in comparison to the more individual and target-group focused high-risk groups approach – articulates that preventive measures that offer little to each participating individual may bring great benefits to the community. A population health strategy aims to control determinants of health and to lower the mean level of risk factors.

The understanding of HiAP is also intrinsically linked to the rise of environmental and ecological analysis in the 1970s and 1980s. This ecological view of health, also called the socioenvironmental approach, emphasizes that the contexts in which people live and the ways that people relate to them are profoundly influenced by public policies. This approach applies particularly to HiAP because it pays attention to decisions and actions on other sectors which are damaging to health. It emphasizes that many contemporary health problems are social rather than individual by nature and in order to tackle the underlying mechanisms of these health problems there is a need to address policies in other fields.
The term “determinants of health” was introduced in the 1970s; it was argued that too little attention was devoted to populations and their health.16 “Determinants of health” refers to those factors that have been found to have the most significant influence – for better or worse – on health. Health is an outcome of a multitude of determinants, including those relating to individual, genetic and biological factors, and those relating to individual lifestyles, as well as those relating to the structures of society, policies and other societal factors. The term is used much more in the context of addressing structural rather than individual, genetic or biological determinants of health, but public policies also influence or guide individual behaviour and lifestyle choices. Conceptualizing health through its determinants is important because determinants can often be directly and quickly influenced through policies and interventions in the various arenas of policy-making, as well as in the various settings in which people live and work. The same determinants typically influence a multitude of health issues, while individual health problems are typically a product of a variety of determinants. This means that policies, interventions and actions outside the health sector can address determinants of health more directly than they can address health outcomes. The improvement of health through determinants can thus be made easier and more straightforward than through more traditional disease- or health problem-based approaches.

Key health determinants are unequally distributed among population groups. Social determinants of health refer to social conditions in which people live and work and address, in particular, the ways in which social inequalities and poverty affect health and health inequalities. Tackling determinants of health does not automatically tackle determinants of health inequalities and thus an explicit focus on the social determinants of inequalities in health is necessary because social determinants of inequalities in health could be partly different from the determinants of health.17

The WHO compilation *The Solid Facts*18 has summarized research around the social determinants into 10 important topics.* WHO has established a Commission on Social Determinants of Health with the aim of recommending interventions and policies to improve health and to narrow health inequalities through action on social determinants. The commission differentiates between structural determinants consisting of social structure (labour market, education system and welfare state) and individuals’ social status (socioeconomic position, gender, ethnicity and social cohesion) and intermediary or pathway factors (living conditions, working conditions, behaviour, and health and social care).3

* The ten topics are: the social gradient; stress; early life; social exclusion; work; unemployment; social support; addiction; food; and transportation.
The international public health “movement”

HiAP can be traced all the way back to and beyond the Alma Ata Declaration in 1978, which raised the profile of other sectors in health policy-making. In the European Region, issues central to the global Health for All movement were reflected in the development of a regional Health for All strategy and targets, which had a stronger focus than the global strategy on the prevention of health problems and lifestyle dimension (lifestyles conducive to health). The targets adopted in the European Region emphasized the structural and contextual matters, while those in the United States emphasized individual behavioural factors.19 The emphasis on structural and contextual matters in relation to lifestyles conducive to health in the WHO European strategy and targets document gave ground for systematic preparation of health promotion, which can also be seen in the background of the HiAP approach.

The international public health movement and the organization and agenda of international health promotion conferences have been important for the articulation of the HiAP approach, and in particular in the conceptualizing of health promotion and healthy public policies (see Box 1.1). According to the Ottawa Charter for Health Promotion,20 the product of the First International Conference on Health Promotion in Ottawa in 1986, “health promotion is a process of enabling people to increase control and to improve their health.” The charter identifies the fundamental conditions and resources for health and emphasizes a commitment to diminishing inequalities in health. Expanding the focus on lifestyle determinants to broader determinants of health, the Ottawa Charter sets out five strategies for health promotion:

1. build a healthy public policy
2. create supportive environments
3. strengthen community actions
4. develop personal skills
5. reorient health services.

This emphasis on broader policy measures also prevailed in the subsequent conferences in Adelaide in 1988 (which focused on healthy public policies) and in the Sundsvall conference in 1991 on creating supportive environments for health (which emphasized that a broad understanding of the environment contained various dimensions: the social aspects and the political and economic dimensions). The more recent conferences in Jakarta in 1997, and in Mexico City and Bangkok in 2005 have brought up the challenges of globalization, trade and global inequalities for the promotion of health.
The Sixth Global Health Promotion Conference in Bangkok addressed health promotion especially in the globalized world with an emphasis on the need to address all the harmful effects of trade, products, services and marketing strategies at global level.

The global health promotion conferences and their agendas are thus directly and indirectly linked with the evolution of policies and priorities of the HiAP approach. While policies have not necessarily been promoted as HiAP, but rather as health promotion, healthy public policies or supportive environments for health, it is clear that in practice all these measures have contributed to the articulation, priorities and practice of the HiAP approach.

**The context for Health in All Policies**

The nature of policy-making is increasingly interdependent and multidimensional; the public health policy experts need to identify the crucial policies and policy processes that affect health determinants in an increasingly complex and demanding environment. In order to gain influence this requires that they build alliances and partnerships at these levels and with new participants.

The fact that health is affected by policies of other sectors has been recognized for a long time; also, the need to cooperate with other sectors is in principle not new. Health impacts are already largely considered as part of inherent decision-making in many sectors, such as environment and housing. The need to interact with sectors such as those of education, social affairs, transport, and agriculture and nutrition is also generally well known to public health specialists, while it may well be that influence from trade and industrial policies on health have been traditionally less well recognized, but have become increasingly important with the European integration and globalization processes.

Integrating HiAP has become complex due to the changing structure of decision-making and the existence of different levels of decision-making on health from global to local levels. While in many countries responsibilities, such as health and social service provision, are being delegated to local levels, other issues such as crucial decisions on financial, trade, industrial and agricultural policies have been shifted to international level. This has implied that responsibilities of health outcomes have remained at local level, while crucial decisions influencing the determinants of health are made at European Union (EU) or even global level. While it is essential that action is sought at local level, this may be of limited value if regional and global levels of policy-making restrict the choices that can be made and policy space that can be
taken at local level. This is also of special importance to broader, public policy measures, which are important in curbing the consumption of health hazardous substances, changing nutrition patterns and influencing social determinants of health as these can rarely be implemented only in the context of local policies.

Health policy priorities are dependent on broader priorities and aims of governments and it is in this context that politics of implementation are of importance. Ministers and ministries of health are not necessarily the strongest players within the government. The aims of enhancing competitiveness of the economy or priorities of trade and industry are often substantially higher priorities in the context of national policy-making. This has led to a situation where, rather than articulating how economic, industrial and trade policies could contribute to the health and well-being of European citizens, health policies and especially the organization and financing of health services provision are scrutinized themselves in terms of their compliance with and contribution to industrial, trade and economic policies.

Globalization, economic integration and the strengthening of the commercial legal framework at global and regional levels have also implied that the interests of the private sector, markets and competitiveness are considered to be of greater importance than health. In this policy environment, implementation of such regulatory, public health, social determinant- or equity-oriented policy measures, which restrict the free mobility of goods, services and people or limit commercial and investment opportunities, has become more easily contested.

It is also of crucial importance that HiAP is taken seriously as part of the definition of policies in the context of internal markets, EU industrial policies and in relation to commercial policies and bilateral and multilateral trade and investment negotiations. This is also the context in which a national policy space for public policies – which, for example, aim to reduce the consumption of products and goods that are hazardous to health, or enhance healthier nutrition – needs to be ensured, even if this would limit investment and commercial opportunities and markets. Another crucial challenge can be found in terms of addressing social determinants of health and the ways in which the quest for competitiveness and economic, commercial and industrial policies relates to these.

**Strategies for Health in All Policies**

The understanding of the scientific basis and articulation in the background of the concepts used in the context of broad understanding of health is useful as a learning process. However, the real test of any policy or approach is at the
level of practice. The policy implications of the broad understanding of health and of population health imply that a major share of policy work needs to be performed outside the particular remits of the health sector. However, as Dahlgren notes, more work needs to be done to convince even the health sector of the importance of the HiAP approach, owing to the following issues:\textsuperscript{21}

- there is still a tendency within the health sector to “medicalize” – or neglect – the many external causes of poor health and the role of other sectors in promoting health and preventing disease;
- the health effects of environmental, social, agricultural and economic policies and programmes are still neglected by the professional groups responsible; and
- there is an urgent need to strengthen and coordinate health development at international, national and local levels.

It is also clear that in the context of increasing interdependence and multidimensionality of policy-making, health is not the only sector that needs cooperation and collaborative forms with other sectors, but that other sectors also need collaboration to achieve their own goals. “Joined-up” policy-making has been seen as a crucial feature of modern and better institutional policy-making.\textsuperscript{22} The joined-up approach takes into consideration that cross-cutting objectives are clearly defined at the outset; that joint working arrangements with other sectors are clearly defined; that barriers to effective joined-up policy-making are clearly identified with a strategy to overcome them; and that implementation is considered as part of policy process.\textsuperscript{22}

A starting point and the major challenge of HiAP is to make the case for understanding the importance of health implications of other policies and taking these into consideration in policy-formulation and implementation at all areas and levels of policy-making. The literature available gives the impression that the adoption and implementation dimension of HiAP seems to be the most difficult issue in terms of practical policy-making.\textsuperscript{23–25}

The central issue facing HiAP is how to enhance the feasibility of placing health criteria on the agendas of policy-makers who have not previously considered health as part of the agenda. The first strategy is to get other sectors – or stakeholders inside sectors – to contribute to improving health or promote factors related to health determinants. This strategy could be called a health strategy where health is kept as a main objective. The aim is to achieve health gains and to transfer responsibility for promoting health to various agencies, actors or the government as a whole. One example of this kind of policy is the smoking control policy where actors inside health sectors do try
to convince other sectors to make health-related decisions. Achieving this is easier if taking health implications into account is not in conflict with other sectors’ aims and values; ideally, mutual gains can be found. However, in other instances the aims may be more incompatible, if not directly in conflict. For instance, in the European Union the aims of the Common Agricultural Policy concerning the future of alcohol production and consumption (see Chapter 6) are different than they would be if assessed from the health policy perspective. According to the Commission, European health care systems are based on the principles of solidarity, equity and universality, and equal access to services on the basis of need – COM(2002/774) final – are aims and values of importance from the health policy perspective, whereas in the context of internal markets equitable treatment of businesses is more important. In these cases when the aims and values are not entirely compatible, a more thorough debate on the fundamental values and aims of policy-making, as well as implications of policies from the various sectors, needs to take place. It is also crucial in these situations that the health experts and proponents as participants to the policy debate have clear, adequate and evidence-based information on health implications, so as to aid evidence-based policy-making.

The second strategy aims to achieve mutual gains or outcomes for all actors involved in this process. This strategy could be called a mutual gains strategy or a win-win strategy. In this case the initiator might be somebody other than actors from the health sector. The goal is to achieve health gains but not to diminish the primary intention of various sectors or agencies. The aim is to look at expected health gains, but also, for example, social and economic gains. This strategy could be also called the synergy model whereby partner organizations would be able to achieve more together than they would by working on their own.

In practice, it often seems that policies are advanced in times of crises, which implies that health objectives are taken higher on the political agenda in times of health crises, such as during the food scare produced by BSE. However, when such crises emerge, they will only lead to good policies if there is expertise to produce good solutions and alternatives for the situation. This can also be put in Kingdon’s framework of policy change processes. This argues that three conditions for policy change exist:

1. the problem (problem stream) that puts the issue on the agenda
2. the alternatives and solutions produced by experts (policy stream) and
3. the politically determined solutions (politics stream).
A crisis situation opens a window of opportunity as it enables all three conditions to exist at the same time, thus allowing policy change.

**The implementation challenge**

The implementation challenge is influenced by a minimum of the following factors.

First, in sectors where health interests are compatible with main sectoral interests, such as often in environmental, social or education policies, gaining common ground is not problematic as win-win options can be found more easily. On the other hand, in sectors where there are contrasting immediate or long-term interests this is much more challenging and requires further work, action and pressure. This can take substantial time and measures even for specific issues. For example, controlling smoking in public places, and now in restaurants and bars, results from much longer campaigning.

Second, success in implementation is limited by the extent to which health policies or intersectoral action of selected sectors can address improvement of health determinants on their own. This is the case, for example, with measures that try to ensure that children eat healthier food and have better nutrition. Public policies may be in place to ensure healthier eating at schools, using pricing mechanisms and labelling of foods, restricting advertisements and providing more information and education for parents. However, at home parents’ choices are dependent on other constraining factors, which depend on policies in other sectors and are not necessarily directly related to food, such as working times, employment conditions and requirements, availability of parental leave, and other measures influencing the scope and context in which parents can make choices.

Third, the costs of the strategies are important and any health policy measures that negatively influence the cost structure of another public policy area will face further problems in implementation. It is likely that health promotion and protection efforts will not be in everyone’s immediate interests and that if only easy, “nice” and voluntary measures are implemented, the implementation of HiAP will remain, in practice, ineffective. While some fears of costs of health interventions seem to have been overestimated – such as those concerning the economic impact of the prohibition of smoking in restaurants – the benefits of health measures tend to be more difficult to measure than immediate costs. It is also often easier to address the costs and benefits of a particular or narrow treatment-based intervention in comparison to a change of broader policies.
Fourth, the level of public action is important. Local policies are not meaningful unless scope for implementation at local level is given at national, regional or global levels. This implies that the promotion of local health agendas and measures will only have a limited impact if determinants of other policies are set at national, regional and global levels. It is therefore important that within the EU the importance of HiAP is also recognized at European level and in such European policies as internal markets, competition and trade. Rights to implement public policies have to be at the same level and as important as commercial rights of corporations. European corporations have been very good in adjusting their products to serve different regulatory standards and it is important to seize the potential for the improvement and inclusion of the best public health practices in the emerging common European regulatory process.

Fifth, some issues are tackled more easily than others and some will require constant and long-term attention. The importance of continuity and follow-up needs to be highlighted as people tend to forget the importance of things and new generations engage in different activities. The health impacts of particular policy changes are not necessarily direct and immediate, but may only become evident much later. Voluntary measures and campaigns may tackle some issues very well, but may be of limited use in others. Reducing health inequalities may require substantially different approaches than influencing particular health problems. This implies first that maintaining a long-term policy perspective and educational basis is important; second, that in some issues legal and broader policy measures are more important than campaigns; and third, that broader policies are rarely changed with one-off measures. Sustainability, sustenance and a long-term perspective are therefore of crucial importance in HiAP as well as ensuring that knowledge basis, human capacity and continuity of work are maintained.

**The challenge of addressing inequalities in health**

In many EU and accession countries socioeconomic differences in health persist and they seem to show growing trends. Inequalities in health – both in terms of the adoption of equity-oriented policies and the implementation process – pose a special challenge to HiAP. However, while there are more epidemiological research data on inequalities in health, there is much less research on how to tackle these inequalities in terms of policies and interventions.

Important issues include the nature of efforts and the level of intervention, as well as processes and the means by which health inequalities are tackled. It is of particular importance that efforts in the form of policies and interventions
should be in place to offer responses to growing inequalities in health at many levels of action: international, national, municipal, and local.

The definition of the target population reflects the strategic entry points in tackling inequalities in health. The first approach emphasizes policies and interventions directed at the people with the worst health (deprivation-focused approach or disadvantaged-groups approach), while the second approach focuses on the gradient in health (inequalities in health or health-gradient approach). According to this approach, inequalities in health do not exist just between the poor and non-poor, but across the entire socioeconomic gradient.\textsuperscript{30, 31} The gradient challenge means that in policy-making practice measures should not only concentrate on the people with the greatest health problems or “risk groups” but on the whole population. This discussion is parallel to Rose’s prevention paradox. However, there seems to be a tendency to shift attention from the population distribution of health (health inequalities) only to the health of the poorest or the worst-off groups in society and turn to a downstream approach which focuses mostly on health sector measures alone. This problem has been brought up, for example, in the Acheson report, which aimed to tackle health inequalities in the United Kingdom.\textsuperscript{32} The Acheson report clearly stated that “we consider that without the shift of resources to the less well off, both in and out of work, little will be accomplished in terms of reduction of health inequalities by interventions addressing particular ‘downstream’ influence.”

The following starting points have been raised in relation to reducing inequalities in health:\textsuperscript{33}

- reducing inequalities in power, prestige, income and wealth linked to different socioeconomic positions;

- reducing the effects of health on socioeconomic position, and reducing the economic consequences of ill health;

- reducing the effect of socioeconomic position on the risk of being exposed to specific health determinants (“intermediary” material, psychosocial and behavioural factors) or reducing the effect of these determinants in the lower socioeconomic groups; and

- reducing the health effects (including the consequence of illness) of being in a lower socioeconomic position through health care.

These approaches indicate that many determinants of inequalities in health are beyond the scope of health care and the health sector. It should be emphasized (not undermined) that the role of the health sector can also be important: the
health sector can act as an initiator, advocate for the reduction in health inequalities and work together with other sectors in making progress. Also, in reducing health inequalities, it is just not sufficient to merely set goals and measurable targets – and propose possible means – the important detail is how they work in practice. An essential question is how it is possible to reach different socioeconomic groups with different needs (since it is conventional for the system to offer standard solutions only, so that a needs-based approach may not often to be taken into account) (see Box 1.2).

Typically, in England, the action orientation is targeted more at disadvantaged groups than at a broader orientation to health gradients.37 A challenge in England, as well as in other countries, is to get measures to reduce inequalities in health embedded within mainstream policies and to develop comprehensive “upstream” policies, such as alcohol and food policies.38, 39 The importance of “upstream” policies in the context of reduction of inequalities implies that these would represent a more population-based approach to tackle the issue in comparison to efforts that focus predominantly on disadvantaged groups.

**Box 1.2 An English example of cross-sectoral work on inequalities in health**

England’s experiences could be described as an interesting example in terms of cross-sectoral approach in tackling inequalities in health. The pace and scope of policy programmes and initiatives addressing health inequalities has been enormous since 1997 (the start of the Blair government). The various policy documents on reducing inequalities in health contained the broad range of social policy measures. For example, in the government document *Reducing health inequalities: an action report*34 it was recognized for the first time that the broad range of social policies influence the reduction of health inequalities.55 The specific policies include, among others, the following: raising living standards; reducing road traffic accidents; and developing safe walking and cycling routes. It is also worth recognizing that HM Treasury36 produced the *Cross-cutting review*. The aim was to narrow the in-health outcomes by taking concerted action through joined-up policy-making across departmental boundaries and to work in partnership with other stakeholders.36 This review addressed multisectoral plans and future priorities for inequalities in health. It confirmed the broad determinants-focused approach. It also stated that health inequalities follow the social gradient, inequality policies need to be mainstreaming in the context of government action and interventions are to reach more than just deprived areas and the most disadvantaged to make progress.
Conclusion

In this chapter HiAP has been illustrated as an essential approach in improving a population’s health and diminishing health inequalities. HiAP has a great potential for making an important contribution to health policy development since population health is largely determined by social and economic factors outside of the health sector. There is a need to focus on those factors that create, maintain and protect health.

This chapter aims to clarify and contextualize the HiAP approach for the purpose of further European work and activity in this area at all levels. While many successes can be recorded, in other areas there is much scope for improvement. As HiAP is part of the complex policy-making processes, success should not be presumed to be easy or without complications. In many issues and areas, years – if not decades – of work have preceded public action and policy measures. In other areas action remains constrained even when evidence for HiAP exists and in still others past gains have been lost due to changes in policy priorities. Even though addressing HiAP has the potential to be one of the most effective means of tackling health problems, it is still part of the broader policy context and priorities.

Persistent or even growing health inequalities are a concern for all of Europe. It is important to note that tackling these inequalities requires a special focus on determinants of health inequalities, since determinants are unevenly distributed within and between societies.

Action and implementation of HiAP is dependent on the availability and existence of human resources and knowledge of public health issues, health impacts and social determinants. Focus on HiAP therefore needs to be set in a long-term and institutional context. This requires a sufficient basis of training and research on matters of public health, health policy and determinants of health. It also requires that action on HiAP has sufficient priority and a critical mass of support within the government and among policy-makers, including nongovernmental organizations (NGOs). This is of particular importance in the context of tackling more complex and long-term problems and policy-level issues.

Globalization and pressures to limit public policies that restrict markets will provide further challenges to addressing health in other policies and to action on social determinants of health. This is further complicated by multilevel governance and differences in national, regional and local-level priorities. The current policy context is also often more complex in terms of variety of stakeholders and interests involved. However, while this may imply challenges for HiAP it does not imply that it would not be possible. In contrast, it is also
the very reason why HiAP is of increasing importance and relevance to the current policy-making context. As part of this, HiAP can be seen as crucial in highlighting accountability, implications and priorities of health policies in the broader policy-making process and in placing health higher on the political agenda.

HiAP is based on public health sciences and has its roots in the development and evolution of the public health movement in Europe and worldwide. The potential for health gains on the basis of implementing HiAP remains extensive. In the context of future European policies, ensuring HiAP is of importance not only because of the Treaty of Amsterdam, or because it helps in containing costs and improving the well-being of citizens, but also because it makes sense.
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The task of moving health higher up the European agenda is grounded in the institutional history of the European Union (EU) and health is highly valued by citizens of Member States. Health issues are also of increasing importance in the context of the EU. European policies influence not only the health of European citizens through impacts on determinants of health, but also the available policy space at national and local level for health promotion, protection, and the financing and organization of health systems. Thus European policies influence the scope and nature of regulatory measures both at European-level and within Member States. The European agenda is influenced by different priorities and aims. The aim of moving health higher up the European agenda implies a higher importance of health policy priorities and needs as part of broader European-level decision-making. The task and challenge of moving health higher up the European agenda thus does not only imply a focus on how to ensure that health is integrated in other policies or whether different policies are coherent, but also ensures that health-policy priorities, public interests and high levels of health protection remain respected, recognized and acted on as part of all European policies and processes. Therefore moving health higher up the European agenda is important so that we can be sure that European policies and processes do not hinder the scope of national policy space for healthy public policies within Member States.

**European Union policies and determinants of health**

The state of health in Europe and the means for European citizens to stay healthy are influenced by the physical, social and cultural environments in
which people live and how they behave. The availability of healthy choices and the scope for a healthy life are determined by external factors, including policies that shape the context and living environment where choices take place (or do not take place). Public policies thus frame and mould the behaviour and lifestyle choices of individuals. Public health literature provides a wealth of examples of how public policies and population-based measures have been important in this quest.\textsuperscript{1–5} The work of Rose in articulating the significance of tackling broad population-based issues has been central to shaping this debate and it is in this context that Health in All Policies (HiAP) at European level has special importance.\textsuperscript{6}

The European Commission has been reviewing and assessing the state of physical and mental well-being of its citizens since 1994. The most recent report gives us a broad picture of the current health problems and determinants of health in Member States. While citizens of the European Community (EC) have never lived so long, there is still a substantial level of avoidable and preventable morbidity and mortality, and major differences between Member States.\textsuperscript{7}

Unhealthy diets and lack of physical activity are leading causes of avoidable illness and premature death in Europe.\textsuperscript{7–10} The European Council has invited the Commission to contribute to promoting healthy lifestyles and to study ways of promoting better nutrition within the EU. This has resulted in the publication of a Green Paper on a European dimension for the promotion of healthy diets and physical activity for the prevention of overweight, obesity and chronic diseases.\textsuperscript{11}

Social determinants of health have recently also been raised in the global context by the World Health Organization (WHO) Commission on Social Determinants.\textsuperscript{12} Understanding social determinants of health is crucial for the reduction of health inequalities, which has been the main context in which they have been raised at European level. Poverty and ill health remain associated and social inequalities in health remain a challenge in Member States.\textsuperscript{7, 13} Tackling social inequalities requires public action at all levels of governance, including at European level. A particular aspect of social inequalities, that of addressing the social security needs of migrants, will, indeed, be a special theme of the Portuguese presidency, which will follow the Finnish presidency. Dealing with social determinants of health is a European issue and needs to have a central position on the European agenda. An agenda engaging with the social determinants of health is also one based on public policies and population health and it is in this context that it needs to receive attention at European level.
The European Union and determinants of public policies

European policies influence determinants of health, but it is also becoming increasingly clear that the impact of European policies is likely to be even more important for the scope of national and European policy space for health protection and health promotion, as well as for mechanisms of ensuring equity, cross-subsidization and cost-containment in health systems. While the aims of health policies may still be defined by Member States, the ways in which Member States can reach these aims are debated in the context of European policies in general, and in the context of internal markets and commercial policies in particular. The issue is not only to what extent health policy measures – such as pricing mechanisms, restrictions on advertising and sales, or the introduction of labelling – can be used as part of healthy public policies at national and European levels, but also to what extent health systems as a whole can operate and function without contesting internal markets, or commercial or industrial policy priorities within the European Community.

Health systems-related issues can be seen as another element of engaging with HiAP. “Health system” is the umbrella term used for the institutional expression of health policies, thus covering not only public health measures, such as prevention and health protection and promotion, but also measures concerning the organization, staffing and financing of the health services. Since the 1990s, several European Court of Justice decisions have concerned health services-related issues and it is these decisions that have become part of the broader framework in which the interrelationship between the internal market, patient mobility and health services are being debated.14–16 The main issue with respect to these decisions and debates is the interrelationship between internal market rules and freedoms set in the context of mobility of patients, goods and services, and the Member States’ health policy priorities and policy practices. This issue has further emerged in the context of health services and the completion of internal markets, in particular in relation to the proposed services directive and the definition of services of general economic interest.17, 18 The free mobility of people and services, including professional services and health professionals, is expected to increase. This is expected to have repercussions in national health systems, in particular in the new Member States, which also have to bear greater disease burdens but with fewer resources.19, 20

European citizens have a great reliance on and trust in their health systems, which provide them with a basic sense of security. European policies could provide additional means of supporting this and promoting the well-being of European citizens. Health systems – the combined efforts of both public health measures and health services – exist for a purpose. Moving health higher up
the national and European agenda thus needs to imply that decisions at European level will be taken only after considering the implications of these, first, for health and determinants of health of European citizens and, second, on the financing, operational and regulatory necessities of health systems within Member States.

The institutional history of the European Union and health in other policies

Activities in the field of occupational safety and health were undertaken within the framework of the European Coal and Steel Community, which was established in the aftermath of the Second World War in 1951 by the Treaty of Paris. The creation of the European Economic Community (EEC) by the Treaty of Rome in 1957 further strengthened a comprehensive approach to the health and safety of workers. In 1974 the Advisory Committee for Safety, Hygiene and Health Protection at Work was set up in order to assist the Commission in the preparation and implementation of activities in the field of health and safety at work. Work in the field of occupational health and safety was further enhanced in the context of the Single European Act, which came into force on 1 July 1987. The Maastricht Treaty (1992) broadened the legal competence of the European Commission in Article 3(o) in that activities of the Community shall include a contribution to the attainment of a high level of health protection and, in Article 129, by including the area of public health protection (see Box 2.1).

Over the years the health agenda of the European Commission has broadened from a narrow concern with workers’ health and safety to wider issues of health protection, prevention and promotion. These have been embodied in initiatives associated with the public health frameworks and related concerns with HiAP and related tools, such as reporting on health, health and social impact assessment, and health systems impact assessment.

The importance of HiAP emerged in the Public Health Framework (1993). In this document the Commission gave a commitment to produce regulatory reports on health across the full range of its activities and responsibilities. However, it was only later in the context of the Amsterdam Treaty (1997) that public health and ensuring a high level of health protection in all policies was singled out as a European priority. The importance of ensuring a high level of health protection and health as a priority was fuelled by the recognition of failures in the context of food safety and particularly as a result of the bovine spongiform encephalopathy (BSE) crisis. The European Parliament inquiry into the failure of the Community to protect the health of EU citizens strongly
influenced the importance given to health as Commission President Jacques Santer responded to the European Parliament criticism by putting health more to the fore in Europe. Obviously, this reaction was designed to ensure that European citizens renewed their trust in Community actions and activities.

Article 152 in the Treaty of Amsterdam thus incorporates a stronger public health statement, requiring the European Union to protect as well as promote the health of EC citizens (see Box 2.2). The Directorate of Health and Consumer Protection (DG SANCO) was established and a new European food safety regime and agency were part of the resulting key measures in the field of health. The broader approach in health has been present in the form
Article 152

1. A high level of human health protection shall be ensured in the definition and implementation of all Community policies and activities.

Community action, which shall complement national policies, shall be directed towards improving public health, preventing human illness and diseases, and obviating sources of danger to human health. Such action shall cover the fight against the major health scourges, by promoting research into their causes, their transmission and their prevention, as well as health information and education. The Community shall complement the Member States’ action in reducing drugs-related health damage, including information and prevention.

2. The Community shall encourage cooperation between the Member States in the areas referred to in this Article and, if necessary, lend support to their action.

Member States shall, in liaison with the Commission, coordinate among themselves their policies and programmes in the areas referred to in paragraph 1. The Commission may, in close contact with the Member States, take any useful initiative to promote such coordination.

3. The Community and the Member States shall foster cooperation with third countries and the competent international organizations in the sphere of public health.

4. The Council, acting in accordance with the procedure referred to in Article 251 and after consulting the Economic and Social Committee and the Committee of the Regions, shall contribute to the achievement of the objectives referred to in this Article through adopting:

(a) measures setting high standards of quality and safety of organs and substances of human origin, blood and blood derivatives; these measures shall not prevent any Member State from maintaining or introducing more stringent protective measures;
(b) by way of derogation from Article 37, measures in the veterinary and phytosanitary fields, which have as their direct objective the protection of public health;
(c) incentive measures designed to protect and improve human health, excluding any harmonization of the laws and regulations of the Member States.

The Council, acting by a qualified majority on a proposal from the Commission, may also adopt recommendations for the purposes set out in this Article.

5. Community action in the field of public health shall fully respect the responsibilities of the Member States for the organization and delivery of health services and medical care. In particular, measures referred to in paragraph 4(a) shall not affect national provisions on the donation or medical use of organs and blood.
of three strands which are also in the context of the public health work programme of the Commission (see Table 2.1).

Health in other policies and a focus on social determinants of health are issues which have been at the core of several Member States and also EU presidencies since long before the Finnish presidency of 2006. In the 1990s the Portuguese (1992), German (1994) and United Kingdom (1998) presidencies drew attention to the issue and it was strongly present as part of the Dutch presidency in 2003. The documents published on mental health in connection with – and the aftermath of – the Finnish presidency in 1999 contained broad references to other policies that influence mental health. The United Kingdom presidency in 2005 focused particularly on inequalities in health. Social determinants of

Table 2.1 The 2005 plan for priority areas in work for Community action in the field of public health (2003–2008)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Health information</th>
<th>Health threats</th>
<th>Health determinants</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Developing and coordinating a health information and knowledge system</td>
<td>Surveillance</td>
<td>Supporting key Community strategies on addictive substances:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>– tobacco;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>– alcohol;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>– drugs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Operating the health information and knowledge system</td>
<td>Exchanging information on vaccination and immunization strategies</td>
<td>Integrative approaches on lifestyles and sexual and reproductive health</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Developing mechanisms for the reporting and analysis of health issues, and producing public health reports</td>
<td>Health security and preparedness</td>
<td>Mental health</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Developing strategies and mechanisms for preventing, exchanging information on and responding to noncommunicable disease threats, including gender-specific threats and rare diseases</td>
<td>Safety of blood, tissues, cells and organs</td>
<td>Public health actions to address wider determinants of health</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Antimicrobial resistance</td>
<td>Disease prevention and the prevention of injuries</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E-health</td>
<td>Supporting the networking of laboratories</td>
<td>Genetic determinants of health</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supporting the exchange of information and examples of good practice</td>
<td>Capacity building</td>
<td>Capacity building</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health impact assessment</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Adapted from Official Journal of the European Communities, 9 October 2002, L271/1–11.
health have also been addressed in the context of earlier Portuguese (2000) and Italian (2003) presidencies. The European Council has also included the integration of health protection requirements in Community policies on the agenda in several resolutions in the 1990s (during 1995, 1996 and 1998).\textsuperscript{24–26} The issue of health in other policies has thus been raised and essentially put on the European agenda by the Member States.

The European Commission has worked towards addressing health in other policies, especially in the late 1990s. Reports on health in other policies were already prepared by the Commission during the 1990s based on information from other directorates.\textsuperscript{27–29} (Health reports and their uses in policy-making are further discussed in Chapter 9.) However, reporting on health has waned as a practice and never reached as high a profile as was the case, for example, with environmental work, where integration processes and reporting on core sectors were taken to Ministerial Council level. Why health reporting never reached the level and focus that was evident in the environmental field would clearly merit a further analysis. In this context it is of special interest as to what extent institutional capacities and policy guidance in this area could have been improved to ensure that activities were carried out at an appropriate level.

A pilot seminar and study on healthy public policies and health impact assessment (HIA) was organized in 1999. The conclusions of the final report emphasized that in order to ensure that requirements for a high level of health protection have been taken into account as part of the European Commission’s work as a whole, health implications assessment requirements should be set so as to provide a veto on all new directives and policies, including new international treaties.\textsuperscript{30, 31} The actual policies that have followed have been rather more modest, but there has been an increasing engagement with HIA efforts. The collaboration with WHO seems to have also provided a basis for some further European cooperation and activities. European Commission work in this area has included further funding on projects looking at HIAs as well as other work, such as undertaking a specific review on tobacco subsidies.\textsuperscript{32} More recently, a focus on better addressing the implications of other policies for health systems has been integrated into the work on HIAs.\textsuperscript{33} This is more concerned with the ways in which national health policy space, regulatory measures, financing and organizations of care, as well as human resources in health, are influenced by other EU policies. Health systems impact assessment therefore includes the assessment of the area of human resources, which has also gained particular attention on its own.\textsuperscript{34}

At the same time, a broader framework on assessing economic, social and environmental impacts has been set in the context of the work and efforts of the Directorate-General for Enterprise and Industry.\textsuperscript{35} The main aim of this
broader regulatory reform is to limit the unnecessary regulation of European corporate sector and business prospects so as to contribute to growth and competitiveness of the economy. The assessment of social impacts also includes aspects of public health and social and health services (see Box 2.3). This work has been part of broader work on *Better regulation for growth and jobs in the European Union*. A scoping paper by DG SANCO has been prepared as part of this broader agenda as of 1 July 2005. The relative value

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Public health and safety</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Does the option affect the health and safety of individuals/populations, including life expectancy, mortality and morbidity through impacts on the socioeconomic environment, e.g. working environment, income, education, occupation, nutrition?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Does the option increase or decrease the likelihood of bioterrorism?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Does the option increase or decrease the likelihood of health risks due to substances harmful to the natural environment?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Does it affect health due to changes in the amount of noise or air, water or soil quality in populated areas?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Will it affect health due to changes in energy use and/or waste disposal?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Does the option affect lifestyle-related determinants of health such as the use of tobacco or alcohol, or physical activity?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Are there specific effects on particular risk groups (determined by age, gender, disability, social group, mobility, region, etc.)?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Access to and effects on social protection, health and educational systems</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Does the option have an impact on services in terms of their quality and access to them?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Does it have an effect on the education and mobility of workers (health, education, etc.)?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Does the option affect the access of individuals to public/private education or vocational and continuing training?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Does it affect the cross-border provision of services, referrals across borders and cooperation in border regions?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Does the option affect the financing/organization/access to social, health and education systems (including vocational training)?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Does it affect universities and academic freedom/self-governance?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
of different impacts is unclear, but this process is expected particularly to enhance and deepen economic impact assessments so as to ensure that it contributes to the broader aims of the Lisbon Strategy. It is also geared towards early consultation with all stakeholders.\textsuperscript{36}

In the context of health policies, European action on health was also influenced by the terrorist attacks in the United States on 11 September 2001, which led to reviewing and reinforcing health protection policies, contingency plans and resources in order to prevent and mitigate potential attacks. The Health Security Committee was established in 2001 and was to serve as the coordination platform for public health preparedness and response to deliberate releases of biological, chemical and radio-nuclear agents. This new emphasis on health security, the emergence of the severe acute respiratory syndrome (SARS) epidemic and concern over an avian influenza pandemic also contributed to the establishment of the European Centre for Disease Prevention and Control and to the presentation of more generic preparedness planning for public health emergencies at EU level.\textsuperscript{38} These activities have contributed more to strengthening EU public health resources rather than assessing impacts of other policies on health, although experiences from the BSE outbreak and avian influenza have contributed to strengthening links between the human and animal health authorities.

The treaty establishing a constitution for Europe also included some new aspects of security-based measures in its final version. In addition, a requirement for ensuring a high level of health protection in all policies was finally approved as part of the more general cross-sectoral articles. In spite of the fate of the treaty, many changes in relation to health policies have, in practice, become part of European policy through the proposed Public Health Programme and suggested activities.\textsuperscript{39} The original proposal combined both consumer and health-related policies and sought to strengthen common interests and measures of consumer and health priorities. The European Parliament, nevertheless, rejected the combining of the programmes in its first reading.\textsuperscript{40}

**Globalization and the changing context of health policies**

In Europe, health has traditionally been predominantly a national policy concern and is set in the context of national or local policies. However, as part of the processes of economic integration and globalization, the regulatory framework and level at which policies are being adopted is changing as agreements and legal commitments are being made at both European and global levels. European action on health in other policies can also be seen – in full accordance with the treaty – as compatible with the subsidiarity principle.
Thus, rather than implying that the EU takes over national health policies and dismantles the sovereignty of Member States in this area, it can be seen as a means to ensure that industrial, commercial and other policies set at European level do not hinder the capacities and means of Member States to promote health, provide a high level of health protection, and ensure equality of access to, and solidarity in the financing of, health services.

Globalization and related processes, with respect to trade and investment negotiations and other measures to improve economic competitiveness at European level, influence national and local health policies and the scope for domestic regulation. There is a risk that, while responsibilities for health are increasingly delegated to the local level, policies that shape the social determinants of health and define the framework in which regulatory action can take place are set at European or global levels. It is only by strengthening the role of health priorities in European level policy-making that national and regional health policy space can be maintained. The importance of health to economic development in the EU has recently been highlighted by research identifying the need to understand health alongside education as a key area of human capital investment for economic growth and the need to recognize the economic benefits of broader public health interventions.41

Public health policies and health systems that function well are essential for the competitiveness of the economy and the appropriate functioning of market forces both in the global and European contexts. The SARS epidemic further confirmed the existing knowledge of this matter in showing the importance of hospitals as part of the broader control of the epidemic. In the context of internal markets and enabling the free movement of goods within Europe, the level of health protection is crucially dependent on the capacity of every Member State to ensure adequate public health and safety standards. In addition to public health, the role of health systems is also of central importance in ensuring trust and a sense of security of citizens as well as in limiting overall costs of health care. The costs of care are also dependent on how health policy priorities and financing concerns are recognized and acted on in relation to other industrial policies and priorities, for example, in relation to pharmaceutical policy. This is an issue with increasing importance in the light of recent Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development statistics demonstrating that the costs of pharmaceuticals have risen faster than overall costs of health services.42 This is a critical issue, particularly for the new Member States, which struggle with a greater disease burden, lower health budgets and a higher share of pharmaceutical costs. It is also a relevant issue in the context of the EU policies on trade and intellectual property rights. It is likely that Member States cannot afford pharmaceutical policies driven
predominantly by industrial policy interests and need to strengthen their cooperation and work on the basis of common health policies and public interest aspects.

The BSE crisis and the European Parliament inquiry on food safety were responses to fundamental concerns over the trust and reliance of European citizens on the priorities and policies of the EC. The same sentiments have been reflected in the context of health services in recent debates on the draft Constitutional Treaty and in relation to services and internal markets. It is impossible for the EU to thrive if its policies are seen to undermine citizens’ needs, values and priorities. European health systems are highly valued by European citizens who recognize the fundamental values of equity, universality and solidarity, and are supported by recent statements by several European ministries of health in the International Forum on equal access to health services.43, 44 In this context, European health systems, despite their organizational differences, are built on a set of common values, as was stated by the Health Council in June 2006.44

**The challenges and pitfalls of moving health higher up the agenda**

An essential challenge of the task of moving health higher up the European agenda is the context and basis on which this process takes place. The focus on coherence in policy-making is not necessarily beneficial to health priorities, but could also backfire, especially in the context of European-level policies and strategies oriented to improve competitiveness, such as the Lisbon Strategy. While health is now a part of the Lisbon Strategy, it has also become essentially measured and seen as a means of enhancing competitiveness of the economy while being subservient to the priorities of limiting public budgets. Rather than ensuring that health priorities have become part of broader European priorities, the aims of integrating HiAP or ensuring coherence of different policies may end up with health policies becoming subservient to priorities set in the context of commercial policies.

The same concerns are present in the context of impact assessment as part of “better regulation” processes because the main focus of these processes is on enhancing competitiveness and diminishing any regulation that might hinder the aims of competitiveness of the economy. This was also reflected in the “less red-tape = more growth” argument in the context of the initial proposal.45, 46 The Commission thus intends to deepen the economic analysis of the true impact of all its proposals. The potential problems in terms of the balance of different impacts are reflected in the explicitly stated aims of giving
competitiveness issues their proper weight. Therefore, even though it has also been promised that social and environmental consequences of proposed measures will be properly assessed, it does seem rather obvious where the core emphasis of impact assessment lies in the context of the better regulation process. The importance of competitiveness is also clearly present in the first Commission screening of legislative proposals. Another problem in this context is that it could represent a European process, where the initial language and aims of the activities do not necessarily make it clear that one crucial purpose is to hinder such regulatory initiatives, which could limit the competitiveness of commercial actors. As health regulations, including regulations on occupational safety and health, often impose further constraints on commercial actors, there is a danger that in spite of the language of impact assessment, these constraints and the broader process of improving regulation could, in practice, decrease and not increase the scope and policy space for healthy public policies and high levels of health protection within the EU.

The emphasis on the early inclusion of stakeholders as part of the impact assessment process is also not without pitfalls in the context of European policies as it allows the immediate influence of industrial and corporate actors. Health and social issues have always been a primary focus of many nongovernmental organizations and actors in public health, health promotion and service provision. The commercialization of health services provision in many countries has strengthened the role of corporate providers and insurers in the provision of care. In addition, a broader health-related commercial sector has had a longer European existence as part of industrial policies. All nongovernmental actors are not equal in terms of power, and they differ significantly in their abilities to influence policies at national level and even more so at European level. Nongovernmental actors may also differ in terms of their aims, focus and constituencies representing both public interests (health promotion, public health) as well as particular interest groups (patient organizations, professional organizations, commercial representative organizations). Some interest groups are particularly strong, such as the pharmaceutical industry, which has been able to turn a regulatory threat of a restricting directive on medicine prices into a directive requiring Member States to produce transparent criteria for pricing decisions and to provide detailed justifications where price rises were refused. Participation, openness and transparency are important elements in the process of moving health higher up the European agenda. However, it is also necessary to ensure that dialogue and partnerships serve and contribute to public policy development on the basis of substantive and public interest concerns, and that these are not compromised or taken over by private or commercial interests or priorities.
Finally, the institutional basis for the analysis of other policies and their impacts on health remains, so far, insufficiently developed at both Member State and European level. Analysing health impacts of other policies is not always a simple task and without a public health and policy focus easily leads to support for medical and individual-based interventions in comparison to public policy measures. European environmental policies are supported by the work of the European Environmental Agency. The capacity to tackle public health and health policy issues within Europe should be strengthened both in relation to national policies and as part of European activities. At European level there is a risk that various health issues will become fragmented into various sub-institutions dealing with particular aspects of health or health systems, while at the same time capacity to deal with health policy issues within Europe remains underdeveloped and lacks the ability to draw together crucial information on public health and broader health systems issues. A European approach in strengthening and maintaining the institutional vigour, training and human resource basis for understanding public health issues, health in other policies and assessment of health and health systems impacts of other policies is necessary if action at European level is to be long term. This institutional basis also needs to be further strengthened by supporting the presence and activities of institutional frameworks allowing for intersectoral exchange and joint debates and discussions. This is important not only as part of Commission work in the context of practices, such as interservice groups, but also in the context of the work of the European Parliament and issues, such as cross-cutting committees and potential for specific, problem-based or thematic work and analysis.

**Conclusion**

European action and common activities across sectors have clearly occurred more easily in areas that are more open to cooperation. Environmental and health concerns, for example, often aim at similar policy results. However, action must also be taken with more difficult choices, policies and sectors, despite conflicts of interests or limited opportunities for win-win options. This is the case with aspects of industrial and agricultural policies and the completion of internal markets. It is also in this context that the greatest challenges will be met.

Standards for goods and practices with an impact on health are crucial to ensure a high level of health protection. However, for the improvement of health status focusing on standard setting it is necessary but insufficient if health promotion policies are ignored. The role of European policies is especially important in the context of curbing consumption that is hazardous
to health; alcohol and tobacco cannot be considered as ordinary commodities. The taxation of alcohol and tobacco has clear and effective impacts on consumption patterns, yet the ability of Member States to pursue this strategy can become compromised by internal markets-related requirements. It is also clear that tackling a future epidemic of obesity cannot be accomplished by relying on individuals’ health education. Consumers need choice, but their choices are made in the context of a broader regulatory framework under which producers, consumers and suppliers operate. Choice is meaningless if healthy choices are not available. European policies need to take seriously the task of ensuring that European citizens and consumers have healthier, accessible and affordable choices.

European policies do not merely influence the health status of European citizens, but also the financing, organization and regulatory policy space that Member States have in the field of health. For example, industrial and trade policy priorities on pharmaceuticals influence the cost of pharmaceuticals and mechanisms that governments can use to manage such costs. Requirements for the free movement of goods, such as alcohol, influence what kind of national public policies can be used to tackle the consumption of alcohol (see Chapter 6). Internal market-related priorities may influence not only the provision and establishment of services, but also what kind of public health policies and regulatory framework can be maintained for the protection and promotion of health, as has been apparent in the context of debates concerning the proposed services directive.

Moving health higher up the European agenda is a necessity, but it is a necessity that needs to be driven by health policy priorities and concerns. These include not only the aim of high levels of health protection in all policies, but also the recognition of the fundamental values of equity, universality and solidarity in European health systems. Finally, the task of moving health higher up the European agenda implies that a policy space and capacity to debate health issues exists, and that these decisions and debates take place in the context of the democratic structures of decision-making both in Member States and the EU.
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Part 2

Sectoral experiences
Investing in hearth health is vital for Europe. The reverse of hearth health – cardiovascular diseases – are a major health problem and the leading cause of death in Europe. The occurrence of cardiovascular diseases is mainly determined by three individual lifestyle factors – an unhealthy diet, lack of physical activity and tobacco smoking – which in turn are determined by larger societal influences and conditions. For example, smoking in young people is determined by peer pressure, availability and affordability of cigarettes, as well as marketing and mass media partly defining youth culture.

The aim of health policy should be that the prerequisites for health are taken into account in all decision-making in society. In heart health promotion, sectors important for heart health, besides the health care sector, are the educational, cultural and physical activity sectors, society planning and building, agriculture, food industry and food services, consumer protection, trade, marketing and mass media. Medical and public health research has convincingly shown that cardiovascular diseases are to a great extent preventable, or at least their occurrence can be delayed to a later stage in life. The greatest challenge, however, is to turn theory into practice in health behaviour and thus create the real-life surroundings that support it.

Rapidly occurring globalization greatly affects world trade and economy, communication and people’s everyday lives. In addition to the increased movement of goods and people, globalization has implications in terms of trade, regulatory frameworks, taxation policies and the exchange of information, all of which also affect societal contexts and lifestyle factors. Two of the major lifestyle factors which have an impact on heart health – tobacco
smoking and diet – are good examples of globally manufactured and marketed products that threaten health, i.e. cigarettes and food. Close international collaboration is essential for public health protection and for tackling the threats on heart health in Europe. Many decisions made in the European Union (EU) are of critical importance and they can either improve or worsen the heart health of citizens.

This chapter gives a short overview of the heart health situation in Europe, reviews the major determinants of heart health, evaluates the role of the health sector and other sectors (both at local and national levels, using the Finnish experience in cardiovascular disease prevention as an example) and considers the role of decision-making within the EU on heart health and its determinants. Medical treatment, however, is mainly beyond the scope of this chapter.

**Heart health in Europe**

Every year nearly 2 million people die in Europe because of cardiovascular diseases.\(^1\) In addition to deaths, three major cardiovascular diseases – coronary heart disease (CHD), stroke and peripheral vascular disease – cause permanent disability and affect the quality of life of the people concerned. Table 3.1 gives standardized death ratios (SDRs) of men and women in the EU in five major disease categories. Mortality is markedly higher in those countries that joined the EU in 2004 than in the countries that were already members.

A recent study assessed the economic burden of cardiovascular diseases in the EU.\(^2\) Cardiovascular diseases were estimated to cost the EU €169 billion annually, with health care accounting for 62% of the cost (see Table 3.2). Productivity losses and informal care (such as unpaid care given by relatives) represented 21% and 17% of costs, respectively. Coronary heart disease represented 27% and cerebrovascular diseases 20% of the overall costs. Even though the

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Disease Category</th>
<th>Men</th>
<th>Women</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cardiovascular diseases(^a)</td>
<td>195</td>
<td>116</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cancer</td>
<td>247</td>
<td>140</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Respiratory diseases</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>External causes</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Infections</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>822</td>
<td>499</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^a\) Includes coronary heart disease and stroke only.
The promotion of heart health

Economic assessment of costs resulting from disease has many methodological limitations, it is evident that, in addition to human suffering, cardiovascular diseases impose remarkable cost burdens on health care and on the whole EU society.

Inequity in heart health

Heart health in Europe varies between sexes, socioeconomic groups and different countries. Men have a markedly higher CHD mortality rate than women but the sex ratio varies from two- to fourfold in different populations. With stroke, the sex difference is smaller than with CHD. About half of the sex difference in CHD risk is explained by the differences in the known risk factors, particularly in smoking prevalence and blood lipids. The difference in cardiovascular disease risk between men and women is largest among young people and the difference diminishes with ageing.

### Table 3.2 Costs of cardiovascular diseases (€ million) in different EU countries

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Total health care costs</th>
<th>Production losses due to mortality</th>
<th>Production losses due to morbidity</th>
<th>Informal care</th>
<th>Total costs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Austria</td>
<td>1 989</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>579</td>
<td>3 152</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Belgium</td>
<td>2 060</td>
<td>563</td>
<td>162</td>
<td>585</td>
<td>3 371</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cyprus</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>105</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Czech Republic</td>
<td>847</td>
<td>218</td>
<td>136</td>
<td>176</td>
<td>1 378</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Denmark</td>
<td>1 160</td>
<td>537</td>
<td>152</td>
<td>361</td>
<td>2 210</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Estonia</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>143</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Finland</td>
<td>1 223</td>
<td>462</td>
<td>148</td>
<td>743</td>
<td>2 576</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France</td>
<td>12 616</td>
<td>2 418</td>
<td>519</td>
<td>3 420</td>
<td>18 973</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>34 909</td>
<td>7 347</td>
<td>2 993</td>
<td>8 533</td>
<td>53 783</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greece</td>
<td>1 541</td>
<td>454</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>306</td>
<td>2 372</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hungary</td>
<td>530</td>
<td>186</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>156</td>
<td>928</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ireland</td>
<td>429</td>
<td>248</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>112</td>
<td>866</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italy</td>
<td>11 692</td>
<td>1 797</td>
<td>478</td>
<td>2 881</td>
<td>16 848</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latvia</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>138</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lithuania</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>255</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Luxembourg</td>
<td>115</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>187</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malta</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands</td>
<td>4 208</td>
<td>1 102</td>
<td>317</td>
<td>1 120</td>
<td>6 747</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poland</td>
<td>1 764</td>
<td>953</td>
<td>529</td>
<td>537</td>
<td>3 783</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portugal</td>
<td>969</td>
<td>322</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>392</td>
<td>1 762</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slovakia</td>
<td>279</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>430</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slovenia</td>
<td>159</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>272</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spain</td>
<td>4 016</td>
<td>1 142</td>
<td>660</td>
<td>1 179</td>
<td>6 997</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sweden</td>
<td>2 842</td>
<td>589</td>
<td>583</td>
<td>902</td>
<td>4 915</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United Kingdom</td>
<td>20 871</td>
<td>5 209</td>
<td>3 621</td>
<td>6 850</td>
<td>36 550</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total EU</strong></td>
<td><strong>104 556</strong></td>
<td><strong>24 384</strong></td>
<td><strong>10 768</strong></td>
<td><strong>29 050</strong></td>
<td><strong>168 757</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Economic assessment of costs resulting from disease has many methodological limitations, it is evident that, in addition to human suffering, cardiovascular diseases impose remarkable cost burdens on health care and on the whole EU society.
At the beginning of the epidemic in Europe in the 1950s and 1960s, cardiovascular diseases mostly affected the well-off in society. However, since then the situation has changed markedly, and in most countries the lower social classes have much higher cardiovascular disease risk when compared to the higher social classes.4,5 Socioeconomic differences in heart health are partly explained by differences in health behaviour and societal background factors, unequal access to effective treatment and partly some unknown factors.6,7 Socioeconomic differences in cardiovascular disease mortality tend to be greater in northern than in southern Europe. Even though cardiovascular disease mortality is decreasing in many European countries, the decrease is often faster in the higher socioeconomic groups, and the socioeconomic differences in heart health are not decreasing and may even be increasing in many countries.8

In Europe, cardiovascular diseases are more common in central, eastern and northern parts compared to the southern Mediterranean countries. Within the EU, Lithuanians and Latvians, both men and women, have the highest CHD mortality, and the lowest rates were found in France, Spain, Italy and Greece. Table 3.3 describes coronary heart mortality in different EU countries in 2002.

Also, secular trends in cardiovascular disease mortality vary markedly between different EU countries. In those countries that were members of the EU before May 2004, CHD mortality decreased, between 1980 and 2002, from 215 per 100 000 to 131 per 100 000 among men and from 97 per 100 000 to 63 per 100 000 among women, whereas in the new Member States the decrease was much smaller, from 290 per 100 000 to 243 per 100 000 in men and from 144 per 100 000 to 129 per 100 000 in women. Therefore, the inequalities in heart health between the European countries have markedly increased during the past two decades. In the near future we will see if EU membership has a positive effect on heart health in the new Member States, and if the heart health gap between the countries starts to diminish within the enlarged EU.

Even though the development of heart health as a whole has been positive in the EU and age-adjusted cardiovascular disease mortality has decreased markedly in most countries, the total disease burden has not decreased to the same extent. Owing to the ageing of the population, the number of cardiovascular disease patients and deaths due to cardiovascular causes have remained the same or even increased in many European countries. In the elderly population, the majority of cardiovascular disease patients are women.

**Determinants of heart health**

Major lifestyle factors affecting heart health are diet, smoking and physical
activity, which regulate serum cholesterol level, blood pressure and body weight. The role of these lifestyle factors and their biological effects on the development of CHD is given in Figure 3.1.

The amount and content of dietary fat is the major determinant of serum cholesterol level, which in turn is the most important cardiovascular risk factor in industrialized countries, explaining nearly half of the occurrence of CHD risk at population level. Saturated fats, which are mostly from fatty meat and dairy products, increase, and mono- and polyunsaturated fats from vegetable oils decrease the cholesterol levels. Furthermore, high salt (sodium) and excess alcohol intake, physical inactivity and obesity raise blood pressure. High blood pressure is an important risk factor for CHD and it is the major risk factor for stroke. In many European countries half of the adult population have higher blood pressure than recommended. High blood pressure is also considered by the World Health Organization (WHO) as the most important cause of excess mortality in the world.

### Table 3.3

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Men</th>
<th>Women</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Austria</td>
<td>176</td>
<td>99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Belgium</td>
<td>122&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>53&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Czech Republic</td>
<td>243</td>
<td>134</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Denmark</td>
<td>155&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>79&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Estonia</td>
<td>460</td>
<td>240</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Finland</td>
<td>234</td>
<td>115</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France</td>
<td>72&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>30&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>170&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>89&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greece</td>
<td>121</td>
<td>56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hungary</td>
<td>293</td>
<td>171</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ireland</td>
<td>203</td>
<td>101</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italy</td>
<td>100&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>49&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latvia</td>
<td>436</td>
<td>207</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lithuania</td>
<td>459</td>
<td>249</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands</td>
<td>109</td>
<td>51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poland</td>
<td>182</td>
<td>85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portugal</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slovakia</td>
<td>362</td>
<td>229</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slovenia</td>
<td>130</td>
<td>62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spain</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sweden</td>
<td>167</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United Kingdom</td>
<td>182</td>
<td>87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Members before 2004</td>
<td>131</td>
<td>63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Members after 2004</td>
<td>243</td>
<td>129</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>149</strong></td>
<td><strong>74</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<sup>a</sup> If data for 2002 were not available, the most recent previous figure was used.
The role of the health sector and other sectors in the promotion of heart health

Despite advantages in modern medicine, the role of health care in the prevention of cardiovascular diseases is limited. A recent study demonstrated that 53% of CHD mortality reduction in Finland between 1982 and 1997 was explained by the decrease in serum cholesterol levels and blood pressure, and a reduction in smoking prevalence (see Figure 3.2). Improved treatment explained 23% of the reduction while 24% of the change could not be explained by the factors included in the analysis. Similar results have also been achieved in other populations even though the explanatory proportions vary between different studies and the role of treatment may be larger in some populations.

Agricultural policies, food policies, and other food- and nutrition-related sectors, such as manufacturing, marketing and trade of foods, have a profound influence on the diet of a population. To improve heart health, low-fat meat and low-fat dairy products, good vegetable oils, fruit, vegetables and fibre-rich cereal products should be available, effectively marketed, adequately labelled, tasty and reasonably priced.

Although modern drugs (particularly statins) effectively reduce serum cholesterol levels and cardiovascular disease risk, the use of cholesterol-lowering drugs was rare in Finland before 1997, and practically all of the decrease in serum cholesterol levels, and consequently in CHD mortality rates, was due to dietary changes. It has also been shown that even a relatively modest change in dietary fat intake decreases CHD risk in a population more than active drug treatment of those with the highest cholesterol levels.
The promotion of heart health

Tobacco policy is the second major area that determines heart health. As wide a range of measures as possible should be used to reduce tobacco smoking. These include price and tax policy, restrictions for marketing, importing and selling tobacco products, the prohibition of illegal imports, smoke-free environments, health warnings on tobacco products and support for smoking cessation.

Physical activity at work, in commuting to and from work, and during leisure time prevents cardiovascular diseases both directly and through its effect on other risk factors. Physical activity needs to be promoted during the whole lifespan, that is through childhood, adolescence, adulthood and into old age. A number of policy areas, such as education, sport, building, transportation, work and society planning, have an influence on people’s physical activity. In addition to contributing to heart health, a balanced diet and physical activity help prevent obesity, hypertension and type 2 diabetes, which are all increasing health problems in Europe.

It is evident that the roles of other sectors and policies are essential for effective cardiovascular disease prevention. Although people in Europe have the freedom to decide what they eat, whether they smoke tobacco or not, and how much they exercise, social and community influences, living and working conditions, and general socioeconomic, cultural and environmental factors have a marked influence on personal choices. These factors can both prohibit and promote healthy behaviour and good heart health.

Figure 3.2 IMPACT model showing the decline in coronary heart disease mortality in Finland between 1982 and 1997. AMI, acute myocardial infarction; CABG, coronary artery bypass grafting; PTCA, percutaneous transluminal coronary angioplasty
However, the role of the health sector cannot be neglected in cardiovascular disease prevention. The health sector can play a crucial role in acting as a catalyst, coordinator and advocate in the creation of an environment that supports heart health. The North Karelia Project – the world’s first community-based cardiovascular disease prevention programme – has demonstrated the importance of intersectoral work and the significance of input from other sectors than health, as well as the important role that the health sector played in the very remarkable decrease in cardiovascular disease mortality in Finland.

The North Karelia Project

In the 1970s, Finnish men had the highest CHD mortality in the world (see Figure 3.3).\textsuperscript{18} Within Finland, CHD was markedly more common in eastern parts of the country, particularly in the North Karelia province. The North Karelia Project was started in 1972, and later the activities initiated by the project were spread to other parts of the country.\textsuperscript{19}

The project was launched in response to a local petition for help in reducing the great burden of cardiovascular diseases in the North Karelia province, and it was formulated and implemented in cooperation with local and national authorities and experts as well as with WHO. The project’s aim was to reduce cardiovascular disease mortality and morbidity in the area by carrying out systematic and comprehensive intervention using epidemiological and medical knowledge on cardiovascular risk factors and applying relevant principles of behavioural and social sciences on their background factors.

At the same time as the North Karelia initiative, the new public health law, which was established in 1972, strengthened the legal basis of heart health and other health promotions in Finland. The new law changed the focus of health care systems from curative services to prevention and created a new health service planning and financing system, which created more equal access to health services for all citizens, independent of their socioeconomic situation or place of living. The new law also formulated the framework for the health care sectors’ collaboration with other sectors in disease prevention and health promotion, which was first tested in North Karelia and later spread to other parts of Finland. Intersectoral collaboration and cooperation between governmental authorities, nongovernmental organizations (NGOs) and the private sector still comprise the major strategy for heart health promotion in Finland.\textsuperscript{20}
Activities and results

The major medium-term objectives of the North Karelia Project were to reduce smoking prevalence and lower cholesterol and blood pressure levels among the whole population, but particularly among middle-aged men. The intervention emphasized general lifestyle changes, especially smoking and dietary habits. The implementation of practical interventions was integrated into the existing health service structure and social organizations in the area in close collaboration with other governmental authorities and partners from the private sector. Box 3.1 describes different activities, at national and local levels, related to the North Karelia Project and cardiovascular disease prevention in Finland.
Legislation

- The new Public Health (1972) Law (more emphasis on prevention)
- Tobacco control legislation
- Legislative changes concerning some foods, e.g. mixing vegetable oil and butter.

Regulation

- Many public places were declared smoke-free areas. Later, smoking was also prohibited in most public places through national legislation
- Regulation promoting healthier school lunches was introduced.

Industry

- “Heart-healthy” food products were developed and promoted in collaboration with local authorities, civic organizations, shops, supermarkets and the food industry
- Low-saturated fat products were developed and marketed in collaboration with local and national manufacturers
- Low-salt products were developed in collaboration with local bakeries and other parts of the food industry
- A new type of rape seed plant was developed, which was effective in cholesterol lowering and grew well in the climate of northern Finland
- A broad collaboration for promoting berry farming was formed, including enterprises to produce berry products.

Information and the mass media

- Public awareness on the health hazards of smoking was raised through the mass media, health services and community organizations
- Several smoking cessation TV courses were started
- In order to reduce serum cholesterol levels, health education campaigns were conducted using a large variety of channels, including TV, newspapers, the health care system, schools and voluntary organizations
- “Keys to health” national TV programmes were broadcast
- Cholesterol measurements were also widely used for education purposes and the aim was that everybody should know their cholesterol values. The primary aim of that, however, was not to screen high-risk subjects for individual intervention but to motivate people to adopt the lifestyle changes promoted in the community
- Intensive collaboration with local newspapers and radio stations, the production of various materials, health fairs, etc., were carried out.

(cont.)
The changes in health behaviour – diet, physical activity, smoking and alcohol consumption – and their biological consequences have been quite remarkable in the past 30 years. Mean serum cholesterol levels have decreased from 6.9 to 5.7 mmol/l in men and from 6.8 to 5.5 mmol/l in women. Nearly all of this decrease was explained by dietary changes; the role of drug treatment was marginal. The intake of saturated fats, particularly from dairy products, decreased markedly. Full-fat milk was replaced by low-fat and skimmed milk, and butter was replaced by soft oil-based margarines. In the 1970s nearly all Finns used butter on bread, while in 2003 the proportion was only 4%. Also, mean blood pressure declined markedly. Smoking prevalence decreased from 52% to 33% in men, but an increase from 10% to 23% was observed in women. This increase in the female smoking rate is mainly explained by the cohort effect and the very low smoking rate of middle-aged and elderly women in the 1970s.

The risk factor changes were followed by a clear decrease in CHD mortality. Among men, the age-standardized CHD mortality rate (age range 35–64 years) decreased by 82% in North Karelia and by 75% in the whole country.
in 30 years from 1969–71 to 2002 (see Figure 3.4). A similar decrease was also found among women. The risk factor and CHD mortality changes were greater in North Karelia during the initial project period in the 1970s, but after that the national change also accelerated. It has been estimated that until the end of the 1980s, all of the observed mortality decrease was explained by changes in risk factors. Since the 1990s, mortality has decreased even more than expected based on risk factor changes. This additional decrease is most probably explained by other preventive factors and improved treatment of CHD patients.

After the first ten years of the programme, the scope of the North Karelia Project was also enlarged to cover other lifestyle-related chronic diseases and to promote general health in North Karelia. Since the late 1970s the project has worked as a national demonstration and model programme for chronic disease prevention in Finland. The comprehensive evaluation system, which was implemented in the project, was later developed as a national risk factor monitoring system for chronic diseases. The principles of the North Karelia Project have also been adopted in many other countries through international collaboration, particularly the WHO CINDI programme.

In 2004, CHD mortality among working-age men in Finland had decreased to one-fifth as compared to the situation 30 years earlier. This reduction may be the fastest observed in any country. Coronary heart disease mortality is still higher in eastern Finland compared to the western parts of the country, but the difference is only marginal compared to the situation 30 years earlier. A further decrease in cardiovascular disease mortality in Finland is possible,
but to achieve it special emphasis needs to put on the strengthening of the health-promoting environment. The EU, however, sets certain specific challenges to heart health promoting policies in the Member States.

**European Union policy-making and heart health**

Article 152 of the Amsterdam Treaty states, “A high level of human health protection shall be ensured in the definition and implementation of all Community policies and activities”, and Article 153 requires that “The Community shall contribute to protecting health, safety and economic interests of consumers, as well as to promoting their right to information, education and to organize themselves in order to safeguard their interests”. Thus, basically, good public health has a high priority in the EU. However, as mentioned earlier, the level of heart health is largely determined by other sectors than health. Planning, regulation and decisions on funding in the other sectors are not made by the Committee for Health and Consumer Protection, but in other sections of the EU. Even though improving public health is one of the horizontal goals in the EU, effective intersectoral cooperation in order to achieve this goal is scarce.

**The Common Agricultural Policy**

The role of agricultural and food policy is crucial for heart health. When the European Economic Community (EEC) was set up by the initial six Member States in 1957, one of the key principles was that Europe should never again have a food shortage such as the general population suffered during the war and the post-war years. The Common Agricultural Policy (CAP) was established in 1962. It is the major common policy area in the EU; its share of the overall EU budget is nearly half. The formal objectives of the CAP are to:

- increase agricultural productivity
- ensure a fair standard of living for the agricultural community
- stabilize markets
- assure the availability of food supplies
- ensure reasonable price levels for consumers.

Even though these objectives have had positive public health consequences in post-war Europe, the way they have been implemented in recent decades has clearly had harmful effects on heart health.
Subsidies for fatty milk and meat products

The policy has promoted the practically unlimited production of fatty milk products and low-quality fatty meat, which has been marketed to the consumers at low subsidized prices or exported outside of the EU, particularly to developing countries. One striking example is the School Milk Programme, which intends (by fiscal means) to stimulate the consumption of fatty milk and cheese among school children. At the beginning of the scheme in 1995, the EU heavily subsidized full-fat milk, but skimmed milk was not subsidized at all. In 2001, the subsidy increased with increasing fat content. A child who drinks quarter of a litre of whole milk (instead of skimmed milk) every day at school consumes 1.5 kg of additional saturated fat every year. Thus the scheme is clearly harmful to the health of future European generations.

Fruit and vegetable production

A high intake of fruit and vegetables reduces the risk of cardiovascular diseases and many other diseases, including cancer. However, the price level of fruit and vegetables is maintained in the EU by withdrawing a substantial part of the produce from the market. Most of this withdrawn produce is destroyed, instead of promoting and subsidizing their use among EU citizens (see Figure 3.5). Thus the CAP actively promotes the use of unhealthy animal and dairy products, whereas it is passive about or even limits the use of healthy foods (such as fruit and vegetables). It is evident that in its current structure the CAP hinders the attainment of lifestyle modifications, which are needed to reduce the cardiovascular disease burden in the EU. Even though a major CAP reform was agreed in 2003, health and nutritional objectives were not included in the revised policy.
Sugar production and export

The CAP sugar production process has been constructed so as to preserve sugar beet production in the EU. Within the EU, an artificially high price for sugar is maintained. This enables sugar beet to be farmed economically and in such quantities that there is very considerable overproduction. Without price control there would be no sugar production in the EU, and so the EU would rely on imported cane sugar. Substantial export subsidies are paid to sell the overproduction on the world market. These subsidies depress the price of sugar on the world market, which in turn make cane sugar production scarcely viable in many developing countries. Furthermore, EU sugar used for manufacturing within the EU (such as for confectionery) can be obtained at a subsidized world price if the product is exported, but the higher EU price is used if the identical product is sold within the EU. Even though the CAP sugar production process does not subsidize sugar consumption in the EU, it reduces the price level and increases sugar production on the world market. An increasing amount of world sugar production is used for manufacturing sweets (“candy”), soft drinks and other products, all of which are nutritionally completely useless, but have a high amount of energy, and which are an important cause of the world’s obesity epidemic.24

At present, sugar policy in the EU is under revision. The CAP sugar reform, however, is not driven by health needs, but mainly by the principles of global free trade policy. In fact, the agreed cut of sugar production in the EU may lead to a reduction of sugar prices and increased consumption.

EU policies and regulations on tobacco production, marketing and smoking control

Since the 1980s, tobacco control policy has had a central role in the public health policy of the EU. In addition to public health, tobacco-related activities have been implemented in three other major policy areas: agriculture; taxation; and health and safety in the work place.

According to the World Health Report 2002,12 tobacco smoking is the leading risk factor for premature death due to cancers and cardiovascular diseases in the EU. Over 650 000 Europeans are killed every year because they smoke; this is one in seven of all deaths in the EU. Of tobacco-related deaths 184 000 (136 000 men and 48 000 women) are due to cardiovascular causes (see Table 3.4). Also, 13 million people suffer from tobacco-related chronic disease, comprising 12% of the total disease burden in men and 6% in women. Although the tobacco epidemic is at different stages and smoking prevalences...
vary in different EU countries, it is clear that millions more EU citizens will
die or suffer ill health as a result of their smoking in the coming decades.

Tobacco production in the EU

In 2000, the EU subsidized tobacco production by almost one billion euros
(that is €1000 000 000), constituting 78% of tobacco farmers’ incomes. In fact,
tobacco is the most heavily subsidized crop per hectare in the EU.25 The share
of the tobacco production in the CAP budget is 2.3%, even though only 0.1%
of agricultural land is used for it. During the 1990s and in the early 2000s a
number of measures were introduced to curb the production of tobacco,
which, in addition to the negative health effects of smoking, is also
economically and ecologically harmful. In spite of the efforts, subsidized
tobacco production did not markedly decrease between 1993 and 2001, and
the yearly subsidies even increased during the same period. However, owing to
recent developments, it has been agreed to stop tobacco subsidies by 2010.

Domestic tobacco production, however, is not the main reason for smoking
and smoking-related diseases in the EU. Most of this tobacco cannot be
marketed in the EU because of its low quality, and it is exported beyond the
EU, particularly to developing countries. The EU is a net importer of raw
tobacco and a net exporter of manufactured tobacco products, providing
approximately 20% of the world’s cigarette supply. Tobacco farming and
manufacturing jobs represent a mere 0.13% of total employment in the EU.

Taxation and price policy

Policies and practices on taxation and price policies of cigarettes, tobacco
manufacturing and product regulations, sales and promotion bans, package
labelling and consumer information, smoke-free working and public places,
and cessation strategies vary largely between different EU countries (see Figure 3.6). Owing to free trade and communication within the EU, Member States have only limited capacity to control tobacco consumption in their area, which emphasizes the role of the common EU policies in smoking reduction.

Price and taxation policy may be the most effective way to reduce tobacco consumption. EU Member States impose both valorem and specific excise taxes on tobacco products, in addition to Value Added Tax. Specific excise
taxes support the EU’s public health goals better because they discourage the smoking of all cigarette brands equally, rather than encouraging the substitution of less-expensive brands. The current level of tobacco taxation in the EU is below the optimal level, with respect to both potential revenue generation and public health. Taxation has a major effect on the cost of cigarettes, which are currently quite affordable for most of the EU population. Tobacco consumption is fairly price sensitive and the increase in price reduces tobacco sales more than the consumption of many other products.

The choice of the type of excise tax has profound implications for the amount of tax paid on cigarettes, and is one of the reasons why cigarette prices vary substantially among EU countries. Tobacco taxation policy and price level in one Member State also affect tobacco consumption in other Member States. Large price differences between Member States increase import, both legal and illegal, from countries with a lower price level to the countries with higher cigarette prices. Harmonization of taxation and increases in the price of tobacco, particularly in the countries with the lowest price levels, would have a marked effect on tobacco control and public health in the EU. Effective measures are also needed to prevent cigarette smuggling from countries outside the EU.

Tobacco and public health

All legislation enacted in the EU, whether in the form of directives, regulations, resolutions or recommendations, requires a legal basis in the treaties that created the EU. Even though tobacco policy in the EU is mainly initiated and developed by the Health and Consumer Protection Directorate-General, all the legislation on labelling, advertising and product regulation has been based on the internal market legislation, Article 95 EC (previously Article 100a EC), rather than the public health legal base, Article 152, which does not permit this type of legislation. Partly as a result of this, tobacco control legislation has been the subject of legal challenges and other action against the Commission by the tobacco industry. However, considerable progress has been made in spite of this, even though tobacco control in the EU would have been even more advanced if a dedicated public health legal base had been available.

Major steps in tobacco control policy in the EU include directives on tobacco advertising, labelling and tar yields, a tobacco product directive, tobacco taxation legislation, and health and safety at work directives restricting smoking in the workplace. The Commission has also signed the WHO Framework Convention on Tobacco Control (FCTC) and acted effectively
against tobacco smuggling in some Member States. Ratification of the FCTC by all Member States will ensure that comprehensive tobacco advertising bans are enacted nationally within five years of ratification. In addition to common price and taxation policy, tobacco product regulation, cigarette sales restrictions and enforcement workplace smoking bans in all Member States, may be the most urgent tobacco-control tasks in the EU in the near future.

**Physical activity**

Common EU policies officially affect fairly limited areas, such as education, sports, transportation, and city and society planning, which determine people's physical activities. In general, Europeans may have better opportunities for daily physical activity than citizens in some other industrialized countries. In many countries walking and cycling are actively promoted, and in many cities there is a tendency to restrict the use of private cars.

Transport plays an essential role in economic and social development. It ensures access to jobs, housing, goods and services, provides mobility for people, and for the opening up of peripheral and isolated regions. However, the continuing expansion of transport – which is heavily dominated by road transport – raises serious concerns about the long-term sustainability of present mobility trends. In particular, the increasing evidence of the environment and health effects of transport places the need to effectively address transport-related issues at the top of the international political agenda.

The Transport Health and Environment Pan-European Programme (THE PEP) was set up to address the key challenges in achieving more sustainable transport patterns and closer integration of environmental and health concerns into transport policies. The priority areas of the programme are:

1. the integration of environmental and health aspects into transport policy, in particular in relation to decision-making processes, monitoring and impact assessment;

2. urban transport, involving measures in land-use planning, and for promoting high-quality and integrated public transport and improving safe conditions of alternative modes of transport; and

3. to demand side management and modal shift, and where special attention is paid to the needs of the countries of eastern Europe, the Caucasus and central Asia and of south-eastern Europe, as well as issues related to ecologically particularly sensitive areas.
Activities in these key areas are coordinated and implemented by the THE PEP Steering Committee, including representatives from EU Member States and international organizations, such as WHO, but the EU is not officially represented at the time of writing.

Free trade and the open market may also have some indirect effects in society, which affects people’s opportunities for physical activity. As an example, seeking extreme economical effectiveness in production and trade of goods and services leads to the concentration of people in larger cities, the building of ever larger supermarkets and the closing of small shops, and the concentration and segregation of working places, which in turn means long distances between home and work and services, and the need for building new roads. These factors favour the use of private cars and lead to city planning which enhances a physically passive, motorized society.

During the last few years the EU and the European Commission, especially the Directorate for Health and Consumer Protection, have clearly increased their activities in the field of diet and physical activity, especially to curb increasing trends in obesity in many EU countries. Adopting the WHO Strategy on Diet, Physical Activity and Health gave the EU a good background for its actions. The establishment of the EU Platform on Diet, Physical Activity and Health has been an innovation in this field.26

**Conclusion**

Heart health has markedly improved in the EU in the past 25 years. There are, however, large differences in cardiovascular disease morbidity and mortality, and their secular trends, between different EU countries. In all countries the situation could be markedly improved if existing medical knowledge could be successfully implemented. The occurrence of cardiovascular diseases is mainly determined by three behavioural factors: diet; physical activity; and smoking, and their societal background factors. Decisions made in the EU may both improve and worsen the heart health of citizens. For the further reduction of cardiovascular disease morbidity and mortality special emphasis needs to be put on strengthening the health-promoting environment in Member States, particularly in those with the highest disease rates, and in the EU as a whole.

Even though health protection in general has a high position in the EU agenda, practical tools for health promotion are still scarce. Many decisions affecting heart health are not made in the Committee for Health and Consumer Protection, but, in other instances, within the EU. Therefore continuous intersectoral collaboration, strengthening the role of the Health and
Consumer Protection Directorate-General and systematic health impact assessment (HIA) in all decision-making within the EU are needed. To support health-conscious decision-making and HIA, systematic comparable data collection on morbidity and mortality, behavioural and biological risk factors, and their societal determinants needs to be established within the EU.

Health should be recognized as a major factor in the CAP. This means the active promotion of low-fat dairy products, low-fat meats, high-quality vegetable oils and the consumption of fruit and vegetables. The new sugar policy needs to be formulated so that it does not increase but rather supports the reduction of sugar consumption in the EU. Tobacco should be recognized as a pure health issue in the EU, and all tobacco-related decisions should be moved to the Health and Consumer Protection Directorate-General. An increase in tobacco prices in the whole of the EU, and particularly in those countries with lower prices, and the harmonization of tobacco taxation would have a marked effect on tobacco control and public health in the EU. Finally, even though the policy areas, which determine physical activity, are mainly under national decision-making mechanisms in different EU countries, common EU level policies and activities are also needed to promote physical activity among EU citizens.

A heart health-friendly Europe: a vision or utopia?

In a heart health-friendly EU, people enjoy tasty meals that are greatly influenced by the Mediterranean diet, but which also include the best dietary practices from other parts of the rich European food tradition. They do not smoke and the whole environment is free of tobacco smoke. They can walk or cycle to work (and have some physical activity in that work), and have the time, motivation and opportunities for all types of leisure-time physical activities. People can keep their blood pressure and cholesterol levels low into old age, they have normal weight, and enjoy good physical and mental health throughout their whole lives. Also, disparities in heart health, both within and between the EU countries, have disappeared or at least markedly diminished. Even though cardiovascular diseases still exist, people only suffer from these diseases in very old age, and major cardiovascular diseases, such as CHD, have been eradicated from the working-age population.
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Chapter 4
Health in the world of work
Riitta-Maija Hämäläinen, Kari Lindström

Introduction

Occupational health, safety and health protection in the workplace and in workplace health promotion (WHP) can play an important role in health improvement and economic growth. People in good health are more productive and they can participate more effectively in the labour market and education. They are able to stay longer at work, postpone retirement and relieve the welfare state. Both economic growth and investments in health provide parallel benefits and advantages which are not to be dealt with as separate issues.

This chapter describes and discusses Health in All Policies from the holistic perspective of health in the world of work. The emphasis here is the health of workers and how to maintain and improve workers’ health and the organization of work to have a positive impact on health in times of a turbulent labour market. The world of work comprises important health determinants, such as living and working conditions, general socioeconomic, cultural and environmental factors, general social and community factors, and lifestyle and individual factors such as age and gender.

A wide range of policies regulate aspects of these health determinants. Among them are sectoral policies such as social policy, employment, enterprise and the labour market and education policies, and practices’ influence on people’s participation in the labour market and their health development. These policies are regulated by national legislation and partly by agreements between the social partners. Some aspects of these determinants are co-regulated at European Union (EU) level. The principles and recommendations based on
the Lisbon Strategy and its follow-up have had a particularly strong impact on workplaces.\textsuperscript{3}

This chapter starts with providing an overview on workers’ health and services for health at work. It is followed by reviewing the changes in the world of work and healthy organizations; it then goes on to discuss the importance of and changes in social benefits, and education opportunities in the world of work as a cushion against the unpredictable nature of working life. The chapter then reviews the role and importance of social partners and health at work.

**Workers’ health and services for health at work**

Despite the efforts made, the workplace and work itself cause injuries, diseases, accidents and even deaths. Those suffering from ill health need treatment and care, but the vital question is how to improve workers' health and how to decrease the adverse effects of ill health due to work. Workers have witnessed improved working conditions, more productive working conditions and environments, longer lives and economic growth with increased wealth.

The changing context of work and health

According to the European Foundation for the Improvement of Living and Working Conditions\textsuperscript{4} the most common work-related health problems are backache (reported by 33% of respondents), stress (28%), muscular pains in the neck and shoulders (23%) and overall fatigue (23%). In addition a direct relationship between poor health outcomes and adverse working conditions seems to arise from a high level of work intensity and repetitive work. Of the traditional concerns for health at work, exposure to physical risk factors (noise, vibrations, dangerous substances, heat, cold, etc.) and to poor design (carrying heavy loads and painful positions) remains prevalent. The increasingly intensive work applies to over 50% of workers who work at high speed or to tight deadlines for at least a quarter of their working time. Control over work has not increased significantly: one-third of workers say they have little or no control over their work while only three out of five workers are able to decide when to take holidays. The character of work is changing towards more customer demands instead of machinery and production targets, and people are working ever more frequently with computers.

The type of job contract and working time system impacts on well-being and health. The contract types of work have changed as flexibility is widespread in all aspects of work: working time (“round-the-clock” and part-time work); work organization (multiskilled, teamwork and empowerment); and employment status (18% of all employees work under non-permanent contracts).
Temporary workers (employees with fixed-term contracts and temporary agency workers) continue to report more exposure to risk factors than permanent employees. Precarious employment tends to cause work-related injury and illness. There is evidence of increased injury and ill health from outsourcing, labour restructuring and “casualization”. Health can also worsen bases on economic and reward systems (competition, long hours, piecework, etc.), disorganization (ambiguity of rules, splintering occupational health and safety management systems, etc.) and the increased likelihood of regulatory failure (laws do not apply to these employment relationships). An increased risk of injury can be found in several sectors, which often also have minimal regulatory protection. The risks are higher for workers in precarious employment situations than for workers in standard employment relationships.

In relation to gender segregation and gender discrimination of professions, work or workplaces are both highly disadvantageous to women. Violence, harassment and intimidation remain a feature of the workplace: from 4% to 15% of workers, both men and women in different countries report that they have been subjected to intimidation.

Health situation, job insecurity and larger social trends influence mortality, cardiovascular disease and lifestyle. Mortality is lower in people with social networks, but higher if a person is divorced or widowed. Mortality in unmarried men is higher than in married men. The risks of cardiovascular and other diseases are higher for people in jobs featuring low control or for people with jobs requiring high effort but offering little reward. Smoking and unhealthy eating are more common in people who believe there is little they can do to prevent illness. Generally, the unemployed show higher mortality and morbidity.

Services for better health at work

The scope of the framework for workers’ health actions covers promotional, preventive and curative approaches. These actions can be directed to various levels, such as the individual worker, workplaces and society. Table 4.1 gives examples of the most relevant actions.

The promotion of workers’ health covers the life course from education and working age to retirement. At national level this means programmes promoting the health and well-being of working-age people. At workplace level it refers to a culture appreciating workers’ health and proactive workplace development activities, like WHP. Access to vocational education and training, as well as support for individual career planning, are important for individuals when they want to strengthen their working abilities or increase their possibilities to extend their working life. Primary prevention aims to prevent exclusion from
the labour market, which at the level of the individual includes the support of employees in a crisis and all kinds of early rehabilitation activities, when any signs of reduced well-being, ill health or social problems arise.

Secondary prevention at workplace level refers to access to preventive occupational health services (OHS) for all employees, for example periodical health examinations for specific age groups. Signs of “burn-out” and fatigue are common in today’s working life and need action at an early stage. Curative rehabilitation actions for working-age people could be based at a national level on the social security legislation and include access for all employed people to OHS. When the individual worker’s ability is lowered active measures from health care or the social insurance system should start, for example after a certain length of sickness absenteeism. In this respect there are big differences between countries. Especially when thinking of the increasing number of employees suffering from depression, these active interventions by social security or health care systems are crucial to prevent total exclusion from working life.

Table 4.1 A matrix of the framework of actions on workers’ health (some illustrative examples)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Health action</th>
<th>Societal</th>
<th>Workplace</th>
<th>Individual</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Promotion</td>
<td>• National preventive programmes</td>
<td>• Appreciation of health in the workplace</td>
<td>• Access to vocational training and education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Awareness raising</td>
<td>• Proactive workplace activities (WHP)</td>
<td>• Health promotion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Support in crises and treating experiences</td>
<td>• Early rehabilitation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Early detection of fatigue, burn-out and depression</td>
<td>• Stress management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Primary prevention</td>
<td>• Prevention of exclusion from working life/ National European Social Fund programmes</td>
<td>• Health promotion</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Organizational interventions</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Social support</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Job redesign</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Secondary</td>
<td>• Early detection of reduced working ability</td>
<td>• Access to preventive OHS</td>
<td>• Early detection of fatigue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>prevention</td>
<td></td>
<td>• Periodical health examinations for early detection of symptoms</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rehabilitation</td>
<td>• Legislation about rehabilitation and access to rehabilitation services</td>
<td>• Liaison with health services and employment offices</td>
<td>• Return to work after sick leave practices</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Active vocational rehabilitation and care of chronic illnesses, e.g. depression</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: OHS: occupational health services; WHP: workplace health promotion.
These kinds of actions are carried out quite differently in various EU countries. When advanced legislation about occupational health services exists, there is an increased probability of having access to these services. The WHP actions cover promoting measures in the workplace and at individual level. However, the existence of legislation or support from social partners is necessary. Actions complementing these interventions and encouraging carrying them out are dependent on social partners and other existing policies, such as education and social policy.

Occupational health and safety at work are improved by specific legislation focusing mainly on safety, along with health at work, and social and organizational matters. Another method of providing health and safety at work is the enforcement of legislation by inspections to improve occupational health and safety at work practices. Recently the inspections have concentrated more on high-risk sectors and using intermediary organizations such as safety engineers, ergonomics specialists, physicians, sector organizations and social partners to reach specifically small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs). Also, company management is taking increased responsibility for health and safety matters with workers and establishing occupational safety and health systems. Many countries also campaign about specific targeted issues to improve enforcement and spread information. Many administrations and insurance organizations use incentives to improve safety and health at work. The incentives include different premiums for insuring against diseases and accidents, public subsidies for research and technological development, tax benefits based on investment in safety and health at work, and subsidizing the assessment of occupational safety and health within companies. Safety and health at work can also be promoted by certification of products and services, such as chemical products. Training is becoming more important, especially when focused on different target groups.

Occupational health services have generally been considered as an important occupational and work-related welfare benefit in EU Member States; OHS is a context-dependent phenomenon, which varies according to the development of the welfare state in general and, specifically, is dependent on the cultural, historical, economic and political context of each country. Also, the views of different stakeholders in the EU Member States concerning the impact and possibilities of OHS to improve health vary from evidence-based opinions to the sporadic impact of OHS on occupational health. The tasks of OHS have evolved towards multidisciplinary and more organizational developments and the WHP sphere, rather than remaining purely as a preventive and protective service for workers. The development of OHS since 1989 in various EU Member States displayed differences depending on the starting position, but indicated the importance of planning and implementation as crucial
phases in the process to achieve better OHS coverage, equity and access. Nevertheless the data used for the planning and legitimization of OHS activities are mainly based on occupational health data rather than on OHS data, which makes decisions on political or policy grounds inaccurate. OHS is still an evolving concept and benefit for workers, but the changing situation of OHS reflects contextual changes, such as the internal market, competition and enlargement. Owing to new epidemics, the epidemiological shift towards new risks, an ageing labour market (and changes in the labour market), stronger cooperation, and integration with health, social and employment services would be an asset for workers. Different methods and approaches are needed in order to study the results of integrated services.9

Public health services and primary health care also provide essential health services for workers, for which support with environmental and mental health are important. In relation to work, good mental health increases working ability and productivity; poor working conditions lead to poor mental health, sick leave and increased costs. Beneficial interventions are improvements in individuals’ capacity to control work stressors and return-to-work practices. Some participatory workplace and management practices improve health and economic development, employees’ well-being, competences and productivity. Participatory interventions and management culture are seen as being worthwhile for mental health at work.

The concept of WHP is a broader-than-usual occupational health prevention and protection orientation including organizational and psychosocial matters at work and responsibilities of the enterprises in making WHP possible at work. The WHP approach provides the promise of enhanced collaboration between different stakeholders such as public health and primary health care services, occupational health services, occupational health and safety services, human resource management and companies with corporate social responsibility (CSR), and regional and national institutes. Workplace health promotion is an evolving concept; best practices in companies have been published by the European Network for Workplace Health Promotion.

Responses by the EU on safety and health at work

Even if the focus of the EU is in economic integration and market creation, the concern of workers’ health and safety at work has been in the core action areas of the European Community (EC) since the initiation of increased protection of workers in the coal and steel industries. * Treaties have emphasized workers’

---

* Health and safety at work was mentioned in the 1951 European Coal and Steel Treaty (Article 2) and in the 1957 Euratom Treaty (Articles 30–39) to cover workers in those specific industries. The Treaty of Rome of 1957 extended this health and safety at work provision to also cover other industries (Articles 117–118).
rights and conditions to facilitate freedom of movement of labour between Member States. The rights of workers and decent conditions of living and working have been in the agenda of the Community continuously. The rights of workers have progressively expanded to include health and safety at work, working hours and employment contracts, conditions governing collective redundancies, the environment, consumer protection and public health. Non-binding provision concerned a social dialogue between employers and employees. The harmonization of the social protection systems to coordinate the movement of the labour force and social protection has been established by the Treaty of Rome and regulations. In 1989 Framework Directive 89/391/EEC was accepted, which outlined general principles of the prevention of occupational risks and the protection of health and safety at work on which the other daughter directives have been built.

The EC has implemented action programmes on health and safety at work since 1978. The programmes have included issues such as causes of occupational accidents and diseases, protection against dangerous substances, prevention of the hazards and harmful effects associated with machinery, and information, statistics and research. Whereas in the past the main focus of EU action on health and safety at work has been legislative, the programme on health and safety at work 1996–2000 provided a much “softer” approach to health and safety at work and a greater emphasis on information. This emphasis was in the effective enforcement of legislation, promotion of competitiveness through better health and safety standards, and continuous social dialogue in health and safety at work issues. The interim report on health and safety at work set the priorities for the second phase of the programme to prepare for the enlargement and develop the link with employability due to the Luxembourg Employment Summit (1997).

Framework Directive 89/391/EEC created the legislative base for health and safety at work in EU Member States. The Commission evaluated the implementation of Framework Directive 89/391/EEC in 2004. The EU Member States were categorized according to the impact of Framework Directive 89/391/EEC on national legislation. The first group included countries that had inadequate or old legislation and had considerable legal consequences for health and safety at work (Greece, Ireland, Italy,
Luxembourg, Portugal and Spain). The second group of countries completed or refined their legislation due to the Framework Directive (Austria, Belgium, France, Germany, the Netherlands and the United Kingdom). In the third group of countries the legislation was in place and no major adjustments were required (Denmark, Finland and Sweden). The same report stated that the Framework Directive on health and safety at work with its first five daughter directives were driving forces to increase prevention, rationalizing, and simplifying the national legislation on health and safety at work. Another aspect of the impact was that the Member States had to change from prescriptive detailed legislation towards objective-oriented law.

Health and safety at work is considered as part of the social policy of the EU. The Maastricht Treaty and the Agreement on Social Policy signed in 1992 set out European policy in the area of working conditions. The social chapter* formulated social policy including issues of social dialogue† among, for example, labour market organizations, development of working and living conditions, occupational safety and health at work, social dialogue and equal pay.

This was followed by the Nice Summit and its social agenda in 2000. It formed the basis for the process of meetings to formulate the Community strategy on safety and health at work 2002–2006 as adapting to change in work and society. The strategy emphasized a global approach to well-being at work, prevention, information dissemination and better application of laws in addition to building partnerships. Furthermore, the Advisory Committee for Health, Hygiene and Safety at Work and the Committee of the Health and Safety Commission for Mines and Other Extractive Industries were integrated to a single Advisory Committee on Health and Safety at Work. The health and safety strategy for 2007–2012 is under preparation during the Austrian presidency of EU, which started in the spring of 2006. A preparatory seminar was held during the United Kingdom’s presidency in the autumn of 2005 with themes of achieving more for occupational health with partnerships and target setting.‡

Changing the world of work and healthy organizations

Owing to changes in employment and the labour market, both enterprises and employees need an enhanced capacity to adapt themselves to changes. The goals of the employment policy of the EU include raising the employment rate and improving the functioning of the labour market. Key measures are to extend

---

* Articles 117, 118, 118a and 119.
† Article 118c.
employees’ labour market careers, improve the incentives of tax and benefit systems and wage formation, and improve the balance between labour demand and labour supply.

Employment is closely linked to the financial viability of the welfare state and its benefits. The recent retrenchment and reforms of the welfare state and social policy in many European countries directly reflect the financial concerns regarding the sustainability of the welfare state and its social services in the era of permanent high unemployment. Nevertheless, employment and social policies are preconditions for economic prosperity, trust and social peace, and the well-being of the workforce. The welfare state is often able to act as a buffer between the most striking impacts of globalization on the labour market and social distress. Workplace health promotion can contribute partly to keeping the workforce healthy, modify work for the workers, and get people out of unemployment and back to work.

Changing working populations, workplaces and the characteristics of work

Demographic change applies to the increasing ageing workforce, participation of women at work and changing patterns of family life. Health is a valuable asset for creating time for a productive life and for using time effectively. The same applies to extended lifespans and the interest in keeping people working longer instead of retiring. A similar connection with improved health and work can also be made between a decrease in death rates or disabilities and common lifestyle-related diseases such as heart disease. The change in health gains has also enhanced the productivity and earnings of workers in the age group 40–50 years owing to applied advanced technology to save lives and reduce mortality.

The features of a working life play an important part in prolonging working careers. “Working life” covers a large variety of issues, which should be adjusted according to changes due to ageing: work content and demands; the physical and social environment of work; organizational aspects; and the option of regulating and influencing one’s own work as well as management and leadership matters. Generally, one of the most important effects of ageing is that individual physical, mental and social differences improve remarkably. Therefore, individual solutions at work should increase with advancing age. This will also increase the empowerment of workers, which has a strong effect on working ability and well-being during ageing. The possibility to regulate one’s own work includes taking breaks, changing the order of tasks, changing work methods and changing work speed. The demands of work and existing skill were well met by the majority of older men and women. Generally, about 75% of men and women aged 45 and older felt they had adequate opportunities
to discuss their work matters with their supervisors. The employees often reported positive changes in their work when regular discussions between the employer and employee were conducted.35

Work time is of particular importance for older workers. It is perhaps the most powerful way to regulate workload and balance personal needs with working life. Long working weeks (greater than 40 hours), however, seemed to be rather common in the EU in 2000. In five countries, more than a third of men and a fifth of women had long working weeks. Irregular day work, including weekends, was common among older women in another five countries, reflecting the differences in working time cultures between the different countries.36,37

In addition, indirect age discrimination is more common than direct. However, age discrimination is more common in some countries, and more often women aged 45 and older face age discrimination more than men.35

The changing working life and changes in family patterns also have an impact on health. In all European countries women participate more in the labour market; care responsibilities for children and the elderly are under negotiation. In addition, there are changes in family structures towards more single-earner families and these often need help with income assistance and caring. Also, support may be needed regarding volume of and access to care services, flexible working hours from the employer, and increased male participation in household work and caring in families. However, the supporting features and benefits for families will not readily ease the pressures on families and therefore improve the health of working family members leading to greater productivity in the labour market.38

The processes of downsizing, technological change and restructuring have proceeded hand in hand with changing employment contracts as many people have moved to non-standard work contracts characterized by more part-time work and with less access to benefits. Thus people in restructured workplaces and environments face new work hazards and new conditions of employment. This is also true in the public sector, where privatization and contracting out are complex, with adverse dimensions of employment with downsizing, restructuring and unemployment, threat of unemployment, re-employment with altered working conditions and reduced wages and benefits. Some of the adverse health effects are summarized in Table 4.2.39

The labour movement established living wages, regular working hours, regulated working and employment conditions, and employment-associated benefits. Even the most stable, full-time and well-protected conditions of work have changed to become more precarious. For workers on the edge of the labour market the situation has become even worse in terms of employment
### Table 4.2 Some adverse health effects of changes in workplaces

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Adverse health effects of unemployment</th>
<th>Adverse health effects of restructuring</th>
<th>Adverse health effects of non-standard work arrangements</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Elevated blood pressure</td>
<td>• Reduced job satisfaction, reduced</td>
<td>• Higher rates of occupational injury and disease than</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Increased depression and anxiety</td>
<td>organizational commitment and greater</td>
<td>workers with full-time stable employment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Increased visits to general practitioners</td>
<td>stress</td>
<td>• High level of stress, low job satisfaction and other negative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Increase symptoms of coronary disease</td>
<td>• Feelings of unfairness in downsizing</td>
<td>health and well-being factors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Worse mental health and greater stress</td>
<td>process</td>
<td>• More common in distributive and personal service subsectors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Increased psychological morbidity and increased medical visits</td>
<td>• Survivors face new technologies, work processes, new physical and psychological exposures (reduced autonomy, increased work intensity, changes in the characteristics of social relationships, shifts in the employment contracts and changes in personal behaviour)</td>
<td>where people in general have lower educational attainment and low skill levels</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Decreased self-reported health status and an increase in the number of health problems</td>
<td>• Changes in the psychological contract and lost sense of trust</td>
<td>• Low entitlement to workers’ compensation and low level of claims by those who are covered</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Increase in family problems, particularly financial hardships</td>
<td>• Prolonged stress with physiological and psychological signs</td>
<td>• Increased occupational health hazards due to work intensification motivated by economic pressures</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Inadequate training and poor communication caused by institutional disorganization and inadequate regulatory control</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Inability of workers to organize their own protection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Cumulative trauma claims are difficult to show due to mobility of workers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Reduced ability to improve life conditions due to inability to obtain credit, find housing, make pension arrangements, and possibility for training</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Fewer concerns for environmental issues and health and safety at work</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
standards. Increased female participation in the labour market, particularly in service sectors, such as health, the social sector and the education of publicly funded systems, has faced restructuring, the renegotiation of conditions of employment and contracting out. Despite the need for these services among the increased numbers of elderly in need of care, increased female participation in the labour force in other sectors, and the decreasing number of people in the labour market due to the ageing workforce, working conditions have deteriorated. Also, unemployment and other welfare benefits have decreased and their conditions have been tightened towards activation policies and action programmes. The heightened financial problems with precarious employment may increase the possibility of undesirable health effects.

Fixed-term and contractual work contracts mean increased flexibility demands by workers and increasing demands on balancing work and private life. The rigidity of work contracts can result in employment possibilities transferring to countries with less regulation of working hours and contracts. Temporary workers have shown lower rates of absence due to sickness and their health problems result in less absenteeism than permanent workers, although this might indicate presenteeism despite being ill. For some temporary employees, higher job insecurity equated with a larger workload. Temporary employees were less satisfied with their jobs and had less access to occupational training and career planning. For some, however, a temporary work contract acted as a bridge to permanent employment. This kind of labour market differentiation might result in a widening of socioeconomic differences in health.40

A good working environment also improves the performance of a company. The quality of a working environment has a strong influence on productivity and profitability.41 Some positive factors are the combination of business targets with human resource activities, a health-promoting corporate culture, integrating technical innovations with organizational improvements and a continuous evaluation of measures taken. However, many companies are still unaware of the economic aspects of occupational safety and health. Some companies measure their performance in addition to financial terms with a customer, internal business, innovation and learning factors.

According to the survey on working conditions in EU countries, 82% of employees were on a permanent contract and 10% on a fixed-term contract in 2000. Training received by employees on fixed-term contracts and temporary agency contracts had decreased during the previous 12 months. Also, 24% of respondents reported having to work under pressure, and health problems related to working under pressure were perceived by 73%. Stress was reported by 40% and it was clearly more common among those with indefinite work contracts and more-qualified workers. Information or consultation leading to
improvements in the workplace were reported by 75% of respondents. The percentage of workers who reported absences over the previous 12 months due to work-related health problems was 9%. There were also clear national differences on such issues as caring for the elderly or for disabled relatives, which could be attributed to national differences in family dispersion and care systems. These survey data clearly show that organizing work and combining work and an individual’s private life differ between countries, thereby indicating different practices in working life.

Healthy work organizations and quality of work

Work and organizational factors can have both positive and negative effects on the health and well-being of workers. Together work and organizational factors and health contribute to the working ability and employability of working-age people. Many work-related factors can be health promoting when they are positive, but lead to adverse health effects when unsatisfactory. Figure 4.1 describes the changes occurring in working life that have an influence on employability either directly or via the work demands and health of workers. The main focus here is how different work and organizational factors are influencing the health and well-being of workers.

When characterizing the effects of working conditions on workers’ health, the work and organizational demands are of most interest. Factors in the working environment, such as physical and chemical exposures, usually have specific threshold limit values which are not allowed to be exceeded to avoid their adverse
health effects. Psychosocial factors at work usually have an optimal level which can be seen as having a positive effect on health. For example, the content of work should not be too monotonous or too difficult. The theoretical models concerning psychosocial factors at work are based on theories of work stress. When the level of stress is too high people can develop symptoms of chronic fatigue or if it is too low it can lead to lowered motivation and boredom. There are two main models explaining the relations between psychosocial factors at work and their health effects. According to the Karasek job demand–control model, high job pressure with low job control leads to adverse effects and even diseases such as cardiovascular problems. Another common theoretical model is the effort–reward imbalance model. If the effort of the employee is too high in relation to rewards in the job then there is a risk of stress symptoms and illnesses.

The mechanism explaining the adverse effects of the psychosocial demands at work on health can be explained by the physiological and psychological stress mechanisms. There is a lot of evidence that too high a workload leads to symptoms of stress and in due course to conditions such as cardiovascular diseases, depression and musculoskeletal disorders. In addition to the aforementioned job-related factors there is also research evidence that workplace downsizing and poor leadership can lead to increased sickness and absence. Even an elevated risk of death has been found after organizational downsizing. This means that the psychosocial factors at work can be a severe risk factor for health, reduced working ability and even increased mortality. But when these psychosocial factors at work are positive, they can promote workers’ health, provide challenging tasks, fair leadership, social support at work and an effort–reward balance.

The model including the most important work and organizational factors and practices promoting workers’ health form the concept of healthy work or healthy work organization. At the same time, some factors included in this healthy work model are able to promote productivity and well-being at work. There are Finnish examples from SMEs where both the profitability and productivity of the company were positively related to a good social climate and good supervisory practices.

The main characteristics of a healthy work organization comprise the appreciation of people. At workplace level this means trust and fair treatment and the consideration of ethical issues in decision-making. As already mentioned, job demands and control, when optimal, have a positive impact on health and well-being. Also, social support from co-workers and supervisors is important. Good leadership and management practices are important, especially fair leadership.
In today’s working life structural and functional changes are frequent. Downsizing and restructuring, as well as other types of organizational change, should be carried out in accordance with workers’ participation and appreciation. The possibility of combining the interests of employers and employees is beneficial and the participation of employees in organizational change processes is crucial. Any savings from “downsizing” personnel can be lost because of increasing sickness and absence among those remaining.\(^{50}\)

The adoption of continuous improvement practices and creating an innovative climate at workplace level promote the idea of lifelong learning and the development of competencies. The competence development of workers is especially important in a turbulent market environment for older people and in general to prevent exclusion from the working life. One crucial characteristic of a healthy work organization is also the work–life balance. The demands of flexibility at work should be balanced with other life spheres of the employees. Here the working time arrangements are of most importance. An awareness of the diversity of personnel is an important topic in healthy work organization practices. Neglecting these issues easily leads to the discrimination and marginalization of older workers, women and people who do not belong to the majority.

The promotion of healthy organization practices

The promotion of healthy work organization practices needs participatory action from management and employees, as well as the occupational health specialists and training experts. Increasing one’s own control at work and employee participation in general are fundamental issues for preventing the harmful effects of stress caused by psychosocial factors at work.\(^{51}\) At workplace level this means the continuous monitoring of critical characteristics of work as well as workers’ well-being and health. There are various survey methods for assessing psychosocial stressors at work. Not only is monitoring working conditions important, so are improvements and changes based on the results. Participatory organizational interventions and access to occupational health services and their preventive actions are tools and actions for improving working conditions.

Multilevel approaches are usually the best way to implement healthy work practices. At national level, legislation – or at least agreements between social partners about risk assessment and WHP activities – is necessary. But at EU level guidance, good practice and intervention programmes are important for improving working conditions. When actions at individual level are needed the occupational health services, general health services or employment or educational sector services are needed. The close collaboration among these
actions from various sectors is necessary for effective coordinated actions at national, workplace and individual levels. A framework agreement on work-related stress between social partners is important for preventing stress and to identify problems of work-related stress as well as to prevent and reduce it.52 Because of the wide national variation within the EU and also among the various branches and sectors, measures must be tailored and contextualized in order to increase their effectiveness. Therefore actions such as WHP and various risk assessment methods and types of good practice help practical actors such as occupational health experts at workplace level. General action models are needed for various levels and experts such as those who are able to tailor actions to the national, local and workplace contexts.

Setting EU targets for employment and labour market policies

The Luxembourg Jobs Summit in November 1997 launched the European Employment Strategy to decrease unemployment in Europe. The process is called an open method of coordination, in which common objectives, targets and priorities for employment policies are set. Each Member State prepares a national action plan. The Joint Employment Report is prepared for each Spring Council. The Commission presents a new proposal for the Employment Guidelines based on the reports of the previous year.53 Progress was evaluated in 200254 and underlined the need to include the Employment Strategy and to move towards the Lisbon Strategy goals of sustained economic growth, more and better jobs and greater social cohesion by 2010. The overall employment rate in Europe should be increased to 70% and the number of women at work to more than 60% by 2010. The newest targets are related to older workers (that is the 55–64 years age group) and their increased employment and later exit from the labour market.55 The increased number of older workers needs financial incentives, good health and safety at work, flexible forms of work, access to training, active labour market policies and good quality of employment.56

The crucial issue is how to attract young people into the labour market earlier than at present and to keep people in employment for longer. This target is based on the overall employment rate, which is expected to be 70% by 2010.57 In addition, for older workers (aged 55–64) the target for the employment rate is 50% by 201058 and the average age at which people stop working should be raised by five years by 2010.59 This might be achieved by the modernization of social protection systems, especially health care, child care facilities to combine work and private life, and a benefit system to avoid wage traps.60
The Stockholm Spring Council in 2001 outlined the concept of quality of work. The focus on quality of work in employment put forward a plan based on the idea that quality of work depends on a careful balance between job characteristics, work environment and labour market characteristics. Quality of work includes issues such as time, work and personal life, changes in work organization and labour market flexibility to achieve improvements. The European Summit in Laeken in 2001 drew attention to the close links between quality of work and productivity.

The increasing mean age of the working population means there is a strong need to make active working lives longer. The primary aims are economic, to increase productivity. European Social Fund projects have promoted the competence level, working ability and health of those groups that are entering working life, or are in danger of being excluded from the labour market. Several national projects have focused on those in working life and those who are unemployed. An evaluation of these activities has shown positive effects on the quality of work contracts and health, too. For example, the JOBS group interventions carried out among unemployed people in Finland and other EU countries, as well as in the United States, have proved to be effective in preventing exclusion and depression. The positive effects of these interventions have lasted longer in countries with better social security and benefit systems. In general, the trials to prevent exclusion from working life and strengthen people’s resources have prolonged productive work careers.

Social benefits and education opportunities act as a cushion against an unpredictable working life

Industrial restructuring and labour market changes also reduce the need for certain professionals while also increasing other people’s opportunities to gain access to paid and secure work. Furthermore, the continuous need for upgrading knowledge and lifelong learning capacity is needed to keep people in the labour market. The persistent threat of losing work and the stress of maintaining skills, knowledge and professional competence has an influence on job satisfaction and is reflected in health consequences. Therefore the supporting social policies and education opportunities are important to keep, rebound and retrain back into the workforce.

The functioning single market has necessitated the harmonization of certain aspects of national social security policies as significant differences in social security throughout the EU would hinder the free movement of people. Greater convergence of social security systems is expected to prevent social dumping through “social devaluation”, which could be used to compete between countries by lowering non-wage costs, which are used to finance...
social protection, including health services. In addition, social policy emphasizes equal opportunities for all, which means equality between women and men, combating discrimination and the integration of people with disabilities.

The overall trend in the European countries seems to be to decrease the influence and interventions of the state on social, health and employment benefits and services. However, new challenges, such as long-term unemployment, exclusion and other conflicts increase the legitimacy of social and employment policies. Economic reasons for this are strongly proposed as the coverage and level of social expenditures are increasing during time of reduced funding. Nevertheless, national decisions on the retrenchment of social and health services are based on ideological–political and economic realities, which are conducive from the common economic rules of public sector deficit and criteria of the European monetary union (published in broad economic guidelines annually by the European Commission). In addition, the directive on services imposes challenges to health and social services, including preventive and protective services in health and safety at work.

Investing human capital through education and training softens the impact of a turbulent labour market and industrial restructuring. The different dimensions of human resources such as health and functional capacity, knowledge, skills and competences as well as values, attitudes and motivational aspects are crucial determinants of working ability, the sustainable working career and the employability of employees. In addition, job contents are increasingly mental, emotional and social instead of muscular and manual, and competence demands have therefore changed in the information society. The insufficient or outdated competences of older workers is a challenge for which the competence gap is a remarkable stress factor. The requirements of the present working life emphasize group work and social skills to work with different people. However, the coping mechanisms which develop with experience can significantly improve the working ability of older workers. The demands of working life have transformed the life course towards lifelong learning and retraining processes, and where periods of employment, unemployment, family and voluntary activities may shift and vary.

The challenges faced by young workers include developing their working life skills, finding a job after their education and successfully socializing in their work communities. Resolving these challenges can have a beneficial effect on health. The main challenges are related to personal development and the transition from school to working life, such as end of formal education and finding a job relevant to the person’s training, socialization and integration into working life and the work community and the beginning of career planning and later career management.
Education and training in the European countries are within the supporting policy areas for the Lisbon Strategy and the aim is to improve the quality of education and training systems. This will be achieved by an open method of coordination with sharing of experiences, working towards common goals and learning from what works best elsewhere. In 2001 the Ministers of Education adopted a report on the future objectives of education and training systems, agreeing for the first time on shared objectives to be achieved by 2010. A year later, the Education Council and the Commission endorsed a 10-year work programme for joint cooperation in the field of education and training. The major goals are to improve the quality and effectiveness of EU education and training systems, ensure accessibility to education for all, and open up education and training to the wider world. Lifelong learning is the key in all areas of education and training (including the training of trainers), information technology, language training, guidance in lifelong learning, etc.

In vocational training the Copenhagen Process and the Bologna Process for the development of the European Higher Education Area are important. Both contribute actively to the achievement of the Lisbon objectives and are therefore closely linked to the Education and Training 2010 Work Programme. Investment in human capital and lifelong learning are emphasized by the EU to enhance access to employment for all ages, and raise productivity levels and quality at work. Member States aim to establish comprehensive lifelong learning strategies by 2006. Workers, if they are to remain and progress in work, need to accumulate and renew skills regularly. The productivity of enterprises is dependent on building and maintaining a workforce that can adapt to change, which requires action by governments and financial support for various actors.

**Social partners and health at work**

The link between social policy and industrial relations lies in the concept of bipartite employment-based contributions to the social insurance funds from which employment benefit, sickness and accident benefit and retirement pensions are paid. Social insurance developed mainly as a male-oriented system and family dependants were often built into benefit scales. In addition, rights were tied to years of participation in the employed workforce. A high number of women in the labour market created different conditions for functions of the labour market and welfare state. Employment-based contributions have acquired a new role as the costs of social insurance systems have increased and so have the contribution levels.
The Social Dialogue Committee and sectoral social dialogue committees are forums for ongoing independent bipartite dialogue. Many sectoral social dialogue committees have prepared health and safety at work guidelines, codes of conduct and information campaigns as well as monitored the implementation of legislation.\textsuperscript{72}

The social dialogue\textsuperscript{73,74} has created some positive actions, such as joint opinions on the setting up of a cooperation strategy for economic policies, the completion of the Internal Market, the implementation of the Social Charter of the Fundamental Rights of Workers, and progress towards economic and monetary union. In July 2002, a framework agreement on teleworking was concluded, to be implemented by the members of the signatory parties, rather than by means of a directive. However, concrete pay and conditions of employment are not subject to collective agreement at European intersectoral or sectoral level.\textsuperscript{75} Also, the European Commission has conducted consultation processes on the Green Paper to deal with demographic change\textsuperscript{76}, works councils, to promote the active inclusion of the people furthest from the labour market\textsuperscript{77} and young people. One example of the results of dialogue between the social partners is that an agreement has been reached on the definition of stress at EU-level.\textsuperscript{52,78}

The major responsibility of enterprises in safety and health at work is to provide healthy and safe workplaces and work environments. In addition, the companies should follow and implement legislation according to the requirements and provide services on health and safety at work issues for the benefit of workers. Because of changing working life and organization of work, corporate social responsibility was created to respond to the challenges of globalization. The Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) guidelines for multinational enterprises\textsuperscript{79} are not binding but rather are recommendations for good conduct of business in the era of globalization. Also, the EU has its own concerns for CSR and, included in the concept of CSR, concerns for social and environmental issues in business operations and their interactions with stakeholders on a voluntary basis.\textsuperscript{80} The major challenges remain in balancing the voluntary nature of corporate social responsibility and the need for regulating such responsibilities.\textsuperscript{81} In principle, CSR is a voluntary tool for integrating social and environmental issues into business and also promoting trust and transparency among SMEs\textsuperscript{82}. Also, health and safety at work comprises part of CSR.\textsuperscript{83} In the study conducted by the European Agency for Safety and Health at Work in 2004 the company case study revealed that CSR is relevant to large and small companies alike and is often managed by

\textsuperscript{*} The social dialogue occurs mainly between ETUC, UNICE and CEEP (plus, more recently, UEAPME and the EUROCADRES/CEC liaison committee).
senior managers with a range of methods. Often CSR-practising companies also have an interest in health and safety at work due to image or taking responsibility regarding social accountability via suppliers. The role of the public sector may include financial support, distribution of tools, expertise and information, and improve dialogue between different actors and issues in CSR.81

According to Segal et al.84 occupational health and safety as part of CSR can be used as a measure of CSR in companies in relation to production and safety, labour standards and working conditions within human rights and equal opportunities. Other issues taken up by CSR and health and safety at work conjunctions are ethical and moral issues in relation to environment, work and life balances, and combining work and care possibilities.83 If occupational health and safety issues are integrated into CSR, the company may also achieve public appreciation and the fame of being successful, and may produce benefits such as value for a good reputation as an employer, an increase in productivity, consumer loyalty and even additional value for shares.83 However, investors need some indicators to follow and assess health and safety at work actions in order to make investment decisions.85 The same applies to WHP activities and their inclusion in CSR.

Company policy and corporate culture facilitate the inclusion of WHP into their activities reflect the importance of workers in the value-added chain and have an influence on decision-making and leadership behaviour. Health determinants in companies may include human resources and leadership, work organization and job design, work environment, job security, and changes to the world of work and health competencies. Company practices enhance quality of life and work, performance and innovation in enterprises.86 The entrepreneur is often geared to running the business rather than building occupational health and safety systems at work and responding to the requirements to write and document occupational health and safety measures undertaken.

Acceptance of WHP and any other health and safety at work measures should be facilitated by suitable and easy solutions and models for SMEs. In addition, different actors with SMEs need to coordinate so as not to duplicate activities, and to pool resources to make an efficient impact in SMEs and improve acceptance of WHP. Training of new occupational health and safety professionals should incorporate a clear concept of WHP. Wider aspects of WHP, such as safety issues with lifestyle factors, need to be integrated to achieve greater and more profound effects. Workplace health promotion activities need to focus on motivation, cooperation and consultancy to gain interest and acceptance among workers and different types of companies.87
Conclusion

The role of policies such as health, employment, the labour market, education and social policies in the world of work are multitudinous, fragmented and sporadic. Therefore the role of cooperation and collaboration in partnership with different policy actors, policy processes, service providers, benefit structures and social partners is very important. Employment policies focusing on the globalization of the labour market and the type of work contracts and work–life balance have a direct influence on the working and living conditions of workers (both at workplace and individual levels). The implementation of the Lisbon Strategy also needs stronger consideration of health and social aspects to balance insecurity and flexibility in the labour market and in people’s lives. The integration of education and training policies with employment policies promotes social inclusion in working life and prevents exclusion. At workplaces, improving working conditions by assessing and controlling stress at work and promoting occupational mental health reduces absenteeism and possibly also the productivity of the company. Concluding recommendations are summarized in the following points:

• Good collaboration and horizontal partnership is needed, especially between social, health, education and employment policy-makers, national agents and social partners.

• Improving the health and working conditions and the employability of workers through the generations, through actions directed towards health and working conditions is crucial.

• In enhancing the inclusion of people in working life, their resources should be continuously developed and working conditions improved to strengthen individuals’ health and competences.

• Preventing the exclusion of workers, or getting people back to work by social, re-education and employment programmes and integrated services, is important and these services need to become easily available to the working-age population.

• Workplace health promotion activities are of central importance for keeping people at work, to guarantee the quality of work contracts and prevent the adverse effects of psychosocial and other negative factors at work.

• Job efforts and demands, individual rewards and the work–life balance should be maintained to prevent adverse effects on health.
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The purpose of this chapter is to highlight how European Union (EU) policies can be assessed and reformed to improve the nutrition and public health of Europe’s citizens. Whereas food safety has been given a high profile with the recent establishment of the European Food Safety Authority in Parma, Italy, there is substantial room for improvement when it comes to political action to improve nutrition and prevent obesity and chronic diseases. The Common Agricultural Policy (CAP) and the Health and Consumer Protection strategy are two food-related policies that need to become fully coherent with public health goals, which is also a legal obligation according to Articles 152 and 153 of the Treaty of the European Union. Since changes in food production and marketing will have financial implications for the food sector, the evidence on the links between commercial practices and public health is regularly questioned by producers. In the long term a more prominent health profile in the food supply chain could lead to greatly reduced costs to the health care sector, owing to reductions in the rates of chronic diseases such as heart disease, diabetes and cancer, improved health and well-being for individuals and to better welfare for society as a whole.

This chapter discusses how EU policies influence the supply and demand of food and their impact on nutrition and public health, and how the policies can be improved to benefit the health of the European population. Four suggestions are made as to how public health and nutrition can reach a higher profile on the political agenda in the EU. First, increasing the knowledge
among decision-makers and administrators about the obligation to ensure public health and consumer protection in all EU policies and the societal benefits associated with it. Second, development and refinement of methods for assessing health impacts of policies. Third, more interdisciplinary research concerning health impacts of food and agriculture policies. Fourth, establishment of effective public–private partnerships balancing the needs of consumers and industry.

Agriculture and food supply are key public health issues

Food and nutrition are slowly rising on the political agenda because nutrition-related noncommunicable diseases such as cardiovascular disease, diabetes and some cancers cause a significant burden of disease in terms of ill health and premature death. Chronic noncommunicable diseases are the major cause of adult illness in all regions of the world, responsible for an estimated 35 million (or 60%) of all world deaths in 2005. In Europe, noncommunicable diseases caused 86% of deaths and 77% of the disease burden in the region, with cardiovascular disease alone causing 23% of the total burden. The top seven factors found to be responsible for the bulk of the European noncommunicable disease burden are tobacco use, the hazardous and harmful use of alcohol, high cholesterol, low fruit and vegetable intake, being overweight, having low levels of physical activity and high blood pressure. Agricultural products have a major influence on six of these key disease risk factors.

There is also growing concern for the public health impact of the rapid worldwide increase in obesity. Clearly this worrying trend is determined to a large extent by dietary factors and a sedentary lifestyle. Much of the public debate on how to tackle the obesity epidemic relates to how stakeholders from a range of sectors determine the availability, accessibility and affordability of healthy and less-healthy foods, which are key issues for the food sector in Europe.

Policies influencing the supply and demand of food in the EU

Two EU policies have a direct impact on nutrition and health, namely the CAP, which has been in place since 1962 (supply side) and the Health and Consumer Protection strategy (demand side), which was adopted in 2005 and preceded by the Health Strategy from the year 2000. These two policies are interlinked via food safety which forms the basis of any consideration of health issues concerned with food. Another obvious connection between the two
policies is nutrition, which currently ranks lower on the political agenda in Brussels. The broader public health issues, including nutrition, should be at the heart of every EU policy, according to Articles 152 and 153 of the Amsterdam Treaty, but are too rarely considered by decision-makers. Within health and consumer policy several pending pieces of legislation are of importance for food demand. These include the proposal for a Regulation on Nutrition and Health Claims on Foods and the revision of the current Nutrition Labelling Directive. Furthermore, there are still other important areas that have not yet been tackled, for example the marketing of food directed at children.

Both the public and policy-makers continue to perceive food safety as the key health issue, probably because food contaminants are beyond consumer control and because of concerns for the competitiveness of European agriculture. Nutrition is still perceived by many as an issue of individual choice. Therefore it does not attract the same level of attention from politicians and administrators who assume that we are living in a perfect market where the demand for food controls the supply. Nothing could be further from the truth. The CAP regulations influence the availability and the affordability of food and alcoholic beverages and therefore also influence demand.

The EU Common Agricultural Policy

The basic aim of many agricultural policies, including the CAP, has been to provide food security for the population. Since the 1970s food surpluses have constituted a costly problem for the agricultural sector in the EU. Long-standing incentives for overproduction led the 2003 CAP reform to partially decouple the financial support farmers are paid from actual production levels in a number of sectors (arable crops and livestock). Today, agriculture policy has additional objectives related to rural development and environmental protection. Unfortunately, nutritional issues are hardly ever discussed in the Agricultural Council or by the Directorate-General (DG) for Agriculture. Other questions related to the competitiveness and commercial interest of the sector are taking up the attention of policy-makers, such as, for example, levels and types of support, food quality standards, protection of origin of foods, agrichemical and biotechnology use, foreign investment, food processing and product branding, the balance between food retail multinationals and primary producers, land ownership and international trade agreements within the World Trade Organization (WTO).

Agriculture policy as well as general improvements in agricultural productivity have lead to rising dietary energy supplies in all regions of the world. Current
food prices are relatively the lowest in history. The per capita food availability on a global basis increased from about 2300 kcal per day in 1961 to 2800 in 1998 and is expected to pass 3000 kcal per day around the year 2015. The daily energy requirement for an adult woman is 1900–2500 kcal (8.1–10.4 MJ per day) and that of a man is 2500–3200 kcal (10.4–10.3 MJ per day) depending on the level of physical activity. According to the United Nations Food and Agriculture Organization the rise in the dietary energy supply will continue worldwide for at least another 25 years. The factors driving changes in global food production and consumption are of interest to the public health sector because the increase in food energy intake has been identified by several researchers as a key driver of the obesity epidemic worldwide in combination with an increasingly sedentary lifestyle. Although not all countries have been able to document that the rising food supply is accompanied by rising energy intakes the rise in body weight suggests that food energy consumption is actually increasing worldwide.

How does agriculture policy contribute to this development? Agriculture policies have profound and complex effects on the food supply as well as on demand because policy gives production incentives for many commodities by providing market support. Together, Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) countries plough almost US$ 1 billion per day into agriculture subsidies (at the time of writing this is around €780 million). This is paradoxical considering the huge food surpluses characterizing the agricultural sector in developed countries today. Another paradox is that subsidizing agriculture makes food more expensive for consumers due to loss of efficiency in production, which in itself has a limiting effect on demand. Traditionally in the EU, the most subsidized sectors are cereals, beef, olive oil and milk, whereas the production of fruit and vegetables does not receive production incentives. Even commodities like tobacco, wine and sugar are receiving substantial economic support. A considerable share of the food surpluses in the EU are exported with subsidies, leading to major distortions on international markets, usually to the detriment of developing countries. The rest finds its way into the food chain of Europeans, as subsidized ingredients for high-fat processed foods, thereby most likely contributing to the obesity crisis seen today. At the same time the protection of domestic markets by tariffs leads to higher consumer prices for imported goods, which

* A “joker in the pack” of global food balance is the recent increase in the demand for biofuel made from sugar, cereals or wine. In the past year the world market price of sugar has been rising in parallel with the price of fossil oil. This aspect opens up a worrying perspective, which politicians should start thinking about very soon. Who is going to make decisions about whether agricultural commodities should be used for food or fuel? Will the increasing demand for biofuel lead to rising food prices? How can we find a sustainable balance between the food supply, public health, the need for renewable energy and environmental protection? These questions need to be taken into consideration when discussing the future of European policies within the areas of food, agriculture, the consumer and the environment.
lowers the demand for certain foods. In the following sections we discuss the health impacts of specific European agricultural policy commodity sectors.

**Dairy**

In Europe, more than 90% of the population consume higher levels of total and saturated fat than the WHO recommendations. Milk fat and fatty meat are rich sources of saturated fat and intake of these foods is generally recommended to be lowered. On the EU market, milk production exceeds the domestic demand by around 20%, which previously lead to “butter mountains” in intervention cold stores. Today, the market organization for milk grants export subsidies and consumption aids for butter to the food industry which turns it into ice-cream and pastry. In this way surplus butter finds its way into the food chain and contributes to cardiovascular disease, diabetes and obesity in Europe and in developing countries. Furthermore, the level of production is expected to increase by 1–2% due to the extension of milk quotas (national reference amounts eligible for support) until 2015. A consequence of oversupply is a fall in butter prices in the EU, which will again increase demand after many years of falling consumption, which will certainly have negative consequences for public health. Another example where EU policy contradicts health is the EU scheme for school milk support which pays the highest subsidy for full-fat milk. However, this is against dietary guidelines for children. In Slovenia and Sweden dietary guidelines only support the supply of low-fat milk, instead of full-fat milk, to school children. The experiences from Norway, Finland and Poland show that the lowering of saturated fat intake from animal sources played a significant role in the dramatic decrease in cardiovascular mortality experienced in these countries. Initially, this move created much opposition from the agricultural sector. Today, this experience should be shared at European level to influence future reforms. The EU dairy sector needs to face the fact that overproduction, fuelled by subsidies, constitutes a public health problem.

**Sugar**

At the beginning of the 20th century – before the widespread cultivation of sugar beets and imports of sugar from cane – intake in Europe per capita was below 5 kg per year rising to the 40–60 kg per year seen in Europe today. The rise in global sugar production and processing provides the basis for the worldwide increase in soft drink and confectionary manufacture and consumption and is accelerated by aggressive marketing. This trend is expected to continue, driven by the globalization of food industries and the spread of multinational supermarkets.
The EU is the world’s third largest sugar producer (after Brazil and India) with the highest production costs, resulting in sugar prices more than three times the world market price, but is also the second largest sugar exporter thanks to export subsidies. Even though consumption is increasing worldwide, there is still an oversupply, including in the EU.\(^{21}\) Despite global oversupply, sugar is one of the most supported and protected commodities. Irz and Srinivasan have calculated that adherence to WHO norms worldwide, namely 10% of energy intake, would imply a reduction in demand of about the same magnitude as the total European production (20 million tonnes).\(^{22}\) In other words, sugar subsidies lead to overproduction, which, in turn, lowers the world market price.

Following commitments by the EU in multilateral WTO negotiations to lower export subsidies a reform of the sugar sector was unavoidable. The reform agreed upon in the Council in February 2006\(^{23}\) implies a 36% cut in the guaranteed minimum sugar price, compensation for farmers and a Restructuring Fund to encourage uncompetitive sugar producers to leave the industry. EU production is expected to fall by one-third (between 6 and 7 million tonnes) in the coming years. The reform was preceded by an impact assessment, considering social, economic and environmental perspectives of different reform options.\(^{21}\) It is symptomatic that public health aspects were not included as one of the dimensions of social sustainability. Clearly, falling prices will lead to an increase in consumption in the EU. A lower global production will, on the other hand, lead to an increase in the world market price, therefore probably to a lowering of demand outside the EU in the short term.

The example of sugar shows how complex the effects of agriculture policy on public health can be and that all perspectives need to be brought to the table before deciding on new reforms. Sugar subsidies are not in line with public health objectives to decrease sugar consumption and should be phased out, as has already been agreed for tobacco subsidies.

**Wine and alcohol**

Although adult alcohol consumption levels have been falling in the EU as a whole, the union remains the part of the world with the highest levels of alcohol intake. Alcoholic beverages, especially those consumed in high quantities, have therefore been suggested as contributing to obesity development, at least in men,\(^{13, 24}\) have many other negative effects on public health, especially among younger people.\(^{2}\) Just under half of this consumption is in the form of beer (44%), with the rest divided between wine (34%) and spirits (23%).
Since the 1950s there has been a harmonization in the levels of recorded consumption in Europe. Europe has seen declining drinking levels, mainly from falling wine consumption in the wine-producing counties in southern Europe, and increased levels in northern and central Europe during the period from 1960 to the end of the 20th century.

Europe’s share of world production of wine has remained virtually the same since the 1990s (around 60%) but it is the “New World” countries which have seen a spectacular growth in wine export. For several decades there has been an imbalance in the EU wine market due to the combined effect of an increase in supply, an overall reduction in internal demand and increased world competition. The overregulated wine market has led to expensive measures like “crisis distillation” of surplus wine, paid for by the EU budget. The current common market organization on wine allows subsidies for the distillation of surplus wine into potable spirits. This aid for distillation has led to the maintenance of the EU surplus of wine. Beer and spirits are the alcohol beverages favoured by young people. EU agricultural funds have been used to support the promotion of wine drinking to 20- to 40-year-olds. The wine-producing Member States and the wine producers are strongly opposed to increasing minimum excise taxes on wine, which could lead to further decreases in consumption. The fact that there is zero tax on wine in most producer countries makes producers of beer and spirits refuse to raise excise taxes on their products with reference to competition between alcoholic beverages. This results in a tax race to the bottom as currently seen in northern Europe where alcohol taxes traditionally have been high. Thus the zero excise duty on wine has become one of several obstacles for countries wanting to use the effective excise duty instrument in their alcohol policies. The dramatic rise in alcohol consumption as a result of the excise duty reduction in Finland and the effect of the increased private import of alcohol in Sweden are examples of this.

Concurrently, some EU Member States, such as Slovenia and the United Kingdom are experiencing some of the highest mortality rates in Europe and alcohol consumption is rising most rapidly in the younger age groups.

The upcoming reform of the wine sector includes an impact assessment due in late 2006. One part of this impact assessment will be on the health impact of the different options in the proposed wine reform. The need to include a health impact assessment has been included in the mandate for the Commission’s Inter-Service Steering Group. This is a step forward since the 2003 impact assessment concerning the sugar policy reform, which, despite involvement of DG SANCO, did not consider health issues.
Meat

Meat (from cows, sheep and goats) is one of the most subsidized agricultural products in the EU.\textsuperscript{10} As with other products, the aim of the market regulation is to stabilize prices at a certain level.\textsuperscript{26} The most important measures in the beef sector are import tariffs, export subsidies and support for private and public intervention storage. Since 2005 most of the support is decoupled from production. In the past two years, the EU has become a net importer of beef. This is the combined result of rising consumption and marginally lower production in the EU.

The industrialization of grain production has produced yields sufficient to feed larger numbers of animals than could be raised on grass and traditional sources of forage. This in turn has facilitated the increase in meat consumption now seen worldwide and is linked to a higher intake of saturated fat. Industrial methods of producing and processing animals for food are now well established for poultry, pork and beef in Europe and the United States.\textsuperscript{27} This system is characterized by extensive use of fertilisers, antibiotics and pesticides, and results in environmental pollution. This type of production system carries externalities, which means that the external costs of environmental degradation and other costs are not accounted for and consequently not included in the retail price or in analyses of the industry’s productivity.\textsuperscript{27} The system provides relatively cheap meat for the consumer, raising the demand. The higher intake of saturated fat contributes to obesity and other noncommunicable diseases. A high-meat diet also consumes many more resources than a plant-based diet. High-income nations feed over 60% of grain to livestock, whereas in developing countries people still consume most grain directly. However, with an increasing demand for meat in developing countries, this balance is changing, which needs to be addressed in the future from both a health and environmental sustainability perspective.

Fruit and vegetables

This sector receives the least support in the EU relative to its market value and the type of support does not give production incentives as in the other sectors. This is the only sector which for public health reasons would be entitled to production incentives, because fruit and vegetables are undersupplied on the European market relative to dietary recommendations,\textsuperscript{28} and current low and falling consumption levels. Increasing the intake of fruit and vegetables to 400–600 g per day, that is a doubling of current intake for many European countries, would decrease the incidence of various cancers, obesity, and the incidence of heart disease and stroke by up to 18%.\textsuperscript{13, 29}
The market organization of fruit and vegetables includes a withdrawal measure aimed at keeping prices up by limiting the supply in times of seasonal overproduction. The withdrawal of quality produce receiving economic compensation has been lowered considerably during the last decade, not least due to pressure from the public. Still, 80% of it is destroyed in spite of the regulation saying that it should be used for human consumption in the first instance. A Dutch modelling study showed that if all withdrawn produce were marketed and consumed by humans this would result in a modest (2–6 days) increase in life expectancy.

Another measure to protect the EU market is employment of import tariffs. Tariffs vary widely from 10% to 140% of the border price, depending on the product and the season. If consumer prices were raised by 10% due to import tariffs, a likely average level according to the OECD, consumption would decrease by, on average, 5%, assuming a price elasticity of -0.5. This drop in consumption is three times as high as that caused by the withdrawal measure. The consumption-lowering effect is more pronounced for low-income groups who are more price sensitive and who also have the lowest intake. In this way, the higher fruit and vegetable prices in the EU due to existing policy may increase health inequalities. The current EU common market organization for fruit and vegetables is not coherent with the public health goal of increasing consumption. The fruit and vegetable sector will be reformed at the end of 2006. This presents a unique opportunity, as both producers and the health lobby have a common goal of advocating inclusion of health-related benefits, and issues of increasing fruit and vegetable consumption, into the reforms.

In May 2006 the European Commission launched a public consultation on the reform of the fruit and vegetable market. In the consultation document the fall in the consumption of fruit and vegetables in the EU is noticed with concern, which could be taken as an encouraging sign of acknowledgement of the link between agricultural policy and healthy diets in the EU.

Taken together, the CAP with a high degree of market support and border protection is not coherent with other policy objectives such as those in public health, consumer, environment and development policy. Market support fuels an inefficient overproduction of food and alcohol (except for fruit and vegetables), which eventually finds its way into the human food chain. This process is facilitated by multinational food manufacturers and retailers developing global brand names and marketing strategies with an adaptation to local tastes and in this way shapes consumers’ preferences. Advantage is taken of people’s liking for sweet and fatty foods and of the tendency to overeat when energy-dense foods, low in water and dietary fibre, are consumed. It is clear that the establishment of nutrition goals and recommendations, if
adopted on an EU basis, will have important implications for agricultural production, trade, processing and marketing.

Health and consumer protection strategy

This strategy covers the areas of food safety, public health and consumer protection and is located in DG SANCO. The aim is to give increased priority to consumer policy, and to ensure a more effective and coordinated approach to consumer interests. The strategies for each of the three policy areas have been developed in a coordinated way but are expressed in separate documents. This reflects the different priorities, actions and related time scales.

The Commission has formulated the following mission statement concerning this strategy:

Consumer policy is a core component of the Commission strategy objective of improving the quality of life of all EU citizens. Implementation of this policy involves the development of legislative and other actions to promote the interests, health and safety of consumers in the internal market, to ensure the proper integration of consumer concerns in all EU policies and to complement the consumer policy conducted by Member States. Within this general context, the Commission actively supports consumer organizations and is seeking to enhance the role of consumer representatives in decision-making.

Two pending directives are of importance for public health: the revision of the current Nutrition Labelling Directive and the proposal for a Regulation on Nutrition and Health Claims on Foods.

**Nutrition labelling and health claims directives**

Nutrition labelling is currently not compulsory on food packaging unless a health claim is made. A proposal for a revised Nutrition Labelling Directive is expected during 2007, but discussions continue regarding whether labelling should be voluntary or mandatory and the number and nature of nutrients to be included. More than the importance of a consumer's right to information, nutrition labelling is also a potential measure in the overall strategy to combat noncommunicable diseases. In an environment with a high availability of food, cognitive control of body weight is required and adequate labelling of food could be one way of ensuring that everyone has the information and tools needed to manage energy balance and improve their health. Consumer organizations have long called for mandatory labelling on all pre-packaged foods and advocate that a simplified labelling scheme should be developed. Even though it is doubtful whether nutrition labelling in itself will lead to healthier food choices in the majority of the population, all efforts should be made to adopt the Nutrition Labelling Directive as soon as possible and to
ensure that it meets the needs of consumers. In the United States the requirement of nutrition labelling has stimulated the food industry to reduce the amount of salt, sugar and fat in a wide range of products.\textsuperscript{37}

Health claims describe a relationship between a category of food, a food product or food constituents and health. Under EU legislation there is no legal definition of a health claim and there are as yet no harmonized rules at EU level to ensure the scientific accuracy and appropriateness of health claims. A proposal adopted by the European Commission in 2003 aims to encourage pan-European harmonization of health claims regulations.\textsuperscript{38} Since then a proposal for a regulation has been developed, which was endorsed at a second reading vote by the European Parliament in May 2006. This paves the way for the adoption of this piece of legislation later in 2006 by the Council. Health claims appear to be effective in getting consumers’ attention and influencing their behaviour.\textsuperscript{39} Such claims are the single most influential factor in consumer choice at point of purchase. The majority of consumers say they trust the claims but do not have good knowledge of nutritional concepts.

To date, there is insufficient evidence concerning effects of health claims on diet and public health.\textsuperscript{40} One problematic aspect of the effects of health claims is that their benefits are likely to be restricted to health-conscious, affluent groups who are willing to pay for products with health claims and added functional benefits, and exclude consumers unable to afford premium prices. Another problem is that health claims may have the effect of encouraging excessive intake of certain foods by implying that the consumption of a certain nutrient for which the claim is made leads to good health.\textsuperscript{40}

The proposal for a Regulation on Nutrition and Health Claims on Foods requires the use of nutritional profiles.\textsuperscript{38} The purpose of these is to ensure that the product genuinely contributes towards a healthy and nutritious diet. The criteria for these profiles will be set by the Commission and Member States based on the opinion of the European Food Safety Authority, within 18 months of the regulation coming into force. It is clearly of great importance that these profiles are set as strictly as possible in order to prevent “junk food” from carrying health claims. After lobbying pressure directed at Members of Parliament, derogation was made from the initial proposal which will now allow nutrition claims to be used if just one nutrient does not meet the required profile.\textsuperscript{41} The high level of this nutrient must then be clearly marked on the label. It is expected that the Council will adopt the regulation in late 2006 and the first provisions of the regulation will begin to apply six months from coming into force.
Food safety

The health impacts of agricultural policy and practice rose to prominence in Europe following a series of large food scares in the 1990s. The most important of these was the agricultural crisis caused by the discovery of bovine spongiform encephalopathy (BSE or “mad cow disease”) in British cattle and the established link between BSE and variant Creutzfeldt–Jakob Disease (vCJD), the human variant of this disease. A retrospective independent public inquiry recognized that poor agricultural practices and inferior intersectoral policy-making, which did not take public health into account, led to BSE not only becoming an animal epidemic but caused it to be transmitted to humans.42 Although “only” 155 people have died from this disease in the United Kingdom (probable or confirmed cases as at March 2006), the financial costs to the agri-food industry in Europe have been enormous, estimated to be well over £4.2 billion in the United Kingdom alone.43 This and other food scares have undermined consumer confidence in the safety of the food chain. Policy-makers have reacted by creating more stringent EU food safety regulations and creating a new agency, the European Food Safety Authority (EFSA). The EFSA was legally established by a European Parliament and Council Regulation (No. 178/2002). Adopted on 28 January 2002, the regulation laid down the basic principles and requirements of food law. It also stipulated that the EFSA should be an independent scientific source of advice, information and risk communication in the areas of food and animal feed safety. Although the EFSA is also consulted on nutrition in relation to Community legislation, its mandate is clearly about contributing to food safety, and as a consequence restoring and maintaining consumer confidence in the food chain. This has resulted in a comprehensive legislative framework, which needs to be regularly updated and its implementation monitored to keep achieving the high European food safety standards that currently exist. The continuing EU focus on food safety emphasizes the chemical and microbiological content of food as the key health impacts that need to be tackled. However, there is clear evidence showing that these are not responsible for most of the food-related disease burden in Europe.44

Tackling nutrition and health concerns in collaboration with the food producers and NGOs: the EU platform on diet, physical activity and health

In order to tackle the rise of obesity and noncommunicable diseases in Europe, DG SANCO has set up a public–private partnership called the “EU platform on diet, physical activity and health”. This brings together European-level representatives of the food and drinks multinationals, advertisers, retailers, fast-food restaurants, the cooperative movement, the consumer movement
and health nongovernmental organizations (NGOs) in order to formulate EU-wide action against obesity. The purpose of the platform is to create a forum for organizations to commit to concrete actions designed to contain or reverse current obesity trends. Under the leadership of the European Commission, “examples” of coordinated but autonomous actions are volunteered by different platform members and a project database has been created. There have been some potentially interesting commitments by platform members but progress in putting these into action has been slow, with each participant being responsible for reporting what they do. A monitoring tool is being developed by the Dutch National Institute of Public Health and the Environment on behalf of the platform to monitor if the stakeholders fulfill their commitments and to evaluate if they have any effect. Voluntary industry approaches to help tackle obesity have been called into question by a recent analysis of the commitments and practice on diet, physical activity and health of 25 of the world’s largest food companies. This report showed that the majority of the 25 had made general statements about diet and health, but less than half had made any policy commitments, with little implementation, and only four had stated support for a voluntary code on advertising to children. Clearly, the major issue in such approaches is the potential for serious conflicts of interest with having partners from some food industry companies, such as soft drink manufacturers and fast-food retailers, claiming to reduce childhood obesity when their products are recognized as some of the leading causes of energy-dense and nutrient-poor foods and beverages in children’s diets.

Yet the food industry has enormous potential to improve the composition of diets and to reduce energy density by lowering the amount of fat, sugar and additives in foods. Furthermore, food additives designed to enhance flavour, colour, texture and taste have been suggested as contributing to overconsumption. In the United States about 10 000 new processed food products are introduced every year and almost all of them contain food additives. However, progress has been made already, for example in the cooperation between the United Kingdom Food Standards Agency and parts of the food industry to reduce intakes of salt, fats and sugar by reformulating processed foods and reducing portion size. But there is a risk that the sugar and fat removed is used for the production of other energy-dense types of food and aggressively marketed to vulnerable groups such as children.

How can public health become part of an integrated food and agriculture policy in Europe?

Agriculture and consumer policy have a strong influence on what and how
much food is produced, and how it is produced and promoted as well as its price. These policies are therefore key determinants of what people eat. Yet many policy-makers and administrators outside of the public health sector continue to advocate that diet is merely a matter of personal choice, focusing on what individuals demand and not on the supply-side factors that might assist or impede healthy choices. There still exists an illusion of a perfectly functioning market, particularly expressed by the food industry, where it is hypothesized that demand controls supply and it is often heard that “we are only producing what people want.” But agricultural economists agree that the market is highly distorted and in this chapter we demonstrate that “producer-induced demand” is a real phenomenon in the EU today. The European Commission DG for Agriculture has so far been very reluctant to accept the idea that the CAP is of any relevance for food and alcohol consumption patterns in Europe, whereas, for example, the Swedish Government has accepted the links. Health impact assessments have not yet been included in agriculture policy reform, although the evidence of health impacts has repeatedly been presented to the Commission from NGOs, Member States’ representatives and academics. CAP reforms are driven by financial concerns arising from EU expansion and negotiations within the WTO leading to more open markets. An exception to this rule, so far, is the phasing out of tobacco subsidies until 2010, where a referral to public health was actually made. Another subtle encouraging sign of increasing public health concern could be the recently launched public consultation on the reform of the fruit and vegetable sector (late 2006) where the decline in consumption in Europe is specifically addressed. It seems obvious that future CAP reforms, including the reform of the fruit, vegetable and wine sectors being considered in 2006, need to take public health into account as outlined in Articles 152 and 153 of the Amsterdam Treaty.

The nutritional and health concerns of consumers are currently best addressed by the Health and Consumer Protection directives (for example those on labelling and health claims). The intention is to help consumers make informed food choices. The European Commission and decision-makers should make every effort to guarantee consumer interests in these directives. Furthermore, decision-makers should take the opportunity to use the TV directive currently negotiated to protect vulnerable groups, such as children, against commercial interests, which may harm their health. Today the evidence is strong that marketing of unhealthy foods and beverages directed at children influences dietary choice and contributes to childhood obesity. It is also clear that voluntary approaches to regulating this with the food industry have not yet produced significant improvements in policy and practice, leading to the need for further regulation.
The WHO Regional Office for Europe – urged by the alarming obesity trends and inspired by the WHO global strategy on diet, physical activity and health\textsuperscript{49} – is planning a ministerial conference in November 2006 in Istanbul to counteract obesity. The aim is to produce a European charter addressing issues of food supply and demand and to stimulate more forceful actions in Member States. This process will hopefully strengthen and support the initiatives taken by the European Commission in its work with the green paper “Promoting healthy diets and physical activity: a European dimension for the prevention of overweight, obesity and chronic diseases.”

Despite the health sector continuing to point out negative health impacts in EU policy, so far there has been little evidence of any improvement. Simply presenting the evidence is obviously not enough to make a change. We propose four ways by which this process could be stimulated.

1. The public health sector should discuss more vigorously the meaning and societal implications of Articles 152 and 153 in the Amsterdam Treaty. In general, there is low awareness among decision-makers and administrators of its implications to non-health sector policies.

2. Methods of evaluating the health impacts of policies before they are introduced need to be developed and refined. Health impact assessment is one approach,\textsuperscript{50,51} but there are other approaches, such as regular intersectoral health forums that could be adapted to the specific policy context.

3. More funding should be given to stimulate interdisciplinary research into the health impacts of agricultural and other relevant policies in Europe. Research findings need to be fed into the policy process and implemented in an effective way.

4. Effective public–private partnerships need to be developed including the public health sector, consumer groups, agriculture and the food industry where equal weight is given to public health, environmental concerns, agriculture and rural interests.
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Introduction

Worldwide, Europe plays a significant part in the production, trade, and consumption of alcoholic beverages. Being the heaviest drinking region in the world, Europe also carries a major burden of alcohol-related problems. In addition to social and health problems affecting users, alcohol also generates adverse effects on third parties. These effects include, for example, traffic accidents, domestic violence, child neglect and public sector costs.

Bearing this in mind, one would assume that social and health concerns related to drinking have occupied a high position on the political agenda in the European Union (EU). This has, however, not been the case. Instead, alcohol as a political issue in the EU has appeared mainly as an agricultural matter. As a result, the support of the wine, brewing and spirits industries through the Common Agricultural Policy (CAP) constitutes a considerable share of the EU’s overall subsidies (see Chapter 5). This support covers subsidies to agricultural production and the creation of markets for alcoholic beverages, mainly for wine. However, since the late 1980s and into the 1990s alcohol has increasingly appeared as a public health issue and social problem in the EU. This partial redefinition of alcohol issues, including the introduction of an alcohol policy based on social and health considerations, is a fascinating process.
The public regulation of alcohol consumption differs widely within the EU. Although Member States have not conferred to the EU the power to pass laws to protect public health, some policies dealing with the internal market can incorporate health concerns. With their restrictive alcohol policy systems, Finland and Sweden – who joined the EU in 1995 – constitute a special case in this respect. In fact, the confrontation between the Finnish and Swedish alcohol control systems and the operational principles of the Single European Market can be described as a clash between fundamentally different social and economic interests and political practices with regard to alcohol. In the name of social order and public health, alcohol in Finland and Sweden used to be, and still partly is, regulated by powerful national “hard law” that restricted both private profits from and the free movement of alcoholic beverages.

At EU level alcoholic beverages are mostly dealt with as ordinary economic commodities. Consequently, at EU level, legislative force, that is “hard law”, aims to guarantee the preconditions of alcohol production and to create markets for alcoholic beverages through the CAP and taxation policy as well as by removing trade barriers. Alcohol is approached at EU level as a social and health issue, and influencing methods are passed to the domain of “soft law”. Not surprisingly, tensions arose when Finland and Sweden, by entering the EU, yielded part of their national right of decision to an international body which led to the abolishment of the comprehensive alcohol monopoly systems.

In this chapter we first examine how the EU legislation of removing barriers to trade has affected alcohol policies in the Nordic EU Member States. This section includes bringing the Finnish and Swedish state alcohol monopoly systems in line with the European Commission (EC) Treaty, on the one hand, and the implementation of the EU’s rules for travellers’ private importation of alcoholic beverages within the Single Market, on the other. Second, we show that in Finland these processes are reflected in a substantial increase in both alcohol consumption and alcohol-related harm. This problematic state of affairs is the object of increasing social concern. Third, we pay attention to the gradual expansion in the EU’s mandate on public health issues, paralleled by a growing interest in drinking problems. Finally, we reflect on what political options are at hand after the decisive opening of the Nordic and Baltic alcohol markets in 2004.

**Nordic alcohol policies and the removal of trade barriers**

Historically, the Nordic countries represent strong temperance traditions. Over the course of time, highly restrictive and protective systems of alcohol production and sales were established in four of the five countries. Before Finland and
Sweden became members of the EU, their alcohol control systems were based on three basic pillars.

- Private profits from alcohol production and sales were minimized, that is, the commerce of alcoholic beverages was “disinterested”.

- The physical availability of alcohol was strongly restricted. The extreme case is represented by a total prohibition in Finland in the period 1919–1932.

- The economic availability of alcohol was regulated by high taxes and prices, which alleviated the inclination to buy drinks on the one hand, and provided a convenient source for tax revenue on the other.

At an institutional level, in Finland and Sweden these operational principles were tied up by authoritative state monopolies with a huge mandate covering exclusive rights to production, import, export, wholesale and retail sales of alcoholic beverages.

Finnish and Swedish alcohol monopolies under scrutiny

One of the main goals of the EU is to speed up economic growth by introducing the principles of a free market economy. This has necessitated the creation of a functioning Single European Market by abolishing different kinds of barriers to trade and by fostering the free movement of goods, services, labour and capital. If Member States have not put these principles into effect, they have in several cases been brought to the European Court of Justice (ECJ). These court cases include, among others, rulings stipulating that a product lawfully marketed in one Member State should also be legally marketed in other Member States and that equal taxing principles must be used with regard to domestic and foreign alcoholic beverages.¹

Various monopoly arrangements have been obstacles to the free flow of goods in the Single Market. Consequently, the Finnish, Icelandic, Norwegian and Swedish comprehensive alcohol monopolies already went through a test when these European Free Trade Association (EFTA) countries negotiated for the European Economic Area (EEA) agreement in 1990, and particularly when Finland, Norway and Sweden negotiated for EU membership in the early 1990s. In the opinions of the Commission, regarding the membership applications, it was clearly stated that there were severe causes for concern with regard to the alcohol monopoly arrangements in all three countries. In this regard the Commission also stressed that especially quantitative restrictions and all measures having an equivalent effect in restricting the trade of alcoholic beverages were prohibited according to the EC Treaty.²
In the negotiations of the EEA agreement the Nordic countries were not willing to jeopardize the future of their alcohol monopoly systems. Hence the issue was not brought up in the formal negotiations at all. However, the four countries attached to the EEA agreement a unilateral, non-binding declaration recalling that their alcohol monopolies were based on important health and social policy considerations.³

In January 1994 just after the EEA agreement had become effective, the Finnish enterprise Restamark tried to import a shipment of alcoholic beverages into Finland. This operation was against prevailing Finnish law, but the importer claimed it was justified according to the EEA agreement. The case went to the EFTA Court, which, in December 1994, concluded that the Finnish import monopoly on alcoholic beverages was not compatible with the EEA agreement and had to be abolished. In practice this ruling also meant that the Icelandic, Norwegian and Swedish alcohol import, export and wholesale monopolies were doomed. The final outcome was that Finland and Sweden abolished their monopolies on production, import, export and the wholesale of alcoholic beverages in January 1995, and later Iceland and Norway followed.⁴

In the membership negotiations between the EU and Finland, Norway and Sweden, the Commission had accepted the existence of the off-premise (off-licence) alcohol retail monopoly. However, by selling wine in an ordinary retail outlet, the Swedish shopkeeper Harry Franzén succeeded in taking the state retail alcohol monopoly first to a national district court, and thereafter to the ECJ for a preliminary ruling.⁵

On 19 November 1997 the ECJ found that the operations of the Swedish off-premise alcohol retail monopoly, Systembolaget, were organized in a non-discriminatory manner and that they were not against the EC Treaty. The outcome of the Franzén case guaranteed the existence not only of the Swedish off-premise state alcohol retail monopoly but also of the Finnish, Icelandic and Norwegian corresponding monopolies. It also ended the legal struggle trying to prove that the existence of off-premise alcohol retail monopolies is in conflict with the EC Treaty.⁵

Although off-premise retail sales of most alcoholic beverages (meaning greater than 4.7% alcohol by volume in Finland and Norway, and greater than 3.5% in Sweden) are still concentrated in state-owned monopolies in these countries, the exclusive rights of state-owned companies on the production, import, export and wholesale of alcoholic beverages were dismantled. Thus the EU legislation both secured an original element of a long-standing alcohol control system and contributed to whittling away the basic pillars of this system. Moreover, it should be emphasized that although the state retail
alcohol monopolies were declared to be compatible with the EC Treaty, such monopoly constructions may in the future become objects of closer legislative scrutiny, for example in negotiations led by the World Trade Organization.

The restructuring of the old monopoly systems have only marginally affected the man in the street. The same cannot, however, be said about the second political process following from Finland and Sweden’s engagements in the EU – the release of private import of alcohol within the EU.

Releasing travellers’ allowances

In the late 1980s the Commission had serious plans to harmonize alcohol excise duties throughout the EU. However, as the idea was met with strong opposition the directive of the approximation of alcohol excise duty levels, given in 1992, can be characterized as an ineffective watered-down version of the original 1987 proposal to harmonize alcohol excise duties. Expecting that this would be the case, the Commission had already, in the late 1980s, started to encourage neighbouring countries to negotiate bilaterally the possibility of harmonizing their alcohol excise duty rates and introducing the policy of increasing travellers’ duty free allowances of alcoholic beverages.

The motive behind increasing the possibilities of importing alcoholic beverages from one Member State to another, without paying taxes on them in the country where consumption takes place, was that increased alcohol imports by travellers would put pressure on countries practising high alcohol excise duties. In this way, market forces, through rational cross-border shoppers, would harmonize alcohol excise duties, which had proven to be impossible through administrative practices and directives. In January 1993, then, at the same time as the Single European Market was realized, all quantitative quotas on travellers’ alcohol imports between EU Member States were abolished. Denmark was the only country with an exemption to this rule at the time, which was for distilled spirits.

Before 1995, travellers’ duty free alcohol import quotas in Finland and Sweden amounted to 1 litre of distilled spirits, 1 litre of wine and 2 litres of beer or 2 litres of wine and 2 litres of beer. When Finland and Sweden joined the EU, they were forced to increase these import quotas. Conversely, these countries managed to receive a temporary derogation on their import quotas. According to this exemption – originally planned to last only to the end of 1996 – travellers returning to Finland or Sweden from other EU Member States were allowed to import duty free 1 litre of distilled spirits or 3 litres of intermediate products, 5 litres of wine and 15 litres of beer.
Together with Denmark these quotas were renegotiated in 1996. Denmark and Finland agreed with the Commission that they would abolish all import quotas with regard to other EU countries by the end of 2003, and before that amounts were to be gradually adjusted. Later, Sweden was also forced to accept this deadline and in January 2004 the import quotas were abolished altogether.

As a result of these operations the alcohol markets in the northern parts of the EU have changed considerably. As market regulations have been relaxed, high-price countries have been forced to cope with low-price countries. This has had far-reaching consequences for both tax levels and the relation between the quantities of domestic sales and border trade of alcohol in all three countries.

**Denmark**

Denmark had already had a taste of increasing cross-border trade in alcohol in the 1970s and especially the 1980s, when every year there were over 10 million crossings of the German border by Danes (Denmark’s population amounting to 5 million inhabitants). For more than two-thirds of all border crossers shopping in [West] Germany was the only objective of the trip, and alcoholic beverages were the most alluring commodities. To combat the anticipated increases in travellers’ alcohol imports from Germany in 1993 when the Danish import quotas for beer and wine were abolished, Denmark cut its alcohol excise duties by half for beer, wine and intermediate products in 1991 and 1992. Correspondingly, Denmark prepared itself for the abolition of quotas for distilled spirits in 2004 by cutting its excise duty rate for them by 45% in October 2003. In January 2005 Denmark further decreased its excise duties for beer and wine by 13%.

**Sweden**

In connection with the abolition of import quotas in 2004 Sweden has not so far touched its alcohol excise duties. However, earlier during its EU membership, Sweden twice decreased its alcohol excise duties. In 1997 the excise duty rate for beer was decreased by 39% and in December 2001 a 19% tax reduction was made for wine.

Alcohol tax changes in Denmark and Sweden can be partly explained by the domino effect: first Denmark has to adapt its alcohol tax levels to the German ones and then Sweden has to adapt its alcohol taxes to the Danish ones. However, so far the Swedish Government has decided not to lower its alcohol excise duties. This is worth noting, first, because there are growing differences in alcohol prices between Sweden and Denmark and, second, there is a voluminous border trade in alcohol especially in the southern regions of Sweden.
The border trade in alcohol between Sweden and Denmark has also been fuelled by the general economic and geographical integration between the countries, which can largely be attributed to the creation of the Single Market. In 1995 the number of border crossings between Denmark and Sweden was 18 million, whereas the corresponding figure in 2004, which was affected by the opening of the Öresund bridge connecting the two countries, was 28 million (Sweden’s population being 9 million inhabitants). Running in parallel with this, consumption of unrecorded alcohol, most of which was imported by travellers or smuggled from abroad, grew steadily and accounted for 38% of the total alcohol consumption in 2004; in southern Sweden this proportion was substantially higher. The fact that most of the alcohol consumed in southern Sweden is imported by travellers has, in Swedish public debate, been perceived as a threat to the legitimacy of the state retail alcohol monopoly.

**Finland**

From the point of view of maintaining high taxes, the Finnish situation was quite safe as long as Sweden and Denmark acted as buffers between Finland and Germany, which, before the EU enlargement in 2004, was the nearest EU Member State with low alcohol taxes. However, the Finnish situation changed dramatically when Estonia, with approximately the same level of alcohol taxes as Germany, joined the EU in May 2004.

Before 2004 Finland had only once altered its alcohol taxes during its EU membership. That was in 1998 when Finland decreased its excise duty rates for wine and intermediate products by 17%. However, in March 2004 Finland decreased its alcohol excise duty rates on the average by 33% at a stroke. The motives behind this tax reduction were much the same as in Denmark the year before, namely to try to combat an expected considerable increase in travellers’ imports of alcoholic beverages from Estonia. Although Finland does not have a common land border with Estonia, and the traffic between these countries is not nearly as lively as between Denmark and Sweden, an increase in alcohol imports was perceived as such a big threat that Finland decided on a different strategy to Sweden in coping with the abolition of the import quotas.

Given these different strategies, the results have been more or less the same. Alcohol consumption has risen in Sweden and Finland and the national manoeuvrability in alcohol policy has weakened, especially concerning the economic availability of alcoholic beverages. Thus in trying to harmonize alcohol taxes indirectly through market forces the Commission’s efforts have also affected national policy areas that do not belong to the EU’s jurisdiction.
Trends in consumption and the consequences of use

Differences in drinking cultures

In different cultures people have consumed and still consume alcohol differently. The cultural position and the use-values of beverage alcohol vary from one culture to another, including within the EU countries.

For a long time in the 20th century, the dominant use of alcohol in the Nordic countries was unequivocally connected to its use as an intoxicant; spirits formed the major part of total consumption. Even today, when Nordic countries are labelled “former spirit-drinking countries” and new drinking patterns have been adopted, alcohol is largely used for its mood-changing, intoxicating effects. Drinking most often occurs in the evenings and at weekends, the frequency of heavy drinking is at a higher level than ever, drinking is not typically a part of a meal, and it takes place at special occasions rather than being integrated into the daily lives of Finnish families.

In wine-growing countries most alcohol consumption is in the form of wine, and wine has mostly been used in connection with meals. Hence the most important and visible use of alcoholic beverages has been their use as a nutrient, not as an intoxicant. A recent comparison of European countries showed that indeed there is more youthful drinking for intoxicating effects in the north of Europe and the United Kingdom, and a more frequent, less heavy drinking pattern in Mediterranean countries in particular, and to some extent also in central European countries.\(^\text{10}\)

Because of such differences in drinking habits and in what the beverages found under the label “alcoholic beverages” represent in various countries, the determinants of consumption trends, the consequences of use and the social concerns over drinking vary from country to country. Below, we take a closer look at trends in alcohol consumption and the connection between consumption and various harms, with an emphasis on Finland within the EU and in comparison to general patterns in the EU.

Trends in consumption

The Nordic, former spirit-drinking countries and the central European traditional beer-drinking countries experienced a huge increase in alcohol consumption, particularly from the 1950s to the 1970s. In the traditional wine-drinking countries alcohol consumption has decreased considerably since the 1970s – in France this was even earlier.\(^\text{11}\) The decrease in consumption in the wine-drinking countries has been related rather to deeper cultural changes than to alcohol control policy measures. Primarily the decrease has been due to a reduction in wine consumption. This decrease is caused by a
general change in lifestyle, with factors such as urbanization, shorter lunches and higher requirements of efficiency at work contributing to water and other soft drinks being increasingly served with food instead of wine.\textsuperscript{12, 13} Hence, in wine-growing countries the decrease in consumption is a process whereby one beverage drunk for nutritional purposes and as a thirst quencher has been replaced by others serving the same purpose. A corresponding cultural change regarding beverage choice has taken place in the Nordic countries when the formerly dominating meal-time beverage, milk, has been increasingly replaced with water and other drinks.

In wine-growing countries, beer rather than wine is more often used away from meals for binge drinking. In the same decades when the consumption of wine, and hence per capita consumption, has decreased, the consumption of beer has increased, and this increase has been even greater than that for per-capita consumption in other parts of Europe. In particular, consumption by young people, which often involves binge drinking and deviates from the traditional drinking pattern, has raised concerns.

In addition to general cultural processes, particularly changes in prices of alcoholic beverages, income level and availability of alcohol have been found to affect per capita consumption of alcohol. However, most of the evidence, particularly of the effect of changes in availability, stems from research on Scandinavian and Anglo-Saxon countries.\textsuperscript{14}

In Finland, alcohol consumption has increased almost continuously since the early 1960s, from 3 litres per capita aged 15 years or more to over 12 litres (the upper line in Figure 6.1 shows this development since 1969). During these decades, there was a long series of gradual liberalizations in Finnish alcohol policy, with fewer restrictions on days and hours when alcohol can be sold and with a remarkable increase in the number of on-premise and off-premise outlets.\textsuperscript{6, 15} Without doubt these changes in alcohol policy have contributed to the increase in alcohol consumption.

The effects of liberalized alcohol policy caused by requirements arising from EU membership are also reflected in the per capita consumption in Finland. In 1995, when the rules for alcohol imports from Russia and Estonia were temporarily slackened, total consumption increased by 10%.\textsuperscript{16} In 2004, when restrictions in travellers’ allowances were abolished and taxes reduced, total consumption of alcohol increased by a further 10% (see Figure 6.2).

The connection between consumption and harms

Changes in per capita consumption of alcohol have been shown to affect the rate of alcohol-related harms. In the European Comparative Alcohol Study the
Figure 6.1  Total consumption of alcohol in litres per inhabitant over 15 years of age, and alcohol-related mortality (alcohol-related diseases and poisonings), 1969–2004. (Reproduced with permission from STAKES.)

Figure 6.2  Recorded, unrecorded and total alcohol consumption in litres per capita in Finland, 1994–2005. Unrecorded consumption refers to legal and illegal alcohol imports by travellers, and to the legal and illegal home production of alcohol. (Reproduced with permission from STAKES and STTV.)
connection between consumption and different types of mortality were examined in 15 European countries both individually and divided into three regions. A connection was found in all three regions and for every country for at least some of the consequences. In general, the connection was strongest in northern Europe and weakest in the Mediterranean countries, while the central European countries were in between. These differences in results were attributed to variations in patterns of drinking, with a much bigger share of heavy drinking occurring in the Nordic countries than in the Mediterranean ones. An exception to this rule was in traffic accidents among men, which were much more closely connected to drinking in southern and, particularly, central Europe than in northern Europe. The conclusion of these observations is that actions leading to an increased level of alcohol consumption result in loss of life in the EU, with the burden distributed unevenly across the countries.

In Finland, different negative consequences of alcohol use have closely followed the development of per capita alcohol consumption, although particular harms tend to increase faster than consumption. This is also true with regard to alcohol-related mortality, as shown in Figure 6.1. The years 1995 and 2004, when per capita consumption rose by 10% each year, offer points of natural experiment with regard to the effect of total alcohol consumption on harms. In 1995, alcohol-related mortality rose by 14%, in 2004 by 20%. In 2004, deaths from alcoholic diseases of the liver increased by 30%, hospitalizations with alcohol-related diagnoses by 9%, the number of people taken into custody due to drunkenness by 11%, accidents involving drunk drivers by 7% (but 18% among 15- to 24-year-olds) and alcohol-related assaults by 3%.

The burden of alcohol-related harms is also unequally distributed within societies. In Finland it has been estimated that one-fifth of the difference in life expectancy between men and women, and one-fourth of the difference in life expectancy between upper class non-manual workers and manual workers, can be accounted for by alcohol-related deaths. Similarly, the increase in consumption in 2004 was the greatest among men with the least education.

**Alcohol policy at European Community level**

The EU’s competence in public health and social policy

The evolution of a public health commitment in the EU can be traced through the founding treaties and their amendments. In fact, the Treaty of Rome did not mention public health explicitly, and before the 1980s alcohol was mostly discussed at EU level from the perspectives of the CAP or as a tax harmonization issue.
Neither was a direct mandate for public health included in the Single European Act of 1986, although it did stress that the Commission should seek a high level of protection of health and safety, environmental issues and consumer protection in relation to the founding of the Single European Market. One modest indicator of the expansion of public health interests during the late 1980s was the establishment of a public health unit within Directorate-General V (“Employment, industrial relations and social affairs”).

The adoption of the Maastricht Treaty in 1993 awarded the EU competence in the area of public health through Article 129. This competence was, however, limited to health promotion and encouraging interstate cooperation. Most importantly, the treaty explicitly excluded the harmonization of laws or regulations regarding public health in the Member States. Community activity in the area of public health was to be directed at preventing illness, including drug addiction, through research, health information and education. In 1999 the EU’s public health unit was changed to the Directorate-General for Health and Consumer Protection (DG SANCO).

The Amsterdam Treaty of 1999 further expanded the scope of EU activities for improving public health. Article 152 (ex-Article 129) of the treaty is viewed as the first legislative instrument given to public health policy-makers since it provides a basis for introducing public health impact assessment in different policy areas in the EU. On the other hand, Article 152 still excludes any harmonization of public health laws and regulations of the EU Member States which clearly restricts the use of “hard law” for public health purposes at EU level.

The first time alcohol was treated as a potential target of regulation motivated by public health aims was in 1981 in the second programme of the European Economic Community for consumer protection and information. The first time alcohol was mentioned as a public health and social problem in a Council resolution was in 1986. This resolution stated that the increase in alcohol abuse was causing serious concern for public health and social welfare. Since then alcohol has gradually made an entrance on the EU agenda. Areas where alcohol has been introduced are, for instance, the Europe Against Cancer Programme, initiated in 1987, road and traffic safety issues, as well as alcohol advertising in broadcast media. The work of the EU’s public health unit has concentrated on building European opinion, developing interest groups, as well as ensuring practical competence in the area.

Towards a Community strategy aimed at reducing alcohol-related harm

The first case of alcohol policy that was processed as a public health issue in the EU was the case of “alcopops” or designer drinks. In 1995 these beverages
hit the market in the United Kingdom, and shortly afterwards found their way into other European markets. The fact that alcopops were aimed at very young consumers resulted in demands for action at the European level by interested organizations and the European Parliament. The alcopops issue was soon also raised within the Council. A declaration by the European Parliament called upon the Commission to introduce Europe-wide guidelines for the promotion, marketing and retailing of alcopops, to enforce regulatory control of the promotion, marketing and retailing of these products, and to examine ways of taxing such drinks at the same rate as distilled spirits. In addition, in 1996 the Commission established a working group on alcohol as a forum for sharing experiences on alcohol-related problems and alcohol policy.

During the process, however, the subject of discussion shifted away from the substance at hand – alcopops – and moved towards dealing with alcohol consumption by the young and children in general. Later the concept of alcopops actually disappeared from the draft versions, and the final Council recommendation, accepted in 2001, dealt solely with young people’s drinking. The recommendation (2001/458/EC) encouraged Member States to foster a multisectoral approach to educating young people about alcohol and to increase young people’s involvement in health-related policies and actions. The Council also decided on a conclusion to a Community strategy to reduce alcohol-related harm (Council Conclusion 2001/C 175/01). In this conclusion the Council underlined the desirability to develop a comprehensive Community strategy aimed at reducing alcohol-related harm.

In 2002 the European Parliament and the Council adopted a programme of Community action in the field of public health for the years 2003–2008. The programme is meant to complement national policies and it aims to protect human health and improve public health. In 2003 the priority areas were cross-cutting themes, health information, health threats and health determinants. Under health determinants, alcohol, along with tobacco and drugs, were mentioned. Finally, in 2004 the Council adopted a follow-up Conclusion on Alcohol and Young People, which states that special attention should be directed at young people when drafting the Community strategy on reducing alcohol-related harm. The Commission is planning to adopt a communication to the Council and European Parliament on alcohol and health late in 2006.

**Conclusion**

With the gradual introduction of the Single Market, the basic pillars of Nordic alcohol control have certainly been weakened. That is, Finnish “hard law”
concerning the regulation of alcohol taxes and availability of alcoholic beverages has become more difficult to pursue. The challenge comes from the very centre of the “hard law” domain of the EU, namely the Single Market, where alcohol is essentially treated as an ordinary commodity. Under such circumstances, traditional Finnish social and health considerations are difficult to uphold in the regulation of alcohol consumption.

As this confrontation seems to have tangible effects on the level of alcohol consumption and related harm, much concern is expressed about how to tackle the situation. In principle, several political options are available, as shown in Table 6.1.

Table 6.1 Changes in the operational environment in alcohol policy in the EU, from the point of view of the Finnish Member State

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>The level of the Member State Finland</th>
<th>The level of the EU</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>“Hard law” (binding legislation and regulations)</strong></td>
<td>The key instruments of Finnish alcohol policy (taxes and availability), based on national law, are weakened, because EU laws exceed Finnish laws. Formally, Finland decided independently on regulations concerning national excise duties, drink-driving, purchase age limits, the number of on- and off-premise outlets, advertising, etc. In practice, the free import of alcoholic beverages for personal use and the expansion of the Single Market have reduced the possibility of keeping high excise duties.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>“Soft law” (non-binding agreements: recommendations, conclusions, strategies, etc.)</strong></td>
<td>The focus of Finnish alcohol policy is partly switched to regional and local prevention, services and treatment, and partnerships between governmental and non-governmental actors. Fixed-term national alcohol programmes are being institutionalized.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The weakening of traditional “hard law” in Finnish alcohol policy does not imply that the price and availability instruments are ruled out altogether, but it has without doubt called for significant reorientations. As alcohol taxes were lowered, the government put more emphasis on local and regional measures to combat alcohol abuse. However, these measures tend to be less effective, particularly in comparison to prices and restrictions of the possibilities of purchasing alcoholic beverages.

At EU level, public health-inspired measures and their integration in a variety of policy areas, covering both “soft law” and “hard law” regulations, are certainly one option to use in preventing alcohol-related harm. However, it should be remembered that the legal base for public health actions – Article 152 (ex-Article 129) – does not give the EU the power to harmonize public health laws and regulations in the Member States. Therefore most of the public health activities at Community level belong to the realm of “soft law”.

The attempt to incorporate social and health aspects in alcohol policies is clearly reflected in an initiative made in 2004 by the governments of all five Nordic countries, three of them being EU Member States. The governments set out two concrete goals. The first one aims to reinstate part of the travellers’ alcohol allowances by setting maximum amounts on import quotas (55 litres of beer, 45 litres of wine, 10 litres of intermediate products and 5 litres of spirits). The second is to influence excise duties within the EU in three ways: (a) the zero tax on wines should be removed; (b) the minimum tax on alcohol should be raised; and (c) the tax on alcopops should be increased. The novelty of this joint initiative is that the Nordic governments aim at intervening directly in the “hard law” of the Single Market in matters concerning control of alcohol consumption.

The Commission is preparing to adopt a communication on the EU Alcohol Strategy in September 2006. From the Single Market point of view the assumption for Community action is that free trade and economic growth always create welfare. Alcohol, however, is not an ordinary commodity as an increase in consumption (most probably) produces more harm than good.

From a public health point of view one of the main challenges for the Alcohol Strategy will be to address how, in practice, social and health concerns related to alcohol consumption could be more effectively considered within the legislative framework of the EU. Such a task is at the heart of the very idea of bringing health into a variety of policy areas: to incorporate health into all policies, for example alcohol policies. In doing this, innovative combinations of “hard law” and “soft law” governance will be called for.23
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Introduction

This chapter is dedicated to the process that lead to intersectoral action between health and other sectors of civil society in the area of environmental health, in the European context. European interest groups, politicians and citizens at large have been increasingly concerned over the environment. The environment is rightfully regarded as an absolute value per se, carrying the moral obligation to be preserved. In addition, the realization of the importance of all natural resources and ecosystems for supporting health, well-being and economic development (in line with sustainable development) has resulted in greater prominence of the environmental issue in the political agenda in Europe. Much attention is also paid to the health implications of environmental factors. Indeed, concern about the adverse health effects of environmental exposures has been among the main drivers of markedly increased environmental awareness. This has produced intense pressure for more information, more research and more action on environmental health.

As a response to this pressure and to other factors discussed in this chapter, the health sector and other sectors broadly falling within the environmental domain have established various forms of collaboration in the past two decades. The conceptual framework, the long-term strategy, the available methodology and the mechanisms of this interaction have been evolving. While achievements have been impressive, this has not always been the case.
The objective of this chapter is to describe this progress at conceptual and policy levels, in particular examining how intersectoral action between health and the environment has become both a key response to the challenges posed by environmental protection and an effective strategy for promoting human health. In the first part of this chapter, I provide a perspective on how this experience has contributed to developing a view and an approach to health in other policies. I introduce one key methodological tool used in supporting policy-making in environmental health, namely risk assessment, with its advantages and disadvantages; I then illustrate, with strategic environmental assessment (SEA), an important political opportunity for further establishing Health in All Policies (HiAP); and finally I describe an area of work, transport and health, which exemplifies the progress in intersectoral action in environment and health, which can be used as a reference in other fields where intersectoral action is pursued.

**Demand for more health–environment intersectoral action**

As is emphasized throughout this book, policies in many sectors have important health implications. Given the great potential to improve health and welfare, and minimize adverse effects through influencing strong determinants, it is important that health consequences are addressed when developing public policy. The principle is shared by many and is fully recognized also in the environmental domain, especially in consideration of today’s rapidly advancing technologies and increasing complexity of societal organization. More demand for intersectoral action in environment and health is also motivated by the important economic implications of environmental policies; the cost–benefit evaluation of policy and regulation on the use of natural resources often includes significant adverse health impacts (in terms of ill health, morbidity, mortality and health care), for which the health sector is in many cases required to bear the costs. The involvement of the health sector in early stages of policy development is therefore desirable for the sake of public health and in order to “internalize” economic and social costs associated with adverse health consequences.

The need and the value of intersectoral action between health and the environment is increasingly recognized in Europe and around the world. Health considerations in environmental policies have been gaining more prominence over the last 10 to 15 years. Agenda 21 – adopted in 1992 at the United Nations Conference on Environment and Development – and resolutions of the 2002 World Summit on Sustainable Development held in Johannesburg indicate a strategy for environmental health and call for more and closer links between environmental protection and health promotion.
Against this global background, the agenda has also been evolving rapidly in Europe, especially within the framework of the series of Ministerial Conferences on Environment and Health, beginning in 1989 with the Frankfurt Conference. At the Second Ministerial Conference on Environment and Health (held in Helsinki in 1994) ministers of health and of the environment of the Member States of WHO’s Regional Office for Europe approved the Environment and Health Action Plans for Europe. Based on this plan, ministers committed their governments to developing National Environment and Health Action Plan for Europe (NEHAPs), which were prepared by all Member States in the following few years. Apart from the specific contents and actions included in the NEHAPs, strong emphasis was given to the need to strengthen intersectoral action. This process reflects the increasing awareness of the multiple linkages between health and its many environmental determinants, at individual level as well as at population level. The health sector has thus been in a position to take on a stewardship role in governance in the environmental domain.

How has this stewardship role in environmental health been developing in Europe, and what were the drivers that can be identified and taken as examples for strengthening the willingness and the ability of the health sector to collaborate with other sectors? I argue that progress has been made thanks to an important transition in the quest for strategies for health-friendly decision-making, in the case of the environment and health. The transition, affecting the science–policy interface, has been from a situation where scientific information is produced by science and research and passed on to decision-makers with a marked separation of roles, to one where a more collaborative approach is adopted, with more direct participation and interaction between the relevant interested parties: from one where risk assessment and risk management are clearly separated to one where there is a continuum. More specifically, at the starting point a model was used where information on the health effects of given risk factors contributes to rectifying environmental policies, in a reactive fashion, in order to remediate or mitigate detrimental health consequences. This model has been and continues to be evolving into a more proactive one, where health is on the broad political agenda of the environment and other sectors at earlier stages of the policy process, in an effort to better prevent adverse health effects but also to promote good health and well-being. Health in All Policies can be seen as the ultimate goal of this transition, which should therefore be pursued further.
Health in All Policies: risk assessment and beyond

The transition or evolution we are describing has involved the development and use of risk assessment and burden of disease (BoD) methods, the essential tools to evaluate quantitatively the health consequences of environmental risk factors. The methodological advancement around risk assessment, the identification of its limitations and the development of enhanced tools illustrate the progress under way in the area, the methodological needs and the long-term strategy towards HiAP.

Risk assessment

In environmental health matters, information regarding health considerations in the policy-making setting is often provided by risk assessment, which has been described as a “bridge from science to policy”. Risk assessment is mainly an expert exercise, consisting of combining evidence on the existence and strength of an exposure–disease causal association with information on the frequency and intensity of exposure to derive estimates of the true risks borne by individuals in a population. Risk assessment is routinely applied, is based on consolidated methodology and has been widely used in environmental health and standard setting. Its main function is to support decisions and regulations concerning individual substances or exposures. Using risk assessment, it is possible, for example, to calculate the risk of developing lung cancer in individuals in a given population, as a function of cumulative exposure to tobacco smoke, or, separately, from ambient air pollution. Such estimation involves, apart from the need to apply appropriate algorithms, clarifying the assumptions, using the appropriate dose–response functions and coefficients, and evaluating uncertainties.

Risk assessment was originally applied to evaluate the real risk posed to people by known hazards, but also became motivated by the need to develop public policies in environment and health that are more “rational”, that is they maximize returns of societal investment (in terms of money, discomfort and lack of benefits) by identifying the areas of intervention where actual rather than perceived risks can be more effectively reduced. However, there are some limitations in using risk assessment for concrete policy development. Risk assessment normally addresses one risk factor and one health outcome at a time; it can be carried out for several health outcomes associated with the same risk factors, but it may then be difficult to combine the results in a meaningful way. More importantly, since risk assessment describes the risks of current or hypothetical levels of exposure to a given risk factor it is well suited to setting protective standards, but provides a partial picture when it comes to informing policy formulation, where more complex scenarios are under scrutiny.
There are several reasons for this: first, health outcomes that are difficult to measure or for which hard quantitative evidence is not available cannot undergo risk assessment, so some health implications can be dismissed or ignored, while they may well be high in the political or public list of priorities; second, policy action does not normally affect levels of exposure directly, rather it aims at controlling activities that produce various exposures, including the ones for which risk assessment is available, for example, to control air pollution levels governments will need to act on transport, industry, energy, etc.; third, risk assessment concerns adverse health effects only, while beneficial or protective factors are invariably involved in decision-making; fourth, in situations where induction and latency times are protracted, estimated risks reflect exposures that occurred years or even decades earlier and the health benefits following reduction or removal of risk factors might be diluted or delayed. Risk assessment was developed and used to translate scientific knowledge into information more amenable to being used in the decision-making context. This approach concentrates on adverse effects, requires relatively “hard” quantitative evidence, with a high level of “proof of harm”, and discards softer ones, and adopts a narrow concept of health. Because of its reactive nature, aiming at measuring the health damage of certain exposures, it tends to create opposition, friction or even conflict between the priorities and aspirations of public health and those of other sectors. Debate within this framework tends to concentrate on what level of risk is acceptable in return for other benefits, typically of an economic nature.

Despite the limitations, this approach, aiming at making effective use of the impressive progress in knowledge on health and its determinants, has been instrumental in bringing health concerns into the political agenda. It continues to provide ammunition for the health sector, especially when dealing with established, well-known risk factors. It helps identify sectors with the greatest potential to contribute to good health. Methods for risk assessment are an essential instrument and have been enhanced continuously. They have also been made more general with the introduction of BoD analysis (see section on burden of disease). It is important that these methodologies are made available and are used rigorously when feasible, while making their role and limitations explicit.6

Burden of disease

In an effort to overcome some of the shortcomings of risk assessment in supporting policy formulation, WHO has promoted the development of methodologies for synthesizing more comprehensively available evidence on determinants of health. In particular, methods for describing so-called BoD
have been developed and widely used for combining different measurable health impacts including mortality and morbidity. WHO used this methodology to evaluate the global disease burden associated with 26 major health determinants. Given a health determinant (for example water, sanitation and hygiene), BoD methods start by evaluating the number of deaths and the number of cases of all diseases attributable to the relevant risk factors; then mortality and morbidity are translated into a common metric. One of the most frequently used metrics is the disability-adjusted life-year (DALY) consisting of the sum of years of life lost due to excess mortality and years lived with disability. DALYs summarize, in one number, the health burden attributable to a given cause or set of causes related to a sector. DALYs enable direct comparison of the magnitude of the health burden posed by different sectors, and therefore of the potential health gains achievable through policy implementation. Also, they allow better economic evaluations than risk assessment, another potentially useful instrument for identifying priorities in policy development.

The introduction of the concept of BoD and the appropriate methodology to measure it has allowed valuable progress in identifying priorities for intervention. For example, the Fourth European Ministerial Conference on Environment and Health approved a pan-European Children Environment and Health Action Plan, adopted by the 52 Member States of the WHO Regional Office for Europe, indicating priorities for action based on an analysis of the BoD on European children and adolescents due to environmental factors. Results from this analysis are summarized in Table 7.1 and show the relative importance of outdoor and indoor air pollution, inadequate water and sanitation, exposure to lead, and injuries. Data in the table refer to all of the European Region; a breakdown by subregions is also available. Results underline the large burden of these factors, the need to take

### Table 7.1 | Burden of disease for selected environmental factors and injuries in the European Region (52 Member States of the Regional Office for Europe of WHO)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Risk factor (age range)</th>
<th>Attributable deaths</th>
<th>DALYs (disability-adjusted life-years)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>No.</td>
<td>No. per 10 000 children</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outdoor air pollution (0–4)</td>
<td>13 796</td>
<td>2.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indoor air pollution (0–14)</td>
<td>89 845</td>
<td>1.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inadequate water and sanitation (0–14)</td>
<td>13 548</td>
<td>0.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lead (0–4)</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Injuries (0–19)</td>
<td>75 159</td>
<td>22.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
urgent action and the potential health gains achievable through preventive policies.

These applications are highly informative, for example, for international comparison or for identifying broad priorities. However, further efforts are needed if this information is to provide more concrete support to policy-makers facing concrete political negotiation and decisions. Under ordinary circumstances in the policy-making setting at national or local level, the outcome of a BoD analysis is certainly more useful to risk managers than an overall assessment of the evidence, but it still falls short of providing direct guidance on developing protective policies, as it does not answer some of the typical questions that decision-makers face. In addition, the essential dimension of health promotion may be lost, at least partially, owing to the focus on adverse effects and negative impacts. As a result, the information provided by these analyses is not always exhaustive for effective and sustainable intersectoral action, where decisions involve a process of negotiation including the weighing of costs and benefits of various natures, including quantifiable and non-quantifiable ones (health, economic, social and cultural). Thus this kind of information is an important and probably necessary ingredient, but is only one component of a more ambitious process of effective and systematic participation of the health sector in other policies.

Which way forward?

European politicians and citizens seem to be increasingly attracted by a broader concept of health than is normally used in risk assessment, including well-being and quality of life and not limited to absence of measurable disease; more and more attention is being paid to questions of unequal distribution of health status, to the needs of vulnerable subgroups, and to fairness in the social distribution of risks and benefits; it has become clearer that good health is not only an outcome of a prosperous society, but it also contributes to creating wealth; and finally, the complex nature of many health determinants, their interplay with social factors and the potential of far-reaching indirect risk factors require, more and more, interdisciplinary efforts.

These facts have resulted in a demand for approaches that complement the risk assessment paradigm, by adopting a proactive stance (trying to anticipate harm rather than measuring it; making use of information, including qualitative, on hard and soft health end points); considering, besides the magnitude of the impacts, their distribution across the population, and contrasting this distribution with the allocation of the benefits; and including the potential long-term social and economic benefits deriving from a healthier and more equitable society. One natural strategy to address these challenging
requirements is to foster closer interaction and collaboration between health and other sectors, and to establish transparent and participatory approaches, for example through the framework provided by health impact assessment (HIA) (see Chapter 10). Intersectoral collaboration has indeed proved to be effective, or at least promising, in some instances, and has great potential for further development. It is essential that its possible limitations and shortcomings are clarified and addressed if it has to establish itself as a viable and sustainable feature of policy-making in Europe.

**Strategic environmental assessment: an opportunity for Health in All Policies**

Risk assessment and BoD analysis provide some of the technical resources for describing the health implication of environmental risk factors. As we have seen, these tools cannot guarantee, in isolation, that adequate, health-friendly policies are identified and adopted; rather they provide a valuable contribution to be used within a solid political framework involving the sectors concerned.

Recent developments around SEA may provide such opportunity, through a high-level policy framework. Strategic environmental assessment is the evolution of environmental impact assessment, which is firmly established in Europe and worldwide as a mandatory evaluation of new projects. Environmental impact assessment normally deals with impacts on the physical environment, such as soil, water, air, natural resources and ecosystems.

The need to expand the assessment to comprise a broader picture was recognized in the debate that lead to the concept of sustainable development, where environmental concerns are paralleled by social and economic dimensions. Strategic environmental assessment was developed because of the necessity to assess the implications of plans and policies and, to a lesser extent, projects, at the strategic level; SEA is acquiring a legal profile in Europe. EU Directive 2001/42/EC – usually referred to as the SEA Directive – was issued in 2001 and prescribes that plans prepared from July 2004 undergo an analysis that considers the likely significant effects on the environment, including on issues such as biodiversity, fauna, flora, soil, water, air, climatic factors, material assets, cultural heritage (including architectural and archaeological heritage), landscape and, importantly, population and human health. Also the interrelationships between the above factors, including secondary, cumulative, synergistic, short-, medium- and long-term, permanent and temporary, positive and negative effects must be considered, through a participatory process open to stakeholders.
Reference to human health, although made in passing, is crucial for those concerned with health protection and promotion. In fact a long debate has been taking place as to whether or not human health should be included in SEA, and if so to what extent and with what methods. In 2003, the United Nations Economic Commission for Europe (UNECE) Protocol on SEA was signed by 35 European countries, including most of the then 15 EU Member States. The Protocol further confirms the engagement of Member States to use SEA to evaluate plans and policies in all sectors. Reference to human health is explicit throughout the Protocol, which spells out several prescriptions on “environment, including health”. The Protocol is currently being ratified by signatory countries (Finland was the first country to do so, in 2005) and is expected to come into force in late 2006 or 2007.

Strategic environmental assessment does not aim to contribute new methodology or tools for HiAP; rather, it represents a valuable policy mechanism to institutionalize the consideration of HiAP. It can be expected, in this respect, that current methods of risk assessment and HIA, subject to appropriate adjustments, should provide an adequate basis. However, experience is still limited in this field, and open questions remain on how to incorporate health in SEA in an effective and manageable way. There are conceptual questions (for example, what definition of health is appropriate?), methodological questions (for example, what form of HIA is suitable in SEA?) and institutional questions (for example, whose responsibility is it to assess the health implications of a proposed policy? Who bears the costs?). Work is under way to clarify these questions and identify a suitable way forward. It is clear, however, that the Protocol offers a unique opportunity to promote intersectoral work, not only with the environment sector but also with all other sectors involved in various policies. The EU Directive and the Protocol provide a strong legal basis for establishing constructive and durable mechanisms for pursuing HiAP.

**Example: air quality, transport and health in Europe**

Strategic environmental assessment may thus provide a policy and legislative framework for HiAP, through a “top down” mechanism requiring and supporting intersectoral collaboration among health, environment and other sectors. This important result is due, among other things, to successful experiences, such as transport, environment and health where, in a “bottom up” type of development, interest groups created and took advantage of opportunities for the promotion of instruments for supporting health-friendly policies. The political momentum created by such an initiative has been highly effective. At present, transport, environment and health represent a
paradigmatic case of intersectoral collaboration, and possibly a model for establishing HiAP as a systematic approach in Europe and elsewhere. Also, the case of transport, air pollution and health exemplifies the transition discussed earlier, from a simplified model of a separation between risk assessment and risk management to one of intersectoral collaboration.

In fact, transport and health have a strong record of intersectoral collaboration. One of the driving forces of this process has been the mounting body of evidence on the health effects of ambient air pollution in urban areas. Numerous gaseous and particulate pollutants have been studied for several decades, and their effects on a variety of health endpoints, including mortality, morbidity and hospital admission have been documented. This process has been based on the systematic review of evidence and risk assessment-type evaluations such as the one illustrated earlier, which quantifies the mortality burden of outdoor and indoor air pollution in Member States of the WHO European Region. This type of evidence has resulted in increasingly stringent standards adopted in Europe on emissions and concentrations. The focus has moved, since the 1980s, from considering and controlling concentrations, reacting to high values with ad hoc measures, to intersectoral action aimed at reducing emissions. This shift of emphasis from reactive control policies to more proactive, anticipatory policies has taken place thanks to several factors. On the one hand, such progress has been underpinned by EU legislation, through a Framework Directive and no less than four Daughter Directives and the Exchange of Information Decision, an exemplary case of evidence-based policy. In addition, in 2001 the European Commission launched the Clean Air For Europe (CAFE) Programme, with the aim of developing strategic and integrated policies for health protection. This process has been instrumental in reducing the exposure of Europeans to some pollutants, notably to sulphur dioxide, nitrogen oxides and volatile organic compounds, through the implementation of cleaner energy production and industrial technology (Directive 88/609/EEC on large combustion plants, Directives 98/69/EC, 98/70/EC and 99/96/EC on automotive vehicles and fuel quality, and Directive 1999/13/EC on emissions of solvent-using industries).

However, besides the legislative response, a deeper realization of the potential of broader intersectoral action, together with the active role played by various agencies, has contributed to the change in focus we are describing. Despite good progress in terms of emission legislation and concentration standards, ambient air pollution remains responsible for a large proportion of ill health in Europe. The process in the field of air quality has involved interaction between health and other sectors, based on evidence essentially in the form of
quantitative environmental HIA. A parallel process, more intrinsically intersectoral, has been taking place in transport, which is one of the main sources of air pollution. It became apparent that urban transport affects other important health parameters or determinants, that is road injuries, noise, physical activity and psychosocial effects. So transport policies aimed at reducing air pollution emissions, which are generally achievable through limiting private motor vehicle transport, are likely to produce additional health benefits. These considerations led to an alliance between health, transport and the environment that resulted in the development of the Charter on Transport, Environment and Health, adopted at the Third Ministerial Conference on Environment and Health in London, 1999, which brought together representatives from the three sectors, intergovernmental and nongovernmental organizations. Aiming at placing health considerations on the agenda of transport policy-makers, the Charter included a plan of action with international and national policy development, based on the concept of sustainable transport, where all health implications are explicitly addressed. This initiative, coordinated by WHO, and a parallel one coordinated by the UNECE, were subsequently brought under a common framework with the establishment of the Transport, Health and Environment Pan-European Programme (THE PEP). The THE PEP was adopted, again by representatives of the three sectors, by 38 European countries in July 2002, and launched at the World Summit on Sustainable Development. It includes the following actions: the creation of a clearing house on information on transport, environment and health; the elaboration and implementation of urban plans for transport sustainable for health; characterization of the transport-related health impacts and their costs and benefits; and the establishment of a set of indicators to monitor the integration of health aspects into transport policies. The THE PEP was also included in the agenda of the Fourth Ministerial Conference on Environment and Health, where progress in the implementation was reviewed and further opportunities, challenges and actions were discussed.

**Conclusion**

The process of feeding the scientific knowledge and the available evidence into the decision-making process is fraught with difficulties. More often than not, the reality of policy-making makes it difficult to reconcile science with the other needs and priorities of society. A participatory model, where the instances of health promotion and protection are represented and advocated and contribute to identifying a satisfactory course of action, seems to be a natural response to these difficulties.
Experience, trends and perspectives in intersectoral collaboration between health and other sectors (notably the environment) indicate that there is great potential for enhancing health through coordinated action in policy-making. Several lessons have been learnt in the recent past, and several workable questions have been formulated. Experience is now abundant on the possible benefits of intersectoral action, in terms of governance, quality of democratic participation, acceptability of policies and coexistence between the priorities of public health and those of a different nature, notably the economic ones. Indeed, the best outcome of intersectoral action is when policy options are identified that equally satisfy the various needs and priorities. Health in All Policies at its best may contribute to make these “win-win” opportunities more frequent. It is hoped that European Member States will take advantage of these lessons, and will support further investment in this area.
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Part 3

Governance
Introduction

As already said in Chapter 1, Health in All Policies (HiAP) has been promoted under different labels for decades. This chapter outlines mechanisms and processes used in integrating health components in policies in all sectors. Prerequisites for HiAP are discussed, such as the underlying values and capacities for making alliances for health.

The processes and mechanisms for HiAP are infrequently documented and rarely evaluated for their effectiveness, but this is not a reason to ignore them. For years it has been said that HiAP is easier said than done, but across Europe serious efforts are being made to put health higher on the agenda at international, national, regional and local levels. Although we may not have the evidence at present to state clearly what works and what does not, the plethora of examples of HiAP in Europe, of which we can give only a small sample here, indicates the potential for learning from experience.

Starting with the values

All policy-making is about making choices to bring about change. It is a political process circumscribed by values and principles, whether these are explicitly stated or not. Across Europe there appears to be a degree of
consensus, influenced by values permeating the establishment of the European Union (EU), promulgated by the Council of Europe, World Health Organization (WHO) and other United Nations organizations, and the history of the welfare state.

The broad definition of health and its underlying values highlighted through the WHO Health for All (HFA) policy are, in principle, widely accepted. Reviews of national health policies in Europe, progress in the WHO Healthy Cities project and in health impact assessment (HIA) indicate that the following values and principles are generally accepted.

- Equity in health. Differences in health status and health determinants, which are considered unfair and avoidable, should be reduced, with the aim of everyone reaching their full health potential.
- Solidarity in health. A sense of collective responsibility ensuring the protection of the vulnerable.
- Participation in decision-making. By those who may be affected.
- Sustainability. Policies should be sustainable over time and not endanger the health of future generations.

Accepting these values in theory is one thing, implementing them in practice is another. Although surveys indicate that health is highly valued by individuals, their behaviour frequently belies this. Most health policy documents refer to these principles, but less is known about their implementation in practice. Similarly, although other sectors might not repudiate these values, they naturally have their own aims and objectives, which may be conflicting.

In some countries these values act as an incentive for HiAP. They are not, however, the only incentive. Fear has frequently been a prominent motivator for intersectoral action as, for example, in tackling the danger of “avian flu”.

Whatever the motivation for action, it is essential to find potential allies and partners sharing common or converging values and objectives, or to find acceptable trade-offs when conflicting interests are unavoidable. In order to do this, the health sector must:

- be clear in its own health arguments
- ensure a holistic understanding of health
- clearly define its own values and their policy implications, and
- highlight the possible impact of ignoring these values.
Health for All policy documents and discussion papers offer accessible working definitions of these principles.

**Mechanisms and processes for developing Health in All Policies**

Reaching policy-makers and the public

*Raising awareness of the need for Health in All Policies*

For health aspects to be introduced in other sectoral policies, the critical health issues must first be recognized by health experts or advocates, with lay input where possible, and the determinants of such health challenges defined. For example, it must be explained that poor social and economic circumstances affect health throughout life and that people further down the social ladder run at least twice the risk of illness and premature death as those near the top. Improving health therefore involves improving educational attainment, income security and housing standards and reducing unemployment and social exclusion. Since tobacco use is the single most important risk factor for ill-health in Europe, informing people about the dangers of smoking is not enough: it requires action in many sectors to discourage smoking, create smoke-free environments and support those seeking solace in tobacco.

*The Solid Facts,* which was prepared for the Healthy Cities Project, for example, provides the latest scientific evidence and argumentation regarding ten major social determinants of health, in a form accessible to policy-makers. A report prepared for the EU indicates there is evidence of the effectiveness of intersectoral action to promote health.

There are examples where popular versions of health reports and research findings have sensitized the public to the need for HiAP. When the public health programme in Sweden was prepared, short publications, particularly on “controversial” issues, were produced by well-known journalists and politicians, creating considerable discussion in the mass media. These were free of charge and also available in Braille and as audio cassettes. The Swedish National Institute of Public Health produced a document specifically for politicians and decision-makers regarding the health of older people.

Ministries of health frequently retain a special relationship with journalists interested in health issues. On the whole the mass media continue to focus on acute health care, but successful collaboration, particularly with women's magazines, is credited with raising awareness of nutritional issues, for example, encouraging food producers to voluntarily reduce fat content.
Securing the information

International databases can, to some extent, provide policy-makers and the public with standards in other countries by which to judge and question their own positions. Much of these data are accessible through the Internet and frequently come with programmes allowing further processing and attractive presentation.

Many European countries are fortunate in having excellent health information systems for evidence-based policy formulation.

Denmark has a large number of registers (often combined for analytical purposes according to a unique civil personal number), regular health surveys and a rich research programme. Comparison with similar international data showing that the health of Danes was not improving as well as it might was one incentive leading to their present intersectoral public health programme.

Many countries are less fortunate. It is probably also true that much of the data collected in Europe only see the light of day in official publications read by experts, or articles written largely by researchers for researchers, having little impact on policy formulation.

Although there have been continued efforts by governments and researchers across Europe to analyse inequalities in health and determine their causes, too many countries are still far behind in providing such data. The problem is particularly pronounced at local level where responsibility for many of the policies affecting inequalities in health mainly lies. Apart from countries with a long tradition of such research, if inequalities in health are monitored at local level, this is mainly by geographic area. Only if health status is related to income, education or employment, for example, can policy-makers understand the need for HiAP.

Rotterdam in the Netherlands has been a pioneer in this area. Starting as an off-shoot of the Healthy Cities Project, data on local health problems were collected at neighbourhood level and presented by a software program, REBUS Vision. The vast amounts of data collected led to the need to consider their relative importance and condense this into a summary figure. The health barometer therefore chose the 27 most important available neighbourhood indicators and divided these data into six groups leading to six scores by which a neighbourhood could be compared with the city mean, other neighbourhoods or itself over time. Later, a health monitor was developed that not only signals public health problems but also tries to identify determinants and offer solutions on a health policy and promotion level.
Presentation and discussion of the information are vital, and increasingly health issues are being brought to the attention of policy-makers and the public in ways demanding action.

One way is the production of public health reports. WHO and the EU produce such reports providing comparable international information. Most EU countries produce national public health reports on a regular basis, as do many regions and cities. In recent years, the coverage of such reports has broadened from the traditional epidemiological and health services data (see Chapter 9).

Parliament legislates in all sectors and this high-level intersectoral forum has been used effectively to discuss public health reports. Lithuania, for example, organized a parliamentary discussion of health challenges in 1995. Four ministers participated in the six-hour discussion, broadcast through the mass media.

Many European cities make similar reports to their city councils and these are available, frequently through the Internet, to their citizens.

Obviously, providing the evidence alone is not sufficient. Data on the link between health status and food and nutrition were available in Finland long before comprehensive action was taken. This is partly because the language spoken by policy-makers and health advocates can be very different as can the understanding of the population.

Even in countries with a long tradition of health promotion such as Canada, the public are focused on the availability and safety of health care, and to some extent on individual lifestyles, and has less appreciation of the interrelatedness of factors such as education, housing and health.

In an initial mapping of the issues, a simple matrix can be useful to indicate the relationship between health challenges and the sectors or institutions influencing their determinants. Such matrices are being widely used in HIA.

Although the links between the determinants of health and health outcomes are not easy to untangle, particularly in quantitative terms, research regarding the determinants of health and inequalities in health is growing rapidly in Europe. Steady progress has also been made over the last twenty years in assessing the effectiveness of policy-oriented health promotion, but on the
whole available evidence on the effectiveness of policies in reducing socioeconomic inequalities in health is more limited.\textsuperscript{16} Even less is known about the economic costs and effects, which are of particular interest to policy-makers.

\textbf{Ensuring capacities for Health in All Policies}

In addition to knowledge of the determinants of health, HiAP calls for conceptual, analytical, managerial and political skills. As shown below, establishing new partnerships calls for flexibility, negotiating skills and the ability to work with different disciplines and interest groups are particularly important.

A number of countries have made striking progress in improving such public health competences, placing public health experts in critical positions, particularly at local level. Health impact assessment training courses are already operating across Europe. Policies to promote equity in health have also led to training courses for people working outside the health sector. Orebro University in Sweden, for example, conducts long-distance courses for a number of municipalities. The joint training for teachers, architects, etc. creates intersectoral links, formalized by the setting up of intersectoral committees in the participating municipalities. The Institute of Public Health in Ireland is testing courses to support leadership without executive authority, in complex environments.\textsuperscript{3} Most of Europe, however, still has some way to go.

Policy formulation and implementation

The importance of intersectoral work has been emphasized and establishment of intersectoral committees for formulating and implementing comprehensive HFA-type policies has been recommended by WHO for over 25 years. However, the implementation has proved to be challenging (see Chapter 1). Participants from 26 of the 32 countries invited to the policy dialogues held as part of the Finnish EU Presidency preparations reported the following obstacles for intersectoral cooperation:\textsuperscript{17} workload; inconsistencies between health and other sectors’ objectives; health not having a very high priority in other sectors; the perception that only the Ministry of Health is responsible for health; and lack of evidence of what works and does not. Driving forces for initiating or running intersectoral action identified in the policy dialogues were: incidental events (for example, in one country an accident initiated the alcohol strategy process); strong political leadership; scientific evidence; the presence of the theme on the EU agenda; shared values of health and well-being; awareness of health problems; public support; and personal contacts.

Although there is a need to develop measures for further intersectoral cooperation, there are already several mechanisms available. Participants of the policy dialogues identified the following mechanisms:\textsuperscript{17}
• horizontal public health committees
• formal consultations on, for example, legislation
• ad hoc committees on specific initiatives
• intersectoral policies and programmes
• public health reporting (with the cooperation of other sectors)
• formal communication between sectors (for example, bilateral meetings of permanent secretaries)
• EU coordination (see Chapter 9)
• HIA
• informal contacts.

Intersectoral committees have tended to be heavily health sector dominated but attempts are being made to draw other sectors into such committees, including nongovernmental organizations (NGOs) and representatives of special groups. Lidkoping in Sweden has a public health council that also acts as a crime prevention council and is responsible for promoting safety in the community. The council meets twice a year but a subcommittee meets once a month.

Leadership of such committees in some cases by the Prime Minister, or in cities by the mayor, emphasizes overall government responsibility. In England Saving lives: our healthier nation\textsuperscript{18} was signed by 12 ministers with a foreword by the Prime Minister.

Participation in intersectoral committees takes time and there are indications of lower-level substitutes being sent to meetings, thus defeating the purpose. An evaluation of the impact of intersectoral committees or councils, and what hinders or enhances their effectiveness, would be invaluable.

Parliamentary committees or city councils have been involved in formulating intersectoral policies for health in some countries. There is at least anecdotal evidence of this leading to a degree of party political consensus, conducive to long-term commitment.

In Sweden, a National Committee for Public Health\textsuperscript{19} was established in 1997 composed of politicians from the seven political parties represented in parliament, together with experts and advisers from national authorities, universities, trade unions and NGOs. They were to define national objectives of health development and strategies to achieve them. The politicians represented and reported back to their parties, so developing a considerable degree of consensus.\textsuperscript{11}
Attempts have been made to include the general public in this process, usually by consultation on draft policy documents. Frequently this is carried out on the Internet, opening the process, but failing to include vulnerable groups.

**Consensus conferences**, national, regional and city Health Forums, and traveling roadshows have been organized to spread the message and involve partners. In Wales, making use of specially prepared videos, the HiAP message was “cascaded” from a central health forum down to local level.

More rarely, efforts are made to assess the health issues important to the public before the formulation of a draft document. In England *Choosing health* was initiated by a process for asking people what they want and how they could be helped to achieve their aims, so the public “set the agenda and identified what ‘for their own good’ means, not Whitehall”.20

In partnership with one sector or limited sectors, ad hoc committees are created, their membership varying according to the sector. Different organizations and sectors compete for scarce resources and like to delineate their boundaries and dominate their territory. One way of circumventing such rivalries is to involve politicians in the mediation. This type of mixed steering group or committee has proved successful at national, regional and city levels. Involving a high proportion of community representatives has also proved effective.21 In dealing with a restricted number of issues, countries and cities in the former Eastern Europe frequently use “Health Days”, which are usually centred around an exhibition open to the general public, offering practical examples of the health issues at hand and involving local industries.

**Formal consultations in drafting legislation** provide an opportunity for the health sector to give its views on legislative proposals but consultation frequently takes place late in the policy process when there is little opportunity for major changes. The development of HIA increases health sectors’ opportunities for earlier contributions (see Chapters 10–13). The European Commission (EC) has been active in HIA and health systems impact assessment, aiming at better practical considerations of health in the development of proposals in other policy areas, including the addition of health and health systems in the Commission Guidelines on Impact Assessment.22

**Public referenda** have resulted in changes in the law concerning nuclear power and pesticides in Italy.

**Informal contacts** between civil servants, particularly in small countries and at local level, can play an important role in HiAP.
Seeking partnerships and alliances

Although external players sometimes take the lead in introducing HiAP, more usually the health sector, having defined the issue, seeks collaboration with those able to influence the determinants. One of the changes slowly gaining ground is a willingness to look for common or converging objectives, and opportunities for contributing to the achievement of objectives in other sectors (see also the win-win strategy in Chapter 1).

The health sector must understand not only the objectives of potential partners but also their different types of expertise and styles of working, which vary from sector to sector. A joint assessment of challenges/needs and opportunities/assets can be an effective start to such partnerships.24

Apart from obvious instances – such as the reduction of mortality from road accidents – “pure” health outcomes, as measured in epidemiological terms, may not be of central interest to other sectors, or appear to relate to their objectives. The long delay between an intervention and its health outcome further decreases the attraction of such objectives for other sectors. Common ground to tackle different ways of thinking, aims and objectives can, however, be found in the determinants of health managed by other sectors (see Chapter 9).

With the wider development of HIA, an old technique from the social sciences – stakeholder analysis – has been revived in order to assess which individuals, groups, institutions and NGOs are affected by or affect the relevant policy, as well as their main interests, control over resources, exertion of power, commitment to the policy in hand, and possible reaction to alternative outcomes.

For the core policy formulation, implementation and monitoring group25 the aim is to achieve:

• shared vision and common agenda
• agreed objectives and priorities
• agreed roles and policy instruments
• openness about self-interests
• mutual respect, trust and ability for mutual learning, and
• agreed method of dealing with disagreements.

There is now considerable experience in building “healthy alliances” but it is not always sufficiently recognized that training is required in entering such partnerships.
Provisions for implementation

When a shared understanding is reached with regard to introducing health components in other policies, responsibility for implementation must be apportioned, resources designated, and processes for monitoring, evaluation and revision established from the planning stage. Unfortunately this is not always the case. A weakness of the first HFA-type policy in Finland was that overstretched civil servants were expected to monitor and evaluate progress in implementation in addition to their normal duties.26 Only when specific staff time is designated and accountability for delivering expected actions is established can HiAP be carried out.

There is no single way of carrying out HiAP. The types of policy instruments used differ according to the issue. For example, in the housing sector regulatory measures may call for childproof windows, funds may be provided to adapt homes for the elderly and disabled, and better street lighting may reduce the fear of crime. A study1 indicated that more than a decade after the HFA intersectoral approach was launched, attention was still focused on areas of established collaboration, and a limited range of policy instruments was being used. Notably missing were measures for research, education and training.

A survey of 40 HFA-type documents carried out for the 2005 update of the European Health For All policy framework5 indicates that 32 included provisions for funding, infrastructure and monitoring of implementation or outcomes. Funding is a frequent obstacle to HiAP and even between the health and welfare sectors, joint-funding has not proved easy.

Planning for evaluation of progress forces better definitions of the aims and objectives of HiAP, ensuring more reasonable goals. The use of quantified targets with a time horizon, related to outcomes, intermediate risk factors and processes or action is becoming widespread. In practical terms this entails defining and adopting appropriate indicators.

Health in All Policies: examples of where and how it happens

The international level

The EU plays a central role through its mandate in areas related to determinants of health, which strongly affect policies in Members States. Chapter 2 indicates that the EU regulatory framework is (in principle) in place to extend the impact assessment of regulations and policies to health protection, but so far this has not been particularly evident.
Policies in countries and at local levels are increasingly affected by European-level actions and must be formulated in the framework of those and other international obligations and regulations such as those of the World Trade Organization. Although vitally important to HiAP, these are outside the range of this chapter.

Country examples of Health in All Policies

Policies with a health component are developed at all levels of governance. In this section we consider:

- comprehensive intersectoral health policies
- overall development policies, and
- sectoral policies.

Most countries implement a combination of these approaches to HiAP.

**Health for all-type comprehensive health policies**

Following the launch of the Global Health for All policy, the WHO European Region defined and continuously updated a regional HFA policy and targets. Countries were actively encouraged to develop national-, regional- and city-level HFA policies and to report back on their implementation.

A survey carried out for the 2005 update indicates 40 countries as having comprehensive, national health policy documents, based on HFA principles and introducing an intersectoral perspective. Although studies of target setting indicate that the role of the health sector is still dominant in most countries, the development of comprehensive intersectoral policies for health remains a distinct and extensive type of HiAP.

As far as we are aware, only England and Finland have tried to review the impact of such comprehensive policies, and the jury is still out on their effectiveness.
England has tried to ensure that all government departments “design” health considerations into their policies, through a number of mechanisms.

- **Choosing health,** a cross-government White Paper focusing on current public health problems such as obesity, smoking and sexual health. It embeds health into the policies of other government departments. For example, it refers to Regulatory Impact Assessments (RIAs) which should be carried out for all policy changes, whether European or domestic, which could affect the public or private sectors, charities, the voluntary sector or small businesses. Health impact assessment has now been incorporated into RIA within the social element.

- **A Minister for Public Health** based within the Department of Health (DoH) and a cross-government Ministerial Public Health Committee chaired by the Deputy Prime Minister. Ministers from other government departments are represented on this committee. It has already reviewed *Choosing health* and will shortly consider the Public Service Agreement target on inequalities.

- The inequalities theme was itself the subject of a cross-government spending review led by the Treasury Department.

- **Public Service Agreement targets** are shared by the DoH and other government departments. These include a target aimed at “halting the year-on-year rise in obesity among children under 11 by 2010 (from the 2002–04 baseline) in the context of a broader strategy to tackle obesity in the population as a whole.” This target is shared with the Department for Education and Skills (DfES) and the Department for Culture, Media and Sport; the DoH and DfES also share a target to reduce conception rates in those under 18 years of age.

The 2005 survey identified 22 countries as having subnational HFA policies. The four nations in the United Kingdom, autonomous regions in Spain, regions in Italy and German Länder have a long history of developing this type of policy.

Today, many hundreds of cities are committed to the WHO Healthy Cities principles, including the development of intersectoral policies for health. Liverpool, a Healthy Cities founding member, has over 20 years’ continued experience in such “joined-up” policy-making. Newer members are bringing their own experiences. For example, in Turkey, Bursa’s City Health Development Plan (2003–2007) inter alia provides for action in the environment, transportation, housing and safety.

**Health in overall development policies**

In the 1960s, when overall development planning was still in vogue, a “health
chapter” was included in overall development plans, not so much to put health in other policies but to coordinate sectoral policies in relation to factors such as investment and human resources.

This type of development planning has practically fallen out of use at national level in Europe, but the EU still calls for regional development plans. The vast financial resources shifted across Europe to disadvantaged regions are almost never assessed for their potential impact on health.

The process of sustainable development is one of the main overall horizontal policies in the EU and is increasingly taken into account across the countries. Health is one of the cornerstones of sustainable development, which therefore provides excellent possibilities for the integration of health and public health arguments in the decision-making processes of all sectors.

With the shifting of responsibilities to the local level in recent years, there are several examples of regional and city development plans where health is seen as an integral part of social and economic development.

There is also evidence of such action at sub-city level. The strong focus on inequalities and social exclusion in the United Kingdom was activated through plans to improve disadvantaged neighbourhoods, by lowering unemployment and crime and improving health, skills, housing and the physical environment. Strategic partnerships support “joined-up” work at local level, and a special fund has been designated to top up local area funds. Popularized documents explain the strategy.

**Health in other sectoral policies**

From ancient times, policies for sectors such as water supply and waste disposal have given health objectives as a reason for action. Other sectors also include health aspects among their objectives, though this is not always recognized.

**Transport**

The transport sector is one example, where for years policies have included a health component to reduce deaths and injuries caused by accidents.
As greater understanding has been achieved of the importance of determinants of health such as physical exercise and a sense of security, in recent years transport policies reflect these wider aims. Other common objectives pursued in transport policies include smoke-free public transport, improved access for people with disabilities, and environmentally friendly schemes such as “Park and Ride” bus and metro services.

As part of the overall vision for sustainable regeneration, the Merseyside local transport plan\textsuperscript{32} defines as its aims:

- an integrated public transport network “putting the passenger first”
- improved access for \textit{all} the community
- improved safety and security
- improved access to key facilities and employment opportunities
- improved pedestrian and cycling opportunities
- better freight routes, and
- improved maintenance of the road network, lighting and car parks.

The potential impact of values in this sector is indicated by the Swedish “no tolerance” attitude to death and serious injury through road accidents.

**Housing**

Housing is another sector with long-standing consideration of health objectives. Good sanitation and safe cooking facilities are among the normal requirements of modern housing. Insulation and the avoidance of damp housing cut down the use of energy and create warmer homes for the vulnerable. The social sector has long collaborated with the housing sector on specific home adaptations, allowing older or disabled people to remain independent.

Shepherd’s Bush Housing Association, which is responsible for almost 4000 homes, began in 1999 to study the links between health and housing, with the aim of realigning its policies and practices to have a positive impact on tenants’ health and contribute towards reducing inequalities among disadvantaged groups. Interviews with tenants indicated which issues they felt were a priority for their health, such as heating, space and sound insulation. A striking improvement in self-perceived health status followed the improvement of their homes.\textsuperscript{33}
Environment and health

Environmental protection, sustainable development, risks related to environmental exposure, and environmental impact and strategic environment assessment are in a sense predecessors of HiAP and HIA, and are typically managed by the Ministry of Environment.

Environmental assessments typically concern exposure to various types of risk and conditions, not particularly those concerning human life or health. As environmental concerns are frequently regulated through standard setting, the assessments are also very much norm based. However, at political or strategic level environmental impact assessment increasingly includes health impacts, thus deviating from the more traditional risk assessment approaches.

Social insurance

Social insurance may be defined as a system for a group or community to collect funds to cover the consequences of defined risk through providing income transfers or covering service costs as necessary. In Europe, social insurance shares the health promotion values of solidarity and fairness.

Although efficient prevention can be economically justifiable, it has proved difficult for the social insurance sector to invest in prevention and health promotion. In accident insurance, investing in prevention is a common practice globally. The first steps to include prevention and health promotion in disability pension insurance are very recent. Social insurance investing in prevention and health promotion is still new and little is known about, for example, the potential for trade unions to consider balancing health and income gains.

In 1998, the Finnish Social Insurance Institution, the German Federal Association of Company Health Insurance Funds and WHO established a European Network for Social Insurance for Health composed of social insurance institutions committed to promoting health at work, including vocational rehabilitation. Members collaborate to identify, evaluate and disseminate strategies and practices of social insurance contributing to improving social insurance efficiency and thus improving public health.

Workplace

Health protection at the workplace is largely regulated or co-regulated by EU legislation (see Chapter 4). The EU and WHO have also put considerable effort into developing workplace health promotion. Compared to the United States experience, which focused on lifestyle issues and stress management as employers sought savings in insurance premiums, Europe has done better in managing labour safety.
Efforts in Europe were challenged by two factors: first, that employers saw little sense in putting effort into issues that were considered public responsibility and that employees often considered their personal business; and second, that employers and employees were relatively happy with their collaboration on safety issues, and felt that health promotion might compromise their joint efforts.

In 1997, WHO and the International Labour Organization agreed that health promotion serves as an umbrella concept for environmental health, safety at work, lifestyle and work organization issues. A European Network for Workplace Health Promotion was developed based on the EU’s first public health programme. There has only been slow movement towards a common understanding on what the action should be and the development of national networks has not been successful in all countries.\textsuperscript{34}

**Education**

Health education programmes have long been part of school curricula, and school health services are provided in most countries.

With the development by WHO, the Council of Europe and the European Community of a European network of health-promoting schools in 1992, school was established as a valuable setting for health promotion. Countries have since developed their own versions of this concept, linking school and community and creating supportive settings, intended to influence how young people form relationships, make decisions and develop their values and attitudes. Actions can range from ensuring that the toilets are clean to preparing children for democratic participation in the life of the community.

**Some emerging challenges and opportunities**

**Poverty, deprivation and social exclusion/inclusion**

The 1993 World Development Report clearly stated that people’s decisions to shape health are constrained by their income and education, and that overall economic growth can improve those decisions if economic policies benefit the poor, expand investment in schooling and promote the rights and empowerment of women. The World Health Report for 1995\textsuperscript{35} named extreme poverty as “the world’s most ruthless killer”. By 2000 the focus was more aggressively centred on tackling poverty, and the United Nations set related Development Goals.

Although the concepts of poverty, deprivation and social exclusion are frequently used interchangeably, absolute poverty relates to the absence of
resources for physical survival, relative poverty to the standards of living of a particular society at a specific time. There is a growing body of evidence that it is not the richest countries that have the best health, but the most egalitarian, and that one of the characteristics shared by egalitarian societies is a high degree of social cohesion. Deprivation is a similar concept relating to a lack of both material resources and the social networks and contacts necessary for participation in standard roles and behaviour in society. Social exclusion can be the result of such poverty or deprivation. The type of analysis carried out in relation to poverty and deprivation can clarify to some extent where interventions are needed to reduce inequalities in health.

Following a meeting of the European Council in Lisbon in 2000, a set of common objectives were adopted to fight against poverty and social exclusion. All Member States agreed to develop National Action Plans (NAPs) with targets for significantly reducing the number of people at risk of poverty and social exclusion by 2010. They were also asked to emphasize the importance of gender differences and the high risk faced by some people as a result of immigration.

Countries have already submitted two two-year NAPs (new Member States submitted their first reports in 2004); action is expected at both national and local levels. In 2005 heads of state reaffirmed the importance of this approach and suggested a focus on target groups such as children in poverty. The European Regional Development Fund and the European Social Fund may both support national and local efforts in this area.

Particularly given the potential for funding, these efforts could strengthen the promotion of HiAP.

Focus on target groups

Specific target groups such as immigrants, disabled people, children, women and older people call for intersectoral cooperation and sometimes need specific policies. Examples of policies on women and older people are described below.

Women

Although women can expect to live longer than men, many of these extra years are spent in poor health and social isolation, and at a disadvantage regarding determinants of health such as income, unemployment and pressure from multiple roles.

At a health forum in 1995, delegates called for women’s health issues to be put firmly on the European agenda. This resulted in the establishment of the European Institute of Women’s Health and the European Advisory Council
for Women’s Health. Many countries have since drafted action plans for women, with a strong health component. The Irish plan\(^\text{37}\) includes elements directly related to women’s health, their access to health care, their role as carers of the elderly and disabled, and determinants of health such as housing, income, education and employment.

**Older people**

For the Second World Assembly on Ageing, WHO prepared a policy framework for active ageing\(^\text{38}\) based on the determinants of health.

Following a process facilitating an expression of the wishes of older people themselves, in 2003 Wales developed a strategy for older people, dealing with determinants of health such as employment, income and social exclusion, and tackling dependency through housing, health and social care.

Brno, in the Czech Republic, has made healthy ageing a top priority and is working, for example, with the education department to develop computer skills for older people, and with the transport department to facilitate their use of public transport.

Where there is a clearly understood relationship between health and other policies, as for example between the price of fuel and deaths of older people from hypothermia, there are widespread examples of preventive action. Better evidence needs to be provided where the links are less easy to determine.

Innovative mechanisms for participation, including elected Older People’s Councils, are being tested.

**Corporate social responsibility**

For many years large enterprises have been concerned with the health of their employees. More recently this has broadened beyond health and safety at work, to cover issues such as stress, smoking, alcohol, exercise, nutrition and equal opportunities in the workplace.

Attention has also turned to the role of business organizations in society, or what has been called corporate social responsibility (CSR). In 2001, the EC issued a Green Paper to promote a European framework for CSR\(^\text{39}\). This noted that large companies are already recognizing the need to pay attention to the well-being of societies in which they function if they wish to flourish. In the follow-up, a strategy was presented to share knowledge about the impact of CSR on business and further encourage its adoption by small and medium-sized enterprises operating at local level.
Despite certain misgivings regarding the motivations of profit-making companies, there could be huge potential for promoting a strong health component in this voluntary movement of private and public enterprises.

**Conclusion**

Despite the confines of this chapter, which only allow us to highlight examples of what is happening in Europe, some conclusions can be drawn.

**Value-based Health in All Policies**

The health sector and prospective partners must share a common understanding of the determinants of health and values underpinning HiAP. When essential trade-offs are made between possible conflicting objectives, the implications for these values should be transparent.

**Raising awareness, strengthening support**

Public health reports, particularly in popular versions, can demonstrate the linkages between health and its determinants.

Reference to joint action for health already in place, particularly where linkages are clear, can strengthen the message and indicate opportunities for cooperation (that is, where comprehensive and sectoral HiAP are in place simultaneously). Examples of success need showcasing.

Health in All Policies cannot be implemented immediately. Clear presentation of the main public health issues should facilitate discussion of where health gains can best be made: which parts of the “health determinants rainbow” need urgent attention, and in which population groups.

The mass media need expert assistance for presenting an HiAP approach to high-visibility issues (such as “avian flu”). All existing channels need to be used more effectively to publicize information.

Key personalities in public and private sectors, including parliamentarians, city councillors, and leaders of private corporations and NGOs need to be convinced of the value of HiAP. Celebrities – for example “celebrity chefs” representing the food industry and racing drivers representing transport – could become advocates for HiAP.

**Information and research**

In many countries the basic data for formulating and evaluating HiAP need to reflect possible inequalities in health, particularly at local levels.
Cross-sectoral partnerships for multisectoral research could strengthen potential HiAP partnerships and use resources more efficiently, for example, common population profiles.

Much more effort is needed to evaluate the effectiveness of HiAP and, where possible, to provide more information about costs and benefits. Urgent attention needs to be given to evaluating processes, structures, mechanisms and incentives for HiAP to show what works and what does not; the innumerable examples of HiAP in Europe should facilitate this. Greater attention needs to be given to evaluating the possible impact of European-level policies on HiAP in Member State.

Scenarios of the implications of not acting to introduce health components in some sectors could trigger a valuable discussion of a desirable future.

Structures and mechanisms

Structures and mechanisms for cross-sectoral working exist in all countries and at all levels of governance. To avoid overlap and pressure on staff, existing structures could be examined as potential channels for HiAP. European, national, regional and local mechanisms need to be working synergistically.

Leadership for HiAP does not necessarily need to come from the health sector, but leadership in a complex situation, with no executive authority, requires training.

Case studies of what works and what does not could help disseminate information on the vast European experience.

Seeking partnerships

In developing HiAP it is important to look for win-win situations. This entails a greater understanding of potential partners’ objectives and styles of working, and respect for differing perspectives, particularly from the public.

The rules of engagement and of dealing with conflicting interests must be agreed, and compromises, such as pilot trials, attempted. Continuous feedback of results is essential, including through the mass media.

The pressure of public opinion, the “naming and shaming” of policies detrimental to health and the celebration of health advocates, could bring partners to the table. At European level an investigation of the carrots and sticks effectively used could be valuable.
Training and skills

Public health experts need training in consultation, negotiation and management skills for working with multiple sectors. Short courses, particularly with intersectoral participation, for key people in important sectors and institutions have proved effective. If the public are to participate effectively, they also need support in terms of information and skills.

Existing training packages available in Europe could be examined for local adaptation.

Resources

Perhaps the most important resource for HiAP is the designation of staff time for alliance building, including training. Provision for new funds or the reallocation of existing funds must be clearly made.

Targeting for Health in All Policies

The use of quantified targets in many countries and sectors seems to facilitate testing the feasibility of objectives, and encourages the monitoring and evaluation of progress in both implementation and outcomes.

Finally, just as the economy is assessed in terms of indicators such as gross national product and the public debt, and mindful of the 1986 World Health Assembly Resolution, the changes over time in the health status of disadvantaged groups should be used as an indicator of the quality of development in countries.
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Introduction

Intersectoral cooperation is a fundamental task of modern public health. The origins nowadays of burden of disease are complex and relate to lifestyle factors, such as smoking, excessive alcohol consumption, physical inactivity and unhealthy diet. These lifestyle factors are determined by broader social and community influences, living and working conditions, and general socioeconomic, cultural and environmental conditions. Changing the behaviour of individuals requires amending the broad determinants in addition to the individual ones. Thus, the health sector needs to cooperate with the other sectors, such as transport, agriculture, community planning, education and law enforcement. Action is needed at all levels, from local to global. The prerequisite of effective public health actions is, as far as possible, complete political commitment across all sectors of government. A recent review of eight countries' showed that many countries try to strengthen the collaboration between health and other sectors to meet the challenges posed by the complex intersectoral and multilevel nature of population health. However, the practices and practicalities of how this should be done are not yet well established.\(^1\) In other words, all means and entry points that enable the development of intersectoral cooperation are highly welcome.

* Australia, Canada, Denmark, Finland, France, Germany, the Netherlands and Sweden.
The preparation of health reports can be an entry point serving as a natural way to cooperate with other sectors. Although monitoring the health of the population has been a fundamental task of public health for a long time, only since the 1990s has it become more popular to present this information systematically in national health reports, thus reviewing policy processes and linking them with health outcomes. Health reporting has thus become an indispensable element in formulating and guiding national health policy in many countries. Although most national health reports recognize that the main determinants of the population’s health are located outside the health care system, links between the development of socioeconomic health determinants and other sectors’ activities are not usually emphasized.\(^2\)\(^3\) This may be due the fact that people with a medical or epidemiological background write many of the reports and that other sectors are not directly involved in the preparation of the report.\(^2\) From the perspective of the determination of population health, this can be seen as a major deficit with reference to the essential role other sectors play in health. Incorporating other sectors in the preparation of health reports could increase intersectoral dialogue, help other sectors in recognizing the health relevance of their actions and, consequently, taking health overtly into account in their decision-making.

The focus of this chapter is on intersectoral cooperation and the role of the national health report in policy-making as an enabling link for such cooperation.

First, the chapter describes the current state of affairs of national public health reports in Europe from a policy-making perspective.

Second, the Commission’s previous reporting system on the integration of health protection requirements in Community policies and recent developments are described.

Third, the preparation of the Finnish national public health report concerning health in other policies is described with the focus on the preparations in the autumn of 2005. In this section of this chapter, the ways in which other government ministries were involved in new ways in the preparation are presented and the arguments for doing so are discussed.

Fourth, the views of other sectors on their most important population health-relevant activities are described and discussed, as well as the existing intersectoral mechanisms, especially those that were found to be most useful.

Finally, the relevance of other sectors’ participation, above all the importance of the bilateral discussions conducted, with regard to increasing the mutual understanding of the concepts of health and health determinants as pertinent for the respective ministry in its own field, and strengthening future
intersectoral policy development, is discussed. Overall results are presented with emphasis on the methodology and experiences of the undertaking.

The preparation of the social and health report of 2006 showed that other ministries have many activities relevant for health and social well-being. Bilateral dialogues – a new way of preparing the report – were experienced as useful for several reasons: they were a participatory and efficient way of working; they promoted a common understanding of the ways in which health is perceived; they revealed relevant themes to further strengthen the cooperation; and they committed other ministries to preparation more extensively than previously. The advantage of this method compared to other intersectoral mechanisms was that it emphasized the activities from the respective ministry’s own perspective, framework and way of thinking. Thus it shed light on the determinants of health from other sectors’ points of view. The common, shared values of the Nordic welfare society were seen as an important factor that enabled both relatively good intersectoral cooperation and integration of health into the activities of other sectors.

**The scope and policy relevance of national health reports in the European Union**

The roots of health reporting in Europe go back to 1662 when John Graunt in the United Kingdom presented his “Bills of Mortality” to the “Privie Council” of Charles II. Since 1848 public health reports have been produced on a regular basis in the United Kingdom. The tradition in most European countries starts in the 1970s. A recent analysis shows that national health reporting is characterized by a great heterogeneity and discrepancy with expectations of decision-makers in health policy. Typically the reports are commissioned by the Ministry of Health and are usually prepared by a governmental office or an independent research institute, people with a medical or epidemiological background, with a rather technical style as a result. Most reports recognize that the main determinants of the population’s health lie outside the health care system. A range of social and economic indicators and their changes over time are given, but coverage is largely descriptive. Some reports try to discuss the complex relationship between socioeconomic conditions and health, but others simply provide descriptive data, for example even data on unemployment are rarely given. Many of the reports do not show any link between the development of the socioeconomic health determinants and government policies.
Most of the national health reports are based on available surveys and other data. Their approach is to describe and present the data and to provide options for their epidemiological interpretation. Policy relevance is modest in the greater part of the reports. This concerns, for example, a lack of linkage of information on health status and health determinants with the provision of health care and its financing, a lack of evaluation of programmes and activities, and no views concerning future health trends. However, there are good examples, too, for example the Dutch national report *Health on Course* (2002) and the new Swedish *Public health policy report* (2005). The Dutch report is based on a conceptual model structured according to the determinants of health, also stressing health inequalities. The Swedish report aims to assess to what extent the objectives of the latest intersectoral public health policy that were adopted by the parliament in 2003 have been met in government policies. However, neither of these reports has integrated other sectors’ active participation in producing information for the report. Interestingly, the Dutch report comments on the role of other sectors: “We concentrate on lifestyle factors and personal risk factors in this report because these are the determinants on which health policy is able to exercise a direct influence. The task of influencing social and physical environmental factors belongs largely to other departments.”

Although Member States seem not have been active, at least at national level, in integrating other sectors into health reporting, the Commission ran a reporting system on Health in All Policies (HiAP) during the years 1993–1999, the early years of specific EU policies in the field of health. This reporting system was an innovative measure for integrating health into all Community policies.

### Commission reports on the integration of health protection requirements in Community policies

In 1993 health had been included in Article 129 of the Maastricht Treaty. In the same year the Commission made a decision to submit annual reports on health aspects of other Commission policies. This was a means to integrate health across the European Community following this first inscription into the treaty base. The future reports were planned “to report on new initiatives in the different areas of Community policy involved, review the progress made, and consider the possibilities and issues that lie ahead”.

The commission’s public health directorate produced the first report in 1995. It was compiled from information obtained from the 23 other directorates. The directorates had been written to and asked to submit their assessments of how they were taking health into consideration in their policy areas. The first
The report was extensive, but the following were shorter, of about seven pages, complemented by a separate Commission services working document containing a detailed overview of Community activities with a health impact. In 1999 the reports were discontinued. It was felt that they were not leading to useful outcomes to justify the resources used in producing them. The reports were extensive and descriptive, but tended to contain too little analysis on how the integration of health could be improved and what could be performed better.

Instead, the Commission saw more benefit in focusing on specific policy areas where most progress could be made. Thus, the latest, fourth report in 1999 suggested that the system with annual descriptive overviews of all health-related Community activities should be replaced by more specific work on health requirements. This more clearly defined and narrowed approach was also recommended by the European Parliament and the Council.9

Since then, the Commission has focused on concrete action to mainstream health concerns into a number of key Community policies with the greatest potential to improve health, rather than on reporting about such action. The achievements of this successful amended strategy are seen in the inclusion of health in many key EU policies, such as the Lisbon Agenda and the Sustainable Development Strategy, the Regional Development Policy, and a wide range of work encompassing research, environment, demographic change, pharmaceuticals, e-health, etc. In addition, the Commission has been active in health impact assessment (HIA) and health systems impact assessment, working towards better practical considerations of health in the development of proposals in other policy areas, including the addition of health and health systems into the Commission’s Impact Assessment Guidelines.10 Currently, other policies are reviewed through the Commission’s planning cycle, and those relevant to health are followed up on a case-by-case basis.

**Scope and policy relevance of the Finnish national health reporting system**

Public health reporting started in Finland in 1985 and a legal basis was created ten years later.11 The Ministry of Social Affairs and Health (MSAH) must give out a report on the state and development of public health and social security at four-year intervals to be used as an attachment to the government’s annual report.12 The purpose of the report is to assess to what extent the activities have supported the realization of the government programme. Specific to the Finnish health reporting has been the involvement of other sectors in the preparation of the report. All ministries have a legal obligation to give
sufficient information for the preparation of the report. Another particular characteristic of the Finnish national health policy has been its transparency, which is strongly supported by the reporting practice. In addition to the national public health reports, Finland has consistently submitted its health policy and the work of the agencies that support and implement the policy, to both international and national evaluations.\textsuperscript{13–15}

The preparation of the Finnish social and health report is closely tied up in the policy process of the government’s life-cycle. At the moment when the report is given out the government will have been active for over three years with less than one year to go. Thus the report is on the one hand reviewing the successfulness of the government’s action and on the other hand serves as a basis for planning future work at government level. Since the report is being discussed in the parliament, there are good opportunities for the politicians to raise important health and social issues to be taken into account when drafting the next government’s programme. The upcoming election of the parliament (one year after the report has been given to parliament) further strengthens the political relevance of the report. Accordingly, the report is an essential part of the long-term strategic health policy.

**Preparation of the Finnish national public health report of 2006**

Until the year 2002, all ministries were asked to provide a brief document of their most important policies and actions which they considered to have had an impact on health.\textsuperscript{16} The information ministries provided was usually relevant from a social affairs perspective but less so with regard to health. Therefore, a new method – bilateral dialogues complemented by filling in a form – was introduced as the preparations for the 2006 report. An underlying argument for the change was the desire to strengthen the visibility and role of other sectors. This was seen as important in order to clarify the role of other sectors in the determination of population health and to approach an “operationalization” of the means the other sectors have for promoting health.

In addition to the collection of health-relevant information, in particular from the perspective of the different government sectors themselves, for the social and health report, bilateral dialogues are expected to strengthen intersectoral links, to increase the mutual understanding of the concepts of health and health determinants as pertinent to the respective ministry in its own field.
How other ministries participated in the preparation of the report

When bilateral dialogues between the MSAH and other ministries were chosen as a starting point for collecting the information needed for the report, the ministries were approached via an official letter and asked to nominate a contact person for the undertaking. Furthermore, advance information was given to the ministries in regular bilateral meetings between the permanent secretaries. A time for the dialogue was agreed upon by e-mail, based on a list of alternative options. After the bilateral dialogues, the ministries were asked to fill in a form, which helped to review their most important activities for population health. Based on the forms – completed by the respective ministry – and other relevant policy documents the ministries provided, a short report was produced on each of the ministry’s activities and a summary was produced (see Table 9.1). The results were sent to the ministries for comments and possible additions. The civil servant in charge of the issue was also expected to contact other people to guarantee the relevance of the information provided.

Themes of the dialogues

The dialogues were structured around five broad themes:

1. activities of the respective ministry that are associated with population health and social well-being;
2. the role of the health and social issues in the process of decision-making and policy-making;
3. methods used for the assessment of the social or health impact of the policies;
4. availability of health-related knowledge; and
5. partners in the health and social issues, and the role of the MSAH.

With the aim of facilitating the preparations of the dialogues, ministries were informed of the main themes to be discussed in the invitation letter.

Duration of and participants in the dialogues

A dialogue was planned to last about one-and-a-half hours. It was up to the ministries themselves to decide who would participate. The number of participants of the other government sectors was not limited and varied from one to three. One or two civil servants from the MSAH, one senior researcher and a secretary (taking notes) from the National Research and Development Centre for Welfare and Health (STAKES) and, with regard to the themes to
be covered in each dialogue, an expert from the National Public Health Institute and/or the Finnish Institute of Occupational Health represented the organizers of the dialogue. In all around five to seven people attended the dialogues. All the other ministries (11) participated in the dialogues.

Screening of the most essential activities

To get the ministries’ views of their most essential activities with regard to the health and social well-being of the population, they were asked to prioritize up to five strategies, legislative measures, or programmes during the years 2002 and 2005 and fill in a form on each of the prioritized issues. The form contained the objectives of the National Health for All Strategy, complemented with objectives that are expressed in other government social and health policy documents. The ministries were asked to define how their activities had contributed to these objectives. The identification of target groups, regionality and rationales behind action/expected impacts were asked for. Although the national-level health and social policy objectives were the starting point, the respondents could also refer to the ministries’ own objectives which did not fit within the scale of the MSAH.

The number of the completed forms varied from one to five per ministry. One ministry found it difficult to complete the form as it was difficult to identify links between the sector-specific and the health and social objectives. According to this ministry its sectorial actions did not fit with the MSAH’s objectives. A modified form, without the health and social objective, was provided for this ministry.

Outcomes of the preparation

Presence of health-related activities in other sectors

The review confirmed the basic assumption and argument for intersectoral action: there are plenty of activities with health and well-being relevance outside the health sector. All the 11 ministries provided information on specific activities relating to health and social issues. Even the ministries that did not have any health expertise (health care professionals or public health specialists) of their own, for example the Ministry of the Environment, had a very strong “health consciousness” in their everyday work. There seemed to be a shared value basis across the sectors, highlighting the importance of health and social welfare expressed by representatives of all ministries. A person from the Ministry of Agriculture and Forestry put this message: “It’s good that we can address these [health] issues in practice although we are not that good on paper.”
An analysis of the annual reports of the Ministry of Agriculture and Forestry makes the message clear: there are very few references to human health. In 2004 the word “health” was used eight times* but only twice did this refer directly to human health (others were related to animal health, phytosanitary issues, organization or research programmes). The respective figures for the year 2003 were 18 and 2; and in 2002, 19 and 1. It seems that the ministries do not all have “health” explicitly expressed in their documents but rather they have an implicit agreement on the value of health.

A summary of the most important areas and activities where the ministries had contributed to the health and social well-being of the population is presented in Table 9.1. In a concrete way, the expressed areas and activities indicate how the ministries see the concept of health and how health is related to their everyday work. The defined activities are not comprehensive, or at least not from all ministries’ points of view. The listed activities are those that were found especially important for population health during the years 2002–2005.

Intersectoral mechanisms identified

In addition to the commonly used intersectoral mechanisms – such as the bilateral meetings of permanent secretaries, formal written procedures, informal contacts at desk level, and interdepartmental ad hoc working groups (legislation, intersectoral programmes, etc.) – one mechanism was expressed to be most useful by several ministries: the Advisory Board for Public Health. Also, the dialogues provided evidence that the systematic procedures for the preparation of Finland’s positions on EU matters had been useful in increasing informal intersectoral contacts, but also in bringing closer views when the positions of different ministries had originally been very divergent.

Advisory Board for Public Health

The advisory board monitors the development of public health and the cross-sectoral implementation of health policy. It develops national health policy and promotes intersectoral cooperation between government departments, nongovernmental organizations and other bodies. The Council of State sets the advisory board for three years at a time according to the recommendation of the MSAH. In addition to the chairman and deputy chairman, there are 15 members and 4 permanent experts. The board has a permanent secretary. The existence of the advisory board is stipulated by an act and the tasks, composition and appointment by a decree.

* All health-related words were searched. Irrelevant words – such as those only concerning layout – were omitted from the analysis.
Table 9.1  Priority-setting of policies and activities (from 2002 to 2005) as defined by respective ministries for the promotion of health and welfare of the population

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ministry</th>
<th>Areas of activity or responsibilities relevant to health</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Agriculture and Forestry| • Safety of food products  
                          • Enhancing the living environment in rural areas  
                          • Secure clean water for the economy of domestic animals and the food production industry  
                          • Prevention of infectious diseases, such as zoonoses  
                          • Announcement of the Finnish Nutrition Recommendations (2005)                                                                                                                 |
| Defence                | • Equality and a discrimination-free environment among conscripts and personnel  
                          • Prevent the exclusion of conscription-aged men  
                          • Developing the physical examination system of conscripts for reducing the number of drop outs  
                          • Alcohol programme for personnel and conscripts  
                          • Prevention of overweight problems of conscripts                                                                                                                                     |
| Education              | • Health education was introduced as a new, compulsory subject for comprehensive schools in 2001  
                          • Development of special education in comprehensive schools for promoting integration  
                          • Regulation of the national curriculum according to which each school has to make a plan for the pupils’ social and health services in cooperation with the social and health sectors of the municipality  
                          • Workshop activities for the young and unemployed who have completed comprehensive school  
                          • Youth alcohol and drugs prevention  
                          • Welfare studies of university, polytechnic and vocational education students and programmes based on the results of studies  
                          • An Open University for the elderly  
                          • Supporting the prerequisites of physical activity for the young and children, and promoting health-enhancing physical activities  
                          • Promotion of accessible and equal library, art, and culture services                                                                                                               |
| Environment            | • Act on the assessment of the impact of authorities’ plans, programmes and policies on the environment or environmental impacts including human health  
                          • Proposal for a national noise reduction programme  
                          • Preparation of a chemical programme (effects of chemicals on human health)  
                          • Implementation and monitoring of the air protection programme (2010)  
                          • Preparation of a living environment development programme  
                          • Act on the organization of water handling: regional water-handling plans must be prepared in cooperation with the relevant participants  
                          • Protect the healthiness of housing, for example, by subsidizing the repair of health hazards in housing                                                                             |
| Finance                | • Adapt the alcohol duty in situations where the restriction of passengers’ import of alcohol was abolished  
                          • Prevent the illegal passenger import of alcohol and tobacco products  
                          • Prevent the smuggling of drugs and doping substances  
                          • Monitor the safety of imported foodstuffs and products                                                                                                                                 |

cont.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ministry</th>
<th>Areas of activity/responsibilities relevant to health</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Foreign Affairs   | • To develop a readiness for crisis  
                   • Prevention of international child kidnaping  
                   • Taking health into account in foreign trade agreements  
                   - all members of the World Trade Organization have a right to set standards at the level they wish for the protection of human, animal and environmental health  
                   - promotion of developing countries’ imports into the EU and Finland by improving the developing countries’ possibilities of following the Sanitary and Phytosanitary Measures rules of the EU  
                   - accepting the reform of the TRIPS agreement (Agreement on Trade-Related Aspects of Intellectual Property Rights), which allows the export of pharmaceutical products made under force licence in those developing countries that cannot produce medicine in sufficient quantities |
| Interior          | • To develop fire safety, such as the prevention of fires caused by children  
                   • To ensure the housing security of people with a low functional capacity  
                   • Promotion of school security and a sense of belonging to the school  
                   • Local area police action to prevent the use of intoxicants among adolescents  
                   • Prevention programme for domestic violence  
                   • Developing programme for municipal democracy  
                   • The new Foreign Act emphasizes the consideration of the good of the child  
                   • Centralization of health and social care emergency phone calls on the government emergency exchanges |
| Justice           | • Reforms of the custody acts aiming particularly at enhancing young people's integration into society and reducing the repetition of crimes  
                   • Development of the health care of convicts  
                   • Programme against violence  
                   • Development of economic and debt counselling aimed at policy administering debt problems, which prevents social and economic exclusion and resists "grey economy"  
                   • Citizen participation policy programme aimed at strengthening possibilities for participation and influence |
| Labour            | • Development of the occupational rehabilitation of the disabled unemployed  
                   • Creation of standards for the social enterprise in order to employ disabled and long-term unemployed people  
                   • Individual plan for searching for jobs is guaranteed to all unemployed 15 to 24-year-olds before being unemployed for three months  
                   • Reform of the employment services to motivate unemployed people who have serious problems finding employment  
                   • Research and development programmes on working life in order to maintain and promote the well-being of workers |
| Trade and Industry| • Technology programmes for health and well-being  
                   • Financial support and services of the Employment and Economic Development Centre for health care and social welfare enterprises  
                   • Consumer policy programme for protecting the status of the citizen  
                   • Recommendation for the appropriate marketing of children's food products  
                   • Investment grant for village shops |
| Transport and     | • Prevention of noise and pollution  
                   • Development of traffic safety  
                   • Promotion of walking and cycling  
                   • Developing accessible transport systems  
                   • Developing accessible and safe communications and societal information services (such as digital television and broadband internet connections) |
| Communications    |                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                     |
The Advisory Board for Public Health has three divisions, one of which focuses on intersectoral cooperation. The main task of the Division for National Intersectoral Cooperation is to support the implementation of the Government Resolution on the Health 2015 Public Health Programme in other sectors than health and social sectors. It can write motions and prepare comments for the Advisory Board for Public Health; 8 ministries out of 12 are represented in this division.

Preparation of Finland’s positions on EU matters

When Finland joined the EU, effective coordination of EU affairs was considered to be very important and a special structure for that purpose was created (see Figure 9.1). Positions on EU matters are currently discussed in 35 sectorial preparatory subcommittees. The MSAH is in charge of six subcommittees (namely insurance, social affairs, health protection, social security coordination with regard to workers’ mobility, health and drugs), and the chairman comes from the responsible ministry. Subcommittees have two different compositions. In the smaller composition arrangement, all relevant ministries participate. A broad composition of the committee, with social partners’ and professional organizations’ participation, convenes in particular before the Council or other important meetings. Discussions are based on a memorandum written by the civil servant(s) in charge of the relevant matters,
which after its adoption becomes the draft position of the government. If unanimity is not reached, the matter will be sent to the EU Affairs Committee. All positions are finally adopted in the Cabinet EU Affairs Committee and the Grand Committee of the Parliament. The Parliament is also actively connected to the adoption of positions on EU legislative proposals via other mechanisms.

The experiences from 10 years of EU membership are good, as the processes are participatory and provide equal possibilities for all interested parties to become involved in decision-making processes. Obviously, quite a number of informal horizontal, practical links have been created “at desk level” between government sectors by this collaboration. However, one of the most interesting results is the increased understanding of other sectors’ thinking, processes and issues. Perhaps even more importantly, there are examples of how positions, which were originally very divergent, have become increasingly convergent. One example is the field of illegal drugs. In the process of the formulation of the drug strategy in 1997, the different strands of the MSAH and the Ministry of the Interior (especially on harm reduction) were brought together. However, the government’s first resolution on drug policy (in 1998) and the drug policy action programmes ever since have been based on general drug prohibition on the one hand, and on harm reduction policy on the other. The social and health authorities have been able to launch low-threshold activities for drug users, and the police have new powers to act against drug trafficking. The national drug strategy and coordination that have been started, also due to EU coordination, have brought the two ministries closer to each other in questions related to drug policy.

**Conclusion**

The Finnish public health report of 2006 was first produced in close collaboration with other sectors than that of health and social affairs. The aim was to strengthen intersectoral cooperation, achieve a more comprehensive picture of health and how it is promoted through other sectors’ activities, and to increase the understanding of health and its determination. As a main strategy bilateral dialogues with all ministries were conducted. Although the participants of the ministries represented only one or two units, they consulted their colleagues when filling in the forms and commenting on the ministry-based reports. Thus the way of working was to a great extent participatory, committing the ministry as a whole more widely to the preparations of the report than previously. The information provided can also be seen as representing the whole ministry and its administrative sector institutes. The way the report was...
produced, that is ministry-based reports were provided by a researcher, was considered to be efficient and economic. It also produced structurally coherent reports, which was considered important. Many of the participants were impressed with the diversity and amount of the activities that other ministries provided. This was expressed by a participant as follows: “This new way of preparing the report has been a good exercise. Hopefully in coming years the concept of health and factors influencing health are seen comprehensively, not only from the [health] services perspective. Health is determined by many things but still we only look at resource allocation on services.”

The policy dialogues were found to be useful for strengthening intersectoral cooperation. A participant said, spontaneously, that the discussion was a step forward for the Advisory Board for Public Health’s work. This may be due to the perspective of the dialogues. The discussions were started from an “empty table”, that is they were based on the respective ministry’s own premise and understanding of the issue. The MSAH was interested in what other ministries do for the health of the population, what their strengths are and how they could help other ministries in their work. In many cases the cooperation focuses on issues of what other sectors could do for the MSAH. Other sectors are not asked what they are doing or what they would like to do for the health of the population.

If the policy dialogues and interactive working methods for producing the ministry-based reports were institutionalized, they would function as a fourth permanent intersectoral mechanism in the MSAH, others being the Advisory Board for Public Health, the bilateral meetings of permanent secretaries and the preparation of Finland’s positions on EU issues. Although the national public health report is only prepared every four years, it can be considered an important mechanism since the preparation requires about one year of interactive cooperation. The question is now: how it could be institutionalized? Compared to previous preparations this procedure is more resource intensive. In addition to the extra time the civil servants have to spend in the policy dialogues, a researcher’s input is needed for producing the ministry-based reports in collaboration with the ministries. The question here is: is it worth it? Other ministries felt that this way of working is less time consuming for them. That is maybe true for the contact person who, previously, had written the ministry-based report very much alone. This new method “forced” the writer to contact other units of the ministry that produced information directly for the researcher. It can be assessed that in fact the ministries were using more time for the preparation but that the workload was distributed across units and that is why it was felt to be more efficient and less time consuming.
It must be remembered that the method used for the preparation does not give a comprehensive picture of the activities that the ministries are doing for the promotion of population health, but rather the most important activities within a specific time frame. The method is neither exploring if the ministries could do more for health nor if their other activities are harmful for health. This would need a more sophisticated and detailed analysis and, for example, for future activities, the use of HIA procedures.

Could the same kind of procedure be integrated in other EU countries? A basic question is: are the other sectors willing to participate in the preparations? In Finland all ministries have a legal obligation to provide sufficient information for the report. However, they are not obliged to participate in policy dialogues or filling in the forms. Despite the legal basis, there were some difficulties with some ministries participating in the process, mainly owing to a subjective feeling that there is nothing to say due to a lack of expertise in health or no obvious activities related to health. It was considered to be somewhat frightening to participate in discussions with the representatives and experts from the MSAH and its agencies. In one case the personal contacts of the Director-General were used for persuading the ministry to participate in the process. After the process all ministries declared the process as useful. Only one ministry was not convinced about the benefits of this working method, as it is active in health issues and, accordingly, used to have more space in the report.

The European Commission’s reporting system, from 1993 to 1999, paved the way towards more effective intersectoral work and taking health into account across the EU sectors in their decision-making. While the Commission is currently making progress by focusing on key policy issues and major EU policy developments (rather than by producing an annual report), Finland finds that a report that is not given with too-short intervals fits well within its national structures. The Finnish reporting system is closely tied to the policy-making process and life-cycle of the government’s programmes. The report of 2006 also serves as an intermediate evaluation report indicating how the Government Resolution on the Health 2015 Public Health Programme has been implemented so far. The close link between the report, policy processes and participatory intersectoral work seems to be crucial for a national health reporting system that reaches all sectors and can be seen as one of the elements of the successful horizontal health policy of Finland. Looking ahead, the work of the Commission and the Finnish Government in this area forms a foundation of experience, which can now inform other national governments that may be considering a similar approach to HiAP.
With a view to the obligation and mandate expressed in Article 152 of the Treaty of the European Community, one could ask whether a corresponding treaty obligation to report, at regular intervals, how health has been integrated into policies across the EU sectors, with an obligation to the other Commission sectors to contribute, would in the end benefit EU citizens and their health and, after all, improve the competitiveness of the Community.
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Part 4

Health impact assessment
Introduction

A fundamental tenet of Health in All Policies is that it is possible to predict the health consequences of policies. If this were not true the aim of ensuring that health implications of all policies are considered would be no more than a pious wish for the impossible. Health impact assessment (HIA) could be a tool that helps policy-makers foresee how different options will affect health and so take the health consequences into account when choosing between options. By following a systematic series of processes (see Figure 10.1) it aims to reduce the likelihood of surprises, to avoid the occurrence of unexpected negative health impacts when a policy is implemented, and to allow positive health impacts to be maximized.

Figure 10.1 The sequence of processes in health impact assessment
The first part of this chapter explores the conceptual origins of HIA paying particular attention to the logical bases for prediction of impacts. The second part considers the benefits for health, economy and other policy goals that might arise if HIA were more widely used in policy-making. The third section examines what HIA can contribute to the overarching policy aims of reducing health inequities and increasing participation in policy-making. The final section considers some practical issues of incorporating HIA into policy-making processes.

**The conceptual basis for HIA**

The name “health impact assessment” may suggest that it is simply an adaptation of environmental impact assessment (EIA) but this is misleading. Much of the practice and theory of HIA owes more to notions taken from healthy public policy and policy science than to EIA.

An activity directed at prediction involves radically different modes of reasoning to most science. Most scientific activities involve making observations and then drawing conclusions from them. Health impact assessment, in contrast, starts with a series of theories about how the world works and the causal connections between events. It then assumes these theories to be correct and deduces from them the predicted consequences of implementing various options. The place of observation in this process is limited to describing the baseline conditions, which the policy is expected to modify, and possibly assessing the accuracy of the prediction after the chosen policy option has been implemented. The theories used in this process are usually referred to as the “evidence base” for HIA and this evidence base has largely been built and tested by observational studies.

**HIA: a decision support tool**

Health impact assessment is an approach, which supports policy-makers by predicting the consequences and clarifying the various trade-offs that have to be made. It is not some sort of complicated calculus, which identifies the best policy option. It does not make the decision for the policy-makers or remove the need for judgement.

Health impact assessment aspires to describe all health impacts. For example, an HIA might include death, admissions to hospital, loss of sleep, anxiety and self-esteem among the outcomes predicted. However, HIA does not attempt to make value judgements about the relative importance of these different outcomes, since such judgements are properly the preserve of the policy-maker.
In avoiding any attempt to combine the different outcomes into a single measure HIA differs from comprehensive risk assessment and cost–benefit analysis. These approaches attempt to reduce all outcomes to the same type of measure (a single metric). For example, all predicted outcomes may be expressed as disability-adjusted life-years (DALYs), a measure that takes account of both loss of life by fatal illness and loss of quality of life by non-fatal illness. Different policy options can then be simply compared by seeing which produces the most additional DALYs. These approaches introduce major practical and theoretical problems and it may be argued that HIA is better suited to the needs of policy-makers because it more clearly separates the technical and value judgements.

The basis for prediction

In HIA, prediction is based on a set of causal or logic models, linking each policy option through a series of intermediate factors to health outcomes. For each intermediate factor (for example, employment, income, traffic density, law breaking, etc.) ideally one would predict the nature of the health impacts (for example, death, non-fatal illness, mental health, social cohesion), the direction of change (will it increase or decrease?) and the magnitude of the change. Magnitude of impacts has at least two dimensions: the number of people affected and how severely they are affected.

Figure 10.2 illustrates a possible causal chain for changes in alcohol policy. Similar models could be constructed for any other policy option. This diagram illustrates the complexity of the world that one is trying to predict, but it is undoubtedly still a gross simplification of the real situation. This approach has been described as the policy risk assessment model and is extremely helpful in forcing clarity about the assumptions which underlie any prediction. There are many uncertainties about causal paths and in very few cases can one state the precise scope of the effect that would result from changing a supposed causal factor.

The presumed causal relationships used in prediction should be based on evidence. For some things – such as the relationship between smoking and disease – there is a wealth of evidence on causal mechanisms and the relationship is well understood. For others – such as the relationship between employment and health – there is considerable observational evidence but the nature of the relationship is imperfectly known and much more needs to be discovered about the scope of effects and the importance of various modifiers. For some factors, such as the components of social capital and housing quality, one can only roughly describe the possible causal relationships.
Health impact assessment, especially at project level, often pays particular attention in making predictions to lay knowledge as opposed to the views of technical experts. Typically a small number of affected residents will be asked to discuss possible consequences of a proposal; their views form the basis of the assessment. It is not unreasonable to argue that those who know most about living in a particular area and best understand the consequences of changes to that area are the people who live there. Furthermore, impacts are often mediated or modified by behavioural changes. For example, studies of road safety suggest that people may react to a safer environment by increased risk taking. It is often the people who will be affected who can best predict how they will modify their behaviour in response to any change. Lay knowledge is often presented as stories, which have meaning and when appropriately analysed contribute to prediction. However, there is a need for much more work to build a robust theory to underpin the use of lay knowledge in prediction.

Figure 10.2 Causal links in alcohol policy. (The thick lines indicate those causal pathways that are believed to be more important.) (Reproduced by permission of Oxford University Press from Kemm JR. HIA and the National Alcohol Strategy for England. In: Kemm JR, Parry J, Palmer S. Health impact assessment. Oxford, Oxford University Press, 2004:399, Fig. 34.3)
The size of impacts

Policy-makers need to know not only that there will be health impacts but also how big the impacts will be. For example, an impact of one extra death in every hundred years in a population of 100,000 has very different significance for a policy-maker than 10 extra deaths every year. In considering the advisability of allowing a waste incineration plant, policy-makers would be less concerned by a predicted increase in mortality when they learnt that the predicted size of increase was 0.03 deaths per year in a population of 3.5 million. However, usually one has to be content with describing the size of impacts with crude ordinal scales (for example, trivial, small, moderate and large). As knowledge develops it may become possible to describe the magnitude of impacts more precisely with numeric units of measurement.

In some cases formal numerical models have been developed to aid prediction (see Chapter 7). All predictions of catastrophic events – such as an explosion in a nuclear reactor or an aeroplane crash in a built-up area – rely on such modelling. Other examples have been the use of models to predict the consequences of different policies on greenhouse gas emissions or fluorocarbon emissions. Recently formal modelling has been used to explore the consequences of waste incinerator construction, of health insurance benefits, and of taxation and benefit policy. Such formal modelling has attractions but it is important not to be beguiled by the apparent precision of a model. Inevitably the model will be an inadequate representation of the real world and its predictions may well be erroneous.

Prediction is inevitably associated with uncertainty and HIA will not help Health in All Policies unless it communicates this uncertainty to the policy-maker. It will sometimes be possible to quantify the uncertainty around quantitative predictions with confidence limits but usually the lack of knowledge is so extensive that it is not even possible to set bounds to the uncertainty. In every case it is important that the assessors make clear to the policy-makers what assumptions they have made and give some indication of how well founded those assumptions are believed to be.

The relation of HIA to other impact assessments

Considered as policy analysis HIA is not a new process but merely an existing practice with an increased emphasis on health outcomes. It is a form of cost–utility analysis, which pays particular attention to health costs and health utilities. Since EIA considers impacts on flora and fauna one might expect that human communities, being an important part of the fauna, would be covered but in practice this rarely happens. However, there is a strong case for
including health within EIA. Social impact assessment (SIA) explicitly considers the well-being of human communities and thus differs in no important respect from HIA. Much of the apparent lack of HIA activity in the United States may be explained by it being described as SIA activity, which in Europe would be called HIA. The European directive on strategic environmental assessment also makes clear that health should be covered in this process.

**HIA is beneficial for health**

Health impact assessment has the potential to benefit health in three ways. First, it describes the consequences of the various policy options and so allows the policy-maker to choose that which is most favourable to health. Second, it includes recommendations as to how positive impacts can be maximized and negative ones avoided or minimized. Third, it may inform and shape the policy-making environment and so influence future policies. For example, an HIA of a proposal to relax controls on gambling, which highlighted the associated health risks, might not influence the immediate decision but would ensure that future policy in this area was not made in ignorance of the risks.

Many examples can be given of where policies would not have been adopted if their negative impacts had been foreseen. As examples one could cite changes in rendering processes for carcasses in the United Kingdom (leading to “mad cow disease”) or wholesale slum clearance (leading to community disruption). If an HIA had been able to predict such consequences, and if policy-makers had accepted the predictions, then these harmful impacts might have been avoided.

Most guides to HIA place considerable emphasis on the recommendations. In the context of Health in All Policies the proper role of HIA may well be to prompt others to develop the necessary modifications rather than to make specific recommendations as to how the policy should be modified. The policy-makers probably have far greater understanding of the complexities of their policy area than the health impact assessors and so may be better placed to develop policy modifications, which maximize positive and avoid or minimize negative impacts. The case for any recommendation must arise from the analysis of potential impacts, which precedes them, and should be soundly evidence based. Health impact assessment therefore becomes the tool that prompts policy improvement rather than a detailed instruction on how to modify the policy.
Communication with policy-makers

A beneficial effect for health is most likely to be achieved where the HIA and the policy-making process are closely linked and there is continual communication between the policy-maker and the assessor. In this situation the policy is likely to be adjusted and refined in the light of HIA thinking before any HIA report is produced. This is probably the optimal outcome but it means that no recommendation will appear in the final HIA report and makes it very difficult to demonstrate the benefit that the HIA has produced.23

The HIA of the Welsh Home Energy Efficiency Scheme provides an example. During the HIA several possible negative impacts were identified but because the policy was immediately modified to remove these, no trace of these can be found in the published HIA of the finalized policy.24

The direct health benefits of an HIA depend on the policy-makers’ response. If they choose to ignore it, then the HIA will not have any beneficial effect on the consequences of that policy. This has tempted some HIA practitioners to move beyond the role of impartial advisers, who give equal consideration to the merits of all options. Instead they become advocates of the option that they consider most beneficial and risk overstating the case for that option and understating the case for other options. When this happens the relation between the HIA practitioner and the policy-maker changes and the HIA becomes no more than yet another lobbying tool. This author would argue that HIA is most influential and most useful when it is impartial and remains inside the policy tent “speaking truth unto power”.25

Health impact assessment does more than influence the particular policy question to which it is directly applied. It also influences future policy-making through an enlightenment process.26, 27 Even if it has little or no influence on the formulation of the current policy it has still entered the policy discourse and may have increased the policy-makers’ awareness of health issues. An HIA may thus produce health benefits by influencing the attention paid to health issues in future policy-making.

HIA is beneficial to non-health sectors

Very few policy-makers intentionally damage health. Even with those policies which cause considerable health damage – for example, the subsidizing of tobacco growth28 – the policy-maker will persuade himself or herself that the benefits, such as increased income for growers, outweigh the health damage. Before they are committed to a policy every policy-maker wants to know the likely impacts, good and bad, and would like, so far as it is compatible with
other policy aims, to avoid any negative impacts. Where health problems (or problems for any other sector) are identified after a policy is implemented this will reflect badly on the policy-maker concerned and there may be a need for “retrofit” solutions, which are far more expensive to put in place than if they had been installed when the policy was first instigated. Thus HIA and other impact assessments are beneficial in all sectors and contribute to the goal of “joined-up” policy-making to which policy-makers aspire. After a policy-maker is committed to a policy, the situation is different and he or she will probably welcome assessments and evaluations which support the policy, and disapprove of ones that reveal problems with the policy. It follows that HIA is only useful while policy options remain open.

**The economic consequences of using HIA**

The economic consequences of HIA need to be considered at two levels. First, how does it affect the cost of implementing the policy and, second, how does it affect the cost of making the policy?

Policy-making requires the trade-off of multiple policy outcomes. The policy-maker will seek to obtain an optimal mix of economic, social, health and environmental outcomes. The policy-maker may well decide that a lesser economic benefit is justified by a greater health or social benefit, thereby choosing to invest in health. Even considered in narrow financial terms bad health is damaging to the economy, reducing productivity and incurring health care costs. However, economists are increasingly thinking more widely and recognizing the importance of human and environmental capital alongside financial capital. Improving health should be recognized as an economic gain just as much as increased financial wealth. The effect of HIA on implementing a policy should, therefore, not be looked on as a cost but as a redistribution of benefit between the different types of capital.

**The evaluation of HIA**

Assessing the benefits that arise from HIA requires evaluation. The evaluation of HIA must be clearly distinguished from evaluation of the policy decision it is intended to inform. The question is not “Did implementation of this policy benefit health?” but “Did the HIA contribute to a better decision?” The criteria for evaluating an HIA are thus: how effective was it in informing policymakers, how accurate were its predictions and did it make the policy-making process more open and involve stakeholders? Additional outcomes might be: raising policy-makers’ awareness of health, building partnerships between
different sectors of the policy-making community (for example, different ministries) and raising awareness of health in the general population. Outcome and process evaluation can then be attempted in relation to each of these outcomes.\textsuperscript{30} A better evaluation of HIA should allow its benefits to be more adequately described but a great deal more work will be needed before it is possible to put a monetary value on these benefits.

**The cost of doing HIA**

Health impact assessment is not, however, a cost-free process. It requires investment of time, skills and money and it is proper to ask whether the improvement in the decision-making process is sufficient to justify the costs. The evidence to answer this question is still being gathered. Until recently there was very little information on the costs of HIA, which was usually free to the decision-makers, while costs were frequently “hidden” in the accounts of the organization performing the HIA. More recently estimates of the cost of doing an HIA have been made\textsuperscript{31, 32} but they are almost certainly underestimates. The fees charged by commercial organizations undertaking EIA are probably a better guide to the true cost of HIA.

At the moment information on costs is limited and benefits are poorly evaluated. Until the discipline has progressed much further it is unlikely that a cost–benefit analysis of HIA will be possible but cost–utility analysis may make a reasonable case that investment in an HIA is a wise use of policy-makers’ resources.

**HIA addresses inequities**

Health impact assessment has the potential to assist policy-makers greatly in reducing health inequities. Equity figures prominently in the list of HIA values\textsuperscript{33} but if the purpose of HIA is to inform rather than to decide, the question must be “Does HIA predict the effect of different policy options on health inequalities?” Virtually every policy has “winners” (people who gain from the policy) and “losers” (people who lose or gain less from the policy). Health impact assessment would assist policy-makers by describing the distribution of impacts and predicting how different segments of the population would experience health impacts if the different options were implemented. Some have urged that there should be separate health inequality impact assessment\textsuperscript{34} but most have concluded that this would do no more than a properly conducted HIA.\textsuperscript{35}
While the aspiration to predict the distribution of impacts is clear, the delivery has been less impressive. Many HIA reports describe the differences between various sectors of the population but there is a need to go further in the subsequent discussion and give a clear description of how these sectors will be differentially affected. Several HIAs describe how individuals with certain characteristics (such as a single parent, a person on low income or a member of an ethnic minority) will be affected by a policy but this falls short of a proper analysis of distribution of impacts detailing how the various impacts would fall on different groups within the population.

Recommendations relating to equity may suggest how the inequalities described might be redistributed so that any negative impacts fall on the least deprived, and the most deprived obtain the greatest positive impacts. Alternatively recommendations may discuss ways in which those who will experience negative impacts could be compensated with other benefits. Again, in preparing such recommendations, the health impact assessor would be wise to do so in close communication with the policy-makers, who have a democratic mandate to consider issues of distribution of benefits.

**HIA and participation**

Openness is listed as one of the key values of HIA. Practitioners have placed a high value on participation, sometimes valuing it more than scientific rigour. Participation improves decision-making in many ways. First, as mentioned earlier, people are an important source of information, and participation is a method by which this information is made available to the HIA. Second, participation allows the people affected by a decision to know how a decision is being made and what considerations are being taken into account. Third, participation allows people to take part in the decision-making (as opposed to merely being able to know what is happening) in what Lehto has termed “little democracy”. The Aarhus Convention affirms that for decision-making on environmental issues this participation is a right. Attempts to organize participation prompt the question: how does participative democracy relate to representative democracy? There can be a tension between elected decision-makers and self-appointed groups undertaking HIA, whose mandate and legitimacy are unclear. Attempts to use HIA to allow people to participate in decision-making raise difficult issues of which people contribute and how and which voices will be heard, since it is usually logistically impossible to involve all those affected by a decision.

Much of the discussion on participation is more directly applicable to HIA of projects rather than to HIA of policies. Policies necessarily affect larger
numbers of people and, therefore, have more stakeholders. For many policies at national level the legitimate stakeholders are the entire population of the country or even wider than that. In such cases it is extremely difficult to think how participation could amount to more than the consultative processes widely used in democratic countries.

A further difficulty with participation is that it fails to accept that it would be difficult to operate a government without some secrecy. All governments consider options before consulting upon them and the process of finally choosing one option takes place behind closed doors. It is difficult to imagine how a cabinet could operate if all its proceedings were continuously recorded and broadcast. Governments need to be able to think and say the unthinkable before arriving at their public position. In the United Kingdom and most other national civil services there is a well-established tradition that advice to ministers is confidential. For all these reasons the consequences of participation need to be carefully explored before deciding its place in HIA as applied to Health in All Policies. Is there a need to develop a confidential HIA?

**Community development**

In many circumstances HIA takes place in contexts where there is conflict between groups in favour of and opposed to a particular proposal. For example, one group may favour construction of a road, factory or leisure facility while another may oppose it. Often in these situations there are clear winners and losers, the losers are those who live close to the proposed development while the winners are the more widely distributed general population. Health impact assessment claims to be able to assist in these situations by spreading understanding of the issues involved, promoting rational debate and arriving at a situation where both sides – even if they do not like the final decision – understand how it was made and feel that their arguments have been taken into account. In practice the HIA often ends up being seen as the tool of one faction and there is a danger that it may merely inflame the situation. However, skilfully used HIA could be a tool to resolve social conflict and promote social cohesion.

A final reason for participation in HIA is that it fosters social learning. The process of undertaking the HIA encourages people to think about the factors that influence their health and how they can increase their control over these factors. It gives them an opportunity to share their knowledge and experience with their neighbours, to construct their own causal diagrams, to challenge accepted interpretations and to build alliances and action groups. After the issue with which it was concerned is resolved, an HIA leaves a
stronger, more empowered community. Health impact assessment has the potential to be a very powerful community development process.\textsuperscript{42}

**Factors that hinder the use of HIA**

The process of HIA can vary widely and the resources required will depend on the approach taken. At one end of the range is a quick desktop exercise involving a few people for a few hours and at the other end an exercise involving many people for many months with detailed examination of routine data and extensive literature searching.\textsuperscript{43} The investment in HIA for Health in All Policies should be proportional to the importance of the policy decision. Major policies such as the European Union Common Agricultural Policy, policies on waste disposal, or energy policy and the relative places of nuclear, fossil fuel and renewable energy have great resource implications and far-reaching ramifications for health and other matters. It is unrealistic to suggest that such policies can be adequately assessed in a few hours and they are likely to deserve more intensive HIA methods.

**Responsibility for undertaking HIA**

One factor that has hindered the use of HIA in policy formulation is uncertainty as to who should do it. To date, HIA has largely been undertaken by people in public health organizations. This has three disadvantages from the point of view of influencing policy-making. First, there is insufficient capacity to undertake HIA of more than a tiny fraction of policies. Second, the HIA is disconnected from the policy-making process. Third, it is too easy to disown the HIA if its findings are not to the policy-makers’ liking.

In some administrations there has been more progress in linking HIA to the policy-making process. In British Columbia HIA was for a time embedded in government procedures\textsuperscript{44} but this has now been discontinued. In the Netherlands an HIA unit was established to survey all government activity and an impressive number of HIAs have been undertaken.\textsuperscript{45, 46} In London a procedure for applying HIA to all mayoral strategies has been established.\textsuperscript{47} The Swedish regional councils have also set up a procedure for applying HIA to their policy-making.

In all these examples capacity to undertake the HIAs proved to be a problem.
**Capacity for HIA**

Lack of capacity and people with the time, ability or willingness to undertake HIA is a barrier to its use in most places. One solution to this lack of capacity would be for the policy-makers to take responsibility for undertaking HIA of their own policies. The objection that policy-makers do not have the necessary health knowledge and skills could be met by training them in the necessary skills. Sharing of skills and cooperation between different sectors could overcome many of the difficulties. The provision of a support unit that would not do the HIAs but would offer assistance with those aspects that required particular health expertise is another way to help policy-makers undertake HIA. It must be remembered that nearly every HIA requires knowledge of some topic in which public health has no expertise (predicting traffic flow, town planning, crime prevention, etc.) and this has not deterred public health from engaging in HIA.

**Objectivity and HIA**

A more fundamental objection to policy-makers undertaking HIA of their own policies is the view that only public health people can be trusted to value health sufficiently. There is a fear that policy-makers will not be impartial but biased towards the policy options that fit their political preconceptions. This argument amounts to a claim that the partialities of public health should take precedence over the partialities of other sectors and its incoherence is clear. The case that HIA should not simply be a form of advocacy has already been made. A requirement to publish the HIA of policy options at the same time as the policy is published should ensure that it has been performed fairly and impartially.

Another barrier to using HIA is uncertainty about at which stage of the policy-making process it should be used. The discussion in this section discusses policy as if it were a discrete and fixed entity, which it is not. Policy consists of a general intention and direction and may be implemented by action with the introduction of regulations and programmes, or by inaction. It is constantly changing, being shaped and revised by the evolution of events. Health impact assessment can only be applied to the more clear-cut expressions of policy. For example, it is not possible to do an HIA on the general policy that women’s welfare should be promoted but it may be possible to do an HIA on a proposal to pay a specific benefit to women. The continually evolving nature of policy makes it difficult to identify when an HIA should be done. It is not helpful to undertake an HIA before the policy options to be considered are clear, nor is it helpful to undertake an HIA after all important decisions have been made.
Policy-making is an iterative process and HIA works best if it too can be iterative alongside the process it seeks to inform.\(^{49}\)

**Integrated impact assessment and consideration of health impacts**

A further factor hindering the use of HIA is that policy-makers and governments are very busy. They are also subject to a host of demands for impact assessment. For the United Kingdom, parliament legislators are required to undertake EIA, regulatory impact assessment (how will business be affected?) and rural proofing (effect on the countryside) as well as to consider the effect on families, law and order and a host of other cross-cutting issues. It is not surprising that a demand for yet another impact assessment is not greeted with enthusiasm. Other barriers to undertaking HIA are a tendency for each government department to give precedence to their own concerns over all other concerns, a feeling that they do not have the necessary knowledge to deal with health issues and a view that health should be the business of the Department of Health. One solution to overcoming these barriers is to roll all the various impact assessments into a single integrated impact assessment procedure. This has the further advantage that it allows the limited health expertise to be focused on those cases, where health impacts appear to be most problematic. Asking for several different assessments involves considerable duplication of effort since many of the issues to be investigated are common to several impact assessments. For example, in order to do an HIA one has to consider environment, employment, community cohesion and fear of crime, issues which also figure in several other impact assessments.

Some object to integrated impact assessment on the grounds that insufficient attention will be paid to health, and assessment may degenerate into a tokenistic “tick box” procedure. On the other hand inclusion of health as an element in an integrated impact assessment would be much better than no HIA at all.

**Governance of HIA**

If HIA is to be a part of the policy-making process then all stakeholders must have confidence that it is being carried out to the highest ethical and technical standards. All need to be assured that in performing the HIA there has been “ethical use of evidence” and that the assessors have been impartial. Evaluation of the HIA should give confidence that the predictions have been competently made. In other words HIA for policy-making needs to be quality assured.
In some situations and some jurisdictions particular HIAs may also become subject to review in the courts (judicial review).

Guidelines are frequently suggested as a method of ensuring the quality of HIA. Certainly guidelines can be useful in spreading good HIA practice. In using guidelines it is important to accept that there are many shortcomings in current HIA practice and that HIA is an evolving art. The assessor’s aim must be to produce an HIA that is not as good as previous HIAs but better than them. Guidelines must not have the effect of freezing development at current practice. HIA methods always need to be adapted to the context and circumstances of each particular policy question. Guidelines are helpful if they are used as guides for practice and very unhelpful if they are treated as rules.

Others have suggested accreditation of health impact assessors. However, as with guidelines, if an accreditation process is introduced it must make allowances for the rapidly evolving state of the process and encourage improvements on current practice rather than mere imitation. The best evidence of competence in HIA comes not from the number of courses attended or certificates obtained but from the number of HIAs completed and the reports of those HIAs.

It is already standard practice in many legislatures to require evidence that the various impacts of new legislation have been assessed. In England legislators have to complete a regulatory impact assessment, which covers many possible impacts including health. A document describing this must be deposited in the House of Commons library and so made available to all. Similar arrangements operate in other countries. This requirement to produce documents open to peer and public scrutiny provides the key to quality assurance of HIA in the context of Health in All Policies. Documents reporting an HIA should contain a description of the processes followed, the assumptions and reasoning underlying the predictions, and a justification of the conclusions. Review of their reports will distinguish robust from unsatisfactory HIAs. Openness will provide the best assurance of the quality of HIA and the competence and trustworthiness of the assessors.

**Conclusion**

Health impact assessment has already made a considerable contribution to better public decision-making, and with further development it has the potential to make an even greater contribution. In order for HIA to become even more useful there is a need to strengthen the logic used for predicting consequences of decisions, to improve estimates made of the magnitude of outcomes and to develop forms of participation that meet the needs of both HIA and policy-making.
Future progress requires that policy-makers should become more acquainted with HIA and that health impact assessors should develop better understanding of the policy-making process. Health impact assessment will have to change from something done by public health enthusiasts to something done by all competent policy-makers. While consideration of health need not rigidly follow the procedures currently used in HIA, the processes developed in HIA for systematically exploring the probable health consequences of different policy options are very powerful tools for policy-makers. It is difficult to see how Health in All Policies could become a reality without HIA or some similar approach.
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Introduction

This chapter presents the results of a mapping exercise on the use of health impact assessment (HIA) in European countries. Health impact assessment aims at informing decision-makers, stakeholders and the affected population on possible health-related consequences of pending decisions. In this regard, HIA is prospective and geared towards the decision-making process.

Health impact assessment has been endorsed by the WHO Regional Office for Europe, the European Union (EU), and national and subnational governments. It has attracted a lot of attention since it is assumed to have the potential to address all determinants of health, tackle inequities and provide a new impetus for participation and empowerment in health. This almost universal potential makes it highly relevant for Health in All Policies (HiAP). As pointed out in Chapter 10, HiAP requires some form of prospective assessment of strategies and policies, and HIA may be an appropriate tool for it.

But what do we actually know about the use of HIA in Europe? Much of the current literature is based on conceptual frameworks and case studies, or focuses on selected aspects of HIA. Most publications in the international literature refer to a limited number of countries. There is a lack of cross-
country comparison applying a common conceptual and methodological framework. If HIA is discussed as a tool for HiAP and, in general, for health promotion in Europe, then it is necessary to gain a better understanding on the actual use of HIA across Europe. There might be substantial variations in the use of HIA given the differences between European countries in terms of political, socioeconomic and institutional settings.

Key questions addressed in this chapter are:

• How frequently is HIA used in Europe and are there variations between countries?
• Are HIA terminology and definitions uniform throughout Europe?
• Are HIA policy documents driven by the same aims and values?
• Does HIA, when implemented, incorporate equity and participation?
• At what levels are HIAs implemented?
• In what sectors are HIAs found to be utilized?
• Is HIA prospective in practice?
• What are the stages and types utilized in HIA?

This chapter can be read in conjunction with Chapter 12 (on the implementation and institutionalization of HIA in Europe) as both draw on the same data and are complementary. While this chapter focuses on the use of HIA, Chapter 12 analyses selected aspects of stewardship, funding, capacity building and HIA delivery in a comparative manner.

Since the mapping exercise presented here provides an overview on the use of HIA in Europe, conclusions on the effectiveness or quality of the HIA cannot be drawn. There are case studies that point to various dimensions of effectiveness of HIA. For example, a case study on an HIA of urban regeneration in England demonstrated that decision-makers acted on the recommendations of the HIA.

Another case study on an HIA in Wales pointed to the indirect effects of an HIA on the decision-making process such as the establishment of a dialogue between stakeholders which assisted decision-making and implementation. Currently a cost–benefit analysis commissioned by the United Kingdom’s Department of Health is being conducted by the York Health Economics Consortium. By the end of 2006, case studies on the effectiveness of HIA in terms of its capacity to influence the decision-making process will have been published.

* http://www.york.ac.uk/inst/yhec/client_doh.shtml.
The chapter is divided into seven parts. The first presents the conceptual framework, methodologies, limitations of the research and an overview of the data. The second compares the use of HIA definitions and terminologies across Europe. The third points to differences in the aims and values of HIA in the policy documents. The fourth explores the issues of equity and participation in practice. The fifth provides an overview of the settings of HIA by focusing on the use of HIA at different levels and in different sectors. The sixth deals with three key elements of HIA. It focuses on the timing of HIA, the stages (screening, scoping, assessing, reporting and evaluating) and the types of HIA used across Europe. Finally, a discussion draws together the different aspects of the mapping exercise.

**Mapping the use of HIA in Europe**

The conceptual framework, the methodologies and the research were developed, refined and conducted by the partners of The Effectiveness of HIA Project.

**Conceptual framework**

The research was conceptualized as an explorative mapping exercise. The key question was: how is HIA utilized in Europe? This was preferred to a more hypothesis-driven design for the following two reasons.

First, since the research was starting from the assumption that the use of HIA and its implementation and institutionalization may differ from country to country, the conceptual framework had to take these variations into account. Therefore, the selection of a single definition of HIA from the literature or the defining of a new one was avoided. Instead, the framework allowed for countries to report their own domestic definitions, interpretation and practice of HIA.

Second, it was assumed that many countries are underrepresented in the scientific literature. Therefore, deriving hypothesis from this literature could entail distortions in the result in terms of missing the relevant issues in the countries.

The conceptual framework also included research at the subnational levels. Many decisions that have consequences on the health of the population and individuals are made on all levels in a given country. However, conceptualizing comparison at the subnational level is especially difficult. An example is the United Kingdom. The research shows 21 national entities, since three of the

---

* The conceptual framework and the methodology and limitations explained here apply equally to chapters 11 and 12.
† Austria, Belgium, Denmark, Finland, Germany, Hungary, Ireland, Italy, Sweden, Lithuania, Malta, the Netherlands, Poland, Portugal, Slovakia, Slovenia, Spain, Switzerland and the United Kingdom (meaning Wales and England; Northern Ireland is covered by the Irish contribution).
four constituent parts of the United Kingdom (England, Scotland and Wales) were considered as national entities. Indeed, health is among the devolved competencies. Only England does not have a devolved parliament and its health policy is determined by the United Kingdom parliament.

Furthermore, the conceptual framework was shaped by an analysis of 16 documents (consensus papers, glossaries and key publications) in order to identify key dimensions on the use of HIA and its implementation and institutionalization. The analysis of the documents was also used to clarify the terminology used in the research. In addition, concepts from health systems research such as stewardship, financing, resource generation and delivery inspired the development of the conceptual framework.

Methodology and limitations

The conceptual framework was operationalized by domestic literature searches facilitated by a semi-standardized questionnaire and search strategy. The questionnaire, based on the conceptual framework, was organized along four topics: terminology and general issues; HIA systems differentiated by national, regional and local levels; fact sheets on individual HIAs; and health in other assessments. The questionnaire was discussed with the partners, revised, externally reviewed, revised again and pre-tested. Final revisions were reviewed by the project’s steering group.

The research was conducted by 22 research teams in 19 countries. More than half of the researchers are experts in the field of HIA in their countries or regions, while the remainder are public health experts. The research took place between January and July 2005. The research teams were asked to complete the questionnaire by providing data on all existing HIAs at national level and from a selected reference region and reference locality. For each HIA identified, a separate fact sheet was filled in. The research covers a period of 15 years ranging from 1 January 1990 to 31 June 2005. Detailed instructions on research strategies including database research, internet research and “snowballing” were provided. Furthermore, in addition to the standard literature, a wide range of “grey literature” was specified to be included in the research. For some of the items in the questionnaire, an analysis of policy documents, regulations and other official documents was required. The data were consolidated by using triangulation methods. The answers in the questionnaire were checked with respect to completeness and adequacy. It was sent back to the researchers for completion, modifications and verification,

* Home rule of the Northern Ireland Assembly was suspended in October 2002.
† The project partners gratefully acknowledge the input provided by Marco Martuzzi, Louise Nilunger and Jayne Parry.
and subsequently established in a Microsoft Access database. A large portion of the data was published on the Internet to allow discussion between the partners on the validity of the results.*

Although this research has rigorously applied conceptual frameworks and methodologies, various limitations have to be addressed especially with regard to the representativeness of the results. First, there are variations with regard to what has been included in the mapping exercise. The inclusion of an HIA was based on the dominant domestic definition of HIA. These differences in domestic definitions may result in variations with respect to the types of HIA included. These variations can be justified since the purpose of the research was to be explorative and to identify the use of HIA in different countries, and this use may differ due to contextual circumstances reflected in the domestic definitions.

Excluded from the research were informal prospective assessments of possible health consequences which take place in many countries. These assessments may be based on personal contacts, political ties or other networks. In this regard, HIA is one side of a Health in All Policies continuum, while the more informal activities constitute the other side (as shown in Figure 11.1). The informal activities, although partly included in the research, are not presented here or in Chapter 12. Also excluded were all other forms of impact assessment if they did not embody a particularly strong health component that integrated HIA into these assessments.

A second restriction has to be made with regard to the number of HIAs identified. Owing to the large number of HIAs found in England and the

* http://www.euro.who.int/observatory/Studies/20050713_1.
Netherlands, only a sample of HIAs were included. For the Netherlands, HIAs were selected based on the date of completion, the information provided and the ease of availability. England decided to select 30 prospective case studies which were representative of the total sample in terms of type, level and sector. Moreover, as only a single reference region and reference locality were selected at subnational level, the data cannot be representative. Two research teams did not report on any individual HIAs in their countries. Despite employing comprehensive search methodologies, some HIAs may not have been identified. For example, if an HIA is fully integrated in the routines of an administrative structure they may not have a separate report or a publication.

In addition, the results for regional and local levels have to be interpreted with great care. In order to describe the use of HIA at regional and local level in depth, the research was restricted to one reference region and locality per country. Therefore, results for local and regional levels may not be assumed to be representative of all regions and localities of a given country. Comparisons between levels have to be made cautiously as responsibilities for policies and public health functions sit at different levels in different countries. Some countries have decision-making bodies on three levels while others only have two levels. Also, owing to ongoing federalization, devolution, delegation and privatization, this distribution of responsibilities is a dynamic process. Subdivisions of countries are sometimes complex, multilayered or non-uniform and vary greatly across Europe. More than two-thirds of the reported HIAs’ results come from England, Finland, the Netherlands and Wales. However, this does not necessarily mean that HIAs are not being conducted in other European countries, but could rather be attributed to a lack of reporting mechanisms.

Apart from all these limitations, it should be noted that this mapping exercise is the most current and the most comprehensive. A previous mapping exercise, covering 22 European countries in 2001, reported 42 HIAs either completed or in progress.10

Overview of the results

Given the limitation, mentioned above, it is impossible to determine the number of HIAs conducted in the countries. The research teams have abstracted 158 HIAs for analysis. However, adding the number of HIAs not abstracted for England and the Netherlands and the numbers provided in some domestic overviews, the overall number of documented HIAs for the countries included in the research is 470. In any case, the actual number of existing HIAs is probably much higher than the number of documented HIAs, as overviews on HIA activities were only available for nine countries.
As mentioned earlier, the number of HIAs in England and the Netherlands is higher than presented in Table 11.1. Table 11.1 shows that England, Wales, Finland and the Netherlands have the highest number of HIAs reported.

The results reported in Table 11.1 look surprising in regard to HIA developments in Sweden especially since it has been reported that HIA has been widely employed at regional, and especially at local, level. The low number of HIAs found in Sweden in the context of this study may be attributed to the fact that while gender and equity are included within the strict definition of HIA in the Swedish public health policy, HIAs that are part of an environmental impact assessment (EIA) are not included and were not reported. Therefore many EIAs, including one with a health component conducted by the Swedish Road Administration and other public authorities, were not incorporated in the research.

Table 11.1 Health impact assessments as reported in the fact sheets

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Austria</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Belgium</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Denmark</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>England</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Finland</td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>34</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>7</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hungary</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ireland</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italy</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lithuania</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malta</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>18</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N. Ireland</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poland</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portugal</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slovakia</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slovenia</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spain</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sweden</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Switzerland</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wales</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>24</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>158</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

a Only HIAs reported in the fact sheets corresponding to the study were recorded in the table.
b The mapping exercise was completed in 2005. All HIAs completed by this time were included in 2005 and those still in progress were included under “ongoing”.

* As mentioned earlier, the number of HIAs in England and the Netherlands is higher than presented in Table 11.1.
Common use of HIA definitions and terminology across Europe

A widely used definition, the so-called “Gothenburg Consensus”, describes HIA as “any combination of procedures or methods by which a proposed policy or program may be judged as to the effects it may have on the health of a population”.12 There are many other definitions of HIA.6,13 Still, most researchers would agree on two central features of HIA as suggested by Kemm and Parry:6

• It attempts to predict the health consequences of different options.
• It is intended to influence and assist decision-makers.

According to the data collected, the Gothenburg Consensus still provides a general framework of orientation for HIA according to the analysis of policy documents, legal acts and other key supportive documents for many countries. In seven countries, the Gothenburg Consensus plays an explicit role in the description or definition of HIA.

The use of the English term “health impact assessment” is widespread; it is used in 16 countries. Among these countries, 11 also translate the term into the national language. The remaining five countries use the term exclusively in their own language. However, as the German and Swiss case study shows (see Box 11.1), translations may have strategic connotations, and these connotations may have consequences on the use of HIA. Additionally, the Danish case study (see Box 11.2) provides an example of a translation that may cover activities not considered as HIA in other countries.

Differences in aims and values of HIA in the documents

While there is a lot of uniformity in the use and definitions of HIA, there are marked differences in the aims and values. The influential Merseyside Guidelines have strongly emphasized the case for explicit values and equity.14

The aims of public policy dictate that HIA should openly declare its values and that social, material, and environmental equity should feature strongly among them. This is because public policy impacts disproportionately on the already disadvantaged. Consistent with the adoption of an equity-focused approach are the use of participatory methods which fully involve those affected by the public policy at every stage of assessment, and openness of all stages of the HIA process to public scrutiny.

The Gothenburg Consensus stresses the importance of values as well, focusing on democracy, equity, sustainable development and ethical use of evidence.
For the analysis of aims and values, a synopsis of five objectives was drawn from the literature\textsuperscript{6,15} as presented in the row headings of Table 11.2. However, not all countries, reference regions and reference localities have relevant documents such as governmental policies, strategy documents or delivery plans, so it was not always possible to identify the objectives of HIA in a given country. Also, in some countries, either the regional or the local level is not concerned with decision-making, while in other countries decision-making bodies exist at all three levels.
The small number of documents available makes it difficult to provide numerical comparisons of objectives. However, it can be seen from the available data that objectives that related to the decision-makers (to raise awareness among decision-makers and to help decision-makers) ranked particularly high at all levels. This is important as it stresses the objective of HIA to influence the decision-making process. However, other objectives such as equity and participation are less frequently mentioned.

The practice of HIA values

Equity and participation are issues that have attracted a lot of attention in the debate on HIA. In the policy documents, regulations and other supporting documents analysed, equity and participation ranked surprisingly low. The purpose of the analysis of the individual 158 HIAs was to clarify the role of equity and participation in the practice of HIA.

**Equity**

Equity is a highly debated issue in the literature on HIA. However, the analysis of objectives of HIA has revealed that not all policy documents, regulations and other HIA documents place equity equally high on the agenda. It has been

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Countries with relevant documents included in the analysis</th>
<th>National level</th>
<th>Reference region</th>
<th>Reference locality</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Objectives in documents</th>
<th>National level</th>
<th>Reference region</th>
<th>Reference locality</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>To maximize health gain or minimize loss</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>To tackle health inequalities and inequities</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>To raise awareness among decision-makers of the relationship between health and the physical, social and economic environment, thereby ensuring that they always include a consideration of health consequences in their deliberations</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>To help decision-makers identify and assess possible health consequences and optimize overall outcome of a decision</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>To help those affected by policies to participate in policy formulation and contribute to decision-making</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
argued that analysing the distribution of health impacts over various groups is a complex, scientifically demanding and time- and resource-consuming task. It is assumed that the equity claim often falls short in the execution of HIA.

In contrast to the analysis of the objectives of HIA, most of the HIAs identified by the project had an equity concern. The identified 158 HIAs were analysed to see if they were stratified by group in order to take inequalities into account. Stratifying the population is a condition for assessing the distribution of health impacts over a given population. Conventional factors for stratification are, for example, gender, age and socioeconomic group. However, specific interventions may require specific stratification. A policy that may increase exposure to pollution may have severe health impacts for those who already suffer from a respiratory condition, while the health impact for others may be negligible. A total of 71 HIAs reported the stratification of the population either into conventional or special categories highlighting the general concern for equity. In six cases, both conventional and special categories were employed (see Table 11.3).

The Welsh case study (see Box 11.3) provides an example of a health inequality impact assessment (HIIA).

Participation

Participation is also a highly debated issue in HIA and one that can be addressed from different angles. There is a strong emphasis on democracy as a value in itself. Whenever possible, citizens should have a say in the decision. From a more technical point of view, it is argued that the affected population is an important source of information. Learning about the concerns of the affected population and stakeholders may help to get a better understanding of the consequences of the pending decision. This is especially helpful in identifying vulnerable groups in the affected population and assessing the distribution of impacts on the population. A third approach discusses the value of community development. The involvement of stakeholders and the affected community has positive secondary effects. Strengthening communities

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stratified by conventional factors</th>
<th>Stratified by specific factors</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>National level</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reference region</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reference locality</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The use of health impact assessment across Europe

Table 11.3 Factors to stratify health impact assessment in order to take health inequalities into account
by including them in the decision-making process may raise awareness of health issues and strengthen the community’s capacity to tackle these issues. Related to this is the assumed capability of participation in an HIA that may help to resolve conflicts within a given community. The project shows the majority of the HIAs reported were participatory: 102 out of 158; 29 were not participatory and in 27 cases it was unclear, or data were insufficient to assess the participatory nature of the HIA.

While participation does not feature highly on the policy documents identified, it is indeed an important feature of HIA in practice as seen from the project data. Participation seems particularly strong at local level, as seen in Figure 11.2, where it appears that HIA at the reference localities tended to use a more participatory approach than at the reference regions.

In the analysis, three forms of participation were distinguished: the right to be informed, the right to be heard and the right to decide. According to the data the right to be informed goes hand in hand with the right to be heard. This implies a rather active involvement of stakeholders and the affected populations. In most cases, after the completion of the HIA, the report was made available to the public. In 70 cases, both rights were exerted stressing the importance of community-based involvement in strengthening the HIAs’

---

Box 11.3 Case study of health inequality impact assessment in a road construction project in Wales

Reducing health inequalities is one of the priorities of the Welsh Assembly Government. HIAs that focus on the health equity impact of specific measures are an important way of achieving this. An HIIA was applied to analyse the impact of a road construction project that would link the motorway between Cardiff and London. The road would be located very close to a housing area that consisted primarily of rental units, leased out on the basis of social criteria. The area suffered from high levels of unemployment and very low incomes. A rapid HIIA, initiated by the local residents’ association, was carried out, using the Bro Taf method. This was devised in the former Bro Taf health authority area of Wales, and has been somewhat expanded and revised to become a useful source of information alongside Wales’ national guidance on HIA. One of the main tasks of the HIIA was to discuss and document health impacts on the already vulnerable. The HIIA took into account issues such as the health impacts of pollution, and noise and physical activity levels. The evidence collected led to the conclusion that the road construction project would have negative health impacts on the local population. The outcome of the HIIA was positive in that it empowered a vulnerable group to raise their concerns, while making planners aware of the impact of their activities. The road has not been built, although it is uncertain to what extent the results of the HIIA influenced this decision.
recommendations to allow them to be tailored closely to the needs of the current population. The right to decide was identified in only 11 cases implying that this is a more difficult area to address. It is clear that participation and transparency are closely connected and the project results highlight this with 138 out of 158 HIA reports being made available to the public.

**HIA settings: levels and sectors**

The relevance attached to HIA is at least partly owed to its assumed capacity to be used as a universal mechanism that can be applied equally to all sectors. Case studies in the literature range from supranational, national and regional to local HIAs. They deal with issues such as the common agricultural policies, accession to the EU, extension of airports, urban reconstruction schemes or the proposed burning of old tyres in a cement plant. This raises the question: are these exceptional cases or does this reflect common practice with respect to HIAs?

**Levels**

Among the 158 HIAs included in the mapping exercise, 54 were conducted at national level, 23 at regional level and 81 at local level. While the results need to be carefully interpreted in the context of the methodologies employed, it was expected that at national level HIA would be more prominent, as this level was searched comprehensively. Since only one reference region and one reference locality were selected per country, it is not possible to extrapolate this information within countries and/or between countries. However, it is interesting to note that relatively more HIAs were taking place at these levels. There are differences in institutional settings in some countries, where decision-making and HIA only take place at two levels, meaning that in
addition to the national level, HIA is only taking place either at regional or local level, as the Slovenian case study shows (see Box 11.4).

In general, the data obtained from the analysis of the 158 HIAs suggest that HIA is in fact taking place at all levels but that HIAs at national level are rather scarce. There could be a variety of reasons for this, including the possibility of a lack of support for HIA at national level or the fact that many countries are still in the infancy stages of implementing HIA.

Sectors

Health impact assessment is viewed as a key mechanism for intersectoral health. Does HIA keep its intersectoral promise? Is it really applicable to a large variety of sectors? From the project data, HIA is found to be fulfilling its intersectoral promise and is conducted in a variety of sectors. Overall, HIA is most commonly found in the transport, housing and urban planning, environmental and multisectoral sectors. Most of the HIAs reported were carried out outside of the health and social sectors (see Table 11.4).

Depending on the level, some sectors are more prominent than others. At national level, the four main sectors are transport, housing, finance, and health. At regional level, employment is the most common sector, followed by transport, social

---

**Box 11.4 Case study of national and regional levels of health impact assessment in Slovenia**

Slovenia has a long tradition of assessing impacts on health. Procedures are, however, embedded in the legislation and are only partially comparable with HIA methodology. The Ministry of Health of Slovenia has started to implement HIA as a method at national level. A model of HIA on food and agricultural policies related to accession to the EU has been developed. The process resulted in better cooperation between the agricultural and health sectors. The outcome of this cooperation was the inclusion of the food security pillar as an important part of the resolution on the national food and nutrition action plan. Similar to the national level, comparable procedures for accessing impacts on health have been used at regional level, where Slovenia came the closest to HIA in the area of environmental issues. In some regions, long-term measures were put in place to access the impact of environmental policies such as waste management, air pollution and drinking water management. In these cases, efforts to reduce environmentally related harm were at the forefront of the country’s attention with the aim of preventing direct negative impacts on the health of the exposed population. In these activities, regional development agencies with their intersectoral potential have been recognized as an important partner for future structural capacity building in support of HIA.
care and environment. At local level, housing is the most common sector, followed by multisectoral, transport and the environment. However, all these data have to be interpreted with great care owing to the small number of cases and the aforementioned methodological limitations. Still, the analysis provides evidence that it is possible to conduct HIA in a large variety of sectors.

Transport can be found at all levels, which shows that there are health concerns at all levels when transport issues are involved. The Austrian (see Box 11.5) and Belgian (see Box 11.6) case studies illustrate this.

**Box 11.5 Case study of the transport sector in Austria and five other European countries**

Austria is extensively affected by transit and transport policies and most of the HIAs are aimed at this sector. However, the lack of consistent methods to assess the overall health impacts of transport policies has led to a conglomeration of different concepts, ranging from narrow mono-disciplinary expertise to comprehensive interdisciplinary assessments. A transnational project (Austria, France, Malta, the Netherlands, Sweden and Switzerland), coordinated by Austria, started in 2003. The aim of the project was to provide a review on transport-related health impacts, costs and benefits and to make a set of evidence-based recommendations on political implementation strategies with a particular focus on children. Along with the review of the scientific literature, the project facilitated a series of four two-day workshops in which the participants were experts and stakeholders on health, transport, environment, economy, children’s affairs, scientists, governmental and nongovernmental representatives, and representatives from the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD), United Nations Economic Commission for Europe (UNECE) and World Health Organization (WHO). A comprehensive brochure covers the main outcome, conclusions and recommendations. The results were presented at the Fourth WHO Ministerial Conference on Environment and Health in 2004.

---

* An extended HIA is sometimes conducted in the framework of environmental impact assessment.

---

**Table 11.4 Sectors of health impact assessment**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sector</th>
<th>Number of HIAs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Transport</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Housing/urban planning</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Environment</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multisectoral</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health/other</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Employment</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social care</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Finance</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Energy</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agriculture</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Industry</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tourism</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---
Differences in timing, stages and types of HIA

This section reviews the timing of HIA, the use of stages (screening, scoping, assessing, reporting, evaluating) and the use of different types of assessment.

Prospective timing

There has been a long conceptual debate on the timing of HIA. While it is generally accepted that HIA is prospective, it has been argued that there may be the need for concurrent or retrospective HIA. Concurrent HIA is conducted during implementation to identify changes as they occur and allow for action to be taken. Retrospective HIA is carried out after the proposal has been implemented; this may be more of an evaluation exercise which can, in turn, influence similar future decisions. Although HIA can be defined differently in a multitude of countries, the Gothenburg Consensus is seen to be widely accepted. The project results indicate that most countries do indeed conduct HIA prospectively in order to influence decision-makers. Based on the 158 fact sheets, HIA timing is predominantly prospective (65%). However, in some countries – such as Austria, Belgium, the Netherlands, Slovakia, Slovenia and Switzerland – the HIAs tend to be conducted concurrently or retrospectively. Countries that report concurrent or
retrospective HIAs may see HIA as a form of evaluation rather than a tool to influence current decision-making. Alternatively, they may have planned to start – or may have started – the HIA prospectively, but owing to time constraints or other factors the project carried on and the HIA was therefore conducted concurrently or retrospectively. An example of this can be seen in an HIA conducted on traffic and transport in the Republic of Ireland. While it was intended to conduct the HIA prospectively, by the time an agreement was reached by the different stakeholders, the project had gone ahead, but it was decided it was still worth pursuing retrospectively.

**Stages**

According to the Gothenburg Consensus, HIA is conducted in five stages. The first stage – screening – primarily filters out proposals that do not require HIA, so that scarce resources are used efficiently. Screening encompasses identifying the elements or aspects of the proposal to be assessed such as the aims and objectives of the HIA, the values underpinning the HIA, etc. The second stage – scoping – serves to determine the methods that need to be used. The third stage – appraisal or assessment – identifies and calculates the health impacts of a proposal. The fourth stage – reporting – focuses on preparing and submitting the report with its recommendations integrating the information obtained from stakeholders during appraisal. For the submission, it is necessary for the report to be submitted within the schedule set for the relevant decision-making process. Submission of the report to decision-makers is the primary mechanism by which the outputs from appraisal influence proposal development and/or implementation. The fifth stage – monitoring and evaluation – has several components: process evaluation assesses how successful the process was in practice; impact evaluation monitors the acceptance and implementation of recommendations; and outcome evaluation monitors indicators and health outcomes after the proposal has been implemented.  

Table 11.5 shows that scoping, appraisal and reporting are the most widely used stages of HIA. The evaluations of HIAs (both process and outcome evaluations) are minimal, most likely due to limited financial and personnel resources remaining once the HIAs are completed. Not all HIAs followed all the stages. In only 39 cases, four stages of the HIA were completed, and all five stages were completed in only 29 cases.

**Types of HIA**

According to the conceptual framework based on a review of key documents, three types of HIA were distinguished in the research.
The first type is a mini or desktop HIA. It can be defined as “a brief investigation of the health impacts of a proposal” and usually involves an exchange of existing knowledge and expertise, and research from previous HIAs. This process usually takes a few days to complete.

The second type is a standard or intermediate HIA. It can be defined as “a more detailed investigation of health impacts” and usually involves a review of the available evidence, exploration of opinions, experiences and expectations, and sometimes the production and analysis of new information. This more lengthy investigation can take weeks to complete.

The third type is a maxi or comprehensive HIA. It can be defined as “an intensive investigation of health impacts undertaken over an extended period” and usually involves a review of the available evidence base along with the other elements mentioned under the second type. In addition, it also involves the production and analysis of new information and may take months to complete.

In the HIAs reported (see Figure 11.3), the most commonly used type of HIA at national level and in the reference localities was the standard or intermediate (22 HIAs out of 54 at national level and 35 out of 81 at local level). At regional level, however, the mini or desktop HIA was used most frequently (13 out of 23). The full-scale HIA known as maxi or comprehensive was used less frequently than other types. This may be a result of the maxi HIA taking a considerable amount of time, and being seen as a possible drain on staff and financial resources. From the project data, Italy, England and Spain (HIAs in the sample) were the three countries that exceptionally undertook most of their HIAs as maxi or comprehensive. Not all countries are able to allocate the necessary resources for such an exercise, therefore the limitations of the HIA must be taken into account.

The Finnish case study (see Box 11.7) provides an example of a mini HIA at national level.
Conclusion

The mapping exercise presented in this chapter provides an overview on the use of HIA in Europe. The data have to be interpreted with great care, especially since only one reference region and one reference locality were investigated per country. Furthermore, HIAs that are fully integrated in administrative procedures may not leave any trace in terms of a report or a publication and can therefore not be included in the analysis.

However, despite these limitations, two conclusions regarding the current use of HIA can be drawn. First, HIA has proven its capacity to be used in various
countries at various levels and in various sectors. Equity and participation, two values which are widely discussed in the debate on HIA, play a substantial role in the practice of HIA. The evidence also provides insight into the timing, stages and types of HIA. Despite all the variations reported, HIA can, in principle, be used prospectively, cover all stages and use different types of HIA.

Given the long period covered by the research, it is surprising that only a few countries have used HIA extensively. This uneven development may have different reasons. In some countries, HIA development started much earlier than in others. Some have a long track record in using HIA while others are just about to develop HIA. These differences may be due to a lack of government support, funding, capacity building and establishing mechanisms for delivery. However, they may also reflect the difficulty HIA has in proving its usefulness to other sectors and to therefore become a systematic part of the policy-making process, rather than a tool that is employed on an ad hoc basis for pilot studies.

But is HIA a tool for HiAP? In many countries key policies are formulated at national level. Little HIA activity has been reported at national level although this level was researched comprehensively. Policy-making also takes place at subnational level. Owing to federalization, decentralization and devolution, important political accountabilities and competencies can be found at regional level. It is not possible to extrapolate the results from the reference regions to all other regions but the information provided raises some scepticism of the current use of HIA as a tool for HiAP. In fact, most HIAs identified were conducted in the reference localities.
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Chapter 12

Implementing and institutionalizing health impact assessment in Europe

**Introduction**

The purpose of this chapter is to analyse implementation and institutionalization of health impact assessment (HIA) in Europe. It will support the debate on how to advance with HIA developments in the countries concerned and how HIA can contribute to Health in All Policies (HiAP). The chapter will also raise the question as to whether institutionalization is really a tenable option for all countries included in the research, given the differences in current developments (as highlighted in Chapter 11).

The debate on implementation has centred on the issue of institutionalizing HIA. Institutionalizing is a multifaceted concept defined in various ways by disciplines such as sociology, political sciences and organizational theory. In the context of the debate on HIA, institutionalizing means the systematic integration of HIA into the decision-making process. Health impact assessment would have to become part of the rules and procedures normally followed by the different decision-making bodies involved in order to realize its potential to catalyse intersectoral action for health.

Institutionalization as an approach is not unchallenged. It has been argued that it may restrict the scope for political advocacy since it requires an impartial role of the HIA practitioner (see Chapter 10). It has also been
stressed that prior to institutionalization, methodological standardization is required. However, many methodological issues are still the subject of scientific debate. Among these are the quality of prediction, the quantification of impacts, the analysis of distribution of impacts over a given population, the role of the practitioner and participation. Moreover, it has been stressed that each country will need to find its own approach to institutionalizing HIA according to the specific domestic contextual circumstances. While these arguments are all valid, institutionalization remains an important if not key perspective for HIA. First, if conducted on an ad hoc basis there is the danger of opportunistic HIAs. Health impact assessments may only be initialized if the outcome is expected to support a preferred policy decision. This reduces the potential of HIA substantially. Second, it is doubtful if criteria-based priorities can be addressed by HIAs conducted on an ad hoc basis. Even the undertaking of a large number of HIAs in a given country does not necessarily mean that those policies and decisions, which matter most in terms of health consequences and should therefore be prioritized, are subject to an HIA. Third, if not institutionalized, HIAs will depend on proactive political leadership, administration and communities, but these circumstances cannot be expected everywhere. Fourth, if not institutionalized, positive developments may become easily subject to political volatilities and be reversed quickly. Fifth – and this is probably the experience many HIA practitioners can relate to – if not institutionalized there is little leverage for the results of the HIA predicting serious negative health consequences of a pending decision being taken into consideration by the decision-makers. All of this does not mean that HIAs conducted on an ad hoc basis have no value. The point is that ad hoc HIAs have their limits.

The key message of the chapter is that it is possible to institutionalize HIA. There is evidence that some countries have at least partially institutionalized HIA. However, despite these promising examples, it remains doubtful if institutionalization of HIA is currently an option for all countries. Institutionalization requires firm political commitment and strong stewardship. It also requires investment into HIA and resource generation. Institutionalization does not come about without effort and does require constant support. It should also be taken into consideration that some countries have a stronger public health culture and capacity in support of institutionalization than others.

Summing up the evidence presented later in this chapter, HIA implementation and institutionalization are incomplete in all countries. None of the countries have strengthened and developed all the stewardship, funding, resource generation and delivery in full. This is an important limiting factor
for HIA activities. The variations in implementing HIA explain the uneven distribution of HIA activities across Europe as reported in Chapter 11. However, despite the incompleteness, there is evidence that some countries have made progress in implementing and institutionalizing HIA. Stewardship for HIA has been strengthened in many countries by national, regional and local governments. However, HIA is not always endorsed at subnational levels. In some cases, policy has not resulted in regulation and in other cases, regulation seems to come without vision and policy. Apart from some notable exceptions, the provision of HIA-related basic health intelligence is currently underdeveloped. Financing remains a key issue and limiting factor to the implementation of HIA. So far, only a handful of countries have invested in HIA in terms of securing and providing dedicated and substantial budgets both for generating resources and conducting HIA. Moreover, solid information on the costs of different types of HIA is still scarce. Resource generation and capacity building are supported by a multitude of organizations and institutions. In some cases, there is evidence of complementary or coordinated activities. According to the data from the sample, the delivery of HIA is relatively strongly developed. The evidence shows that most countries have established “lead agencies” which can act as focal points exerting technical leadership and providing support regarding conducting, organizing, managing, commissioning and supervising the HIA. For the choice of assessors, a multitude of different options were reported. These options, depending on the type and topic of HIA, include administrators, state institutes, universities, private research companies and freelance scientists. Some countries have managed to establish a close link between the pending decision and the triggering of the HIA process. However, in most countries, this link is less solidly institutionalized and makes HIA dependent on proactive initiatives. Similar to the link between a pending decision and triggering the HIA process, some countries have managed to establish a close link between the assessment and the reporting of the HIA to the decision-makers.

This introduction is followed by a brief mention of the data and methodology and a section on comparing HIA implementation and institutionalization. The results are presented in four subsections on selected aspects of stewardship, funding, capacity building and delivery of HIA. Finally, the results will be discussed in regard to HiAP and further developments of HIA.

**Data and methodology**

The results and analysis presented in this chapter are based on an explorative mapping exercise conducted in 2005. The methodology is explained in detail
in Chapter 11. The limitations to this mapping exercise, as pointed out in Chapter 11, apply equally to both chapters. To avoid misunderstandings, three limitations in regard to the representativeness of the results have to be highlighted.

First, while the national level has been researched comprehensively, research at subnational levels focused on a single reference region and reference locality. Therefore, variations within countries at subnational level cannot be analysed.

Second, starting from the assumption that the implementation and institutionalization of HIA may assume different forms in different countries and at different levels, the imposing of a single HIA definition was avoided. Research teams were asked to include HIAs according to their domestic definition. Indeed, HIA is integrated in some countries in environmental HIA, human impact assessment or other forms of integrated impact assessment. Therefore HIAs included in the sample may show substantial variations. Since the exact purpose of this research was to gain a better understanding of the various forms of implementing and institutionalizing HIA, it is important to report and analyse these variations.*

Third, not all countries have completed the questionnaire. For Hungary, information was only researched at national level and the information on Portugal is incomplete. Despite all aforementioned limitations, it should be noted that this is the most comprehensive and detailed mapping exercise dealing with implementation and institutionalization of HIA in Europe.

Comparing implementation and institutionalization of HIA

There is currently no established conceptual framework for analysing implementation and institutionalization of HIA. In order to facilitate analysis and comparison, this chapter draws on concepts developed in health systems research.\(^5\) In health systems research, it is assumed that systems work to achieve specific goals such as the health of the population, the nonmedical expectations of patients and citizens or the fair distribution of the financial burden of health systems expenditure. Achievement of these goals will depend on the development of four functions. These four functions are: stewardship, sometimes used interchangeably with good governance; financing; resource generation; and delivery. These functions can be subdivided into many detailed tasks. The research has focused on a selection of key tasks and aspects of these

---

* Employing the domestic definition of HIA as an inclusion criterion has important consequences. According to the strict definition of HIA in Swedish public health policy, issues of gender and equity shall be included in the assessment. Therefore many of the environmental impact assessments (EIAs) including a health component conducted by the Swedish Road Administration and other public authorities were not included in the research.
functions, while some of the case studies presented in the chapter provide a broader picture on the functions.

One of the reasons for using this conceptual framework is the degree of abstraction. It allows comparison between diverse forms of implementation and institutionalization. This is important given the institutional, social and economic diversity of Europe. It is also important to use abstract categories for the analytical framework to avoid imposing strict definitions of HIA. This would not allow for identifying and analysing the assumed diversity of institutionalizing and implementing HIA.

**Selected aspects of stewardship for HIA**

Stewardship is a function which is primarily, but not exclusively, conducted by the government. In broad terms, it is concerned with the welfare of the population. In this regard, stewardship shall provide the framework, support and supervision for integrating HiAP. Stewardship can be divided into three tasks: policy formulation (vision, values, policies, evaluation, etc.), exerting influence (promoting the issue, paralleling political processes, involving stakeholders, consensus building, setting incentives and sanctions, etc.) and gathering and providing health intelligence. The following two subsections focus on selected aspects of stewardship. In the first subsection, the existence of policies, regulations and other means of endorsement for HIA are reviewed. This is followed by a second subsection which provides an overview on selected aspects of health intelligence for HIA.

**Policies, regulations and other means of endorsement**

To understand how governments and ministries fulfil their stewardship roles, an analysis of the means of HIA endorsement was conducted. Do governments support the development of HIA by some kind of official document and if so are they employing policies, regulations* or other means of endorsement in order to provide a framework and basis for action for HIA.

As presented in Table 12.1, almost all of the countries included in the research had at least a policy, regulation or other means of endorsement either at national level or at the level of the reference region or reference locality.

A well-known example of a policy that includes HIA is Saving lives: our healthier nations, policy in England from 1999. This policy has been superseded by a more recent public health policy, which is suggesting that

---

* Regulation was interpreted in the broader sense as a legal instrument.
non-health sector impacts on health should be more routinely considered before implementation through HIA, for example. However, detailed provisions have not been made. In Wales, HIA has been in policy documents since 1998 (see Box 12.1).

An example of a regulation at regional level is the Public Health Service Act of the reference region North Rhine Westphalia in Germany. It provides, in principle, a legal basis for HIA by stating that public health services shall contribute to all planning processes. A similar provision is made in the German state of Saxony-Anhalt.

Selected aspects of health information and intelligence for HIA

Requirements on health information and intelligence can be quite demanding. They may entail availability of information on population health status and health determinants, and if the HIA is conducted at regional and local levels, this information must be available for these levels too.

Apart from data on population health and determinants, health information and intelligence for HIA provide information on the planning and delivery of HIAs including, concepts, methods, tools and evidence. Across all countries, dedicated HIA web sites, HIA databases and HIA reviews or overviews were searched. No distinction was made between levels since it was assumed that health intelligence is a general task which can equally be used at national, regional and local levels (see Table 12.2).

Clearly, in many countries, HIA practitioners have received little support in regard to HIA-related health intelligence. They must rely on their personal experiences and their own networks when planning and conducting HIAs, or they have to use intelligence provided in other countries. However, this may involve problems of transferability.
The National Assembly for Wales was established in July 1999. It provides Wales with more control over its own affairs and enables it to set policies to meet its specific needs on a wide range of issues including health. The need to improve health and to reduce health inequalities has been one of its priorities from the outset. Several policy and strategy documents have emphasized the role of all sectors, all levels of government and all parts of society in improving health. Action to support people to take steps to improve their lifestyles is accompanied by wider action across policy areas to tackle social, economic and environmental health determinants. The Welsh Assembly is committed to developing more integrated policies and programmes and, as part of this, to the use of HIA.

Health impact assessment is seen as a practical and flexible approach that recognizes the realities and constraints of the planning and decision-making processes involved in the development of policies, programmes and other actions. The initial national guidance document, *Developing Health Impact Assessment in Wales*, led to the implementation of a development programme. This included the creation of the Welsh Health Impact Assessment Support Unit. The use of HIA is promoted strongly in national and local policy documents and has a recognized importance within key national and local government bodies. At national level, the Welsh Local Government Association and the National Public Health Service for Wales support the use of HIA and work closely with the support unit. At local level, the 22 local authorities and their corresponding local health boards have a joint statutory duty to develop, implement and evaluate local health, social care and well-being strategies. Guidance issued for the strategies highlighted the role that HIA could play. In support of this, *Improving health and reducing inequalities: a practical guide to health impact assessment* was written by the unit and published by the Welsh Assembly Government in November 2004.

The Welsh Health Impact Assessment Support Unit was set up to help organizations and groups outside the Welsh Assembly to understand and use the approach throughout Wales. It has a multifaceted capacity building programme. The Welsh Assembly funds the unit through the Wales Centre for Health, a new independent public body that focuses on addressing inequalities, providing information and advice to the public, developing networks and partnerships, undertaking and commissioning research, and contributing to public health training and education. Funding for the unit covers the costs of two development workers and provides resources for communication and dissemination, including a web site. The unit itself is based in the Cardiff Institute of Society, Health and Ethics in Cardiff University’s School of Social Sciences. This maximizes the opportunities for, and links to, academic research alongside the need to develop a practical approach.
Funding and costs of HIA

The following subsection reviews funding arrangements for HIA in the countries included in the research. Information collected on the costs of the HIAs is also presented.

Funding

Health impact assessment budgets for sustained funding of support units, centres, institutes and other facilities are scarce, although England, Ireland, Northern Ireland, the Netherlands and Wales are exceptions. In some instances, a budget for HIA is reserved within the general budget of national or regional institutes. Money to conduct HIAs often comes from the regular budget of institutes or local administrations.

Budgets for HIAs were reported for eight countries at national level (see Table 12.3). Some reference regions and reference localities have reported budgets. However, they were not included in the table since, for these levels, it was assumed that there were hidden budgets that could not be identified. In most cases, quantification of the budgets was impossible.
There is hardly a common approach between the countries regarding budgets for HIA as the following examples show. The Institute of Public Health in Ireland, which provides services for Ireland and Northern Ireland, receives funds for the development of HIA from the Irish Department of Health and Children and from the Northern Ireland Department of Health Social Services and Public Safety. There is a budget for funding the Welsh Health Impact Assessment Support Unit, which is provided by the Welsh Assembly Government. The budget holder is the Wales Centre for Health, a new national body whose main functions are to provide public health information, coordinate the surveillance of health trends and carry out risk assessments of threats to health and well-being, and to train and develop a multidisciplinary public health workforce. In Poland, the Ministry of Health provides funding in the framework of overall political accountability. The budget is held by the chief sanitary inspector. In Slovenia, at national level, the Ministry of Health provides a small budget for HIA for the National Institute of Public Health, defined according to working hours of the staff. However, this budget is not a regular budget but dedicated for special cases.

In England, the Public Health Development Fund provides finances for HIA. For the financial year 1999–2000, £9 million were allocated to support the public health strategy as a whole in areas such as HIA, the development of nine regional Public Health Observatories and the improvement of infection control.8 Examples of Public Health Observatories’ involvement in HIA include the London Health Observatory, which developed a programme of work and had a dedicated HIA facilitator attached to it, and the Yorkshire and Humber Public Health Observatory, which has recently secured funding for a post on health/integrated impact assessment.12

Budgets for HIA were also reported at national and local levels. In the German reference region North Rhine Westphalia, work on HIA is funded as part of the budget of the State Institute of Public Health, which is acting as the state health authority and participating in the financial budget of the State Health Ministry. In Switzerland, a budget comes from the Department of Health and Social Affairs and is managed within the public health office.

At local level in Belgium, the nongovernmental organization (NGO) Leuven Local Agenda 21 was reported as a budget holder for HIA. The budget comes from the City Council, which in turn receives its funds from different sources, such as the Flemish Government, the Government of the Province of Vlaams-Brabant and from the funds of cities and communities. For municipalities in Germany, the local health authority’s budget is responsible for funding. In Finland, the city of Jyväskylä held the project budget.
Costs of an HIA

It has been argued that the costs of an HIA can be very high and this might constitute a problem, especially in a situation when it is unclear who will bear the burden.\textsuperscript{13} Furthermore, the costs of an HIA must be proportional to the decision at hand.\textsuperscript{14} Different types of HIA require different analytical methods, and provision for participation costs can vary considerably between individual HIAs. A mini or desktop HIA will certainly consume far less resources than a maxi or comprehensive HIA. Therefore, a differentiated picture of the type of HIA and the costs incurred would be welcome. Unfortunately, despite the growing interest in evaluation of HIA, very little information on the costs of HIAs is available.

Among the few examples currently available are those presented in the “Merseyside Guidelines”. On the basis of three projects, the calculated average cost of an HIA was €18 000,* of which €15 000 represented the actual costs of

---

* All figures in this paragraph were converted into € and rounded off.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Level</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Sector</th>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Costs (€)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Belgium</td>
<td>2001</td>
<td>Regional</td>
<td>Maxi/comprehensive</td>
<td>Transport</td>
<td>Noise, pollution, stress</td>
<td>€25 000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2004</td>
<td>Regional</td>
<td>Standard/intermediate</td>
<td>Environment</td>
<td>Pollution</td>
<td>€20 000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lithuania</td>
<td>2004</td>
<td>Local</td>
<td>Standard/intermediate</td>
<td>Multisectoral</td>
<td>Noise, pollution, waste, stress, working environment</td>
<td>€4600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Northern Ireland</td>
<td>2002</td>
<td>Regional</td>
<td>Standard/intermediate</td>
<td>Social care</td>
<td>Access to information and services</td>
<td>€29 000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ireland</td>
<td>2004</td>
<td>Local</td>
<td>Maxi/comprehensive</td>
<td>Transport</td>
<td>Traffic</td>
<td>€63 000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>available</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Local</td>
<td>Standard/intermediate</td>
<td>Housing/urban planning</td>
<td>Local area plan</td>
<td>€10 000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slovenia</td>
<td>1994</td>
<td>Local</td>
<td>Standard/intermediate</td>
<td>Energy</td>
<td>Pollution</td>
<td>€10 000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1994</td>
<td>Local</td>
<td>Mini/desktop</td>
<td>Housing/urban planning</td>
<td>Other pollution, contamination, infestation</td>
<td>€1 000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1998</td>
<td>Local</td>
<td>Mini/desktop</td>
<td>Tourism</td>
<td>Other bathing water pollution</td>
<td>€2 000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1997</td>
<td>Local</td>
<td>Mini/desktop</td>
<td>Industry</td>
<td>Other noise pollution, air and water pollution</td>
<td>€2 000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2004</td>
<td>Local</td>
<td>Mini/desktop</td>
<td>Industry</td>
<td>Pollution</td>
<td>€1 000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wales</td>
<td>2000</td>
<td>Local</td>
<td>Maxi/comprehensive</td>
<td>Employment</td>
<td>Housing, economic</td>
<td>€33 000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1999</td>
<td>Local</td>
<td>Maxi/comprehensive</td>
<td>Transport</td>
<td>Pollution</td>
<td>€81 000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2002</td>
<td>Local</td>
<td>Maxi/comprehensive</td>
<td>Housing/urban planning</td>
<td>Noise, stress, living conditions</td>
<td>€7 000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2001</td>
<td>Local</td>
<td>Maxi/comprehensive</td>
<td>Housing/urban planning</td>
<td>Community change, health, well-being, housing, indoor air quality, environment</td>
<td>€145 000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* It should be noted that for England only a selection of HIAs was included. Domestic currencies were converted into euros and sums were rounded.
* Part of the HIA was the production of 65,000 two-page summary leaflets for distribution to local households. €1,000 is allocated to evaluation.
* A social and health impact assessment involved questionnaires to be completed by all households.
* The money was spent over a three-year period. Methods included questionnaires, diaries, lung function tests and measurement of air pollutant levels.
* The high costs of the Welsh Impact Assessment may relate to the methodology. Apart from the use of routine data, detailed health data was collected from 300 households one year prior to the renovation, shortly before the renovation and after the renovation. The modelling of the community used a sophisticated geographical information system.
assessor/support staff time. The costs of the Finningley Airport HIA, which was concluded in 2000, were calculated at €76 000 to €101 000 in actual staff costs and €25 000 for commissioning and disseminating. The costs of the HIA of Dulwich Healthy Living Centre, which was concluded in 2003, were calculated at €36 000.

Among the 158 HIAs identified and analysed in the project, information on the costs incurred was only available in 15 cases (see Table 12.4).

**Capacity building**

Capacity building provides specific input for the HIA system. Key aspects are the production and training of HIA practitioners, and the establishment of support units. There can be a close link between capacity building and health intelligence, since support units may provide health intelligence required for conducting HIA. Box 12.3 provides a detailed example for Ireland.

Table 12.5 presents aggregated data on the organizations and institutions involved in resource generation. The row total exceeds the number of countries included in the research, since in some countries a multitude of organizations and institutions are involved in capacity building. The absence of resource generation and capacity building was only reported from one country at national, two countries at regional and one country at local level.*

The table demonstrates the multitude of organizations and institutions involved. The involvement of governments, government agencies and universities were frequently reported.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>National levels</th>
<th>Government agency</th>
<th>NGO</th>
<th>Public health association</th>
<th>University</th>
<th>Other</th>
<th>None</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Reference regions</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reference localities</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* The calculation was based on i) actual costs of the person-hours input of assessors and of administrative/secretarial staff; ii) notional costs of the person-hours input of academic staff, Steering Group Members and key informants; and iii) notional travel expenses.
Again, the data at subnational level need to be interpreted with great care, since only a single reference region and a single reference locality were included in the research.

Sweden serves as an example for the complementary roles of different institutions in resource generation and capacity building. The Swedish National Institute for Public Health is developing the methodology for conducting HIAs at local, regional and national levels using the Gothenburg Consensus framework as a model. Ongoing projects include:

- supporting governmental agencies within different sectors to implement HIA in their work;
- health impact assessment as a methodology for social sustainable regional development;
- developing HIA methodology for municipalities;
- conducting case studies on road projects, 3G and climate change.

General education on HIA is a subject of public health courses given at different universities, for example Karolinska Institute and Malmö University College. The Swedish Association of Local Authorities and Regions has developed an instrument “Focusing on Health”, which can be found on the web site of WHO Regional Office for Europe.

The roles may vary in scope. An example is the government’s involvement in Malta. The Office of the Director General of Health took responsibility for introducing the concept of HIA during the period of accession by introducing training both in Malta and abroad. However, according to the data presented in Chapter 11, this has not yet led to a large number of HIAs.*

**Delivering**

Four aspects of the delivery function of HIA systems were analysed. First, “lead agencies” for HIA were identified. A lead agency is defined as the focal point that may also exert technical leadership. This could entail conducting, organizing, managing, commissioning or supervising the HIA. Second, who actually conducted the assessment was analysed. Third, the link between the owners of a pending decision and the triggering of the HIA process were explored. Finally, the link between the assessment and the reporting of the results were analysed. The latter two issues already refer to institutionalization of HIA since they imply the integration of the HIA in the decision-making process.

---

* However, in some countries one of the levels was not applicable due to the institutional setting.
Lead agencies are established in most countries

On the basis of the project data, four major observations regarding the lead agency can be made.

First, with Austria and Portugal as the only exception (data for Portugal are incomplete), each country identified lead agencies. This is in itself unsurprising, since almost all countries in the sample have a policy, a regulation or other means of endorsement in place establishing the case for HIA.

Second, for most countries and their reference regions and reference localities, lead agencies have been identified on all relevant levels. In only five countries no lead agency was identified for more than one of the relevant levels. It was taken into account that due to the differences in political, administrative and institutional settings some countries have only two relevant levels.
Third, in nine countries the function of the lead agency was shared on the same level between different entities. The data were not detailed enough to determine if these lead agencies were conducting their tasks in a complementary, overlapping or conflicting manner.

Fourth, there are a multitude of different bodies and entities serving the function as a lead agency; however, a key role is played by governments and the public sector administration or institutes. Governments as lead agencies were specifically identified at national and local levels. This was the case with 11 countries. In six of them, both national and local governments were identified as lead agencies and frequently the public sector administration or institutes were identified as the lead agency. However, they were exclusively located at national and local levels. Public health associations were identified in six countries as lead agencies, universities or their respective units in six cases, and NGOs in three countries. Other lead agencies were identified in four cases, exclusively located at local level.

Conducting the HIA

The analysis of who conducted the assessment of the HIA has produced a multitude of assessors. Variations are considerable. Quite often assessment is conducted by a combination of assessors, or the assessors are supported by other organizations, groups and individuals. A case study for Lithuania is provided in Box 12.4.

Examples from the local level in Finland have shown that variations regarding the choice of assessors may be found at the same level. In one exceptional case, the HIA was performed by students of Turku Polytechnic. In many other cases, the assessment was conducted by the responsible planner from the city administration itself, with the support of the National Research and Development Centre for Welfare and Health (STAKES). In two cases, it was the local Energy and Waste Management Corporation. These assessments were conducted by external consultants.

For England, data on who has conducted HIA are only available for nine of the selected 28 HIAs. It was either the entity that triggered the HIA process or independent consultants; 19 local HIAs were reported for Wales. A multitude of groups, organizations and institutions have been involved in triggering and conducting the HIAs in Wales. Historically, local health authorities supported HIAs. More recently, the Welsh Assembly, local authorities and local health boards, with the support of the Welsh Health Impact Assessment Support Unit in some cases, have taken on this role. Many of the HIAs have been collaborative undertakings, with local health alliances playing an important part.
For Belgium, for one of the HIAs reported, the policy was owned by Leuven City Council. The HIA was triggered by a partnership of 25 institutions, business organizations and citizens’ groups and the HIA was conducted jointly by the University of Leuven and the Groep T. Leuven Engineering School.

The Italian assessment on the Brenner motorway was conducted by EURAC (European Academy, Bolzano), a private institute. In Spain, five of the seven HIAs identified were part of an EIA and followed the legal requirements. However, a fifth was identified which was initiated by the Public Health Agency of Barcelona. It was conducted by L. Agència de Salut Pública de Barcelona and Mutual Cyclops, Barcelona. In the Netherlands, some of the HIAs were conducted by the Intersectoral Policy Office. Others were conducted by universities or institutes such as SCO Kohnstamm-Institute, the Trimbos-Instituut and TNO, while liaising with the Intersectoral Policy Office.

The link between the pending decision and the HIA

Health impact assessments conducted on an ad hoc basis may sometimes be affected by suspect opportunistic politics. It may be argued that the HIA was only initiated because the expected outcome would support the pending decision.

---

**Box 12.4** Organizations and agencies conducting health impact assessment in Lithuania

In Lithuania, HIA started in 2004, when two legal acts, foreseen in the Law on Public Health Care (2003) as the supplements for environmental impact assessment (EIA), were approved by the Ministry of Health. In EU Member States belonging to the EU before May 2004, HIA is used for the comprehensive assessment of projects, strategies and policies which may have an effect on health at local, regional or national level, and is described as “strategic” HIA. Meanwhile in Lithuania there are a few “strategic” HIAs, and strongly enforced environmental HIA for planned economic activities.

Eighteen institutions (ten public agencies and eight private businesses) were licensed to provide environmental HIA at the State Public Health Service under the Ministry of Health and starting from July 2004 no EIA could be accomplished without a more comprehensive environmental HIA.

From 2001 to 2004, the number of EIAs provided increased from 150 to 422 cases. Most private companies working in the EIA sector tried to get their licences for environmental HIA because they saw advantages in this joint action. Furthermore, there is a tendency for public health professionals to shift their positions from governmental public health agencies to private consultancy companies as this is an easier way to coordinate projects and reports with public health institutions.
A systematic link between the pending decision and the HIA process may avoid this. The analysis of this link at national level comprised 54 HIAs from 13 countries. Among these HIAs, 18 were from Finland and another 18 from the Netherlands. For the reported cases from Finland, the link was very close. The HIAs, with one exception, were initiated by government departments or government agencies. In the Netherlands, all HIAs were initiated by the Intersectoral Policy Office. They screened the policies of the Ministry of Finance, Health, Welfare and Sports, Economic Affairs and the Ministry of Housing and Spatial Planning. For all the other countries in the sample, the number of HIAs at national level was too small to report on a pattern.

In the Netherlands, all HIA processes were initiated by the Ministry of Health, Welfare and Sports and the Intersectoral Policy Office. They screen the policies of other ministries for those who might have an impact on health. In practice, the Intersectoral Policy Office plays a major role in this. In Finland, the pattern differs. In general, it is the owner of the policy, programme or project that initiates the HIA process. However, in some cases, working groups were set up that included other ministries or organizations (see Table 12.6).

The link between the pending decision – or the “decision owner” – on the one hand and the initializing of the HIA process on the other was also analysed at regional and local levels. However, the data were less conclusive.

In the selected cases for England there was a close link reported between the owner of the policies, programmes and projects, and the initiation of the HIA.

---

**Table 12.6 Ministries whose policies were the subject of health impact assessments in the Netherlands and Finland**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Netherlands</th>
<th>Finland</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Government</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Ministry of Finance; Ministry of Health, Welfare and Sports</td>
<td>• Ministry of Agriculture and Forestry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Ministry of Housing and Spatial Planning</td>
<td>• Ministry of the Environment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Ministry of Social Affairs and Employment</td>
<td>• Ministry of Trade and Industry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Ministry of Transport, Public Works and Water Management</td>
<td>• Ministry of Transport and Communication; Prime Minister’s Office</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Interdepartmental Commission for Economic and Structural Reinforcement</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Others</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Political parties</td>
<td>• Finnish Rail Administration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Finnish Road Administration</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* In one case there was not sufficient information to determine who had initiated the HIA.
The London Health Commission (LHC) played a key role. It worked in partnership with agencies across the capital to reduce health inequalities and improve the health and well-being of all Londoners. The LHC used HIA to support the development of various Mayor of London strategies: Air Quality, Biodiversity, Children and Young People, Culture, Economic Development, Energy, Noise, Transport, Spatial Development and the London Plan on Waste.\textsuperscript{17}

A similarly close link at national level is visible for Wales where five HIAs were reported. As a policy owner, the Public Health Strategy Division in the Welsh Assembly plays an important role in triggering the HIA process and, to a certain degree, is involved in conducting the HIA.

Strategic HIAs may constitute a slightly different case, since they are not linked to a decision. Health impact assessments reported from Germany focused on the health impact of the privatization of drinking water management. In this regard, it was not a reaction to a concrete policy proposal. The lead role in terms of initiating, triggering and conducting the HIA was with the State Institute of Public Health of North Rhine Westphalia in cooperation with the University of Bielefeld.\textsuperscript{18, 19}

The link between assessing and reporting

Delivery, as a function of HIA systems, contributes to the achievement of specific HIA objectives. However, if the HIA is not reported adequately to the decision-makers it can neither be taken into consideration nor can it influence the pending decision. In this event, the whole delivery function does not contribute to the objectives of the HIA. This does not exclude other secondary positive effects of an inadequately reported HIA.

As an expansion of the analysis of the stages presented in Chapter 11, the data were analysed in regard to the actual submission of results to the decision-makers.

According to the analysis presented in Table 12.7, reporting back to the policy-makers takes place. However, the data have to be interpreted with great care given the limited availability of data for HIAs at national level and for the reference locality. And, of course, the subnational level was included in the research with only one reference region and one reference locality per country.

The patterns and means of reporting to the decision-makers vary a great deal. According to the data, two major patterns can be distinguished. One is following the formal model of the HIA stages in which the assessment is an activity clearly distinguished from the reporting. Reporting takes place after the assessment has been formally finalized. The other pattern refers to a steady
involvement of the decision-makers or their responsible staff. That means that
when agreement on the assessment has been achieved no separate or formal
reporting is necessary, although written reports may be produced. The means
by which the assessment is reported to the decision-makers vary a great deal
too. In some cases, submission of the report is the key means of
communicating the results. In other cases, individual briefings took place.
In several cases, workshops for the decision-maker were organized to inform
on the results of the assessment and discuss possible consequences and
options. Some HIAs have used a combination of means for reporting to the
decision-makers.

As Table 12.7 suggests, in a fair of number cases within the sample of HIAs
analysed, the results of the assessment were not directly reported to the
decision-makers. There are a variety of reasons for this. First, some of the HIAs
in this category resembled strategic HIAs. Decision-makers were involved in
them and they were linked to the broader policy process but not to a specific
pending decision. The explicit role of the HIA was to prepare a public debate
on future directions in a specific policy field. However, there are other cases in
which there was no link with the decision-makers. One reason for this was that
the assessment was not finalized on time. Interrelating the HIA stages and the
policy cycle was unsuccessful. A second reason for not reporting directly to the
decision-makers was an obvious disinterest of the decision-makers in the HIA.
A third reason was that some of the HIAs were conducted as a scientific
project which was eventually published in a scientific journal but was never
intended to be reported to the decision-makers.

### Table 12.7 Reporting to the decision-makers (based on a sample of 158 health
impact assessments)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Yes</th>
<th>No</th>
<th>N/a</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>No. of HIAs</td>
<td>%</td>
<td>No. of HIAs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National level</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>50.0</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reference region</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>65.2</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reference locality</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>38.3</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Conclusion

This mapping exercise has provided evidence that most countries have been
implementing HIA at least on a project basis. Implementation takes a variety
of forms and varies considerably from country to country. Although
governments and government agencies play an important role in the
implementation and delivery of HIA, there is a large variety of other
institutions and organizations involved in capacity building and the delivery of HIA including local authorities, public health institutes, health observatories and special HIA units, universities and private companies.

A small number of countries have been able to institutionalize HIA at least partially. The examples from England, Finland, the Netherlands and Wales should be mentioned in this context. Important elements of this institutionalization are comparable strong governance support as illustrated by the Welsh case study, the establishment of dedicated support units or explicitly integrating responsibilities for HIA in existing institutions, developing the health intelligence for HIA and regular funding for HIA activities. The analysis of the link between the pending proposal, the HIA and the decision-making process has provided examples that HIA can be conducted systematically in collaboration with different sectors and departments. However, most countries in the mapping exercise are lacking many of these conditions. Government support is half-hearted, the HIA-related health intelligence is insufficient and funding is provided either on a project basis or from existing resources.

The progress made both in terms of implementation and institutionalization does not necessarily continue. Developments and policy support may vary in the future. This was demonstrated at national level by the case study on the Netherlands. Support for implementation or institutionalization of HIA may dwindle due to changes in governments.20 Doubts have also been raised in Germany by the governmental Advisory Council of the Assessments of Developments in Health Care regarding the current knowledge gap and methodological uncertainties and the implementation of HIA.21 On the other hand it was recently reported that the public health administration of the Swiss Canton Ticino had announced its intention to assess all future political decisions by carrying out an HIA.22

Drawing conclusions regarding the role of HIA as a tool for HiAP is difficult due to the limited activities at national level and the small number of HIAs identified at regional level. The evidence suggests that, currently, the strongest developments in HIA are to be observed at local level. Still, the analysis of the link between the pending decision, the HIA and the decision-making process has provided insights that this is possible in principle. It demonstrated the involvement of various government departments in HIA. It is questionable if such involvement is likely to take place for most other countries in the near future.
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There are many international and national programmes concerning health promotion. There are new methods for evaluating the effectiveness of medical treatments and calculating risks or costs of health care services, but few tools for future-oriented health-promotion policy and work. It is difficult for politicians to understand the health effects of decisions, and presenting officials have trouble illustrating why one decision is better than another from the point of view of health. Health impact assessment (HIA) has often been applied as a method for helping local-level decision-makers take health aspects into account in strategic planning and the decision-making process.

This chapter first describes the factors in an HIA process which help to benefit decision-making at local level. This is done by analysing experiences based on one case study from the city of Kajaani in Finland. In Kajaani, the use of HIA was part of the implementation of a city welfare strategy. Three factors involved in the HIA process were considered to be especially important for a successful HIA: participation; a description of alternatives; and an assessment matrix.

This chapter then analyses the possible benefits and risks of using HIA in the implementation of local welfare strategy. Among the benefits that emerged were support in choosing the alternative for strategy implementation, a better acknowledgment of the views of the local health authorities and vulnerable groups compared with earlier practices, and the strengthening of a common understanding of strategic goals.
The experiences of Kajaani showed that more attention should be paid to methodological, procedural and cultural challenges. One methodological challenge for HIA arises from being used in extensive activities. Dividing the activity into smaller parts for the HIA would be practical. One of HIA’s procedural challenges is to link HIA to the decision-making in order to ensure the effectiveness of HIA. HIA also faces cultural challenges. The lack of a forward-looking culture in municipalities can impede the use of HIA.

**HIA as a tool in the implementation of the welfare strategy in Kajaani**

Kajaani is a medium-sized city in the eastern part of Finland (35 700 inhabitants). The city has worked actively in health promotion for about 10 years. Kajaani is one of the founder members of the Finnish Healthy City Network and it has tried to put health promotion issues on the decision-making agendas of top management groups. A city welfare strategy was prepared in 2001 by a health promotion working group in coordination with different administrative fields. The strategy was prepared within a balance score card frame and the objectives were balanced with staff, cost and process plans. The strategy did not involve any implementation plan; the execution of the strategy had been left open, and the responsibility for follow-up was also not made clear. Shortcomings in executing welfare strategies and the lack of a follow-up to the implementation are also common to other cities in Finland.\(^1\)

When the National Healthy City Network decided to take HIA as its development objective, Kajaani wanted to pilot it as a tool for implementing the welfare strategy. The aim of this implementation was to find new possibilities and alternatives for organizing welfare services in Kajaani so as to support the strategy. The other reason to choose implementation as the focus of the HIA pilot was that Kajaani wanted to make its voice heard in the Kainuu regional pilot. The pilot project involved targeting nine municipalities in the region (Kajaani being one) to organize their health, social and basic school services jointly at regional level. These services would be offered by the region, and the responsibility of the basic municipalities would only be for producing locally based services. As this large organizational renewal was forthcoming, the thoughts in Kajaani were directed to how to arrange the regional services.

The implementation of HIA in Kajaani

Kajaani had formed a health promotion working group (hereafter referred to as “working group” or “group”) in 1996 as a result of its involvement in the Healthy City Network. The working group was under the supervision of the
The HIA pilot was carried out by the working group, with its members coming from different administrative fields and from other organizations besides the city organization.

The group members included a director of Social and Health Services, a health promotion planner, a planner for the technical sector and a labour protection delegate, with representatives from Education and Cultural Services, the Sports Council, the Council for the Elderly, the Advisory Council for Children and Youth Affairs, the Kajaani Polytechnic and the Research and Development Centre of Kajaani.

The group started its work with HIA in March 2003 and had meetings approximately once a month. The secretary of the health promotion group (who also worked as a health promotion planner in the city) organized and prepared the meetings and wrote memos and summaries for the group. HIA consultants from STAKES (the National Research and Development Centre for Welfare and Health) were twice involved at the start of the process and after hearing of the problems and needs, gave advice on possible ways of working.

Three different models were created for the implementation of the welfare strategy.

- Model 0 – a sectored legislation-based model, in which services required by law are offered in sectors divided into areas of expertise.
- Model 1 – a sector-based combination model in which services required by law are offered mainly in areas of expertise or on the basis of the community’s needs.
- Model 2 – a client-based model in which special services required by law are offered on the basis of the community’s needs.

The assessment considered the impact of different models, focusing differently on age groups, costs of producing services, staff and the actions of other sectors.

The experts of the working group discussed the alternatives and impacts and made a draft assessment. After that they brought the draft into their own background organizations. Officials, politicians and representatives of nongovernmental organizations, such as members of seniors’ clubs in the Council for the Elderly, attended the meetings in the background organizations. The health promotion planner also participated in the meetings. The organizations revised the draft and made their own suggestions when needed (see Figure 13.1).
After six meetings the group delivered a summary of the HIA process and its outcomes to the Kajaani management group. The summary pointed out how health promotion could be carried out in Kajaani according to different models for organizing services. The working group recommended the client-based model for implementation of the welfare strategy. The group also presented the results of HIA to the steering group of the Kainuu regional pilot. It decided to adapt the same model as Kajaani for organizing its regional health and social services. Afterwards the city of Kajaani joined the Kainuu regional pilot and the services were organized jointly at regional level.

The STAKES consultants later evaluated the HIA process by interviewing working group members. The evaluation highlighted three important aspects that play an important role in the HIA process: participation; assessment of alternatives; and the use of an assessment matrix. Experiences of HIA processes within other Finnish Healthy Cities are very similar.
HIA process-strengthening factors in Kajaani

Participation

One of the basic values of HIA is democracy: the Gothenburg Consensus Paper emphasizes the right of people to participate in processes that affects their lives. Participation helps to collect and identify different kinds of values, objectives, impacts and alternatives. Our experience shows that listening to others’ arguments and systematically processing them using an assessment matrix, for instance, has contributed to understanding different kinds of justifications, reducing misunderstandings and conflicts, and increasing the acceptability of a decision made jointly by the community (see Figure 13.2).

Participation can be divided into expert and public participation. Expert participation consists of officials, authorities and employees (from different sectors) whose work is connected to the decision and its impacts. Usually HIA needs more than one expert or discipline to succeed. If the aim is to influence the work of other sectors, these sectors must be involved from the start.

Public participation means that those who are affected by the decision (citizens, patients, clients, etc.) can participate in the assessment directly or through representatives. Local knowledge and experiences are taken into consideration and the expertise of the whole community is harnessed. As delegates of the people, the politicians should also have an active role in HIA. The public
participation approach to HIA draws heavily on the field of community-based health promotion. In practice there has been an inability to take forward public participation as originally envisaged. Because of the constraints of time and resources, there is tension between the HIA’s participatory and knowledge-gathering dimensions. It has shifted more to participation by experts. The information generated by participation has also been undervalued compared to quantitative “scientific” data. Fundamentally it is a question of values: what kind of information is appreciated and who is able to produce it? 

In Kajaani, participation was expert-centred. The working group that conducted the HIA had a broad representation of experts from various sectors. The participation was also expanded as the group members discussed the impacts of models in their own organizations (the Council for the Elderly, the Advisory Council for Children and Youth Affairs, etc.).

There was no existing process for how the views of local people could have been involved in Kajaani. On the other hand, the working group considered direct participation to be unnecessary in this case, as the subject of the HIA was difficult even for experts. Even if there was no direct participation, the views of children, working-age people and the elderly were taken into account in the background organizations. In Kajaani, participation did bring the knowledge of different sectors into the HIA process. Participation also committed the members of the working group to the results of the HIA.

Description of alternatives

Alternatives make it easier to compare health impacts and the advantages of different solutions. When participation has brought out a variety of opinions that as a consequence have given rise to conflicts, a description of the available alternatives for action can help.

Introducing alternatives and assessing them is not a particularly familiar practice in HIA even if the formulation of alternatives has been used widely in strategic environmental assessment (SEA) and social impact assessment (SIA). Developing and comparing alternatives allows the decision-makers to determine which alternative is the best possible solution. Methods for creating alternatives are discussed in more detail elsewhere. 

There was no open conflict in Kajaani. Alternatives for implementing the welfare strategy were created by identifying threats and possibilities. The members of the working group possibly feared that if a model for organizing social and health services in the Kainuu regional pilot were chosen without...
discussions, they might find the chosen model inappropriate. It was believed that by conducting an HIA in the strategy implementation it would be possible to submit to the Kainuu pilot a proposal concerning the organization of regional services. This was what happened as it was decided in the regional pilot that the social and health services would be organized largely in accordance with the client-based approach described in the HIA of Kajaani. In that city, describing alternatives thus gave an opportunity to take participants’ fears and solutions into consideration on an equal basis. As a result, three different models were created. All the opinions presented were included in the models, even if the views were opposing. This meant that everybody involved could find their own opinion in one of the alternatives.

Assessment matrix

Matrices are usually used as a tool for identifying impacts. A matrix is valuable for the presentation of results because it can be used to present the pattern of impacts systematically and clearly. It is also a good way to visualize the appraisal and its results (see, for example, the Swedish health matrix in the references listed as 16 and 17 at the end of this chapter).

In other forms of impact assessment – like the SIA and SEA – a matrix is also used as a tool for comparing alternatives, with the alternatives on one axis and impacts on the other. The same matrix can simultaneously deal with impacts, determinants of health or objectives. The idea is to answer the question “What happens if...?” The purpose of the matrix is not necessarily to find out the undisputed best solution but to describe health inequalities and the positive and negative impacts of different alternatives.

In Kajaani the impacts that different models have on children, working-age people and the elderly were assessed. The labour protection delegate, the representatives of the Advisory Council for Children and Youth Affairs and the Council for the Elderly discussed the impacts with their background organizations, thus adding expert opinions to the matrix. When the impacts were written into the matrix, it became apparent that there was actually no difference between population groups. The discussions that the working group members conducted with their own background organizations brought up very similar impacts, regardless of whether those affected were children, working-age people or the elderly. So the rows in the matrix were combined and named “Impacts on the inhabitants of Kajaani” (see Table 13.1).

The HIA aimed to introduce equity aspects in the planning process. However, the work done by the working group members in their own background organizations showed that there were no differences in impacts on different
Table 13.1 Which model is the best possible? In the city of Kajaani, the effects of the implementation of the welfare strategy were analysed by health impact assessment. A working group formed three models for organizing health promotion and services in the municipality. This table is an extract from the draft assessment matrix.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Impacts on the inhabitants of Kajaani</th>
<th>Model 0 (no action): a model sectored according to the law</th>
<th>Model 1: a sector-based combination model</th>
<th>Model 2: a client-based model</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Services are divided according to a sector-based approach; services are spread throughout the system</td>
<td>Services are divided into a “one-stop principle” and a sector-based, broad approach</td>
<td>Services follow a “one-stop principle”, broad approach; the client is seen from a holistic viewpoint</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Care guarantee difficult to implement; services more difficult to access</td>
<td>Care guarantee probably easier to implement; services easier to access</td>
<td>Care guarantee probably easier to implement; client can decide where to get the services needed</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>More specialist expertise</td>
<td>A little less specialist expertise; a few special experts less than in model 0</td>
<td>Fewer specialist experts</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A small-scale network</td>
<td>Networking is the basic working model</td>
<td>Networking is more “real”</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A chain-like organization system; different levels of services are governed by the special areas of expertise</td>
<td>Some chain-like quality in the organization system; some specialist fields are governed by a field of expertise and on the basis of the community’s needs; a low, broad organization</td>
<td>Special expertise is organized on the basis of the community’s needs; a low, broad organization</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Does not encourage preventive actions</td>
<td>Encourages preventive actions</td>
<td>Encourages preventive actions</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Does not encourage actions that support coping</td>
<td>Encourages actions that support coping to some degree</td>
<td>Encourages actions that support coping</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Costs increase due to lack of linear expertise</td>
<td>Supports prevention</td>
<td>Supports prevention</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Less expensive in the short run if support is provided within the basic services</td>
<td>Supports well-being of people better</td>
<td>Supports well-being of people better</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supports prevention</td>
<td>Less expensive in the long run</td>
<td>Less expensive in the long run</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Impacts on staff: • depth of management</td>
<td>Organization is important in the reconstruction and work capability of staff</td>
<td>Organization is important in the reconstruction and work capability of staff</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• well-being of staff</td>
<td>Clients or staff move; depending on the choices, clients and staff move (or do not move)</td>
<td>Clients and staff move depending on the situation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Line manager plays an important role in terms of inner development/ the reconstruction and work capability of staff</td>
<td>Staff is either dependent on the management or works on its own, depending on the organization</td>
<td>Appreciates broader expertise of staff</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clients move, staff does not</td>
<td>Both “hard” management and creating suitable working conditions are emphasized</td>
<td>Staff is independent in its work</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Appreciates strong expertise of staff</td>
<td>The most important task of the manager is to create suitable working conditions</td>
<td>The most important task of the manager is to create suitable working conditions</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Staff is dependent on management</td>
<td>Network management (vulnerable)</td>
<td>Network management (vulnerable)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“Hard” management is emphasized more than “soft” leadership</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Impacts on other fields</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
groups of people. The HIA and the description of alternatives took place at a fairly general level, so differences in health impacts are more likely to be identified in the more detailed planning of the services in the future. Impacts on equity would be easier to identify if the municipalities collected basic data which are broken down according to population groups.\footnote{There can be a risk that some population groups are excluded from HIA if there are not enough data on them. Impacts on gender were not seen as relevant in the Kajaani case and so were not assessed. Assessors thought that gender impacts would come up in more detailed planning and in sector programmes.}

More resources should have been made available for gathering cost data in the HIA. Further, no attempts were made to identify impacts on other fields. This was not considered necessary at the final stage of HIA and there was not enough time to initiate discussions with experts in other sectors.

The assessment matrix was a useful tool in Kajaani. It brought all significant (qualitative, quantitative and economic) impacts to the same table and helped to compare the positive and negative aspects of the alternatives. A comparison between alternatives, impacts and goals gave the decision-makers information about the best possible solution for the current situation. The problem in using the matrix was that descriptions of alternatives and assessments of impacts were mixed together (see Table 13.1).

**Benefits and risks of HIA: local-level strategy implementation**

In the case of Kajaani, using HIA was an attempt to apply a method of policy-making and strategy implementation at local level. Several benefits and risks relating to the use of HIA in policy assessment at local level could be recognized in the Kajaani pilot project. Benefits and risks could be classified as political, social and economic.

**Political benefits and risks**

The HIA made the planning process in Kajaani more structured, helping in reaching a common understanding and finding suitable alternatives efficiently. It also provided information and arguments for choosing the solution (a client-based model) in the regional pilot of Kainuu. The Director of Social and Health Services of Kajaani participated both in the Kajaani HIA process and in the preparation of the regional administration model of Kainuu. During the HIA process he became acquainted with the different alternatives and their pros and cons. He felt that taking part in the HIA helped with the preparation of the Kainuu regional pilot.
The HIA also made the health issues apparent in planning and increased the awareness of participants, authorities and politicians about the health impacts of decisions. The HIA also made apparent the need for co-operation between different sectors. The visibility of health promotion actions greatly increased, and the working group members became more conscious of their role. A planner for the technical sector applied HIA in his work on key technical planning. In discussions with politicians on the regional models for Kainuu, health promotion issues were used to support argumentation.

It was at first difficult to discuss the values, alternatives and negative impacts in Kajaani. The HIA was a tool for processing the differences of opinion through exploring alternative solutions. Alternatives usually make it possible to incorporate different models and views into the planning process even if there is no unanimity in their acceptability. There is of course a risk that an HIA can be used for manipulative purposes. It can be conducted to advance a certain opinion or speak about one’s favourite alternative. This can be avoided by ensuring that the HIA is carried out as fairly and accurately as possible.

In Kajaani the working group members believed that HIA provided an opportunity to bring up and justify a new way of providing health-promoting services. People thought that, without HIA, it might have been difficult to oppose the traditional sector-based methods. However, efforts were made to describe the effects of the traditional methods of action as fairly as possible so as to avoid manipulation.

Social benefits and risks

The HIA empowered the local health authorities and helped take account of the views of vulnerable groups (children, the elderly) in Kajaani. The HIA created a channel for the local health authorities to bring their “silent knowledge” into play. They could also influence how developments would evolve. In Kajaani the HIA provided the courage to decide on the new action model. In addition, the results of the HIA empowered the officials of the city to advocate a specific alternative in the planning related to the regional pilot of Kainuu. The HIA was presented to the regional pilot steering group, and the resulting views and arguments were used in planning the regional pilot.

The HIA was also a tool for creating a common understanding of strategic goals. The participants from various administrative branches were able to learn from each others’ opinions and further develop their own viewpoints. Integrating a new tool (HIA) into the prevailing system is itself a learning process.
Economic benefits and risks

In the HIA of Kajaani, as in many other HIAs in Finland, economic impacts were difficult to assess. The participants in Kajaani emphasized that it is important to pay attention to the total benefits of the HIA. Even though the cost factors were identified, calculating the exact economic impacts was too difficult. There was not enough time to gather data about the expenses and gains. Reasons include the inadequacy of the available data, the difficulty in assessing the cost-effectiveness of interventions and, above all, the fact that not all benefits were calculable.

The HIA did not incur any direct expenses because it was conducted by officials during working hours. The officials did not keep a record of the time used for the HIA. Therefore it was also difficult to calculate its indirect costs.

Conclusion

In Kajaani, the HIA provided the officials with material and grounds for planning. The HIA served to voice the professional community’s and inhabitants’ views on the future organization of services in Kajaani. The results of the HIA were presented to the steering group of the Kainuu regional pilot so that the group could use the issues and arguments raised in the HIA in its own planning work. One of the most important achievements in the context of the HIA was that it strengthened the officials’ own views and empowered them. In situations of this type, where the results of the HIA directly impact the preparatory work, it is not necessary to draw up a separate assessment report.

The HIA proved its usefulness in several ways in the implementation of the welfare strategy in Kajaani. The most evident advantages were that the HIA helped in finding a model for the implementation of the strategy. Moreover, the local health authorities and vulnerable groups were better heard compared with earlier practices, and the common understanding of strategic goals was strengthened. From the point of view of political decision-makers, the HIA increased the transparency and alternatives available in the planning process. Usually officials only prepare one draft resolution but with the HIA alternative resolutions emerged. The decision-makers became conscious of the alternative solutions and their benefits and drawbacks.

This chapter describes three elements that are regarded as important for HIA to be successful. Participation contributes to the identification of impacts and increases cohesion in the community. Alternatives allow the benefits of different solutions to be compared. The assessment matrix allows the assessment to be carried out and the impacts to be described systematically.
The HIA is itself a learning process for its participants. The experiences of Kajaani showed that more attention should be paid to methodological, procedural and cultural challenges.

A methodological challenge for HIA arises from being used in such an extensive activity as the implementation of a welfare strategy. As a result, alternatives may be described in a fairly general way and the identification of impacts can become difficult. Dividing the activity into smaller parts for the HIA would have been practical.

The HIA's procedural challenge arises in trying to link it directly to the decision-making so as to ensure the effectiveness of the HIA. In Kajaani this connection was not as strong as it could have been. The connection functioned more at the personal level than at the formal level, with some members of the working group also belonging to the Kainuu steering group. This made it possible to use the results of the HIA in the work of the steering group. The influence of the HIA on the Kainuu regional pilot could have been greater if the HIA was assigned by the Kainuu steering group. The working group on welfare and health promotion in Kajaani conducted an HIA with the explicit aim of identifying a model for implementing the welfare strategy of the city. A future organizational renewal as a result of the regional pilot was, however, bound to have an influence on the work of the working group. In other words, the HIA also had another implicit aim of identifying a new model for organizing regional welfare services. The end result was a number of alternative models for organizing services in Kajaani, which were equally applicable in the regional pilot. Finally, the type of service organization preferred in Kajaani was also chosen to serve as a basis for the regional model of action. Although it is not possible to distinguish the effect of the HIA on the process accurately, the HIA at least empowered the group members so that they were able to communicate the results of the HIA to the regional pilot.

Health impact assessment also raises cultural challenges. The lack of a forward-looking culture impedes the use of HIA. For example, the culture of health promotion is very weak in the municipalities. During a recession, the focus shifted from preventive work to health care. Since then, health care has dominated and health promotion is to some extent only mentioned in visions and strategies. Mainstreaming HIA requires changes in ways of thinking and in the planning structures of municipalities.
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Part 5

Conclusions and the way forward
Health is both a value and an asset

Health is an important value in its own right. In all European Union (EU) countries, this is recognized through a major investment in health security by way of universal health care services and public health measures. There is also an increasing awareness that a population’s health is an important asset for society and that health can contribute crucially to the economy, productivity and overall development of society. Therefore there is a growing interest in strengthening this asset systematically. This book aims to contribute to an improved understanding of the opportunities and challenges in improving population health through other policies in the European Community (EC) and its Member States.

Policies have an effect on health

The fact that health is not solely dependent on health sector activities but is, indeed, largely constructed in areas outside the health sector has been known for decades. Therefore most countries have made efforts to integrate health considerations into societal policy-making.

In the EC there is an explicit policy mandate to integrate health into all other Community policies through Article 152 of the Treaty Establishing the European Community. This mandate is unique. In order to implement it, a variety of strategies, processes, mechanisms and instruments have been used in the various sectors of policy-making at Community level and in the Member States.
Nevertheless, there is still much scope, at all levels of decision-making, for elaboration in terms of the processes and means of integrating health consideration in policy-making so as to strengthen evidence-informed policy-making.

A failure to take health concerns into account in policy-making may be costly. It may result in increased suffering, decreased well-being and even loss of life. The costs ultimately fall on individuals, their families and on the health sector in terms of increasing health care costs, but also on the whole of society in terms of lost well-being and productivity as well as increased absenteeism from work in the form of sick leave and early retirement.

Health determinants as the mediators between policies and health outcomes

Factors that are found to have the most significant influence on health are called determinants of health. Health is an outcome of a multitude of determinants, including those relating to individual genetic and biological factors, individual lifestyles, the environment, culture, and societal structures and policies. It is notable that even changing individual lifestyles is, at times, beyond the ability of the individuals themselves; a change often needs supporting policies that make healthy lifestyles a viable option. The same determinants typically influence a multitude of health issues and, for example, all major diseases.

While the health sector’s curative activities are mainly planned and implemented through health outcomes, health promotion and prevention need to be planned from the determinants’ points of view because the health impacts of the policies, activities and interventions of other sectors are mediated through the determinants. Health determinants can be directly and at times quickly influenced through policies and interventions in the various arenas of policy-making, as well as in the various settings in which people live and work. Usually changes in determinants can be observed much earlier than those in health outcomes.

Policies can change health and health determinants positively or negatively

Health in All Policies (HiAP) is a horizontal, policy-related strategy with a high potential for contributing to improved population health. It is complementary to the more commonly known approaches of public health and health care services. The HiAP approach is to take into account the health
impacts of other policies when planning policies, deciding between various policy options and implementing policies in other sectors. The ultimate aim is to create evidence-based policy-making by assessing and discussing the possible health impacts of existing policies as well as proposed policy alternatives.

The core of HiAP is to examine determinants of health that can be affected to improve health but are mainly controlled by policies of sectors other than health. Health in All Policies as an approach aims to clarify the links between policies and interventions, health determinants and the consequent health outcomes for decision-makers.

Great advances in health have indeed been acquired through policies in sectors such as education, the environment, water and sanitation, planning, labour, housing, traffic, agriculture and nutrition. Chapter 7 highlights some of these advances and opportunities in the area of environment and health. It shows that scientific information has been a very important driving force for the integration of health aspects into the environment and transport sectors, and discusses the ways in which solid scientific knowledge can be disseminated to inform decision-making.

Nowadays health aspects are an inherent part of policy-making in many sectors. As an example of a successful effort to integrate health considerations into other policies, Chapter 3 describes the major determinants for heart health and the ways in which heart health has been amenable to policies of other sectors. The determinants include – in addition to genetic factors – the quality of food, smoking and level of physical activity, which can all be affected by policies, legislation and regulations, as well as the other actions of various sectors that make healthy choices known, easy and affordable. Chapter 4 describes policies, societal changes and demographic factors that affect the relationship between health, work and productivity. It emphasizes that health is a prerequisite for the two latter.

In addition to advances and opportunities, there are emerging challenges and risks. Sectors have their own priorities, and these are not always easily compatible with the aims of advancing health and health equity through health determinants. Examples of the further need to consider health implications are given from agricultural and food and alcohol policies (see Chapters 5 and 6, respectively). While the Common Agricultural Policy has been successful in acquiring improved food security in terms of chemical and microbiological food safety, and has recently decided to remove the subsidies on tobacco, Chapter 5 shows that there is still room for strengthening the analyses of health impacts, as well as in considering the impacts on policy-making.
Lastly, what has received less attention is the impact of other policies on health care and its functioning. While the mandate and responsibility of organizing health services is still at national or even local level, the framework in which it can be done is increasingly determined at levels beyond the national. For example, policies on international trade, internal markets, competition, trade and industry, and linked policy objectives on taxation and the size of the public sector and its services, may all have important direct consequences for the health sector and its costs.

**Equity is a core value in health**

Equity in health is one of the core values and objectives of European health policy. Health and the determinants of health are unevenly distributed across population groups. Inequities in health – that is, differences in health status and health determinants that are considered unfair and avoidable – between different socioeconomic groups have either grown or remain the same. At the same time, processes linked to globalization have resulted in increased socioeconomic differences both between countries and within countries, hence posing a further challenge in combating inequities in health.

It is crucial to note that policies aimed at amending health determinants are not necessarily neutral in terms of their effectiveness in the various subgroups of the population (see Chapter 1). An explicit focus on the social determinants of inequalities in health is necessary in order to ensure improved equity in health (see Chapters 1 and 8). When considering the health impact of other policies, special attention should be paid to the distribution of these impacts across populations. For example, changes in alcohol policy in Finland have had the most detrimental effect on the health of the lowest socioeconomic group (see Chapter 6). It is also noteworthy that in the course of time the distribution of health determinants across a population may change. For example, cardiovascular health has become increasingly a concern of the lower socioeconomic groups, having previously affected the higher groups more (see Chapter 3).

**Policies are increasingly intertwined**

Because of the globalization and European integration processes many policy decisions, such as those concerning aspects of trade and industry, internal markets and agriculture, have been, to a large extent, lifted to European or even global level in the context of the World Trade Organization. At the same time, the implementation of many decisions, as well as the responsibilities for the outcomes, may be delegated to local level. For example, health policy responsibilities generally still remain in practice at national and local levels.
As societal challenges today are inseparably intertwined, sectoral policies at the various levels increasingly impact on each other, and the need for policy coherence is ever more important. As shown in Chapter 1, the tools for healthy public policies at local level can be too weak in cases in which the international and national level contexts are not conducive to such policies. Nevertheless, integrating health considerations into local-level policies is essential and a case study on that is presented in Chapter 13.

Not only have policies shifted in terms of the level of policy-making from national to international or to local level, but the main domain in which policy is made can also change simultaneously with this shift. Chapter 6 highlights the different contexts in which alcohol policies have been made in Europe. In Finland and Sweden alcohol policies have been strongly influenced by social and health aspects of alcohol consumption. These countries have a strong temperance tradition, restricting alcohol production and sale. In the EU, alcohol policies have traditionally been part of agricultural policies with the aim of strengthening the production and sale of alcoholic beverages. As a result there has been unavoidable friction between the aims and objectives of the former national alcohol policies in Finland and Sweden and those of the EU, having serious results in the raising of alcohol-related morbidity and mortality. While the tools have become more limited at national level, efforts to alleviate the consequences of increased alcohol consumption are increasingly made at local level and the costs are increasingly being borne by local-level health and social budgets.

The Maastricht and Amsterdam Treaties have paved the way for assessing health impacts in other policies, but health policy priorities still remain to become part of the hard core of EU priorities (see Chapter 2). Increasing emphases on internal markets, competition and economic policies more generally, poses a challenge to keeping health and health equity aims high on the agenda, as health may easily shrink into a means of acquiring economic growth rather than being an important aim or right on its own with consequent positive effects on the economy. The task for the near future is to establish processes by which health implications can be considered and taken into account in all policies.

**Two strategies for Health in All Policies: health ‘in’ or ‘on’ other policies**

With the ultimate aim of increasing informed policy-making and policy coherence, health considerations should be incorporated in all policy development and implementation processes at the various levels of policy-making. Since the
early 1980s World Health Organization has advocated intersectoral action for health as an important strategy for achieving improved health. Even if not all policies are sectoral policies, the term “intersectoral action” has been used as a generic term to describe a coordinated action explicitly aiming at improving people’s health through influencing the determinants of health. “Intersectoral action” has been used to refer to both various sectoral ministries as well as, more recently, to sectors in terms of public and private organizations, and other NGOs (see Chapter 1).

Two main pathways or strategies of policy building can be identified. First, in cases in which mutual gains between health policy aims and other policy aims can be found, integrating health policy aims and objectives with others is likely to be relatively easy. This strategy can be called a “mutual gains strategy” or a “win-win strategy”. Second, when health objectives are kept as the main objective of the cooperative exercise, the effort can be called a “single health strategy.” In cases in which this strategy does not compromise the primary objectives of the other actors, this may be a viable strategy (see Chapter 1).

In some instances, however, the values and objectives of the various policy intentions can be incompatible. In these cases, aims and objectives need to be negotiated and compromises will need to be sought (see Chapter 8). In order to keep health high on the agenda, the health objectives and implications of various policy options for health need to gain recognition in the process. The prerequisites for doing that include sufficient openness and transparency of the policy processes, including reasonable time frames for assessing and commenting on policy proposals and a good dialogue with other policy actors, timely identification of the potential problems for health and health policy, the availability of a sound knowledge and argumentation base as well as identification of available alternative policy options. In the following some of the instruments used in gaining and maintaining this dialogue are described.

**Mechanisms and instruments for Health in All Policies**

Public and political support is essential for health implications to be taken into serious consideration in policy-making. Health is highly valued by most people. Democracy, people’s participation and transparency of policy-making are important prerequisites for the high value put on health to be channeled into health-friendly policy-making.

There is a need for good-quality public information on health outcomes, trends in health outcomes, and health determinants and trends in those determinants, as well as on ways in which health determinants can be affected, not only by individual action but also by policies. A good information base on
health and health determinants, and proper analyses of the data, are prerequisites for the monitoring, assessment and evaluation of health policies, including HiAP. It is important that essential population health data remain under public domain so that evidence-based policy-making remains a viable option.

Legal mandates for the assessment of health implications of policies, as well as legal responsibilities to follow up and report population health trends and policies affecting them, are important instruments in institutionalizing health in other policies. Chapter 7 describes the methods used to assess environmental health risks. While pointing out that not all risks can be quantified and that the reality of policy-making often makes it difficult to reconcile science with other needs and priorities of society, the contributor also points to the opportunities that were offered by making a Strategic Environmental Assessment mandatory.

Understanding health implications in national-level policy-making and political support for the proper consideration of those implications can be enhanced by, for example, parliamentary public health and public health policy reporting (see Chapter 9). Similar reporting has been carried out at local level.

Partnership and alliance building is essential for integrating HiAP. Many countries have chosen to use permanent intersectoral committees to prepare, implement and follow up HiAP. In Sweden, for example, a comprehensive intersectoral policy was prepared by the National Public Health Committee, which consisted of representatives of all parliamentary political parties, the local administration, the Ministry of Health and its institutions, as well as experts from academia, education and health sectors, working life institutions, trade unions, and patient and pension organizations.

More contemporary intersectoral bodies have also been formed on specific problems, issues or policy proposals. Other intersectoral mechanisms include formal consultation in the form of, for example, requests for formal statements over policy proposals, as well as more informal mechanisms and contacts (see Chapter 8).

As a result of the increasingly multidimensional nature of policy-making there is, in general, an increasing need for consultation so as to increase policy coherence both between the various sectors and the various levels of policy-making. At European level, there has already been positive development in the European Council as several presidencies have increasingly brought issues from other policy areas with health implications to the Council Working Party on Public Health. Also, as regards the European Parliament, in the spring of 2006, it finalized its first reading of the future Public Health Programme,
clearly moving from a disease-based perspective towards that of health determinants and broad action for health across sectors.

Formulating stands for the EU-level policies at national level in intersectoral and political arenas is extremely important as the policy mandates and perspectives may differ between the various sectors at Community level on the one hand and at national level on the other. As regards HiAP at EU level, it is not least at national level that the health perspectives need to be integrated in terms of the national stands on the various policy proposals. Chapter 9 describes the Finnish way of formulating its EU stands. It has been characterized as a systematic, intersectoral and participatory working method.

Health impact assessment (HIA) has been used as an instrument for not only assessing health implications but also for helping in the process of making health implications visible and taken into serious consideration in the policy-making processes. As Chapter 10 describes, HIA has its bases not only in other impact assessments, but also in healthy public policy and policy science. The scope of HIA varies from a small desk assessment of the directions of likely health impacts of the policy options to assessments aiming at good estimates of the size of impact. The investment in HIA should be proportional to the importance of the policy decision. According to a survey on the use of HIA in a variety of European countries, as presented in Chapters 11 and 12, the extent of the use of HIA varies by country but is strongest in the United Kingdom. Chapter 13 describes a case study on the use of HIA at local level in Finland.

The health sector's role in Health in All Policies

The role of the health care sector in the vigilance of HiAP varies from country to country. Without clear responsibilities, health sector professionals may tend to consider their role to be mainly in the curative services, or at best in disease prevention and health promotion activities within the premises of the health services.

In order to have a significant role in identifying policies and policy proposals with potential impacts on health, the health sector needs to have sufficient capacity in terms of public health personnel at the various levels of administration and this personnel needs to have adequate public health training and sufficient mandates and responsibilities allotted to them. Even if health considerations have become an intrinsic part of policy-making in some sectors, such as that of environmental policies, in general other sectors need input from the health sector in order to be able to take health implications into account. This is the case especially in areas without a strong tradition of considering health implications and in the cases of new or emerging issues or potential problems.
Taking Health in All Policies seriously: policy implications

Constitutional and legal bases

Through the Amsterdam Treaty the Community assumes a responsibility to promote as well as protect the health of EC citizens, and thus – one could argue – to ensure that health is enhanced or at least not harmed through its policies. This forms the legal base for strengthening HiAP in European-level policy-making. It is important to stress that while health care responsibilities remain at the national and local levels of the Member States, public health responsibilities regarding health in those other policies in which mandates have been delegated to the Community are largely at European level.

While the legal obligation to ensure that health considerations are included in all policy-making is clear at treaty level, it would be beneficial to review possibilities for strengthening the implementation of this obligation. This might include legal obligations to report on the health implications of Community policies. It would also be important to identify current barriers for full implementation of the treaty obligation and to make necessary amendments to overcome identified barriers, so as to ensure that health is lifted higher in policy- and decision-making, interventions and actions of the various bodies of the Community. In the Member States the legislative bases are more variable and the Member States may wish to explore the legislative needs at national and local levels so as to ensure that the legal bases for implementing HiAP are in place.

Aims, values and policy coherence

In any political entity the aim is to achieve coherent policies in which the various policies lead towards the commonly agreed aims and are based on the fundamental values of the system. The ultimate aim of HiAP is also to aid informed policy-making so that health implications can be considered when making policy decisions and implementing them.

Health is currently a component of major strategies and policies of the Community, including the Lisbon Strategy, sustainable development and competitiveness. However, the argumentation for health could be strengthened, in particular with regard to economic factors. It is also important to recognize health as an aim and intrinsic value in its own right and to lift such pure health policy objectives onto the central agendas that go beyond those concerning competitiveness, effectiveness and productivity. Such objectives include, for example, those relating to distributional aspects of health and well-being, as well as the role of alleviating suffering and providing health security and care.
For increased policy coherence there is a need to overcome many sectoral and organizational barriers, both within the European level at the Commission, the Council and the Parliament, in the Member States, including their governments and sectoral administrations, as well as at local level.

Member States may wish to consider reviewing their intersectoral structures, such as intersectoral committees and other forms of consultation, to ensure that health is discussed and considered in overall policy-making. For example, in the division of labour between the Community and the Member States, health care has mainly remained in the national domain. This means that assessing implications of European-level policies on the national health care system should be done through national-level intersectoral bodies or processes, so that the national stands are not formulated without considering these implications. However, even regarding HiAP at European level, health considerations should at best also be integrated into the national stands regarding Community policies.

Ownership: public support, participation, democracy and political leadership

Health is highly valued by most people and therefore putting health higher on political agendas has solid support. Nevertheless, public information and knowledge on health implications of various policies could be improved so as to enhance proper public discussions and open decision-making. Policies should remain under democratic control without undue emphasis put on organizations and associations of mediation.

While curative and disease-based approaches are most visible in public discourse and media and among, for example, patient organizations, health promotion and the implications of other policies are not always as well established in lay knowledge and information. Special attention should also be paid to ensure that public health NGOs are involved as part of the appropriate civil society consultations, since their own funding base may not be as strong as that of some other lobbying groups.

For the HiAP approach to move up the political agendas, it needs political ownership at all levels, not least at the highest level. In order for HiAP to be widely owned, there needs to be a clear understanding of the basic concepts, the linkages of major health determinants with health on the one hand, and with other policies on the other. It is also important that the responsibilities of and mandates in implementation and monitoring of HiAP are clarified between the general administration and the health sector, at all levels of governance. Furthermore, it is important to recognize that there is still some
diversity in the HiAP perspective and premises even among the health experts of the various Member States, and therefore, to be successful, the general discourse and theoretical premises still need some discussion even among those experts.

Capacities and resources

Assessing health impacts of policies and policy initiatives, as well as formulating healthy policy options, need resources in terms of a knowledge base, public health training, personnel, structures and financing. The bodies with decision-making powers on policies and policy measures should be served with appropriate knowledge on and analyses of population health status and its major determinants stratified by population groups, as well as trends in the status and the determinants on regular bases. In addition, decision-makers should be provided with analyses of health implications of major existing horizontal policies, as well as of policy proposals and alternatives with potentially remarkable influences on health and health determinants.

Countries wishing to strengthen their HiAP approach should ensure that there exists a sound information base for the trends in population health and the underlying health determinants and that there are appropriate resources for processing and analysing the population health and determinants data for the use of policy-makers.

Structures, mechanisms and instruments for Health in All Policies

For increased policy coherence, as well as more specifically health to be considered in policy-making and development, a forum for interchanging knowledge and ideas including policy-makers and civil servants from various sectors has proven helpful. For substantiating health implications of other policies a variety of instruments has been established. For using any of them, one prerequisite is transparent: policy-making with sufficient time frames for analyses and reaction. In the search for good strategies, structures, mechanisms and instruments for considering health implications of other policies, the Commission, as well as the Member States, should learn from the best practices. This book describes a number of them, but there is still scope for further learning from each other by exploring and analysing existing good practice.
Health is largely determined by factors outside the health care domain. Efforts to integrate health considerations into societal policy-making with the aim to improve population health are being made almost everywhere, both at the Community level as well as at the national, regional and local levels.

This volume, published in the context of the Finnish Presidency of the European Union (EU), aims to highlight how and why the health dimension can and should be taken into account across all government sectors. Particular emphasis is placed on the unique mandate and obligation of the EU to protect health in all its policies. The topic is explored from the perspectives of available methods and different levels of policy-making, and examples are included from specific policy areas and health issues.
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